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Prólogo
Las Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes (PROLE) se vienen consolidando como un marco propicio de reunión, debate y divulgación para los grupos españoles que investigan en temas relacionados con la programación y los
lenguajes de programación. En este volumen se recopilan los artı́culos aceptados
para su presentación en las Sextas Jornadas sobre Programación y Lenguajes
(PROLE’06) celebradas en Sitges (Barcelona) los dias 4, 5 y 6 de Octubre de
2006. Anteriormente tuvieron lugar en Almagro (2001), El Escorial (2002), Alicante (2003), Málaga (2004) y Granada (2005). La edición de PROLE’06, al
igual que todas las ediciones previas, se organiza en paralelo, y compartiendo
varios actos, con las Jornadas de Ingenierı́a del Software y Bases de Datos
(JISBD). Ambos eventos son organizados bajo los auspicios de SISTEDES (Sociedad de Ingenierı́a del Software y Tecnologı́as de Desarrollo de Software),
sociedad constituida en Granada durante la celebración de CEDI en Septiembre
del 2005. Desde la edición de 2006, todas las personas inscritas en JISBD o
PROLE serán miembros de SISTEDES hasta la celebración de las siguientes
jornadas. Por ello, queremos expresar nuestro agradecimiento tanto a los organizadores de las JISBD’06, en especial a Pere Botella, y a la dirección de
SISTEDES.
Todos los trabajos presentados fueron rigurosamente revisados por tres
miembros del Comité de Programa y/o revisores adicionales, a todos los cuales
queremos agradecer su inestimable ayuda. Los 24 trabajos aceptados, que este
volumen recoge, son los formalmente aceptados por el Comité de Programa y
se clasifican en cuatro categorı́as diferentes: 12 son trabajos considerados en
progreso, 4 son resúmes de trabajos recientemente publicados en algún foro internacional de reconocido prestigio, 2 son demostraciones de sistemas y 6 son
artı́culos sobre trabajo cientı́fico original. Gracias también a todos los autores
por participar en PROLE’06 y por el trabajo que realizan.
El programa de PROLE’06 cuenta también con dos excelentes conferencias
invitadas a cargo de Krzysztof R. Apt (Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica,
Amsterdam) y Eelco Visser (Institute of Information and Computing Sciences,
Utrecht). Gracias a ambos por aceptar amablemente nuestra invitación. Los
resúmenes de estas conferencias también han sido incluidos en estas actas.
Puede obtenerse información sobre PROLE a través de la página
http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/elp/prole/, lo que debemos agradecer al grupo ELP
de la Universidad Politécnica de Valencia.
Agradecemos también la ayuda recibida del Departament d’Universitats,
Recerca i Societat de la Informació de la Generalitat de Catalunya.
Estas actas han sido generadas utilizando el soporte (basado en LaTeX)
que proporciona ENTCS, revista electrónica que acogerá la edición de un
volumen post-jornadas de trabajos originales. Gracias a ENTCS y, en especial,
a Michael Mislove por su apoyo y amabilidad.
8 de Septiembre de 2006

Paqui Lucio
Fernando Orejas
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Program Transformation with
Dynamic Rewrite Rules
Eelco Visser 1
Institute of Information and Computing Sciences, Utrecht University
P.O. Box 80089, 3508 TB Utrecht, The Netherlands

The area of program transformation is concerned with the manipulation of the
source code of programs. Since textual transformations tend to be hard to get
correct, transformations are usually carried out on structured representations
of programs, such as abstract syntax trees. Term rewrite rules provide a
good formalism for describing simple transformations on trees. The Stratego
[1] program transformation language is based on term rewriting, but extends
the formalism with programmmable rewriting strategies and scoped dynamic
rewrite rules.
A collection of useful rewrite rules for the abstract syntax of a programming
language is usually non-terminating and non-confluent. For any particular
transformation a choice needs to be made from the collection of rules and the
order in which they are applied. Programmable rewriting strategies [4] are
programs in a domain-specific strategy language that provides combinators
for combining single rewrite rules into complex transformation algorithms.
While strategies provide control over the application of rules, they do not
solve the problem of context-sensitivity in program transformation. Programs
contain many kinds of binding relations between declarations or definitions
and uses of those definitions indicated by means of identifiers. Examples include variable assignment and use, function definitions and calls, modules and
imports. Program transformations need to take into account the binding relations of programs, which cannot usually be expressed with first-order rewrite
rules. In Stratego, first-order terms are used to represent the abstract syntax
trees of programs, using names (strings) for the identification of definitions
and their uses.
The observation then is that transformations such as function unfolding,
variable substitution, and constant propagation can all be expressed using
dynamically defined rewrite rules in which some of the variables are bound
by the context in which the rule is defined [2]. For example, the following
sequence of operations
?Let(x, e1, e2); rules( Subst : Var(x) -> e1 )
1
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first matches a Let construct binding x to e1, and then defines a rewrite rule
named Subst that replaces an occurrence Var(x) of the particular x bound
in the match, by the e1 bound in the match. That is, a dynamic rule is a
rewrite rule that inherits bindings to its variables from the context in which it
is defined. Subsequent application of Subst replaces occurrences of Var(x)
by e1. Similarly, the sequence of operations
?Assign(x, Int(i)); rules( PropConst : Var(x) -> Int(i) )

defines a dynamic rule replacing a variable with the constant value that is
assigned to it (in an imperative program). Note that the notions of binding
construct and variable are not built into the Stratego language. The difference
between the two examples is that in the case of the Let, the substitution is
typically only valid in the body e2, whereas the PropConst rule is valid in
the rest of the statements in which the variable is in scope. Thus, the scope
in which a dynamic rule can be safely applied depends on the programming
language. Stratego supports controlling the lifetime of a dynamic rule.
In transformations such as copy propagation and common subexpression
elimination, where the dynamic rule involves expressions with (object) variables, additional concerns are the accidental binding of free variables and the
escaping of variables from their scopes. Dependent dynamic rules [3] support
the declaration of all program entitities on which a dynamic rule depends.
When such an entity goes out of scope or when its meaning changes, all rules
depending on the rule can be undefined, avoiding accidental application.
Through dynamic rules Stratego provides mechanisms for encoding support for a wide variety of binding relation policies in transformations on programming languages. In the talk I will give an introduction to dynamic rewrite
rules in Stratego illustrated by means of examples from program transformation.

References
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Abstract
We introduce a constraint-based framework for studying infinite qualitative simulations concerned with contingencies such as time, space, shape, size, abstracted into
a finite set of qualitative relations. To define the simulations we combine constraints
that formalize the background knowledge concerned with qualitative reasoning with
appropriate inter-state constraints that are formulated using linear temporal logic.
We implemented this approach in a constraint programming system (ECLi PSe )
by drawing on the ideas from bounded model checking. The implementation became
realistic only after several rounds of optimizations and experimentation with various
heuristics.
The resulting system allows us to test and modify the problem specifications in
a straightforward way and to combine various knowledge aspects. To demonstrate
the expressiveness and simplicity of this approach we discuss in detail two examples:
a navigation problem and a simulation of juggling.
The paper is to appear in the Proceedings of the Twelfth International Conference
on Principles and Practice of Constraint Programming (CP 2006).
Key words: Constraint logic programming, ECLi PSe , simulation,
qualitative reasoning.
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Abstract
The semantic constructions and results for definite programs do not extend when
dealing with negation. The main problem is related to a well-known problem in the
area of algebraic specification: if we fix a constraint domain as a given model, its free
extension by means of a set of Horn clauses defining a set of new predicates is semicomputable. However, if the language of the extension is richer than Horn clauses
its free extension (if it exists) is not necessarily semicomputable. In this paper we
present a framework that allows us to deal with these problems in a novel way. This
framework is based on two main ideas: a reformulation of the notion of constraint
domain and a functorial presentation of our semantics. In particular, the semantics
of a logic program P is defined in terms of three functors: (OP P , ALG P , LOG P )
that apply to constraint domains and provide the operational, the least fixpoint
and the logical semantics of P , respectively. To be more concrete, the idea is that
the application of OP P to a specific constraint solver, provides the operational semantics of P that uses this solver; the application of ALG P to a specific domain,
provides the least fixpoint of P over this domain; and, the application of LOG P to
a theory of constraints, provides the logic theory associated to P . In this context,
we prove that these three functors are in some sense equivalent.
Key words: Semantics, Constraint Logic Program, Constructive
negation, Category Theory

1

Introduction

Constraint logic programming was introduced in ([9]) as a powerful and conceptually simple extension of logic programming. Following that seminal pa1
2
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per, the semantics of definite (constraint) logic programs has been studied in
detail (see, e.g. [10], [11]). However, the constructions and results for definite
programs do not extend when dealing with negation. The main problem is
related to a well-known problem in the area of algebraic specification: if we fix
a constraint domain as a given model, its free extension by means of a set of
Horn clauses defining a set of new predicates is semicomputable. However, if
the language of the extension is richer than Horn clauses its free extension (if
it exists) is not necessarily semicomputable ([8]). Now, when working without
negation we are in the former case, but when working with negation we are in
the latter case. In particular, this implies that the results about the soundness
and completeness of the operational semantics with respect to the logical and
algebraic semantics of a definite constraint logic program do not extend to the
case of programs with negation, except when we impose some restrictions to
these programs.
The only approach that we know that has dealt with this problem is ([20]).
In that paper, Stuckey presents one of the first operational semantics which is
proven complete for programs that include (constructive) negation. Although
we use a different operational semantics, that paper has had an important
influence in our work on negation. The results in ([20]) were very important
when applied to the case of standard (non-constrained) logic programs because
they provided some good insights about constructive negation. However, the
general version (i.e., logic programs over an arbitrary constraint domain) is
not so interesting (in our opinion). The reason is that the completeness results
are obtained only for programs over admissible constraints. We think that this
restriction on the constraints that can be used in a program is not properly
justified.
In our opinion, the problem when dealing with negation is not on the class
of constraints considered, but rather, in the notion of constraint doma in used.
In particular, we argue that the notion of constraint domain used in the context
of definite programs is not adequate when dealing with negation. Instead, we
propose and justify a small reformulation of the notion of constraint domain.
To be precise, we propose that a domain should be defined in terms of a class
of elementarily equivalent models and not in terms of a single model. With
this variation we are able to show the equivalence of the logical, operational,
and fixpoint semantics of programs with negation without needing to restrict
the class of constraints.
The logical semantics that we have used is the standard Clark-Kunen 3valued completion of programs (see, e.g. [20]). The fixpoint semantics that
we are using is a variation of other well-known fixpoint semantics used to
deal with negation ([5,20,6,15]). Finally, the operational semantics that we
are using is an extension of a semantics called BCN that we have defined
in previous work ([17]) for the case of programs without constraints. The
main reason for using this semantics and not Stuckey’s semantics is that our
semantics, is in our opinion, simpler. This implies having simpler proofs for
6
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our results. In particular, we do not claim that our semantics is better than
Stuckey’s (nor that it is worse). A proper comparison of these two semantics
and of others like [5,6] would need experimental work. We have a prototype
implementation of BCN ([1]), but we do not know if the other approaches have
been implemented. Anyhow, the pragmatic virtues of the various operational
approaches to constructive negation are not a relevant issue in this paper.
In addition, our semantics is functorial. We consider that a constraint
logic program is a program that is parameterized by the given constraint domain. Then, we think that the semantics of a program should be some kind
of mapping. However, we also think that working in a categorical setting provides some additional advantages that are shown in the paper. Actually, the
existing semantic definitions [10] for constraint logic programs even without
negation are, in our opinion, not fully satisfactory. On one hand, a constraint
logic program can be seen as a logic program parameterized by the constraint
domain. Then, we think that its semantics should also be parameterized by
the domain. On the other hand, we think that the formulation of some of
the existing equivalence results could be found to be, in some sense, not fully
satisfactory. Let us consider, for instance, the completeness of the operational
semantics with respect to the algebraic semantics. In our opinion, a fully
satisfactory result would have said something like:
if M(P, X ) |=σ G where σ : free(G) → DX is a valuation, then G has an
answer c such that solvX (c) 6= F
being M(P, X ) the algebraic semantics of P with constraints over a certain
Constraint Domain X and σ a evaluation of variables of G in the corresponding
domain DX , and solvX (c) the considered constraint solver. However, in the result we can find in [11] the condition on the constraint c is just M(P, X ) 6= f.
The reason is that this property will not hold unless the constraint solver
solvX is also complete with respect to the computation domain. A similar situation would occur with the result stating the completeness of the operational
semantics
with respect to the logical semantics. In that case we would need that the
solvX is complete with respect to the domain theory.
In our opinion, each of the three semantics (logical, algebraic and operational semantics) of a constraint logic program should be some kind of
mapping. Moreover, we can envision that the parameters of the logical definitions would be constraint theories. Similarly, the parameters for algebraic
definitions would be computation domains. Finally, the parameters for the
operational definitions would be constraint solvers.
In this context, proving the soundness and completeness of one semantics
with respect to another one would mean comparing the corresponding mappings. In particular, a given semantics would be sound and complete with
respect to another one if the two semantic mappings are in some sense equiv7
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alent. Or, in more detail, if the two mappings when applied to the same
(or equivalent) argument return an equivalent result. On the other hand,
we believe that these mappings are better studied if the given domains and
codomains are not just sets or classes but categories, which means taking care
of their underlying structure. As a consequence, these mappings would be
defined as functors and not just as plain set-theoretic functions, which means
that they must be structure-preserving mappings.
In the following two sections we present the main contributions of the
original paper. That is, our notion of Constraint Domain for constraint normal logic programs, and the functorial semantic definitions and results. Due
to lack of space, we refer the reader to the original for more technical detailed and proofs [16]. You can be find an extended version of the paper in
(http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~orejas/).

2

Domain constraints for constraint normal logic programs

In this section, we provide a notion of constraint domain for constraint normal
logic programming. The idea, as discussed in the introduction, is that this
notion, together with a proper adaptation of the semantic constructions used
for (unconstrained) normal logic programs, will provide an adequate semantic
definition for constraint normal logic programs. In particular, the idea is that
the logical semantics of a program should be given in terms of the (3-valued)
Clark-Kunen completion of the program, the operational semantics in terms
of some form of constructive negation [20,5,6], and the algebraic semantics in
terms of some form of fixpoint construction (as, for example, in [20,6,15]).
The main problem is that a straightforward extension (as it may be just
the inclusion of negated atoms in the constraint languages) of the notion of
constraint domain as considered in ?? will not work, as the following example
shows.
Example 2.1 Let P be the CLP(N ) program:
q(z) : − z = 0

q(v) : − q(x)v = x + 1

and assume that its logical semantics is given by its completion:
∀z(q(z) ↔ (z = 0 ∨ ∃x(q(x) ∧ v = x + 1))).
This means, obviously, that q(n) should hold for every n. Actually, the
model defined by the algebraic semantics seen in Subsection ?? would satisfy
∀zq(z).
Now consider that P is extended by the following definitions:
r : − ¬q(x)

s : − ¬r

whose completion is: (r ↔ ∃x(¬q(x))) ∧ (s ↔ ¬r). Now, the operational
semantics, and also the ω-iteration of the Fitting’s operator [7], would cor8
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respond to a three-valued structure extending N , where both r and s are
undefined and where, as before, q(n) holds for every n. Unfortunately, such
a structure would not be a model of the completion of the program since this
structure satisfies ∀zq(z) but it does not satisfy either ¬r or s.
The problem with the example above is that, if the algebraic semantics is
defined by means of the ω-iteration of an immediate consequence operator,
then, in many cases, the resulting structure would not be a model of the
completion of the program. Otherwise, if we define the algebraic semantics
in terms of some least (with respect to some order relation) model of the
completion extending N , then, in many cases, the operational semantics would
not be complete with respect to that model. Actually, in some cases this model
could be non (semi-)computable ([2], [8]).
The situation could be considered similar to what happens in the case of
(non-constrained) normal logic programs, where the least fixpoint of Fitting’s
operator may not agree with the operational semantics of a given program.
However, the situation is worse in the current case. On one hand, in the nonconstrained case one may define other immediate consequence operators (e.g.
[6,15]) whose least fixpoint is equivalent to the operational semantics of a given
program and provides a model of the 3-valued completion of the program.
Unfortunately these operators would not be adequate in the constrained case.
For instance, in the example above they would build models which are not
extensions of N . On the other hand, if when defining the logical semantics of
a program we restrict our attention to the structures extending N (i.e., if we
consider that the class of models of a program P is the class of all 3-valued
structures satisfying Comp(P ) and extending N ) then we cannot expect the
operational semantics to be complete with respect to the logical consequences
of this class of models.
In our opinion, the problem is related to the following observation. Let
us suppose, in the example above, that the computation domain would have
been any other algebra which is elementarily equivalent to the algebra of
the natural numbers, instead of N itself. Then, no difference should have
been noticed, since both algebras satisfy exactly the same constraints, i.e., we
may consider that two structures that are elementarily equivalent should be
considered indistinguishable as domains of computation for a given constraint
domain. As a consequence, we may consider that the semantics of a program
over two indistinguishable constraint domains should also be indistinguishable.
However, if X = (Σ, L, Ax, D, solv) and X 0 = (Σ, L, Ax, D0 , solv) are two
constraint domains such that D and D0 are elementarily equivalent and P is a
(Σ, L)-program, then M(P, X ) and M(P, X 0 ) are not necessarily elementarily
equivalent. In particular if we consider the program P of Example 2.1 and we
consider as constraint domain a non-standard model of the natural numbers
N 0 , then we would have that M(P, N ) |= ∀zq(z) but M(P, N 0 ) 6|= ∀zq(z).
In this sense, we think that this problem is caused by considering that
9
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the domain of computation, DX , of a constraint domain is a single structure.
In the case of programs without negation this apparently works fine and it
seems quite reasonable from an intuitive point of view. For instance, if we are
writing programs over the natural numbers, it seems reasonable to think that
the computation domain is the algebra of natural numbers. However, when
dealing with negation, we think that the computation domain of a constraint
domain should be defined in terms of the class of all the structures which
are elementarily equivalent to a given one. To be precise, we reformulate the
notion of constraint domain as follows:
Essentially, a constraint domain X is a 5-tuple:
X = (ΣX , LX , AxX , DomX , solvX )
where ΣX = (F SX , P SX ) is the constraint signature, LX is the constraint
language (including the equality symbol = in P S), DomX = EQ(DX ) with
DX a model of AxX , is the domain of computation, i.e., the class of all ΣX structures which are elementarily equivalent to a given structure DX , AxX is a
decidable set of ΣX -sentences such that DX |= AxX , and solvX is a constraint
solver such that agrees with AxX on all c ∈ LX ∩ SentΣ , that is, solvX (c) = T
implies AxX |= c and solvX (c) = F implies AxX |= ¬c. In addition, we assume
that solvX has some logical well-behavior [16].
According, we consider the cpo (DomΣ /≡ , ) for computing immediate
consequences where DomΣ is the class of three-valued Σ-interpretations which
are extensions of models in DomX and, as it is done in [20] to extend [13] to
the general constraint case, we consider  to be a kind Fitting’s ordering on
DomΣ and define the class DomΣ /≡ based on ≡ induced by .
Then, for a Σ-program P , we can define a continuos immediate consequence
operator TPDomX : DomΣ /≡ → DomΣ /≡ such that for each [A] ∈ DomΣ /≡ , as
X
TPDomX ([A]) = [ΦD
P (A)]

where DX is the distinguished domain model in the class DomX , A is any
X
model in [A], and [ΦD
P (A)] is the ≡-class of models, and we define the operator
DX
ΦP as a variant of the Stuckey’s (non-continuous) immediate consequence
operator in [20]. However, TPDomX is continuos and we can extend a result
from Stuckey [20] related to the satisfaction of the logical consequences of the
DomX
X
,
completion in any ordinal iteration of ΦD
P , until the ω iteration of TP
that is, until its least fixpoint:
Theorem 2.2 (Extended Theorem of Stuckey)
Let T h(DomX ) be the complete theory of DomX . For each Σ-goal `c:
(i) P ∗ ∪ T h(DomX ) |=3 (c → `)∀ ⇔ ∀A ∈ TPDomX ↑ ω : A((c → `)∀ ) = t
(ii) P ∗ ∪ T h(DomX ) |=3 (c → ¬`)∀ ⇔ ∀A ∈ TPDomX ↑ ω : A((c → ¬`)∀) = t
10
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Functorial semantics and equivalence results

As pointed ot in the introduction, one basic idea in this work is to formulate
the constructions associated to the definition of the operational, least fixpoint
and logical semantics of constraint normal logic programs in functorial terms,
respectivelly, as functors OP P , ALG P and LOG P . Then, given a (ΣX , LX )program P , we can define the semantics of P as:
[[P ]] = (OP P , ALG P , LOG P )
This allows us to separate the study of the properties satisfied by these three
semantic constructions, from the classic comparisons of three kinds of semantics of programs over a specific constraint domain. Moreover, once the
equivalence of semantic constructions is (as intended) obtained, the classical
soundness and completeness results that can be obtained depending on the
relations among solvers, theories and domains, are just consequences of the
functorial properties.
Comparing the algebraic and the logical semantics is not too difficult, since
we can consider logical theories not as sets of formulas but, equivalently, as
classes of logical structures. In this way, the domains and codomains of LOG P
and ALG P would be, in both cases, (classes of) logical structures. However
comparing with the operational functor OP P is not so easy. Of course, we
could also associate classes of models to solvers, but given this semantics to
solvers would not be adequate. In particular, this would be equivalent to
closing the solver (the associated set of non unsatisfiable constraints) up to
logical consequence. The problem is that the class of all models that satisfy
a given set of formulas (constraints) would also satisfy all its logical consequences. However, solvers may not show a logical behaviour (even if they
are well-behaved according to Section 2). A solver may say that certain constraints are unsatisfiable but may be unable to say that some other constraint
is unsatisfiable, even if its unsatisfiability is a logical consequence of the unsatisfiability of the former constraints. We take actually the dual approach:
we will represent all the semantic domains involved in terms of sets of formulas. This is a quite standard approach in the area of Logic Programming
where, for instance, (finitely generated) models are often represented as Herbrand structures (i.e., as classes of ground atoms) rather than as algebraic
structures.
In the original paper is detailed all the categorical setting required for
our purposes. Here we are only going to present the main ideas. First of
all, we need to define the categories associated to solvers P reT h (based on
just a sets of constraint sentences), computation domains P reT h (complete
theories) and theories T h (theories). Then, we will define the category which
properly represents the semantics of programs P rogInt (based on sets of goal
sentences).
As pointed out before, this categorical formulation allows us to speak
11
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about relations among solvers, domains and theories by establishing morphisms among them in the common category P reT h, in such a way that the
morphism between two objects represents the relation “agrees with” (or completeness if they are seen in the reverse sense). To be more precise, given a
constraint (domain) parameter X = (ΣX , LX , AxX , DomX , solvX ), we can reformulate the conditions required among solvX , DomX and AxX as morphisms
between the objects that represents solvX , AxX and DomX in the common
category P reT h:
SsolvX c SAxX c SDomX
That is, since DomX must be a model of AxX , there is a morphism from SAxX
to SDomX . Moreover, since solvX must agree with AxX , there is a morphism
from SsolvX to SAxX . Then, by transitivity, solvX agrees with DomX , so there
is a morphism SsolvX to SDomX . In addition, we can also reformulate other
conditions in these terms. For instance, solvX is AxX -complete can be written
as SAxX c SsolvX , etc.
Then, we define the three functors that represent, for a given program P ,
its operational, its algebraic or least fixpoint, and its logical semantics.
Definition 3.1 (Functorial semantics) Let P be a Σ-program. We can define three functors OP P : P reT h → P rogInt, ALG P : CompT h → P rogInt
and LOG P : T h → P rogInt such that:
a) OP P , ALG P and LOG P assign objects M in its corresponding source category to objects in P rogInt, in the following way
(i) Operational Semantics:
OP P (S) = {c → `)∀ | c∃ 6∈ S f and there is a BCN(P, S) − derivation for
`T with computed answer d such that (c → d)∀ ∈ S t}∪
{(c → ¬`)∀ | `c is a BCN (P, S) − failed goal}
(ii) Least Fixpoint Semantics:
ALG P (S) = {c → `)∀ | c∃ 6∈ S f ∧ TP
↑ ω((c → `)∀) = t}∪
M od(S)
↑ ω((c → ¬`)∀ ) = t}
{(c → ¬`)∀ | c∃ 6∈ S f ∧ T
M od(S)

P

(iii) Logical Semantics:
LOG P (S) = {(c → `)∀ | c∃ 6∈ S f ∧ P ∗ ∪ S |= (c → `)∀ }∪
{(c → ¬`)∀ | c∃ 6∈ S f ∧ P ∗ ∪ S |= (c → ¬`)∀}
M od(S)

where the definitions for TP
inal paper [16].

and BCN (P, S) can be found in the orig-

b) To each pair of objects S and S 0 such that S c S 0 in the corresponding
source category, F ∈ {ALG P , LOG P } assigns the morphism F (S)  F (S 0)
in P rogInt. However, OP P is contravariant, i.e., S c S 0 in P reT h implies
F (S 0)  F (S) in P rogInt.
12
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It is easy to see that ALG P and LOG P are functors as a straightforward
consequence of the fact that morphisms are partial orders and the monotonicM od(S)
and the logic, respectively. The contravariance of
ity of the operator TP
OP P is a consequence of the fact that the BCN -derivation process only makes
unsatisfiability queries to the solver to prune derivations. This means that
when Sf is larger the derivation process prunes more derivation sequences.
The following theorem stablishes that the semantic constructions represented by these functors are equivalent.
Theorem 3.2 Let P be a Σ-program. For each object S in CompTh, in
P rogInt we have:
OP P (S) = ALG P (S) = LOG P (S) in P rogInt.
Finally, we present the usual completeness results of the operational semantics that can be obtained when the domains, theories and solvers are not
equivalent. As we pointed out before, these results can be obtained just as
a consequence of working with functors. In particular, since SsolvX c SDomX
the contravariance of OP P implies that ALG P (SDomX ) c OP P (SsolvX ), and
similarly for the logical semantics. That is:
Corollary 3.3 (Completeness of the operational semantics) For any
program P , OP P is complete with respect to ALG P and with respect to LOG P .
That is, for each constraint domain (ΣX , LX , AxX , DomX , solvX ):
•

ALG P (SDomX ) c OP P (SsolvX )

•

LOG P (SAxX ) c OP P (SsolvX )
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Abstract
A distinctive feature of modern functional logic languages like Toy or Curry is the
possibility of programming non-strict and non-deterministic functions with calltime choice semantics. For almost ten years the CRWL framework [6,7] has been
the only formal setting covering all these semantic aspects. But recently [1] an
alternative proposal has appeared, focusing more on operational aspects. In this
work we investigate the relation between both approaches, which is far from being
obvious due to the wide gap between both descriptions, even at syntactical level.
Key words: Functional logic programming, Semantic equivalence

1

Introduction

In its origin functional logic programming (FLP) did not consider non-deterministic functions (see [8] for a survey of that era). Inspired in those ancestors
and in Hussmann’s work [12], the CRWL framework [6,7] was proposed in
1996 as a formal basis for FLP having as main notion that of non-strict nondeterministic function with call-time choice semantics. At the operational
level, modern FLP has been mostly influenced by the notions of definitional
trees [2] and needed narrowing [3].
Both approaches –CRWL and needed narrowing– coexist with success in
the development of FLP (see [15,9] for recent respective surveys). It is tacitly accepted in the FLP community that they essentially speak of the same
1
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‘programming stuff’, realized by systems like Curry [11] or Toy [14], but up to
now they remain technically disconnected. One of the reasons has been that
the formal setting for needed narrowing is classical rewriting, which is known
to be unsound for call-time choice, which requires sharing.
But recently [1] a new operational formal description of FLP has been
proposed, coping with narrowing, residuation, laziness, non-determinism and
sharing, for a language called here FLC for its proximity to Flat Curry [10].
There is a long distance in the formal aspects of the two approaches, each
one having its own merit: CRWL provides a concise and clear way for giving
logical semantics to programs, with a high level of abstraction and a syntax
close to the user, while FLC and its semantics are closer to computations and
concrete implementations with details about variable bindings representation.
The goal of our work is to relate both approaches in a technically precise
manner. In this way, some known or future results obtained for one of them
could be applied to the other.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present
the essentials of CRWL and FLC needed to relate them. Section 4 sets some
restrictions assumed in our work and gives an overview of the structure of
our results. Section 5 relates CRWL to CRWLF LC , a new intermediate formal
description. Section 6 is the main part of the work and studies the relation
between CRWLF LC and FLC. Section 7 gives some conclusions. Proofs are
mostly omitted and some of them are still under development.

2

The CRWL Framework: a Summary

We assume a signature Σ = CS ∪ F S, where CS (F S) is a set of constructor
symbols (defined function symbols) each of them with an associated arity; we
sometimes write CS n (F S n resp.) to denote the set of constructor (function)
symbols of arity n. As usual notations write c, d . . . for constructors, f, g . . .
for functions and x, y . . . for variables taken from a numerable set V.
The set of expressions Exp is defined as usual: e ::= x | h(e1, . . . , en ),
where h ∈ CS n ∪ F S n and e1, . . . , en ∈ Exp. The set of constructed terms
is defined analogously but with h restricted to CS, i.e., function symbols are
not allowed. The intended meaning is that Exp stands for evaluable expressions while CT erm are data terms. We will also use the extended signature
Σ⊥ = Σ ∪ {⊥}, where ⊥ is a new constant (0-arity constructor) that stands
for undefined value. Over this signature we build the sets Exp⊥ and CT erm⊥
in the natural way. The set CSubst (CSubst⊥ resp.) stands for substitutions
or mappings from V to CT erm (CT erm⊥ resp.). Both kind of substitutions
will be written as θ, σ . . .. The notation σθ denotes the composition of substitutions in the usual way. The notation o stands for tuples of any of the
previous syntactic constructions.
The original CRWL logic introduces strict equality as a built-in constraint
and program-rules optionally contain a sequence of equalities as condition. In
16
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(B)

(RR)
e→⊥

(DC)

x∈V
x→x

e 1 → t1 . . . e n → tn

c ∈ CS n , ti ∈ CTerm ⊥

c(e1, . . . , en ) → c(t1, . . . , tn )
(Red)

e 1 → t1 θ . . . e n → tn θ

eθ → t

(f (t1 , . . . , tn ) = e) ∈ P
θ ∈ CSubst⊥

f (e1 , . . . , en) → t

Fig. 1. Rules of CRWL

the current work, as FLC does not consider built-in equality, we restrict the
class of programs. Then a CRWL-program P is a set of rules of the form:
f (t) = e, where f ∈ F S n , t is a linear (without multiple occurrences of the
same variable) n-tuple of c-terms and e ∈ Exp. We write Pf for the sef of
rules defining f .
Rules of CRWL (without equality) are presented in Figure 1. Rule (B)
allows any expression to be undefined or not evaluated (non-strict semantics). Rule (Red) is a proper reduction rule: for evaluating a function call it
uses a compatible program-rule, makes the parameter passing (by means of a
substitution θ) and then reduces the body. This logic proves approximation
statements of the form e → t, where e ∈ Exp⊥ and t ∈ CT erm⊥. Given a
program P, the denotation of an expression e with respect to CRWL is defined
as [[e]]P
CRW L = {t | e → t}.

3

The FLC Language and its Natural Semantics

The language FLC considered in [1] is a convenient –although somehow lowlevel– format to which functional logic programs like those of Curry or Toy
can be transformed (not in a unique manner). This transformation embeds
important aspects of the operational procedure of FLP languages, like are
definitional trees and inductive sequentiality.
The syntax of FLC is given in Fig. 2. Notice that each function symbol
f has exactly one definition rule f (x1 , . . . , xn ) = e with distinct variables
x1 , . . . , xn as formal parameters. All non-determinism is expressed by the use
of or choices in right-hand sides and also all pattern matching has been moved
to right-hand sides by means of nesting of (f)case expressions. Let bindings
are a convenient way to achieve sharing.
An additional normalization step over programs is assumed in [1]. In normalized expressions each constructor o function symbol appears applied only
to distinct variables. This can be achieved via let-bindings. The normalization
of e is written as e∗ .
In [1] two operational semantics are given to FLC : a natural (big-step)
semantics in the style of Launchbury’s semantics [13] for lazy evaluation (with
17
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Programs: P ::= D1 . . . Dm
Function definitions: D ::= f (x1 , . . . , xn) = e
Expressions
e ::= x
| c(e1, . . . , en )
| f (e1 , . . ., en )
| case e of {p1 → e1 ; . . . ; pn → en }
| f case e of {p1 → e1 ; . . . ; pn → en }
| e1 or e2
| let x1 = e1 , . . . , xn = en in e
Patterns: p ::= c(x1, . . . , xn )

(variable)
(constructor call)
(function call)
(rigid case)
(flexible case)
(disjunction)
(let binding)

Fig. 2. Syntax for FLC programs

sharing) for functional programming, and a small step semantics. CRWL
itself being a big-step semantics, it seems more adequate to compare it to the
natural semantics of [1], which is shown 3 in Fig. 3. It consists of a set of rules
for a relation Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : v, indicating that one of the possible evaluations of
e ends up with the head normal form (variable or constructor rooted) v. Γ, ∆
are heaps consisting of bindings x 7→ e for variables. An initial configuration
has the form [] : e.
(VarCons)
(VarExp)

Γ[x 7→ t] : x ⇓ Γ[x 7→ t] : t

t constructor-rooted

Γ[x 7→ e] : e ⇓ ∆ : v
Γ[x 7→ e] : x ⇓ ∆[x 7→ v] : v

(Val)
(Fun)

Γ:v⇓Γ:v

e not constructor-rooted,
e 6= x

v constructor-rooted or variable with Γ[v] = v

Γ : eρ ⇓ ∆ : v

f (yn ) = e ∈ P and ρ = {yn 7→ xn }

Γ : f (xn ) ⇓ ∆ : v
(Let)

Γ[yk 7→ ek ρ] : e ⇓ ∆ : v
Γ : let {xk = ek } in e ⇓ ∆ : v

(Or)

Γ : ei ⇓ ∆ : v

ρ = {xk 7→ yk }
and yk are fresh variables

i ∈ {1, 2}

Γ : e1 or e2 ⇓ ∆ : v
(Select)

Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : c(yn )

∆ : ei ρ ⇓ Θ : v

Γ : (f )case e of {pk 7→ ek } ⇓ Θ : v

pi = c(xn )
and ρ = {xn 7→ yn }

Fig. 3. Natural Semantics for FLC

3

The rule Guess of [1] is skipped due to some restrictions to be imposed in the next section.
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4

CRWL vs. FLC: Working Plan

In order to establish the relation between CRWL and FLC (in Section 6)
firstly we adapt CRWL to the syntax of FLC. For this purpose we introduce
the rewriting logic CRWLF LC as a variant of CRWL with specific rules for
managing let, or and case expressions.

Fig. 4. Proof’s plan

The relation between CRWL and FLC is established through this intermediate logic. The working plan is sketched in Figure 4. Given a pair program/expression in CRWL we transform them into FLC-syntax and study
the semantic equivalence of both versions of CRWL (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2).
Then we focus on the equivalence of FLC with respect to CRWLF LC in a
common syntax context (Theorems 6.5 and 6.1). FLC and CRWL are very
different frameworks from the syntactical and the semantical points of view.
The advantage of splitting the problem is that on one hand both versions of
CRWL are very close from the point of view of semantics; on the other hand
CRWLF LC and FLC share the same syntax. The syntactic transformation and
its correctness will be explained in Sect. 5.1.
There are important differences between FLC and CRWLF LC that complicates the task of relating them. The heaps used in FLC for storing variable
bindings have not any (explicit) correspondence in CRWL. Another important
difference is that the first one obtains head normal forms for expressions, while
the second is able to obtain any value of the denotation of an expression (in
particular a normal form if it exists).
Differences do not end here. There are still two important points that
enforces us to take some decisions: (1) FLC performs narrowing while CRWL
is a pure rewriting relation. In this paper we address this inconvenience by
considering only the rewriting fragment of FLC. Narrowing acts in FLC either
due to the presence of logical variables in expressions to evaluate or because of
the use of extra variables in program rules (those not appearing in left-hand
19
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sides). So we can isolate the rewriting fragment by excluding this kind of
variables throughout this work. (2) The other difference is due to the fact that
FLC allows recursive let constructions. Since there is not a well established
consensus about the semantics of such constructions in a non-deterministic
context, and furthermore they cannot be introduced in the transformation of
CRWL-programs, we exclude recursive let’s from the language in this work.
Once this decision is taken it is not difficult to see that a let with multiple
variable bindings may be expressed as a sequence of nested let’s, each with a
unique binding. For simplicity and without loss of generality we will consider
only this kind of let’s. We assume from now on that programs and expressions
fulfil the conditions imposed in (1) and (2).

5

The proof calculus CRWLF LC

The rewriting logic CRWLF LC preserves the main features of CRWL from
a semantical point of view, but it uses the FLC-syntax for expressions and
programs. In particular it allows let, case and or constructs, but like CRWL
it proves statements of the form e → t where t ∈ CT erm⊥.
(RR)

(B)
e→⊥

x∈V
x→x

e1 → t1 . . . en → tn

(DC)

c ∈ CS n , ti ∈ CTerm ⊥

c(e1, . . . , en ) → c(t1, . . . , tn )
eθ → t

(Red)

(f (y) = e) ∈ P, θ = [y/t]
f (t) → t

(Case)

e → c(t)

ei θ → t

case e of {pi → ei} → t
(Or)

ei → t

pi = c(x) for some i
θ = [x/t]

for some i ∈ {1, 2}

e1 or e2 → t
(Let)

e0 → t0

e[x/t0] → t

let {x = e0} in e → t
Fig. 5. Rules of CRWLF LC

Rules of CRWLF LC are presented in Figure 5. The first three ones (B),
(RR) and (DC) are directly incorporated from CRWL. Rules (Case), (Or)
and (Let) have also a clear reading. Finally, rule (Red) is a simplified version
of the corresponding in CRWL, as now we can guarantee that any function call
in a derivation can only use c-terms as arguments. This is easy to check: the
20
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initial expression to reduce is in normalized form (arguments are all variables)
and the substitutions applied by the calculus (in rules (Red), (Case) and
(Let)) can only introduce c-terms. Given a program P the denotation of an
expression e with respect to CRWLF LC is defined as [[e]]P
CRW LF LC = {t | e → t}.
5.1

Relation between CRWLF LC and CRWL

We obtain here an equivalence result for CRWLF LC and CRWL. A skeleton
of the proof is given in the zoomed part of Fig 4. It is based on a program transformation from CRWL-syntax (user syntax) to FLC-syntax. A
similar translation is assumed but not made explicit in [1]. For technical convenience we split the transformation into two parts: first, and still within
CRWL-syntax, we transform P into another program P 0 which is inductively
sequential ([2,9]), except for a function or defined by the two rules X or Y =
X and X or Y = Y. The function or concentrates all the non-sequentiality
(hence, all the indeterminism) of functions in right-hand sides. We speak of
‘inductively sequential with or’ (ISor ) programs. Alternatively, programs can
be transformed into overlapping inductively sequential format (see [9]), where
a function might have several rules with the same left-hand side (as happens
with the rules of or). Both formats are easily interchangeable. Such kind
of transformations are well-known in functional logic programming. In the
CRWL setting, a particular transformation has been proposed in [16], where
it is proved the following result:
Theorem 5.1 Let P be a CRWL-program and e an expression.
0
Then [[e]]PCRW L = [[e]]PCRW L where P 0 is the ISor transformed program of P .
Now, to transform ISor programs into (normalized) FLC-syntax can be
done by simply mimicking the inductive structure of function definitions by
means of (possibly nested) case expressions. We omit the concrete algorithm
due to the lack of space. Instead, we give in Fig. 6 an example of the two
program transformation steps (first to ISor , then to FLC). Notice that the
final FLC-program does not contain rules for or, since it is included in the
syntax of FLC, and there is a specific rule governing its semantics in the
CRWLF LC -calculus.
The following equivalence result states the correctness of the transformation.
Theorem 5.2 Let P be an IS CRWL-program and, e an CRWL-expression,
and P̂ , ê their FLC-transformations. Then [[e]]PCRW L = [[ê]]P̂CRW LF LC .

6

Relation between CRWLF LC and FLC

We need some more technical preliminary notions:
•

dom(Γ): The set of variables bound in the heap Γ.
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Constructor symbols: 0∈ CS 0 , s∈ CS 1
Source CRWL-program
f(0,Y) = s(Y)
f(X,0) = X
f(s(X),s(Y)) = s(f(X,Y))

Transformed ISor CRWL-program
f(X,Y) = f1 (X,Y) or f2 (X,Y)
f1 (0,Y) = s(Y)
f1 (s(X),s(Y)) = s(f(X,Y))
f2 (X,0) = X
X or Y = X
X or Y = Y

Transformed normalized FLC-program
f(X,Y) = f1(X,Y) or f2 (X,Y)
f1 (X,Y) = case X of { 0 → s(Y);
s(X1) → case Y of { s(Y1) →

let U=f(X1,Y1)
in s(U)} }

f2 (X,Y) = case Y of {0 → X}
Fig. 6. Transformation from CRWL to FLC syntax
•

Valid heap: A heap Γ is valid if [] : e ⇓ Γ : v for some e, v.

•

ligs(Γ, e): The bindings of a valid heap Γ can be ordered in a way such
that Γ = [x1 7→ e1 , . . . , xn 7→ en ] where each ei does not depend on xj iff
j >= i. That is because recursive bindings are forbidden. Then we define
ligs([x1 7→ e1, . . . , xn 7→ en ], e) =def let {x1 = e1} in . . . let {xn = en } in e.

•

[[Γ, e]]: Expresses the set of terms that CRW LF LC can reach, applying the
heap Γ to the expression e. Formally, [[Γ, e]] =def [[ligs(Γ, e)]]CRW LF LC =
{t | ligs(Γ, e) → t}.

•

norm(e): If e∗ = let {x1 = e1} in . . . in let {xn = en } in e0 , then
norm(e) = ([x1 7→ e1 , . . . , xn 7→ en ], e0). It is a kind of reverse of ligs.

Our main result concerning the completeness of CRWLF LC with respect to
FLC is:
Theorem 6.1 If Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : v, then [[∆, v]] ⊆ [[Γ, e]].
Its proof becomes easy with the aid of some auxiliary results.
Lemma 6.2 If [[∆, x]] ⊆ [[Γ, x]], for all x ∈ var(e), then [[∆, e]] ⊆ [[Γ, e]].
Theorem 6.3 If Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : v, then:
(H) [[∆, x]] ⊆ [[Γ, x]], for all x ∈ dom(Γ)

(R) [[∆, v]] ⊆ [[∆, e]]

The property (H) tells us what happens with heaps, while (R) relates the
results of the computation. The following Corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.2 and(H).
Corollary 6.4 (H’) If Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : v, then [[∆, e]] ⊆ [[Γ, e]], for all e with
var(e) ⊆ dom(Γ).
Proof. (Theorem 6.1) Assume Γ : e ⇓ ∆ : v. Then, by property (R) of
Theorem 6.3 we have [[∆, v]] ⊆ [[∆, e]], and by Corollary 6.4 (H’) we have
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[[∆, e]] ⊆ [[Γ, e]], because it must happen that var(e) ⊆ dom(Γ), since the
FLC-derivation has succeeded. But then [[∆, v]] ⊆ [[Γ, e]].
2
Completeness of FLC with respect to CRWLF LC is given by the following
result, whose proof is still under development:
Theorem 6.5 If e → c(t1, . . . , tn ) and (Γ, e0 ) = norm(e), then Γ : e0 ⇓
∆ : c(x1 , . . . , xn ), for some x1 , . . . , xn verifying ligs(∆, xi) → ti for each i ∈
{1, . . . , n}.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we study the relationship between CRWL [6,7] and FLC [1], two
formal semantical descriptions of first order functional logic programming with
call-time choice semantics for non-deterministic functions. The long distance
between these two settings, even at syntactical level, discourages any direct
proof of equivalence. Instead, we have chosen FLC as common language, to
which CRWL can be adapted by means of a program transformation and a
new CRWLF LC proof calculus for the resulting FLC-programs. The program
transformation itself is not very novel, although its formulation here is original,
but the CRWLF LC calculus and its relation to the original are indeed novel
and could be useful for future works.
The most important and involved part of the paper establishes the relation
between the CRWLF LC logic and the natural semantics given to FLC in [1].
We give an equivalence result for ground expressions and for the class of
FLC-programs not having recursive let bindings nor extra variables. This
is not so restrictive as it could seem: it has been proved [5,4] that extra
variables can be eliminated from programs, and recursive let’s do not appear
in the translation to FLC-syntax of CRWL-programs. Still, dropping such
restrictions is desirable, and we hope to do it in the next future.
We did not expect proofs to be easy. Despite of that, we are a bit surprised by the great difficulties we have encountered, even with the imposed
restrictions over expressions and programs. This suggests to look for new insights, not only at the level of the proofs but also in the sense of finding new
alternative semantical descriptions of functional logic programs.
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Abstract
This paper presents SOCLP (Set Oriented Calculus for Logic Programming), a
proof calculus for pure Prolog programs with negation. The main difference of this
calculus w.r.t. other related approaches is that it deals with the answer set of a
goal as a whole, instead of considering each single answer separately. We prove
that SOCLP is well defined, in the sense that, at most, one answer set can be
derived from a goal, and that the derived set is correct the logical meaning of the
program. However the completeness result only holds for a restrictive subset of logic
programs. The calculus constitutes a starting point for defining a suitable semantics
for deductive database programs.
Key words: Logic Programming, Semantics.

1

Introduction

The semantics of logic programs was firstly studied in the seminal paper [5],
which introduced the ubiquitous immediate consequence operator TP . In [4],
the negation as failure rule was introduced as an effective means of deducing
negative information for logic programs, and proposed the completion of a
program as a description of its meaning. These and further approaches are
based on SLD resolution for logic programming, as proposed by [7], a particular refinement of the resolution principle [10]. The drawback of this point
of view is that one cannot directly reason about the meaning of a program
in terms of answer sets. In particular, this is an inconvenience when using
algorithmic debugging [11] for detecting missing answers, where the complete
1
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set of answers for any subgoal of the subcomputation is needed. Also, deductive databases, for which semantics is usually defined in the same way as logic
programming [14], may be better described with a set oriented calculus, since
the natural answer in this context is a set of tuples, as in relational databases.
This paper presents SOCLP (Set Oriented Calculus for Logic Programming), a proof calculus for pure Prolog programs with negation, which deals
with the set of answers of a goal as a whole, instead of considering each single
answer separately. However, we will see that the completeness of SOCLP can
only be ensured for a restrictive class of logic programs, namely the hierarchical programs [8,6] over finite Herbrand universes.
We also include theoretical results proving properties of the For the sake
of clarity and brevity, proofs of the results are not included in this paper but
can be consulted at [3].
Among these results we prove that SOCLP is well defined, in the sense
that only one set can be derived from a goal, and that such set represents
faithfully the answer set of a goal.
To the best of our knowledge, only few papers in the field of declarative
debugging address calculi involving goal answer sets (e.g., [12]). However,
these works do not consider programs with negation, and usually represent
the sets as disjunctions of logic formulas with variables instead of dealing
directly with set of ground terms. While their approach is more useful for
representing the answers of Prolog systems, ours is more oriented to the case
of deductive databases where the answers are assumed to be sets of ground
terms.
The limitation of our approach is that, in general, infinite proofs should be
needed for recursive goals with function symbols, and hence it seems no adequate for describing logic programs. But if we consider deductive databases,
termination is guaranteed provided some conditions. These conditions can
avoid infinite proof trees and restrict both function symbols and negation.
This is the case of safe Datalog programs with stratified negation [13], where
finiteness and termination is ensured.
Our paper will be organized as follows: First, a motivating section introduces our setting and highlights their advantages. Second, we pose some
preliminaries about the logic language we adhere to. The third section presents
the set oriented calculus SOCLP intended to represent goal meanings as tuple
sets. Finally, some conclusions and future work are pointed out.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we present the notation and definitions used throughout the
paper which somehow differ from other approaches to logic programming. For
other basic definitions about this paradigm, we refer the reader to [1].
We consider programs with the syntax of pure Prolog programs with negation but without ”impure” features. A program P is therefore a set of normal
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clauses [8]. In order to distinguish the different clauses defining the same
predicate p, we use subindices following any arbitrary criterium (such as the
textual order in the program). Thus, if a predicate p is defined through r
clauses we will denote them as p1 , . . . , pr . Each normal clause pi must have
the form:
pi (tn ) :− l1(ā1k1 ), . . . , lm (ām
km ).
| {z }
{z
}
|
head

body

corresponding to the first order logic formula pi (tn ) ← l1(ā1k1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ lm (ām
km ),
where the variables whose first occurrence is on the head of the clause have
implicit universal quantifiers and the variables whose first appearance is in
the body of the clause have implicit existential quantifiers. The notation (t̄n )
denotes the n-ary tuple (t1, . . . , tn ). In particular, we represent by () the 0-ary
tuple, commonly called the unit tuple. The symbols ti (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n) and
auv with 1 ≤ u ≤ m, 1 ≤ v ≤ ku represent terms, defined as usual in logic
programming: any variable and constant is a term, and any expression f (t̄n )
(with a function symbol f of arity n and terms ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n)) is a term as
well. The set of all the tuples of n terms that can be built using the constants
and functions of a program P is denoted in the rest of the paper as Un . Notice
that Un is infinite if the set of terms (the Herbrand universe) is infinite. The
symbols li (āiki ) with 1 ≤ i ≤ m stand for literals which can be either positive
atoms of the form p(āiki ) or negated atoms ¬p(āiki ). Sometimes, we will also
be interested in extended literals which can be of the form p(āiki ), pj (āiki ) and
¬p(āiki ). Including names of clauses as possible (extended) literals is consistent
with considering each clause pi as a predicate defined by just one clause, and
any predicate p defined by the implicit formula:
∀X1 , . . . , Xn (p(X̄n ) ← p1 (X̄n ) ∨ · · · ∨ pm (X̄n ))
where n is the predicate arity and Xj is a variable for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Goals will be literals l(tn ) with (tn ) ∈ Un and with all the variables in
the goal assumed to be existentially quantified. Although the usual definition of goals in logic programming considers conjunctions of literals, ours
has no lack of generality; whenever we need to use a conjunction of literals
l1 (ā1k1 ), . . . , lm(ām
km ) as a goal, we replace it by the goal main(X̄n ), assuming
the existence of a new predicate main defined by only one clause of the form:
main1 (X̄n ) :- l1 (ā1k1 ), . . . , lm (ām
km )
where {X1 , . . . , Xn } is the set of variables in l1 (ā1k1 ), . . . , lm (ām
km ).
Example 2.1 Figure 1 presents a small program written following the conventions described so far. The predicate topicArea relates topics to their area
of knowledge. The three clauses of this predicate are facts, which are displayed in our setting by including the special propositional constant true as
the body of each clause. The main predicate of the example holds for those
values X such that are topics of the field of mathematics but not of the field
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topicArea1 (logic,maths)

: − true.

topicArea2 (topology,maths)

: − true.

topicArea3 (logic,computers) : − true.
main1 (X) : − topicArea(X,maths), ¬ topicArea(X,computers)).
Fig. 1. Relating topics to areas of knowledge

of computers.
An answer of a positive goal p(t̄n ) w.r.t. a program P is a tuple of terms
(ān ) such that:
i) (ān ) ∈ Un .
ii) There exists a substitution θ verifying (t̄n )θ = ān .
iii) p(ān ) is a logical consequence of the set of logic formulas represented by
the program.
We say that θ is the associated substitution to the answer (ān ). The first
condition limits our possible answers to ground terms. For instance, the only
answer of the goal main(Y) w.r.t. the program of Figure 1 is (topology).
An answer for a negative goal ¬p(t̄n ) w.r.t. a program P is a tuple of terms
(ān ) such that (ān ) is not an answer of p(t̄n ). We use the expression answer set
to indicate the set containing all the answers of a given goal. For instance, the
answer set of the goal ¬main(X) is the set {(logic), (maths), (computers)},
since these are the elements of U1 that are not answers of main(X).
Finally, we define a special kind of programs: we say that a program
is hierarchical [8,6] if there exists some level mapping such that every clause
pi (tn ) : −l1(ā1k1 ), . . . , lm (ām
km ) verifies that the level of every predicate occurring
in the body is less than the level of p. A level mapping of a program is a
mapping from its set of predicate symbols to the natural numbers. We call
level of a predicate to the value of predicate under such mapping. For instance,
the program in Figure 1 is a hierarchical program because we can define the
following mapping: { true 7→ 0, topicArea 7→ 1, main 7→ 2 }.

3

The SOCLP Calculus

In this section, we present the proof calculus SOCLP, which allows to prove
that a set S is the answer set of a goal G w.r.t. a program P. We will use
the notation P `SOCLP G ↔ S, with G a goal and S a set of ground terms, to
indicate that the statement G ↔ S can be deduced in SOCLP using a finite
number of steps. In this case, we will say that G ↔ S has a proof in SOCLP,
and that S is the SOCLP-set of G. The five rules of SOCLP can be seen in
Figure 2. The first two inference rules correspond to the trivial cases of a goal
being either true or pi (ān ) with (ān ) not unifiable with the head of any clause
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SOCLP

(TR↔ )
true ↔ {()}
if (pi (ān ) :− l1(b̄1k1 ), . . . , lm (b̄m
km )) ∈ P , and

(EMP↔ )

m.g.u.((ān), (t̄n)) does not exist.

pi (tn ) ↔ ∅

(NEG↔ )

p(t̄n ) ↔ S2

if S1 = Un \S2

¬p(tn ) ↔ S1

(PR↔ )

p1 (t̄n ) ↔ S1 . . . pk (t̄n ) ↔ Sk
p(tn ) ↔ S

(CL↔ )

if S =

Sk

i=1

Si , and p1 , . . . , pk

are all the clauses of p in P

l1 (b̄1k1 )θ ↔ S1 . . . lm (b̄m
km )θ ↔ Sm

if:

pi (tn ) ↔ S
- S ⊆ Un
- (pi (ān ) :− l1(b̄1k1 ), . . . , lm (b̄m
km )) ∈ P
- θ = m.g.u.((an ), (tn ))
0

- (t̄n )θθ0 ∈ S for all θ0 s.t. (b̄iki )θθ ∈ Si with i = 1 . . . m
0

- for all (tn ) ∈ S exists θ0 s.t. (t0 n ) = (t̄n )θθ0
0

and (b̄iki )θθ ∈ Si for each i = 1 . . . m

Fig. 2. The SOCLP calculus

for pi . In the first case, the SOCLP-set only contains the unit tuple (), since
we assume that this 0-ary predicate always holds. In the second case, if the
most general unifier of (ān ) and the tuple at the head of pi does not exist, it
is easy to check that the goal has no answer. Thus, the SOCLP-set is ∅. The
inference rule (NEG↔) says that the SOCLP-set of a negated atom ¬p(tn )
is the complementary of the SOCLP-set of the corresponding positive atom
w.r.t. Un . That is, we use the closed world assumption [9], which assumes that
all atoms not entailed by a program are false. This point of view is convenient
for working with answer sets, which makes it widely used in database logic
languages (see for instance [14], chapter 10). (PR↔ ) defines the SOCLP-set
of a positive atom as the union of the SOCLP-sets obtained by using its
defining clauses. Finally, (CL↔ ) explains how to obtain the SOCLP-set S
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main(Y) ↔ {(topology)}
(PR↔ )

main1(Y) ↔ {(topology)}
XX
XX


XXX

(CL↔ )(1)

XX


X
topicArea(Y,maths) ↔ {(logic, topology)}
¬ topicArea(Y,computers) ↔

HH
{(maths, computers, topology)}
 (PR↔)


H
topicArea3 (Y,maths) ↔ ∅
topicArea1 (Y,maths) ↔
(EMP↔)
{(logic)}
(NEG↔)

(CL↔ )(2)

topicArea2 (Y,maths) ↔ {(topology)}
true ↔ {()}
(TR)↔

(CL↔ )(3)

topicArea(Y,computers) ↔ {(logic)}
 (PR↔ ) @
true ↔ {()}


(TR)↔

@

@

topicArea1 (Y,computers) ↔ ∅
topicArea3 (Y,computers) ↔
(EMP↔ )
{logic }
topicArea2 (Y,computers) ↔ ∅
(EMP↔ )

(CL↔ )(4)

true ↔ {()}
(TR)↔

(1) Clause main1 (X) : − topicArea(X,maths), ¬ topicArea(X,computers)),
(2) Clause topicArea1 (Y,maths)), θ = {Y 7→ logic}
(3) Clause topicArea2 (Y,maths)), θ = {Y 7→ topology}
(4) Clause topicArea3 (Y,computers)),

θ = {X 7→ Y }

θ = {Y 7→ logic}

Fig. 3. Inference using the Calculus SOCLP↔

of a clause pi (tn ) from the SOCLP-sets of the literals of its body. The clause
(pi (ān ) :− l1(b̄1k1 ), . . . , lm (b̄m
km )) ∈ P is assumed to have new variables, different
from those in (tn ). This rule says that all the premises must be affected by
the most general unifier of (an ) and (tn ). Then, each substitution θ0 that
generalizes the associated substitutions of one element of the SOCLP-set of
each body literal produces an element in S. Conversely, each substitution
associated to an element of S must correspond to the restriction of a more
general θ0 that generalizes the associated substitutions of one element of the
SOCLP-set of each body literal.
Example 3.1 As an example of inference using SOCLP, Figure 3 includes a
SOCLP proof tree for P `SOCLP main(Y ) ↔ {(topology)}. The root contains
the initial statement, and the children of any node correspond to the premises
of the SOCLP inference rule applied at the node. Below the tree are listed the
renaming of the clauses and the m.g.u. associated to each application of the
(CL↔ ) inference rule. For instance, the first application of (CL↔ ) corresponds
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to the clause for main. The children correspond to the body of the clause after
applying the m.g.u.:
topicArea(Y,maths), ¬ topicArea(Y,computers))
The SOCLP-set for the first literal topicArea(Y,maths) is { logic, topology },
corresponding to the substitutions θ0 = {Y 7→ logic} and θ0 = {Y 7→ topology},
respectively. The SOCLP-set of the second literal is { maths, computers,
topology }, with associated substitutions θ0 = {Y 7→ maths}, θ0 = {Y 7→
computers}, and θ0 = {Y 7→ topology}. Only the substitution θ0 = {Y 7→
topology} corresponds to the SOCLP-sets of both literals, and for that reason
topology (underlined in the tree) is the only element in the SOCLP-set for
main1 , following the requirements of the fourth and fifth conditions of (CL↔ ).
This example shows that in SOCLP neither the order of the literals in the
body of a clause nor the textual order of the clauses of the same predicate
is important. The following proposition ensures that the calculus defines at
most one SOCLP-set for any given goal.
Proposition 3.2 Let P be a program, l(t̄n) a goal, and Sa , Sb two sets such
that P `SOCLP l(t̄n ) ↔ Sa and P `SOCLP l(t̄n ) ↔ Sb . Then Sa = Sb .
The next theorem establishes the relationship between the SOCLP proofs
and the logical meaning of the program, proving that the SOCLP-set of any
goal is actually its answer set.
Theorem 3.3 (Soundness and weak completeness of SOCLP)
Let P be a program, l(t̄n ) a goal, and S a set such that P `SOCLP l(t̄n ) ↔ S.
Then (ān ) ∈ S iff (ān ) is an answer of l(t̄n).
The theorem states that, whenever a SOCLP-proof for l(t̄n ) ↔ S exists, we
can ensure that S is precisely the answer set of l(t̄n ). Hence, we can trust the
SOCLP proofs as suitable descriptions of the answer set of a goal. However,
not all the answer sets admit a SOCLP proof tree.
Example 3.4 Consider, for instance, the small program:
p1 (a) : − true.
p2 (X) : − p(X).
It is easy to check out that the answer set of the goal p(X) is {(a)}. However,
the statement p(X) ↔ {(a)} cannot be proved in SOCLP.
The next proposition establishes that the answer set of a goal admit a
SOCLP proof if we restrict our setting to hierarchical programs over finite
Herbrand universes:
Proposition 3.5 (Restricted completeness)
Let P be a hierarchical program over a finite Herbrand universe and l(t̄n ) a
goal. Then, there exists some set S such that P `SOCLP l(t̄n ) ↔ S.
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¬ main(X) ↔ {(suc(zero)), (suc(suc(zero))), . . . }
(NEG↔ )

main(X) ↔ {(zero)}
(PR↔ )

main1(X) ↔ {(zero)}
(CL↔ )(1)

less(X,suc(zero)) ↔ {(zero,suc(zero))}
XX
 (PR↔ ) XXX

XX

XXX

less1 (X,suc(zero)) ↔ {(zero,suc(zero))}
less2 (X,suc(zero)) ↔ ∅
(CL↔ )(2)

true ↔ {()}
(TR↔ )

(CL↔ )(3)

less(U, zero) ↔ ∅
XXXX


XX

less1 (U, zero) ↔ ∅
less2 (U, zero) ↔ ∅
(EMP↔ )

(EMP↔ )

(1) Clause main1 (Y) : − less(Y,suc(zero)), θ = {Y 7→ X}
(2) Clause less1 (zero,suc(V)) : − true, θ = {X 7→ zero, V 7→ zero}
(3) Clause less2 (suc(U), suc(V)) : − less(U,V), θ = {X 7→ suc(U ), V 7→ zero}

Fig. 4.

By Proposition 3.2, the set S is unique, and, by Theorem 3.3, this set is
the answer set of the goal. Thus, the SOCLP calculus defines correctly the
semantics of hierarchical programs [6] over finite Herbrand universes from the
point of view of the answer sets. Although the proposition provides a rather
restrictive set of programs for which SOCLP is complete, this does not mean
that SOCLP cannot be applied to non-hierarchical programs.
Example 3.6 The predicate main of the following program defines the set of
natural numbers which are less than one (i.e., only the number zero):
less1 (zero,suc(Y)) : − true.
less2 (suc(X),suc(Y)) : − less(X,Y).
main1 (X) : − less(X,suc(zero)).
This program is not hierarchical, due to the second rule for less, and its Herbrand Universe is infinite. However, as Figure 4 shows, using SOCLP is possible to prove that P `SOCLP ¬main(X) ↔ {(suc(zero)), (suc(suc(zero))), . . . },
i.e., that all the natural numbers different from zero are not less than suc(zero).
In the previous example, it is also interesting to note that SOCLP proofs
are not always limited to finite answer sets. This is due to the rule for negation,
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which can convert the proof of an infinite answer set in the proof of a finite
answer set, and vice versa (as the first inference step of Figure 4 shows). This
rule also makes the set of provable statements different from those of pure
Prolog programs with negation. For instance, the previous goal ¬main(X)
has no solution using negation as failure because main(X) does not fail (it
succeeds with X 7→ zero).

4

Conclusions and Future Work

The usual operational mechanisms used in logic programming implementations successively yield the answers for a given goal. While this is a good
approach in practical implementations, from the point of view of semantics
it is worth considering the set of answers of a goal as a whole. The SOCLP
calculus presented in this paper represents this point of view. The calculus
derivations can be seen as proof trees proving that a set includes all the possible
ground answers for a given goal with respect to a logic program. In Theorem
3.3, we have proved that SOCLP proofs represent faithfully the answer set
of a given goal. The main limitation of this calculus is that SOCLP proofs
do not always exist; we have only proved completeness (Proposition 3.5) with
respect to the class of hierarchical programs over finite Herbrand universes.
Nevertheless, SOCLP proofs are often possible in more general programs and
it is part of our future work to extend the completeness result to a broader
class of programs.
As future work, we plan to define a calculus based on SOCLP for defining the semantics of deductive databases [14] and, in particular, of Datalog
programs. Notice that SOCLP has already several features that already fit in
the usual framework of Datalog, such as the notion of sets of ground tuples as
natural answers, and the closed world assumption as a basis for the treatment
of negation [2]. Also, the requirement of a finite Herbrand universe for completeness is a condition for Datalog programs, in which no function symbols
are allowed. Thus, the future extension of SOCLP should keep these features
while extending the class of complete programs to include non-hierarchical
programs, which is the case of Datalog.
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Abstract
Los lenguajes dinámicos permiten realizar un extenso elenco de modificaciones sobre
la estructura y comportamiento de un programa y por ello son un medio adecuado
de desarrollo para aquellas aplicaciones que necesitan de un alto grado de flexibilidad. Sin embargo, el menor rendimiento de los programas escritos en estos lenguajes
puede suponer que no sean elegidos para determinados desarrollos. Exploraremos
en este trabajo cómo pueden emplearse máquinas virtuales dotadas de compilación
JIT para incrementar el rendimiento de las aplicaciones desarrolladas con lenguajes dinámicos, implementando primitivas de reflexión sobre ellas y analizando los
resultados obtenidos.
Key words: Reflexión, máquina virtual, rendimiento, l. dinámicos

1

Introducción

Los lenguajes dinámicos (como Python [20]) son aquellos que permiten examinar y efectuar modificaciones sobre su propia estructura, comportamiento
1
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y entorno, con caracterı́sticas que le permiten su automodificación y la generación dinámica de código. Hoy en dı́a es posible encontrar distribuciones
muy completas de los mismos, válidas para desarrollar muchos tipos de aplicaciones diferentes. Estos lenguajes permiten a las aplicaciones un alto grado
de flexibilidad, y podrán por tanto responder mejor ante la aparición de nuevos
requisitos o reglas de negocio, algo que serı́a mas costoso de obtener mediante
el empleo de lenguajes ”estáticos” tradicionales como C++. Existen múltiples
ejemplos de aplicaciones desarrolladas con lenguajes dinámicos, orientadas a
cubrir necesidades diversas, como Zope [21], software empleado para la construcción de aplicaciones personalizadas y sistemas de gestión de contenidos, y
pudiéndose mencionar también los lenguajes para el desarrollo Web como otro
ejemplo válido. No obstante, estos lenguajes no están tan extendidos como los
”estáticos” para el desarrollo de aplicaciones, aunque su uso pueda reportar
ventajas por las caracterı́sticas de la propia aplicación a desarrollar o de su
entorno. El principal motivo es la carencia de rendimiento en ejecución de las
aplicaciones finales, debido a la necesidad de realizar operaciones adicionales,
como inferencia de tipos, que no son necesarias en un lenguaje ”estático”. Esto
es un factor que puede tener un gran peso en el desarrollo y que haga que otras
consideraciones, como la productividad 4 , permanezcan en un segundo plano
a la hora de elegir un lenguaje [4].
Por otra parte, cabe destacar cómo las máquinas virtuales han experimentado un constante avance en términos de rendimiento, gracias a técnicas como
la compilación bajo demanda (JIT ) con optimización adaptativa (HotSpot
[14]), que han permitido aumentar su aplicación práctica. Este trabajo pretende aunar ambos factores, y comprobar si es posible integrar en una máquina
virtual ”estática” 5 de este tipo un soporte adecuado para primitivas reflectivas de lenguajes dinámicos, intentando ası́ lograr una mejora en sus tiempos
de ejecución y comparando los resultados con los que un lenguaje dinámico
eficiente proporcione ante idénticas pruebas.
El artı́culo se estructura como sigue: Se hará una descripción de la máquina
virtual empleada, para posteriormente hablar de los lenguajes dinámicos y
los problemas que las modificaciónes hechas a la máquina para soportarlos
pueden introducir. Finalmente se describirá la implementación realizada y
presentaremos los resultados obtenidos, el trabajo futuro y las conclusiones.

2

SSCLI

A la hora de escoger una máquina virtual a modificar, se necesitará un sistema conocido, a ser posible de uso profesional, con facilidades de modificación
(tanto a nivel de estructura como de documentación, y también con una li4

En el sentido de que un lenguaje dinámico podrı́a disminuir el tiempo de desarrollo de
una aplicación gracias a sus caracterı́sticas.
5
Aquella que es diseñada, implementada y optimizada teniendo sólo en cuenta a los lenguajes estáticos, maximizando su rendimiento en ejecución.
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cencia que lo permita), robusto, estable y que cuente con una versión que
no esté sometida a constantes actualizaciones. De entre todos los posibles
sistemas que pueden encajar con estos requisitos, finalmente se consideró que
una plataforma basada en el estándar CLI serı́a lo más adecuado frente a otras
opciones como JVM (Java Virtual Machine), dado que integra caracterı́sticas
como la generación de código en tiempo de ejecución, la interoperabilidad entre
los diferentes lenguajes soportados y la existencia de versiones que permiten
la modificación sin restricciones del código de la máquina virtual, que hacen
que se ajuste mejor al trabajo que se va a llevar a cabo. De todas las posibles implementaciones de este estándar candidatas se ha seleccionado SSCLI
(Shared Source Common Language Infrastructure, también conocido como Rotor, de Microsoft) [13], debido a su gran parecido con la distribución comercial
CLR (compartiendo gran parte de su arquitectura), su elevado rendimiento,
sus posibilidades de modificación (incluyendo una licencia Shared Source que
no establece restricciones significativas al respecto) y por la existencia de una
versión estable, no sometida a cambios y evoluciones constantes, sobre la que
poder hacer modificaciones.

3

Lenguajes dinámicos y su integración en la máquina

A la hora de integrar un soporte para lenguajes dinámicos dentro de la
máquina seleccionada, se han fijado una serie de caracterı́sticas de los mismos que deben estar representadas en el sistema modificado [11]:
•

Sistemas de tipos dinámicos: En aras a mantener su flexibilidad en
tiempo de ejecución, los lenguajes dinámicos, una vez compilados, hacen
comprobación e inferencia de tipos en tiempo de ejecución, permitiéndose
pues que un identificador modifique su tipo en función del camino seguido
por la ejecución del programa. Esto puede ocasionar la detección de errores
de programación en tiempo de ejecución, que pueden disminuirse empleando
programas de test automatizados que ayuden a la detección de errores, como
Junit [10] o analizadores estáticos de programas.

•

Capacidad para examinar y cambiar su estructura y/o
comportamiento: Esta caracterı́stica es precisamente la que dota a
los lenguajes dinámicos de un alto grado de flexibilidad. Mediante su
uso, un programa podrı́a cambiar el conjunto de métodos y/o atributos
de cualquiera de sus tipos o instancias o la semántica de un conjunto de
primitivas del sistema, reflejándose el resultado de los cambios en la propia
ejecución del programa inmediatamente. La reflexión es el mecanismo
utilizado para hacer este tipo de operaciones, y el nivel de la misma
implementado por el lenguaje [11] determinará que tipo de operaciones se
podrán realizar. Gracias a ella, un lenguaje dinámico es un medio más
adecuado para crear software adaptativo y adaptable [6].

•

Integración de dise~
no y ejecución: En un lenguaje verdaderamente
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dinámico la barrera existente entre tiempo de diseño y tiempo de ejecución
es muy delgada. Si un programa puede efectuar cambios a su estructura
o a su semántica, y ésos cambios se reflejan inmediatamente en el propio
programa, cualquier cambio realizado mientras el programa esté en funcionamiento tendrá un impacto directo en la propia ejecución del mismo,
por lo que ya no se puede establecer una diferenciación clara.
•

Manipulación de diferentes entidades como objetos de primera
clase: Los lenguajes dinámicos convierten muchas de sus entidades
(módulos, tipos, clases, objetos,...) ası́ como los elementos que las forman
(métodos y atributos) en objetos de primera clase. Esto hace que el
código pueda factorizarse de un modo superior respecto a lenguajes que no
ofrezcan estas caracterı́sticas.

Por tanto la tarea más compleja planteada en este trabajo es transformar el
modelo computacional de la máquina virtual, convirtiéndolo en otro que pueda
soportar coherentemente el elenco de lenguajes ”estáticos” ya existentes conjuntamente con una serie de lenguajes dinámicos, que podrı́an ejecutarse de
forma nativa una vez sea modificada. Además debe tenerse en cuenta que las
aplicaciones en diferentes lenguajes deben poder interactuar entre sı́, al tener
SSCLI la caracterı́stica de interoperabilidad, que permite emplear cualquier
entidad desarrollada en un lenguaje X desde otro lenguaje Y (pudiendo ser
ahora cualquiera de ellos dinámico). Sin embargo, el modelo de clases utilizado por el sistema no se adapta perfectamente a las operaciones reflectivas
planteadas. Esto es ası́ ya que en este modelo se parte de la premisa de que las
clases deben representar exactamente la estructura y comportamiento de todas sus instancias. Por tanto, si una clase es modificada, todas sus instancias
deberán ser actualizadas consecuentemente, manteniendo ası́ la coherencia del
modelo computacional. Este proceso de actualización ha sido identificado en
el campo de las bases de datos como evolución de esquemas, y puede hacerse
en el momento en que la clase es modificada (modelo ansioso) o bien cuando
una clase va a usar dicha modificación (modelo perezoso) [17].
No obstante existe otro problema, cuya solución es más compleja, y que se
origina cuando la modificación se produce en una instancia concreta. En este
caso el objetivo es que sólo dicha instancia se vea modificada, sin afectar por
tanto ni a su clase ni al resto sus instancias ”hermanas”. Esto ocasionarı́a que
la clase ya no representase la estructura de una de sus instancias, y que por
tanto se pierda la coherencia del modelo computacional. Este mismo problema
se trató de solucionar en el desarrollo de la plataforma reflectiva Metaxa [5],
empleando un concepto también proveniente del campo de las bases de datos,
denominado versionado de esquemas [12]. Esta solución consiste básicamente
en generar una clase ”sombra” a partir de la original, qué sea el nuevo tipo de
cada instancia modificada. Aunque de esta forma se mantendrı́a la coherencia
del modelo computacional, la solución no es operativa dada la elevada complejidad que introduce, ya que es muy sencillo tener que generar un gran numero
de clases sombra que pueden introducir un impacto negativo en el rendimiento
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Fig. 1. Estructuración de entidades en el modelo de clases y el de prototipos

y complicaciones a la hora de manipular tipos.
Por tanto, se ha tenido que buscar una forma de adaptar el modelo computacional y para ello se ha usado como base el modelo basado en prototipos
[1][18], modelo que también emplean como base lenguajes dinámicos [19] como
Self [3], Moostrap [9] y Kevo [15] y que se adapta mejor a las operaciones reflectivas, pudiendo considerarse a los lenguajes dinámicos como una evolución
de los lenguajes basados en prototipos. El modelo basado en prototipos ofrece
una solución al problema de versionado de esquemas mencionado anteriormente. Al prescindir del concepto de clase, siendo el objeto la abstracción
principal, la modificación de la estructura de miembros de una instancia aislada se hace directamente, al ser el objeto el encargado de mantenerla y no
existir un elemento externo que determine la misma. En este modelo, todo
el comportamiento compartido por una serie de objetos (sus métodos) puede
estar contenido en un objeto especial llamado trait object, mientras que la
estructura común de los mismos (atributos) estarı́a contenida en otro objeto
denominado prototype object. Por tanto, la modificación de un trait object
afectarı́a a todos los objetos relacionados con el mismo, produciéndose una
evolución de esquemas. En este modelo el equivalente a la instanciación en
el modelo de clases se realiza precisamente clonando el mencionado prototype
object y la relación de herencia es un mecanismo de delegación jerárquica de
mensajes, en contraposición al mecanismo de concatenación usado por lenguajes estáticos [16], siendo pues una relación de asociación más dotada de una
semántica adicional. Este modelo posee la misma expresividad que el modelo
basado en clases [18], pudiéndose convertir de forma sencilla un conjunto de
clases al otro modelo tal y como aparece en la figura 1. Es necesario pues mantener el modelo de clases de la máquina para permitir la compatibilidad con el
código desarrollado, ampliándolo para que soporte las primitivas de reflexión
de los lenguajes dinámicos. La adaptación llevada a cabo para ello emplea
conceptos del modelo de prototipos para modificar el SSCLI, de manera que
cuando se empleen capacidades reflectivas:
•

Las clases serán trait objects, conteniendo el comportamiento compartido
por todas las instancias y usando una evolución de esquema perezosa para
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los atributos, que hace que no se incorporen a sus instancias hasta que son
utilizados por ellas explı́citamente.
•

4

Los objetos serán tratados como prototipos, permitiéndose pues que agrupen tanto atributos como métodos propios a cada uno de ellos sin necesidad
de modificar su clase.

MODIFICACIONES REALIZADAS

La máquina se ha modificado para soportar reflexión estructural, que ofrece
un balance adecuado entre flexibilidad y coste de la implementación. De
esta forma el sistema permite añadir, eliminar o modificar, a todo objeto y
clase del sistema, cualquier atributo o método (creado o existente) en tiempo
de ejecución. Además, estas operaciones reflectivas podrán ser empleadas
explı́citamente por cualquier lenguaje existente en la máquina, mediante llamadas a servicios que se ubican en la librerı́a estándar, para no tener que
modificar el propio lenguaje, o bien de forma transparente, mediante la modificación del código nativo que es generado por el sistema a partir del código
intermedio al que se convierte cualquier programa de alto nivel, lo que permitirı́a la implementación de nuevos lenguajes que usasen directamente estas
capacidades. Las modificaciones se han estructurado como sigue:
•

Información reflectiva: La elevada rigidez de las estructuras internas
de Rotor, derivada del alto grado de optimización interna de la máquina,
imposibilita alterar fı́sicamente la representación interna de un objeto, al
tener limitaciones muy especı́ficas en cuanto al espacio en memoria que
pueden ocupar y desestabilizar este tipo de alteraciones el funcionamiento
general de la misma. Por ello, toda la información reflectiva (nuevos miembros incorporados, modificaciones realizadas a miembros existentes, etc.) se
ha incorporado ampliando un elemento que toda clase y objeto tiene asociado de forma privada y única para labores de sincronización (entre otras),
llamado SyncBlock. De esta manera, cada elemento tendrá asociada su información reflectiva fácilmente accesible desde su propietario. El SyncBlock
es ampliado con nueva funcionalidad, no perdiendo ninguna de las funciones
que anteriormente poseı́a, al permanecer inalterado el código ya existente.
La información añadida dinámicamente a los objetos se mantiene en estructuras de datos dinámicas optimizadas para su acceso eficiente en la memoria
privada del motor de ejecución (Figura 2), usando los mecanismos que posee
la propia máquina para que el recolector de basura no libere erróneamente
aquella información que todavı́a esté en uso.

•

Operaciones reflectivas: Para mantener la coherencia del modelo computacional modificado, la información reflectiva asociada a cada objeto o
clase deberá consultarse siguiendo el mecanismo de herencia por delegación.
Por ejemplo, cuando se le envı́e un mensaje a un objeto o clase, se analizarı́a
si éste posee un método que lo implemente, ejecutándolo si existe. En caso
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Fig. 2. Estructura de la nueva información reflectiva en Rotor

contrario, el proceso se repite en todos los objetos de la jerarquı́a de herencia
del objeto o clase original. Dado que la información añadida dinámicamente
en el SyncBlock puede sustituir a la existente en el objeto inicialmente,
siempre es explorada primero cuando se intenta hacer cualquier acceso a
la estructura del elemento. Esta disposición en memoria (Figura 2) resulta
valida para ambos tipos de lenguajes. Si se procesa un lenguaje estático,
que no hace uso de nuestras caracterı́sticas de reflexión, se usa la información original del SSCLI (herencia por concatenación), mientras que, si
se procesa un lenguaje dinámico, la información del SyncBlock se tratará
siguiendo la estrategia ya mencionada. Por otra parte, para proporcionar un
soporte adecuado de lenguajes dinámicos es necesario un sistema de tipos
que pueda también ser dinámico, por lo que será necesario, a la hora de
realizar el proceso de generación de código nativo, posponer ciertas comprobaciones de tipo para que se hagan en tiempo de ejecución, cambiando
el sistema original. Un ejemplo de ello ocurre al compilar un código en
el que se intente acceder a un miembro no existente (siempre de acuerdo
con la información disponible en tiempo de compilación). En este caso se
cambiará el mecanismo estándar de devolver un error de compilación por
el de ”crear” un miembro ficticio, que evite el error y permita seguir la
compilación normalmente.
Este mecanismo esta diseñado para causar un impacto mı́nimo en el compilador, de manera que este módulo en sı́ no es modificado, sino mas bien
”engañado” para permitir tratar los tipos tal y como se pretende. Posteriormente, cuando se disponga de toda la información de tipos en tiempo de
ejecución, se harán las comprobaciones pertinentes equivalentes a las que
se harı́an en la máquina original, empleando esa información suministrada
dinámicamente para hacer el resto de las operaciones, en vez de la declarada
estáticamente. La información reflectiva añadida a clases e instancias se estructura tal y como muestra en la figura 2.
•

Llamada a métodos: Todo método destinado a ser añadido a una clase o
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instancia estará creado previamente, lo que no limita las posibilidades de
uso del sistema, ya que éste posee la capacidad de crear métodos nuevos
mediante código. Añadirlo simplemente consistirá en guardar una referencia al mismo sobre el objeto al que se incorpora. A la hora de la llamada,
como parte de las modificaciones al sistema de tipos de la máquina ya mencionadas, el sistema admite ahora internamente un cambio del objeto sobre
el que estos métodos ”añadidos” se ejecutan (this), de manera que el código
del método trabaje efectivamente sobre el objeto que supuestamente lo tiene
añadido, en vez de sobre el objeto sobre el que el método estaba declarado
originalmente. De esta forma se logra la ilusión de añadir un método a
una clase sin necesidad de hacer costosas copias de ninguna estructura de
datos, haciendo que realmente un método no tenga necesariamente una clase
”propietaria”, de forma acorde al modelo basado en prototipos empleado.
•

Incorporación de la funcionalidad reflectiva al lenguaje
intermedio o IL : Los pasos anteriormente descritos conllevan el desarrollo de una serie de servicios sobre la información reflectiva, que
finalmente permitirán implementar todas las primitivas necesarias, situados
dentro del motor de ejecución. Se han modificado ciertas instrucciones
pertinentes del IL (ldfld, stfld, call, callvirt,...) para que reutilicen estos
servicios, de manera que todo programa pueda usar todas las operaciones
reflectivas descritas de forma transparente. Para ello no se ha modificado
el lenguaje en sı́, sino el código nativo que el JIT genera para estas
instrucciones y el propio método de generación del mismo. El código nativo
modificado cambia accesos directos a las direcciones de memoria de los
miembros manipulados por llamadas a nuestros servicios, que dan la oportunidad de interceptar y procesar adecuadamente todo acceso en tiempo
de ejecución para poder conseguir nuestros fines, siempre conservando el
mismo estado del sistema al final de la ejecución de cada instrucción. De
esta forma, se consigue que las instrucciones del IL generen código nativo
que pueda consultar toda la información existente en las estructuras de
datos del sistema dinámicamente, usando los servicios vistos para tomar
decisiones acerca del comportamiento del programa durante la ejecución
en función de dicha información, y cambiar pues los valores devueltos por
estas instrucciones para ajustarse a los datos disponibles en un momento
concreto. Al usar los mismos servicios ya implementados, se consigue un
tratamiento común de las operaciones reflectivas, independientemente del
punto de acceso a las mismas (IL o librerı́a estándar BCL). La figura 3
muestra la estructura de esta última modificación, donde puede apreciarse
como, en tiempo de ejecución, el código nativo modificado que el sistema
genera llama ahora a los nuevos servicios reflectivos añadidos al sistema,
mediante la intercepción de los accesos directos a la memoria del programa
para cambiarlos por llamadas a funciones a los mismos, procesando cada
operación de acuerdo al modelo computacional visto.
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Código de intercepción
de accesos a miembros

Acceso directo a
miembros
Memoria del
Programa
Código Nativo
Generado por
el JIT
Acceso a
atributos

Llamada a
métodos
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Programa
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métodos

Rotor Original

Rotor Modificado

Fig. 3. Diagrama de las operaciones realizadas por el código nativo modificado

5

RESULTADOS

Para evaluar la validez de la idea presentada se emplearon tres estudios de
rendimiento de nuestro sistema (denominado RRotor ) frente a Python:
•

Rendimiento de las primitivas de reflexión estructural implementadas, usando benchmarks que empleen operaciones reflectivas.

•

El coste de la adaptabilidad, estudiando la penalización introducida por las
modificaciones realizadas respecto al sistema original.

•

Rendimiento en ejecución del código no reflectivo.

Nuestro sistema ha sido comparado con las últimas versiones de varias implementaciones de Python de diferente naturaleza. Por una parte, implementaciones como CPython y ActivePython son intérpretes desarrollados en
C, mientras que distribuciones como Jython e IronPython generan código para
la máquina virtual Java y .NET respectivamente, emulando sus caracterı́sticas
reflectivas sobre un lenguaje de alto nivel. Las primitivas reflectivas se han
medido usando los diferentes escenarios que aparecen en la figura 4, usando
10.000 iteraciones en cada caso. En esta figura no se incluyen las dos últimas
distribuciones por su rendimiento muy inferior (sus tiempos son del orden de
varios segundos, no de milisegundos como el resto de sistemas).
Nuestra modificación de SSCLI es 3,17 veces más rápida que ActivePython
y 3,14 veces más que CPython, aunque debe tenerse en cuenta que no se soporta el modelo computacional completo de este lenguaje. El único test en
el que RRotor es ligeramente mas lento es el consistente en añadir métodos
a clases. La diferencia se atribuye al modo en que se implementa la estructura para guardar la información de los mismos, que requiere la construcción
de un nombre interno identificativo y el uso de un mecanismo para implementar las referencias al recolector de basura generacional de la máquina, que
requiere el uso de indirecciones adicionales, lo que puede imponer un coste significativo. Las otras tres primitivas que ofrecen una diferencia de rendimiento
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Fig. 4. Rendimiento de las primitivas reflectivas

menor frente a la implementación de Python de pruebas son las que acceden
a miembros inexistentes. Esto es debido al coste impuesto por el algoritmo de
búsqueda de miembros que permite implementar el modelo de herencia por
delegación ya mencionado, cuya complejidad es elevada.
El coste de incorporar flexibilidad al sistema original se ha medido empleando el benchmark Tommti [2] sobre el SSCLI original y RRotor. Este
benchmark no emplea ninguna de las operaciones reflectivas creadas, por lo
que mide el rendimiento de ambos sistemas ante programas estáticos usando
operaciones consistentes en la realización de diversos cálculos numéricos y sobre estructuras de datos comunes. En este caso, sólo se ha detectado una
perdida significativa de rendimiento en los test que realizan accesos a miembros, no existiendo apenas pérdidas de rendimiento en otro tipo de tests. Tras
realizar una serie de optimizaciones, se ha determinado que RRotor es alrededor 0,6 veces más lento en las operaciones que requieren el acceso a miembros
(instrucciones ldfld y call respectivamente), debido a los cálculos adicionales
necesarios para soportar el nuevo modelo computacional introducido. En este
sentido se han empleado tambien dos benchmarks reales en C#, LCSCBench
(parser LR, front end de un compilador de C#) y AHCBench (algoritmo de
compresión adaptativa Huffman), resultando 0,81 y 2,14 veces más lentos en
nuestro sistema respectivamente.
Por último, para comprobar el rendimiento de nuestro sistema frente al
ofrecido por los lenguajes dinámicos, se ha ejecutado el benchmark Tommti
de nuevo tanto en RRotor como en CPython (traduciendo convenientemente
el código del benchmark a Python). El resultado obtenido es que nuestro
sistema es 7,41 veces más rápido de media en la ejecución de código que no
utiliza reflexión. Se ha encontrado una pérdida de rendimiento en operaciones
relativas al acceso a miembros de clases que representan estructuras de datos
comunes, operaciones de I/O y manejo de excepciones. En el primer caso, la
pérdida de rendimiento se atribuye a que en .NET ésos elementos pertenecen
a la BCL, mientras que en Python son parte del lenguaje, siendo más eficiente
su acceso en el segundo caso. Para las excepciones, la perdida de rendimiento
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se atribuye a un rendimiento pobre de este mecanismo en SSCLI y CLR [2].

6

TRABAJO FUTURO

Este proyecto puede servir como base para futuros aplicaciones relativas a la
inserción dinámica de aspectos en tiempo de ejecución, el desarrollo rápido
de prototipos o de software dirigido por modelos. Uno de los proyectos en
funcionamiento actualmente es derivado de otro proyecto con Microsoft Research, a través de premio RFP de Microsoft concedido a una continuación
de este proyecto, que empleará el sistema construido para, mediante el framework Phoenix [8] dotar al sistema de caracterı́sticas dinámicas de alto nivel
como metaclases, utilización de sistemas de tipos estáticos y dinámicos en un
mismo lenguaje de programación [7] y primitivas que soporten programación
orientada a aspectos dinámica.

7

CONCLUSIONES

En nuestro trabajo hemos establecido que la modificación de una máquina
virtual que emplee compilación JIT para soportar de forma nativa primitivas
de lenguajes dinámicos es una técnica que ofrece resultados satisfactorios de
rendimiento, consiguiendo una eficiencia 7,4 veces mejor cuando se ejecuta
código no reflectivo y 3,1 veces cuando el código es reflectivo, mostrándose
superior a la ejecución de intérpretes y a la simulación de capacidades reflectivas con una capa de código adicional, técnicas usadas por otros sistemas que
soportan estos lenguajes. Por otra parte, hemos visto como es posible integrar
en la máquina un modelo computacional que soporte lenguajes ”estáticos” y
dinámicos de forma coherente, logrando pues un modelo que permita la potencial convivencia e interoperabilidad de ambos bajo la plataforma.
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Abstract
Starting from a high-level big-step operational semantics for the functional language
Safe, in a series of formal steps we derive its compilation to an imperative language.
Safe is a first-order eager language with heap regions and facilities for programmercontrolled destruction and copying of data structures. The regions are disjoint parts
of the heap where the programmer may allocate data structures. Thanks to regions,
a runtime garbage collector is not needed. The language and its associated type
system, guaranteeing that destruction facilities and region management are done in
a safe way, have been presented in previous papers.
Here we present successive refinements of the semantics aimed at deriving the
code generation phase of the compiler: first a small-step operational semantics, more
amenable for deriving an efficient abstract machine is defined; then three abstract
machines are derived in a row, each one closer to the actual von Neumann machine.
The last one accepts imperative sequential code. Finally, a formal translation from
the language into the imperative code is given. All these steps are derived in such
a way that it is easy to understand the translation and to formally establish its
correctness.
Keywords: Operational semantics, abstract machines, translation schemes, memory management.

1

Introduction

Safe is a first-order eager functional language with facilities for programmercontrolled destruction and copying of data structures. It provides also regions,
i.e. disjoint parts of the heap where the programmer may allocate data structures. The allocation and deallocation of such regions is associated to function
application. In previous papers [3,4] we defined the language (with examples)
and provide a big-step operational semantics. We also defined a type system
guaranteeing that destruction facilities and region management are done in a
1
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prog → dec 1 ; . . . ; dec n ; e
dec → f xi n r = e
| f xi n = e
e
→ a
| x@r
| x!
| f ai n @r
| f ai n
| let x1 = be in e
n
| case x of alt i
n
| case! x of alt i
n
alt → C xi → e
be → C ai n @r
|e

{recursive, polymorphic function}
{atom: literal c or variable x}
{copy}
{reuse}
{function application}
{function application}
{non-recursive, monomorphic}
{read-only case}
{destructive case}
{constructor application}

Fig. 1. Normalized Safe

safe way. In this paper we formally derive an imperative machine from the
big-step semantics and give the function that translates Safe programs to imperative code for that machine. The derivation is achieved by incremental
refinements across a small-step operational semantics and two intermediate
abstract machines. We provide the propositions establishing the correctness
of the derivation process. Most of them are proved by induction.

2

Big-Step Operational Semantics

In Figure 1 we show a normalized version of Safe. The difference with previous versions of the language [4] is that constructions are only allowed in let
bindings. This normalized language is more appropriate for translation to an
imperative code and we can easily obtain a normalized version of a program
by introducing let when necessary.
In Figure 2 we show the big-step operational semantics of the language expressions. We use b, bi , . . . to denote either closure pointers or basic constants
and p, pi , q, . . . to denote closure pointers.
A judgment of the form ∆, k : e ⇓ Θ, k 0 : v means that expression e is
successfully reduced to normal form v (either a basic value or a pointer to a
construction) under heap ∆ with k + 1 regions, ranging from 0 to k, and that
a final heap Θ with k 0 + 1 regions is produced as a side effect.
A heap ∆ is a function from fresh variables p (in fact, heap pointers) to
n
closures w of the form (j, C bi ), meaning that the closure resides in region
n
j. If [p 7→ w] ∈ ∆ and w = (j, C bi ), we will say that region(w) = j and
also that region(p) = j. Actual region identifiers j are just natural numbers.
Formal regions appearing in a function body are either the formal parameter
r or the constant self .
By ∆[p 7→ w] we denote a heap ∆ where the binding [p 7→ w] is highlighted.
On the contrary, by ∆ ∪ [p 7→ w] we denote the disjoint union of heap ∆ with
the binding [p 7→ w], undefined if p ∈ Dom ∆. By ∆ |k we denote the heap
obtained by deleting from ∆ those bindings living in regions bigger than k.
The semantics of a program d1 ; . . . ; dn ; e is the semantics of the main expression e in an environment Σ containing the functions declarations d1 , . . . , dn .
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∆, k : c ⇓ ∆, k : c

[Lit]

∆[p 7→ w], k : p ⇓ ∆, k : p
j ≤k

l 6= j

[Var 1 ]

(Θ, q) = copy(∆, j, p)
n

∆[p 7→ (l, C bi )], k : p@j ⇓ Θ, k : q

[Var 2 ]

fresh(q)
[Var 3]
∆ ∪ [p 7→ w], k : p! ⇓ ∆ ∪ [q 7→ w], k : q
n

Σ ` f xi n = e

∆, k + 1 : e[bi/xi , k + 1/self ] ⇓ Θ, k 0 + 1 : v
n

∆, k : f bi ⇓ Θ |k0 , k 0 : v
Σ ` f xi n r = e

[App 1 ]

n

∆, k + 1 : e[bi/xi , k + 1/self , j/r] ⇓ Θ, k 0 + 1 : v
n

∆, k : f bi @j ⇓ Θ |k0 , k 0 : v

[App 2 ]

Θ, k 0 : e[c/x1] ⇓ Ψ, k 00 : v
∆, k : e1 ⇓ Θ, k 0 : c
[Let 1 ]
∆, k : let x1 = e1 in e ⇓ Ψ, k 00 : v
n

Θ, k 0 : e[p/x1 ] ⇓ Ψ, k 00 : v
∆, k : e1 ⇓ Θ[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k 0 : p
[Let 2]
∆, k : let x1 = e1 in e ⇓ Ψ, k 00 : v
j≤k

fresh(p)

n

∆ ∪ [p 7→ (j, C bi )], k : e[p/x1 ] ⇓ Ψ, k 00 : v
n

∆, k : let x1 = C bi @j in e ⇓ Ψ, k 00 : v
C = Cr

nr

∆, k : er [bj /xrj ] ⇓ Θ, k 0 : v

nr

m

∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k : case p of Ci xij ni → ei ⇓ Θ, k 0 : v
C = Cr

[Let 3 ]

[Case]

nr

∆, k : er [bj /xrj ] ⇓ Θ, k 0 : v

nr

m

∆ ∪ [p 7→ (j, C bi )], k : case! p of Ci xij ni → ei ⇓ Θ, k 0 : v

[Case!]

Fig. 2. Big-step operational semantics of Safe expressions

3

Small-Step Operational Semantics

In Figure 3 we show the small-step semantic rules. A judgment ∆, k0, k :
e −→ ∆0, k0 , k 0 : e0 denotes that configuration ∆, k0, k : e evolves in one
step to configuration ∆0, k0 , k 0 : e0 . In a configuration ∆, k0, k : e, k denotes
the highest region available in ∆, while k0 denotes the highest region of the
configuration in which the machine will stop reducing e.
Notice that let expressions are marked with a natural number δ. Such
number, is used to remember the newly created regions during the evaluation
of the bound expression. Its initial value is 0, and in case the evaluation of
the bound expression is sucessful, its final value is again 0 so that rules [Let 1 ]
or [Let 2 ] can be applied to proceed with the execution of the main expression.
Let −→∗ denote the reflexive-transitive closure of −→. Then, the main
theorem relating both semantics is as follows, where e0 represents the expression e in which let expressions are marked with 0. In particular when k0 = k
the proposition shows the equivalence of both semantics. The proof is done
by induction on the corresponding derivation.
Proposition 3.1 For any k and k0 ≤ k, ∆, k : e ⇓ Θ, k : v if and only if
∆, k0 , k : e0 −→∗ Θ, k0 , k : v.
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k > k0
[Lit]
∆, k0 , k : c −→ (∆ |k−1), k0 , k − 1 : c
k > k0
[Var 1 ]
∆[p 7→ w], k0 , k : p −→ (∆ |k−1 ), k0 , k − 1 : p
j ≤k

l 6= j

(Θ, q) = copy(∆, j, p)

n

∆[p 7→ (l, C bi )], k0 , k : p@j −→ Θ, k0 , k : q

[Var 2 ]

fresh(q)
[Var 3 ]
∆ ∪ [p 7→ w], k0 , k : p! −→ ∆ ∪ [q 7→ w], k0 , k : q
Σ ` f xi n = e
n

n

∆, k0 , k : f bi −→ ∆, k0 , k + 1 : e[bi/xi , k + 1/self ]

[App 1]

Σ ` f xi n r = e
n

n

∆, k0, k : f bi @j −→ ∆, k0 , k + 1 : e[bi/xi , k + 1/self , j/r]
∆, k0, k : let x1 =0 c1 in e −→ ∆, k0 , k : e[c1/x1]
j≤k

[App 2 ]

[Let 1 ]

fresh(p)

n

n

∆, k0, k : let x1 =0 C bi @j in e −→ ∆ ∪ [p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0, k : e[p/x1 ]

[Let 2 ]

∆, k, k + δ : e1 −→ ∆0, k, k + η : e01
[Let 3 ]
∆, k0, k + δ : let x1 =δ e1 in e −→ ∆0, k0 , k + η : let x1 =η e01 in e
C = Cr
nr [Case]
nr
m
(∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )]), k0, k : case p of Ci xij ni → ei −→ ∆, k0 , k : er [bj /xrj ]
C = Cr
nr

m

nr

(∆ ∪ [p 7→ (j, C bi )]), k0, k : case! p of Ci xij ni → ei −→ ∆, k0, k : er [bj /xrj ]

[Case!]

Fig. 3. Small-step operational semantics of Safe expressions

4

The abstract machine SAFE-M1

In Figure 4 we show the transitions of the abstract machine SAFE-M1. The
only new element w.r.t. the small-step semantics is the stack S. The stack
consists of frames of the form (k0 , x1 , e) representing continuations. A continuation corresponds to a pending main expression e of a let whose auxiliary
expression e1 is under evaluation. Region k0 is where the normal form of e
should be returned and x1 is the let-bound variable free in e.
Proposition 4.1 For a fixed Σ, for all stack S and k0 ≤ k, ∆, k0, k : e −→∗
Θ, k0 , k : v iff (∆, k0 , k, e, S, Σ) ⇒∗ (Θ, k0, k, v, S, Σ).

5

The abstract machine SAFE-M2

In Figure 5 we show the transitions of the abstract machine SAFE-M2 (briefly
M2). We use a, ai, . . . to denote either program variables or basic constants as
in Figure 1. The novelty now is that runtime environments are used instead of
explicit (and costly) variable replacements. An environment E maps program
variables to either heap pointers or basic constants, and maps region variables
to actual region numbers. When E(a) is used and a is a basic constant c,
the intended meaning is E(c) = c. The stack frames are now of the form
(k, x1 , e, E) where E is the environment in which e should be evaluated.
We define equivalence (up to fresh name generation) between M1 and
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Initial/final configuration
(∆, k0 , k, c, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆ |k−1 , k0 , k − 1, c, S, Σ)

Condition
k > k0

(∆, k, k, c, (k0 , x1, e) : S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, e[c/x1], S, Σ)

Label
Lit 1
Lit 2

n

(∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0 , k, p, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆ |k−1 , k0 , k − 1, p, S, Σ)

k > k0

n

(∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k, k, p, (k0 , x1 , e) : S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, e[p/x1 ], S, Σ)
n

(∆[p 7→ (l, C bi )], k0 , k, p@j, S, Σ)
⇒ (Θ, k0 , k, q, S, Σ)

Cons 1
Cons 2

(Θ, q) = copy(∆, j, p) Copy
l 6= j, j ≤ k

(∆ ∪ [p 7→ w], k0 , k, p!, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆ ∪ [q 7→ w], k0 , k, q, S, Σ)

fresh(q)

n

(∆, k0 , k, f bi , S, Σ[f xi n = e])
n
⇒ (∆, k0 , k + 1, e[bi/xi , k + 1/self ], S, Σ)

Reuse
App 1

n

(∆, k0 , k, f bi @j, S, Σ[f xin r = e])
n
⇒ (∆, k0 , k + 1, e[bi/xi , j/r, k + 1/self ], S, Σ)

App 2

(∆, k0 , k, let x1 = c1 in e, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, e[c1/x1 ], S, Σ)

Let 1

n

(∆, k0 , k, let x1 = C bi @j in e, S, Σ)
n
⇒ (∆ ∪ [p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0 , k, S, Σ)
(∆, k0 , k, let x1 = e1 in e, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k, k, e1, (k0 , x1, e) : S, Σ)
nr

(∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0 , k, case p of Ci xij ni → ei , S, Σ)
nr
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, er [bj /xrj ], S, Σ)
nr

(∆ ∪ [p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0 , k, case! p of Ci xij ni → ei, S, Σ)
nr
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, er [bj /xrj ], S, Σ)

j≤k
fresh(p)

Let 2

e1 6= c

Let 3

C = Cr

Case 1

C = Cr

Case 2

Fig. 4. The abstract machine SAFE-M1

M2 configurations as follows: (∆, k0 , k, e, S, Σ) ≡ (∆, k0 , k, e0, E, S 0, Σ) iff e =
E(e0 ) and S ≡ S 0, where (k, x, e) : S ≡ (k, x, e0, E) : S 0 iff e = E(e0) and
S ≡ S 0.
Proposition 5.1 Given M1 and M2 configurations suchs that conf M 1 ≡
conf M 2 and conf 0M 1 ≡ conf 0M 2 then conf M 1 ⇒ conf 0M 1 iff conf M 2 ⇒ conf 0M 2.

6

The imperative machine SAFE-IMP

A configuration of the imperative machine SAFE-IMP (briefly IMP) consists
of the six components (is, ∆, k0 , k, S, cs), where is is the current instruction
sequence, and cs is the code store where the instruction sequences resulting
from the compilation of program fragments are kept. Now, we will use p, q, . . .
to denote code pointers solved by cs. In Figure 6 we show the semantics of
IMP instructions in terms of configuration transitions. By Crm we denote the
data constructor which is the r-th in its data definition out of a total of m
data constructors. By S!j we denote the j-th element of the stack S counting
from the top and starting at 0 (i.e. S!0 is the top element).
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Initial/final configuration
(∆, k0 , k, c, E, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆ |k−1, k0 , k − 1, c, E, S, Σ)

Condition
k > k0

(∆, k, k, c1 , E1 , (k0 , x1, e, E) : S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, e, E ∪ [x1 7→ c1], S, Σ)

Label
Lit 1
Lit 2

n

(∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0 , k, x, E[x 7→ p], S, Σ)
⇒ (∆ |k−1, k0 , k − 1, x, E, S, Σ)

k > k0

n

(∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k, k, x, E1 [x 7→ p], (k0 , x1, e, E) : S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, e, E ∪ [x1 7→ p], S, Σ)
n

(∆[p 7→ (l, C bi )], k0 , k, x@r, E[x 7→ p, r 7→ j], S, Σ)
⇒ (Θ, k0 , k, y, [y 7→ q], S, Σ)

Cons 1
Cons 2

(Θ, q) = copy(∆, j, p) Copy
l 6= j, j ≤ k

(∆ ∪ [p 7→ w], k0 , k, x!, E[x 7→ p], S, Σ)
⇒ (∆ ∪ [q 7→ w], k0 , k, y, [y 7→ q], S, Σ)

fresh(q)

Reuse

(∆, k0 , k, f ai n , E, S, Σ[f xi n = e])
n
⇒ (∆, k0 , k + 1, e, [xi →
7 E(ai ) , self 7→ k + 1], S, Σ)

App 1

(∆, k0 , k, f ai n @s, E, S, Σ[f xi n r = e])
n
⇒ (∆, k0 , k + 1, e, [xi 7→ E(ai ) , r 7→ E(s), self 7→ k + 1], S, Σ)

App 2

(∆, k0 , k, let x1 = c1 in e, E, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, e, E ∪ [x1 7→ c1], S, Σ)

Let 1

(∆, k0 , k, let x1 = C ai n @s in e, E, S, Σ)
n
⇒ (∆ ∪ [p 7→ (E(s), C E(ai ) )], k0 , k, e, E ∪ [x1 7→ p], S, Σ)
(∆, k0 , k, let x1 = e1 in e, E, S, Σ)
⇒ (∆, k, k, e1, E, (k0 , x1, e, E) : S, Σ)
n

(∆[p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0 , k, case x of Ci xij ni → ei , E[x 7→ p], S, Σ)
n
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, er , E ∪ [xrj 7→ bj ], S, Σ)
n

(∆ ∪ [p 7→ (j, C bi )], k0 , k, case! x of Ci xij ni → ei, E[x 7→ p], S, Σ)
n
⇒ (∆, k0 , k, er , E ∪ [xrj 7→ bj ], S, Σ)

E(s) ≤ k
fresh(p)

Let 2

e1 6= c

Let 3

C = Cr

Case 1

C = Cr

Case 2

Fig. 5. The abstract machine SAFE-M2

Instruction DECREGION deletes from the heap all the regions, if any,
between the current region k and the origin region k0 , excluding the latter. It
will be used when a normal form is reached either in the auxiliary expression
e1 of a let or in a function call.
Instruction POPCONT pops a continuation from the stack or stops the
execution if there is none. Notice that b — a constant or a pointer to a
closure— is left in the stack as it may be accessed by the continuation. Instruction PUSHCONT pushes a continuation represented here by a region
number and a code pointer. It will be used in the translation of a let.
Instructions COPY and REUSE just mimic the corresponding actions
Copy and Reuse of the abstract machine M2. Instruction CALL jumps to
a new instruction sequence and creates a new region. It will be used in the
compilation of a function application.
Instruction MATCH does a vectored jump depending on the constructor of
the matched closure. The vector of sequences pointed to by p corresponds to
the compilation of a set of case alternatives. Instruction MATCH ! is similar
but it additionally destroys the matched cell.
As we will see in Section 7, runtime environments will be stored in the
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Initial/final configuration
(DECREGION : is, ∆, k0 , k, S, cs)
⇒ (is, ∆ |k0 , k0 , k0 , S, cs)

Condition
k ≥ k0

([POPCONT ], ∆, k, k, b : (k0 , p) : S, cs[p 7→ is])
⇒ (is, ∆, k0 , k, b : S, cs)
(PUSHCONT p : is, ∆, k0 , k, S, cs[p 7→ is 0 ])
⇒ (is, ∆, k, k, (k0 , p) : S, cs)
n

(Θ, b0) = copy(∆, j, b)
l 6= j, j ≤ k

(COPY : is, ∆[b 7→ (l, C bi )], k0 , k, b : j : S, cs)
⇒ (is, Θ, k0 , k, b0 : S, cs)

fresh(b0 )

(REUSE : is, ∆ ∪ [b 7→ w], k0 , k, b : S, cs)
⇒ (is, ∆ ∪ [b0 7→ w], k0 , k, b0 : S, cs)
([CALL p], ∆, k0 , k, S, cs[p 7→ is])
⇒ (is, ∆, k0 , k + 1, S, cs)
n

m

([MATCH p l], ∆[S!l 7→ (j, Crm bi )], k0 , k, S, cs[p 7→ is i ])
n
⇒ (is r , ∆, k0 , k, bi : S, cs)
n

m

([MATCH ! l p], ∆ ∪ [S!l 7→ (j, Crm bi )], k0 , k, S, cs[p 7→ is i ])
n
⇒ (is r , ∆, k0 , k, bi : S, cs)
n

(BUILDENV Ki : is, ∆, k0 , k, S, cs)
n
⇒ (is, ∆, k0 , k, Item k (Ki ) : S, cs)
Crm

n

Ki K : is, ∆, k0 , k, S, cs)
(BUILDCLS
n
⇒ (is, ∆ ∪ [b 7→ (Item k (K), Crm Item k (Ki ) )], k0 , k, b : S, cs)
m

(1)
Item k (K) ≤ k, fresh(b)
(1)

n

(SLIDE m n : is, ∆, k0 , k, bi : b0i : S, cs)
m
⇒ (is, ∆, k0 , k, bi : S, cs)

 S!j if K = j ∈ N
def
(1) Item k (K) =
c
if K = c

k
if K = self

Fig. 6. The abstract machine SAFE-IMP

stack. They will consist of any combination of heap pointers, region numbers
and basic constants. Continuations, consisting of a pair (k0 , p) containing a
region number and a code pointer, are not part of environments. They can
be considered as marks separating environments (see Section 7). Instruction
BUILDENV receives a list of keys Ki and creates a portion of environment
on top of the stack: If a key K is a natural number, the item S!ki is copied
and pushed on the stack; if it is a basic constant c, it is directly pushed on the
stack; if it is the identifier self , then the current region number k is pushed
on the stack. Instruction BUILDCLS allocates fresh memory and constructs
a closure in the heap. As BUILDENV , it receives a list of keys and uses the
same conventions. It also receives the constructor Crm of the closure.
Finally, instruction SLIDE removes some parts of the stack. It will be
used to remove environments when they are no longer needed.

7

Translation schemes

The main new idea of the translation is to split the runtime environment of the
M2 machine into two environments: a compile-time environment ρ mapping
program variables to natural numbers, and the actual runtime environment
mapping offsets from the top of the stack to actual heap pointers, basic con53
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x1m1

m1

..
.

S

..
.

x11

δ1

1

cont 1

k1, p1
x2m2

m2

x21

1

..
.

..
.

δ2

cs

.
.
.
cont n−1

kn−1,pn−1
xnmn

mn

xn1

1

..
.

..
.

δn

Fig. 7. Correspondence between the compile time environment and the stack

stants or region numbers. The ρ environment maps a variable to the position
in the stack where its runtime value resides. As the stack grows dynamically,
a first idea is to assign numbers to the variables from the bottom of the environment to the top. In this way, if the environment occupies the top m
positions of the stack and ρ[x 7→ 1], then S!(m − 1) will contain the runtime
value corresponding to x.
A second idea is to reuse the current environment when pushing a continuation into the stack. In the M2 rule Let 3 , the environment E pushed into
the stack is the same as the environment in which the auxiliary expression e1
is evaluated. The aim is to share the environment and to push only the rest of
the parameters, i.e. the pair (k0 , e) (the variable x1 will not in fact be needed,
but the compilation will ensure that a pointer to its value will be on top of
the stack when the continuation is popped). So, the whole environment ρ will
consist of a list of smaller environments [δ1, . . . , δn ], each one except the first
one δ1, topped with a continuation (see Figure 7). Each individual block i
consists of a triple (δi , li, ni ) with the actual environment δi mapping variables
to numbers in the range (1 . . . mi ), its length li = mi + ni , and an indicator
ni whose value is 1 for all the blocks except for the first one, whose value is
n1 = 0.
The offset with respect to the top of the stack of a variable x defined in
def Pk
the block k, denoted ρ x, is computed as follows: ρ x =
i=1 li − δk x.
Only the first environment may be extended with new bindings. There are
three operations on compile-time environments:
n

n

def

(i) ((δ, m, 0) : ρ) + {xi 7→ ji } = (δ ∪ {xi 7→ m + ji , m + n, 0) : ρ.
def

(ii) ((δ, m, 0) : ρ)++ = ({}, 0, 0) : (δ, m + 1, 1) : ρ.
def

(iii) topDepth ((δ, m, 0) : ρ) = m. Undefined otherwise.
Using these conventions, in Figure 8 we show the translation functions
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trE c ρ

= BUILDENV [c];
NormalForm

trE x ρ

= BUILDENV [ρ x];
NormalForm

trE x@r ρ

= BUILDENV [ρ x, ρ r];
COPY ;
NormalForm

trE x! ρ

= BUILDENV [ρ x];
REUSE ;
NormalForm

trE (f ai n @s) ρ

= BUILDENV [(ρ ai ) , ρ s];
SLIDE (n + 1) (topDepth ρ);
CALL p

n

where Σ
` f xin @r = e
cs(p) = trE e [({r 7→ 1, xi 7→ n − i + 2}, n + 1, 0)]
trE (let x1 = c1 in e) ρ

= BUILDENV [c1 ];
trE e (ρ + {x1 7→ 1})
n

trE (let x1 = Clm ai n @s in e) ρ = BUILDCLS Clm [(ρ ai) ] (ρ s);
trE e (ρ + {x1 7→ 1})
trE (let x1 = e1 in e) ρ

= PUSHCONT p;
trE e1 ρ++

& cs ∪ [p 7→ trE e (ρ + {x1 7→ 1})]

= MATCH (ρ x) p

& cs ∪ [p 7→ trA alt i ρ ]

trE (case! x of alt i ) ρ

= MATCH ! (ρ x) p

& cs ∪ [p 7→ trA alt i ρ ]

trA (C xi n → e) ρ

= trE e (ρ + {xi 7→ n − i + 1 })

n

trE (case x of alt i ) ρ
n

NormalForm

n
n

n

def

= SLIDE 1 (topDepth ρ);
DECREGION ;
POPCONT

Fig. 8. Translation schemes from normalized Safe to SAFE-IMP

from normalized Safe expressions to machine instructions of IMP. There,
NormalForm is a compilation macro defined at the bottom.
Proposition 7.1 For every instruction sequence in the code store cs, instruction i is the last one if and only if it belongs to the set: POPCONT , CALL,
MATCH and MATCH !
Proposition 7.2 All the environments passed to function trE are of the form
(δ, m, 0) : ρ. As a consequence, all the applications of topDepth in the translation schemes of Figure 8 are well defined.
In order to compare M2 and IMP configurations, we enrich the stack SI
of IMP by including in the configuration and in each continuation the current
compile time environment ρ.
def

Definition 7.3 A M2 configuration conf M 2 = (∆, k0, k, e, E, S, Σ) is equivadef
lent to an enriched IMP configuration conf IMP = (is, ∆, k0 , k, ρ, SI , cs),
denoted conf M 2 ≡ conf IMP , if:
(i) is = trE e ρ.
(ii) E ≡ (ρ, SI ), with the obvious definition ∀x.E(x) = SI !(ρ x).
(iii) S ≡ (ρ, SI ) where:
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m

(a) S ≡ ((δ1, m, 0) : ρ, b : SI ) if S ≡ (ρ, SI ).
(b) (k, x, e, E) : S ≡ (ρ, (k, p, ρ0 ) : SI ) if cs(p) = trE e ρ0, ρ0 x = 0,
E ≡ (ρ0 , SI ) and S ≡ (ρ0 , SI ).
(c) [ ] ≡ (ρ, [ ]).
Proposition 7.4 Given M2 and IMP configurations such that conf M 2 ≡
conf IMP and conf 0M 2 ≡ conf 0IMP then conf M 2 ⇒ conf 0M 2 iff conf IMP ⇒+
conf 0IMP .

8

Conclusions and related work

We have formally developed the code generation phase of a compiler for a
first order eager functional language with some unusual memory management
facilities. The motivation for this work was to complete the implementation
of Safe whose front-end is already implemented. The main contribution is,
in our view, to show a systematic method for refining operational semantics
and abstract machines in order to find the way from an abstract view of the
language to a low level view. Also, to show that all the steps can be done by
preserving the original meaning and by reasoning about their correctness.
For the first two abstract machines we have found inspiration in Sestoft’s
derivation of abstract machines for a lazy λ-calculus [5]. For the rest, the
authors have some previous experience in a similar derivation [1], but in that
occasion the destination machine was known in advance. The present work
represents a ’real’ derivation in the sense that the destination machine has
been invented from scratch. Comparing our machine with other eager machines such as Landin’s SECD machine [2], ours has the nice feature that tail
recursion is executed in constant stack space, as the reader may easily test by
manually compiling and executing any tail-recursive example.
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Abstract
Termination is one of the most interesting problems when dealing with contextsensitive rewrite systems. Although there is a good number of techniques for proving
termination of context-sensitive rewriting (CSR), the dependency pair approach,
one of the most powerful technique for proving termination of rewriting, has been
not investigated in connection with proofs of termination of CSR. In this paper, we
investigate how to use dependency pairs in proofs of termination of CSR.
Key words: Dependency pairs, term rewriting, program analysis,
termination.

1

Introduction

A replacement map is a mapping µ : F → P(N) satisfying µ(f ) ⊆ {1, . . . , k},
for each k-ary symbol f of a signature F [Luc98]. We use them to discriminate
the argument positions on which the rewriting steps are allowed; rewriting
at the topmost position is always possible. In this way, for a given Term
Rewriting System (TRS), we obtain a restriction of rewriting which we call
context-sensitive rewriting (CSR [Luc98,Luc02]). With CSR we can achieve
a terminating behavior with non-terminating TRSs, by pruning (all) infinite
rewrite sequences. Proving termination of CSR is an interesting problem with
several applications in the fields of term rewriting and programming languages
(see [DLMMU06,GM04,Luc02,Luc06] for further motivation).
1
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Several methods have been developed for proving termination of CSR under a replacement map µ for a given TRS R (i.e., for proving the µ-termination
of R). In particular, a number of transformations which permit to treat termination of CSR as a standard termination problem have been described (see
[GM04,Luc06] for recent surveys). Also, direct techniques like polynomial orderings and the context-sensitive version of the recursive path ordering have
been investigated [BLR02,GL02,Luc05]. Up to now, however, the dependency
pairs method [AG00,HM04], one of the most powerful tools for proving termination of rewriting, has been not investigated in connection with proofs of
termination of CSR. In this paper, we address this problem.
Roughly speaking, given a TRS R, the dependency pairs associated to R
conform a new TRS DP(R) which (together with R) determines the so called
dependency chains whose finiteness or infiniteness characterize termination or
non-termination of R. The dependency pairs can be presented as a dependency
graph, where the absence of infinite chains can be analyzed by considering the
cycles in the graph. In this paper, we show that (with some restrictions) these
basic intuitions are also valid for CSR.
Example 1.1 Consider the following non-terminating TRS R borrowing the
well-known Toyama’s example [GM04, Example 15]:
f(a,b,X) -> f(X,X,X)

c -> a

c -> b

together with µ(f) = {3}. As shown by Giesl and Middeldorp, among all
existing transformations for proving termination of CSR, only the complete
Giesl and Middeldorp’s transformation [GM04] (yielding a TRS RµC ) could
be used in this case, but no concrete proof of termination for RµC is known
yet. Furthermore, RµC has 13 dependency pairs and the dependency graph
contains many cycles. In contrast, the CS-TRS has only one context-sensitive
dependency pair and the corresponding dependency graph has no cycle!
Example 1.2 Consider the following non-terminating TRS R [Luc02]:
sqr(0) -> 0
add(0,X) -> X
sqr(s(X)) -> s(add(sqr(X),dbl(X)))
add(s(X),Y) -> s(add(X,Y))
first(0,X) -> nil
half(0) -> 0
first(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) -> cons(Y,first(X,Z))
half(dbl(X)) -> X
dbl(s(X)) -> s(s(dbl(X)))
dbl(0) -> 0

half(s(0)) -> 0
half(s(s(X))) -> s(half(X))

terms(N) -> cons(recip(sqr(N)),terms(s(N)))

which can be used to approximate the value of π 2/6. In particular, when
µ(cons) = {1} and µ(f ) = {1, . . . , ar(f )} for all other symbols f , R is µterminating. Hirokawa and Middeldorp report on a proof of termination of
RµGM (which corresponds to the incomplete Giesl and Middeldorp’s transformation for proving termination of CSR, see [GM04]) by using the dependency
pairs approach [HM05, Appendix A]. In particular, termination of RµGM im58
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plies the µ-termination of R above. As remarked by Hirokawa and Middeldorp, there are 33 dependency pairs in RµGM . However, the context-sensitive
dependency graph of R consists of seven pairs with only four cycles, each of
them containing a single dependency pair. Moreover, as explained below each
of them can be removed by using the adaptation to CSR of Hirokawa and
Middeldorp’s subterm criterion [HM04] which we develop below. Thus, the
system is µ-terminating. This is in contrast with Hirokawa and Middeldorp’s
proof which also use the subterm criterion (for DP(RµGM )) but without being
able to remove all cycles, thus requiring to do some constraint solving.
After some preliminary definitions in Section 2, Section 3 introduces the
general framework to compute and use context-sensitive dependency pairs for
proving termination of CSR. Section 4 shows how to compute the (estimated)
context-sensitive dependency graph. Section 5 adapts Hirokawa and Middeldorp’s subterm criterion to CSR. Section 6 concludes.

2

Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, X denotes a countable set of variables and F denotes
a signature, i.e., a set of function symbols {f, g, . . .}, each having a fixed arity
given by a mapping ar : F → N. The set of terms built from F and X
is T (F , X ). Positions p, q, . . . are represented by chains of positive natural
numbers used to address subterms of t. Given positions p, q, we denote its
concatenation as p.q. If p is a position, and Q is a set of positions, p.Q =
{p.q | q ∈ Q}. We denote the empty chain by Λ. The set of positions of a
term t is Pos(t). The subterm at position p of t is denoted as t|p and t[s]p
is the term t with the subterm at position p replaced by s. We write t  s if
s = t|p for some p ∈ Pos(t) and t  s if t  s and t 6= s. The symbol labelling
the root of t is denoted as root(t). A context is a term C ∈ T (F ∪ {2}, X )
with zero or more ‘holes’ 2 (a fresh constant symbol).
A rewrite rule is an ordered pair (l, r), written l → r, with l, r ∈ T (F , X ),
l 6∈ X and Var(r) ⊆ Var(l). The left-hand side (lhs) of the rule is l and
r is the right-hand side (rhs). A TRS is a pair R = (F , R) where R is a
set of rewrite rules. Given R = (F , R), we consider F as the disjoint union
F = C ] D of symbols c ∈ C, called constructors and symbols f ∈ D, called
defined functions, where D = {root(l) | l → r ∈ R} and C = F − D.
Context-sensitive rewriting.
A mapping µ : F → P(N) is a replacement map (or F -map) if ∀f ∈
F , µ(f ) ⊆ {1, . . . , ar(f )} [Luc98]. Let MF be the set of all F -maps (or
MR for the F -maps of a TRS (F , R)). A binary relation R on terms is µmonotonic if t R s implies f (t1, . . . , ti−1, t, . . . , tk ) R f (t1 , . . . , ti−1 , s, . . . , tk ) for
Posµ (t) of t ∈
every t, s, t1, . . . , tk ∈ T (F , X ). The set of µ-replacing positions
S
µ
µ
T (F , X ) is: Pos (t) = {Λ}, if t ∈ X and Pos (t) = {Λ}∪ i∈µ(root(t)) i.Posµ (t|i ),
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if t 6∈ X . The set of replacing variables of t is Varµ (t) = {x ∈ Var(t) |
∃p ∈ Posµ (t), t|p = x}. The µ-replacing subterm relation µ is given by
t µ s if there is p ∈ Posµ (t) such that s = t|p. We write t µ s if t µ s
and t 6= s. In context-sensitive rewriting (CSR [Luc98]), we (only) contract replacing redexes: t µ-rewrites to s, written t ,→µ s (or t ,→R,µ s),
p
if t →R s and p ∈ Posµ (t). A TRS R is µ-terminating if ,→µ is terminating. A term t is µ-terminating if there is no infinite µ-rewrite sequence
t = t1 ,→µ t2 ,→µ · · · ,→µ tn ,→µ · · · starting from t. A pair (R, µ) where R is
a TRS and µ ∈ MR is often called a CS-TRS.
Dependency pairs.
Given a TRS R = (F , R) = (C ] D, R) a new TRS DP(R) = (F ] , D(R))
of dependency pairs for R is given as follows: if f (t1 , . . . , tm ) → r ∈ R and
r = C[g(s1, . . . , sn )] for some defined symbol g ∈ D and s1 , . . . , sn ∈ T (F , X ),
then f ] (t1, . . . , tm) → g ](s1 , . . . , sn ) ∈ D(R), where f ] and g ] are new fresh
symbols (called tuple symbols) associated to defined symbols f and g respectively [AG00]. Let D] be the set of tuple symbols associated to symbols in D
and F ] = F ∪ D] . As usual, for t = f (t1 , . . . , tk ) ∈ T (F , X ), we write t] to
denote the marked term f ] (t1, . . . , tk ). Given T ⊆ T (F , X ), let T ] be the set
{t] | t ∈ T }.
A reduction pair (, A) consists of a stable and weakly monotonic quasiordering , and a stable and well-founded ordering A satisfying either  ◦ A
⊆ A or A ◦  ⊆ A. Note that monotonicity is not required for A.

3

Context-Sensitive Dependency Pairs

Let M∞,µ be a set of minimal non-µ-terminating terms in the following sense: t
belongs to M∞,µ if t is non-µ-terminating and every strict µ-replacing subterm
s (i.e., t µ s) is µ-terminating. Obviously, if t ∈ M∞,µ , then root(t) is
a defined symbol. A rule l → r of a CS-TRS (R, µ) is µ-conservative if
Varµ (r) ⊆ Varµ (l), i.e., all replacing variables in the right-hand-side are also
replacing in the left-hand-side; (R, µ) is µ-conservative if all its rules are (see
[Luc06]).
Proposition 3.1 Let R = (C ] D, R) be a TRS and µ ∈ MR . If R is µconservative, then for all t ∈ M∞,µ , there exist l → r ∈ R, a substitution σ
>



and a term s such that root(s) ∈ D, r µ s, t ,→∗ σ(l) → σ(r) µ σ(s) and
σ(s) ∈ M∞,µ .
Proof. Consider an infinite µ-rewrite sequence starting from t. By definition
of M∞,µ , all proper µ-replacing subterms of t are µ-terminating. Therefore
(since no µ-rewriting step is possible on non-µ-replacing subterms), t has an
inner reduction to an instance σ(l) of the left-hand side of a rule l → r of R:
>



t ,→∗ σ(l) → σ(r). Thus, we can write t = f (t1, . . . , tk ), σ(l) = f (l1 , . . . , lk )
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for some k-ary defined symbol f , and ti ,→∗ σ(li) for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since
all ti are µ-terminating for i ∈ µ(f ), the σ(li) also are. By µ-conservativity
of R, it follows that σ(x) is µ-terminating for every x ∈ Varµ (r) ⊆ Varµ (l).
Since σ(r) is non-µ-terminating, it contains a replacing subterm t0 ∈ M∞,µ :
σ(r) µ t0. Since variables x ∈ Varµ (r) satisfy that σ(x) is µ-terminating,
it follows that there is a nonvariable subterm s of r (i.e., r µ s) such that
σ(s) = t0 as required. Thus, root(s) ∈ D.
2
Definition 3.2 Let R = (F , R) = (C ] D, R) be a TRS and µ ∈ MR . Let
DP(R, µ) = {l] → s] | l → r ∈ R, r µ s, root(s) ∈ D, l 6 µ s}
where µ] (f ) = µ(f ) if f ∈ F and µ] (f ] ) = µ(f ) if f ∈ D.
Given a CS-TRS (P, µ] ) of dependency pairs associated to a CS-TRS
(R, µ), an (R, P, µ] )-chain is a sequence of pairs ui → vi ∈ P such that
there is a substitution σ satisfying σ(vi) ,→∗R,µ] σ(ui+1) for i ≥ 1. Here, as
usual we assume that different occurrences of dependency pairs do not share
any variable. We have the following.
Theorem 3.3 (Completeness) Let R be a TRS and µ ∈ MR . If R is µterminating, then there is no infinite (R, DP(R, µ), µ] )-chain.
Proof. By contradiction. If there is an infinite (R, DP(R, µ), µ] )-chain, then
there is a substitution σ and dependency pairs ui → vi ∈ DP(R, µ) for i ≥ 1
such that
>





σ(u1) ,→DP(R,µ),µ] σ(v1) ,→∗R,µ] σ(u2) ,→DP(R,µ),µ] σ(v2) · · ·
Assume that ui = fi] (ui ) and vi = gi] (vi ), and let u0i = f (ui ) and vi0 = g(vi ). By
definition of DP(R, µ), u0i = li and vi0 is a replacing subterm of the right-handside ri of a rule li → ri in R (i.e., ri = Ci [vi0]pi and pi ∈ Posµ (r)). Taking into
account the definition of µ] , we obtain an infinite µ-rewrite sequence


>

>

>

σ(u01) ,→R,µ σ(C1 [v10 ]p1 ) ,→∗R,µ σ(C1[u02]p1 ) ,→R,µ σ(C1 [C2[v20 ]p2 ]p1 ),→∗R,µ · · ·
which contradicts µ-termination of R.

2

Note that Theorem 3.3 does not impose any restriction on the TRSs for guaranteeing completeness. Unfortunately, without µ-conservativeness, the use of
DP(R, µ) does not guarantee the necessary correctness.
Example 3.4 Consider the TRS R:
a -> f(b,a)

f(b,y) -> f(y,c)

and µ(f) = {1}. Then, DP(R, µ) is:
A -> F(b,a)

F(b,y) -> F(y,c)
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(and µ] (F) = {1}) which does not induce any infinite chain of dependency
pairs. However, R is not µ-terminating:
a ,→ f(b,a) ,→

f(a,c) ,→ f(f(b,a),c) ,→ · · ·

Note that R is not µ-conservative: Varµ (f(y,c)) − Varµ (f(b,y)) = {y}.
Theorem 3.5 (Restricted correctness) Let R be a TRS and µ ∈ MR . If
R is µ-conservative and there is no infinite (R, DP(R, µ), µ] )-chain, then R
is µ-terminating.
Example 3.6 Consider the following TRS R:
f(a) -> f(f(a))

f(a) -> a

and µ(f) = ∅. DP(R, µ) consists of the rule F(a) -> F(f(a)) with µ] (F) =
∅. Since µ] (F) = ∅, no infinite chain is possible now and R is proved to be
µ-terminating.

4

Context-sensitive dependency graph

As noticed by Arts and Giesl, the analysis of infinite sequences of dependency
pairs can be made by looking at (the cycles C of) the dependency graph associated to the TRS R. The nodes of the dependency graph are the dependency
pairs in DP(R); there is an arc from a dependency pair u → v to a dependency pair u0 → v 0 if there are substitutions σ and θ such that σ(v) →∗R θ(u0 ).
In the context-sensitive dependency graph, there is an arc from a dependency
pair u → v to a dependency pair u0 → v 0 if there are substitutions σ and θ
such that σ(v) ,→∗R,µ] θ(u0). Here, the use of µ] (which restricts reductions on
the arguments of the dependency pair symbols f ] ) is essential: given a set of
dependency pairs associated to a CS-TRS (R, µ), we have less arcs between
them due to the presence of such replacement restrictions.
Example 4.1 Consider the CS-TRS in Example 1.1. DP(R, µ) is:
F(a,b,X) -> F(X,X,X)
with µ] (F) = {3}. Although the dependency graph contains a cycle (due to
σ(F(X,X,X)) →∗ σ(F(a,b,Y)) for σ(X) = σ(Y ) = c), the CS-dependency
graph contains no cycle because it is not possible to µ] -reduce θ(F(X,X,X))
into θ(F(a,b,Y)) for any substitution θ (due to µ] (F) = {3}).
As noticed by Arts and Giesl, the presence of an infinite chain of dependency pairs correspond to a cycle in the dependency graph (but not vice-versa).
Thus, as a corollary of Theorem 3.5, we have:
Corollary 4.2 Let R be a TRS and µ ∈ MR . If R is µ-conservative and
the CS-dependency graph built from DP(R, µ) contains no cycle, then R is
µ-terminating.
According to Corollary 4.2, and continuing Example 4.1, we conclude the
µ-termination of R in Example 1.1. Of course, the interesting situation is
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when the dependency graph contains cycles. The following definition borrows
[HM04, Definition 8] and will be used later.
Definition 4.3 Let R = (F , R) be a TRS and µ ∈ MR . Let C ⊆ DP(R, µ)
be a cycle. An infinite µ] -rewrite sequence in R ∪ C of the form
t]1 ,→∗R,µ] s1 ,→C,µ] t2 ,→∗R,µ] s2 ,→C,µ] t3 ,→∗R,µ] · · ·
with t1 ∈ T∞,µ is called C-minimal if all rules in C are applied infinitely often.
Following Hirokawa and Middeldorp, proving µ-termination boils down to
proving the absence of C-minimal µ-rewrite sequences, for any cycle C in the
CS-dependency graph.
4.1

Estimating the CS-dependency graph

In general, the dependency graph of a TRS is not computable and we need to
use some approximation of it. Following [AG00], we describe how to approximate the CS-dependency graph of a CS-TRS (R, µ). Let Capµ be given as
follows: let D be a set of defined symbols (in our context, D = D ∪ D] ):
Capµ (x)

= x if x is a variable

y
if f ∈ D
Capµ (f (t1, . . . , tk )) =
 f ([t ]f , . . . , [t ]f ) otherwise
1 1
k k
where y is intended to be a new, fresh variable which has not yet been used
and given a term s, [s]fi = Capµ (s) if i ∈ µ(f ) and [s]fi = s if i 6∈ µ(f ).
Let Renµ given by: Renµ (x) = y if x is a variable and Renµ (f (t1, . . . , tk )) =
f ([t1]f1 , . . . , [tk ]fk ) for evey k-ary symbol f , where given a term s ∈ T ] (F , X ),
[s]fi = Renµ (s) if i ∈ µ(f ) and [s]fi = s if i 6∈ µ(f ). Then, we have an arc
from ui → vi to uj → vj if Renµ (Capµ (vi )) and uj unify; following [AG00],
we say that vi and uj are µ-connectable. The following result whose proof is
similar to that of [AG00, Theorem 21] (we only need to take into account the
replacement restrictions indicated by the replacement map µ) formalizes the
correctness of this approach.
Proposition 4.4 Let (R, µ) be a CS-TRS. If there is an arc from u → v to
u0 → v 0 in the CS-dependency graph, then v and u0 are µ-connectable.
]

]

Example 4.5 (Ex. 4.1 continued) Since Renµ (Capµ (F(X,X,X))) = F(X,X,Z)
and F(a,b,Y) do not unify, we conclude that the CS-dependency graph for
the CS-TRS (R, µ) in Example 1.1 contains no cycles.

5

Subterm criterion

In [HM04], Hirokawa and Middeldorp introduce a very interesting subterm
criterion which permits to ignore certain cycles of the dependency graph.
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Definition 5.1 [HM04] Let R be a TRS and C ⊆ DP(R) such that every
dependency pair symbol in C has positive arity. A simple projection for C
is a mapping π that assigns to every k-ary dependency pair symbol f ] in
C an argument position i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The mapping that assigns to every
term f ] (t1, . . . , tk ) ∈ T ](F , X ), with f ] a dependency pair symbol in R, its
argument position π(f ] ) is also denoted by π.
In the following result, for a simple projection π and C ⊆ DP(R, µ), we let
π(C) = {π(u → v) | u → v ∈ C}, where π(u → v) = π(u) → π(v) if u → v is
a dependency pair. Note that u, v ∈ T ] (F , X ), but π(u), π(v) ∈ T (F , X ).
Theorem 5.2 Let R be a TRS and µ ∈ MR . Let C be a cycle in DG(R). If
there exists a simple projection π for C such that π(C) ⊆ µ and π(C) ∩ µ 6=
∅, then there are no minimal C µ] -rewrite sequences.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of [HM04, Theorem 11].
The only difference is that we need to deal with the µ-subterm relation µ ;
this is because, we need to use the following commutation property: µ ◦ ,→R,µ
⊆ ,→R,µ ◦ µ which does not hold if  is used instead.
2
Example 5.3 Consider the CS-TRS (R, µ) in Example 1.2. The contextsensitive dependency graph consists of seven pairs with only four cycles:
(C1)
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)

{SQR(s(X)) -> SQR(X)}
{DBL(s(X)) -> DBL(X)}
{ADD(s(X),Y) -> ADD(X,Y)}
{HALF(s(s(X))) -> HALF(X)}

Each of them can be removed by using the subterm criterion. Thus, by Theorems 3.5 and 5.2, the system is µ-terminating.
As remarked by Hirokawa and Middeldorp, the practical use of Theorem
5.2 concerns the so-called strongly connected components of the dependency
graph, rather than the cycles themselves (which are exponentially many)
[HM04,HM05].
For the cycles left after the removal performed by means of the subterm
criterion, the absence of infinite chains is checked by finding, for those cycles, a reduction pair (, A). In our setting, we can relax the monotonicity
requirements on the first component of the reduction pair (, A). We will
use µ-reduction pairs (µ , A) where µ is a stable and µ-monotonic preordering which is compatible with the well-founded and stable ordering A, i.e.,
µ ◦ A ⊆ A or A ◦ µ ⊆ A. On the other hand, the use of argument filterings, which is standard in the current formulations of the dependency pairs
method, also adapts without changes to the context-sensitive setting. Here,
an argument filtering π for a signature F is a mapping that assigns to every
k-ary function symbol f ∈ F an argument position i ∈ {1, . . . , k} or a (possibly empty) list [i1, . . . , im ] of argument positions with 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < im ≤ k.
The signature Fπ consists of all function symbols f such that π(f ) is some list
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[i1, . . . , im], where in Fπ , the arity of f is m. Every argument filtering induces
a mapping from T (F , X ) to T (Fπ , X ), also denoted by π:

π(t) =







t if t is a variable

π(ti) if t = f (t1, . . . , tk ) and π(f ) = i



 f (π(t ), . . . , π(t )) if t = f (t , . . . , t ) and π(f ) = [i , . . . , i ]
i1
im
1
k
1
m

The proof of the following Theorem is completely analogous to standard ones
(see, e.g., [HM04, Theorem 18]).
Theorem 5.4 (Use of the CS-dependency graph) Let R be a TRS and
µ ∈ MR . Let C be a cycle in the CS-dependency graph. If there is an argument
filtering π and a µ-reduction pair (µ , A) such that π(R) ⊆ µ , π(C) ⊆ (µ
∪ A) and π(C) ∩ A 6= ∅, then there is no C-minimal µ] -rewrite sequence.
Example 5.5 Consider the TRS R:
g(X) -> h(X)

h(d) -> g(c)

c -> d

together with µ(g) = µ(h) = ∅ [Zan97, Example 1]. Then, DP(R, µ) is:
G(X) -> H(X)

H(d) -> G(c)

Note that the dependency graph contains a single cycle including both of
them. We can prove the µ-termination of R by using the following polynomial
interpretation over the natural numbers:
[g](x) = 0

[c] = 1

[G](x) = x2 − 3x + 4

[h](x) = 0

[d] = 0

[H](x) = x2 − 3x + 3

which induces a µ-reduction pair (≥, >) which is compatible with R and the
cycle in DP(R, µ) in the sense of Theorem 5.4. By Theorem 3.5, R is µterminating.

6

Conclusions

We have shown how to use dependency pairs in proofs of termination of CSR.
Regarding the practical use of the CS-dependency pairs in proofs of termination of CSR, we have shown how to build and use the corresponding CSdependency graph to either prove that there are cycles which do not need to be
considered at all (Theorem 5.2) or to prove that the rules of the TRS and the
cycles in the CS-dependency graph are compatible with some reduction pair
(Theorem 5.4). We have implemented these ideas as part of the termination
tool mu-term [AGIL06].
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Abstract
Program slicing is a method for decomposing programs by analyzing their data
and control flow. It has many applications in the field of software engineering (like
program debugging, testing, code reuse, maintenance, etc). The so called program
dependence graph—a data structure that stores control and data dependences between the statements of imperative programs—is a key ingredient of many slicing
techniques. Unfortunately, there is no analogous data structure for rewrite systems
(or functional programs), which is relevant for defining an associated program slicing technique. In this work, we present the definition of a new data structure, called
term dependence graph, that can be used to fill this gap.
Key words: Program slicing, rewrite systems

1

Introduction

Program slicing [9] is a method for decomposing programs by analyzing their
data and control flow. Roughly speaking, a program slice consists of those
program statements which are (potentially) related with the values computed
at some program point and/or variable, referred to as a slicing criterion.
Example 1.1 Consider the program in Fig. 1 to compute the number of characters and lines of a text. A slice of this program w.r.t. the slicing criterion
(12, chars) would contain the black sentences, being the gray sentences discarded. This slice contains all those parts of the program which are necessary
to compute the value of variable chars at line 12.
In order to extract a slice from a program, the dependences between its statements must be computed first. The control flow graph (CFG) is a data struc1
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

lineCharCount (str)
i:=1;
lines:=0;
chars:=0;
while (i<length(str))
if (str[i] == CR)
then lines := lines
chars := chars
else chars := chars
i = i + 1;
return lines;
return chars;

do
+ 1
+ 1
+ 1

Fig. 1. Example program lineCharCount

ture which makes the control dependences for each operation in a program
explicit. For instance, the CFG of the program in Fig. 1 is depicted in Fig. 2.
(9)

Start

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(11)

(12)

Stop

(10)

Fig. 2. Control Flow Graph of lineCharCount

However, the CFG does not generally suffice for computing program slices
because it only stores control dependences and, for many applications (such
as debugging), data dependences are also necessary. For this reason, in imperative programming, program slices are usually computed from a program
dependence graph (PDG) [2,4] that makes explicit both the data and control
dependences for each operation in a program. A PDG is an oriented graph
where the nodes represent statements in the source code and edges represent
data and control dependences. As an example, the PDG of the program in
Fig. 1 is depicted in Fig. 3 where solid arrows represent control dependences
and dotted arrows represent data dependences.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(7)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(10)

(8)

(9)

(11)

(12)

Fig. 3. Program Dependence Graph of lineCharCount
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Program dependences can be traversed backwards or forwards (from the
slicing criterion), which is known as backward or forward slicing, respectively.
Additionally, slices can be dynamic or static, depending on whether a concrete
program’s input is provided or not. A survey on slicing can be found in [8].
While PDGs are good to represent the data and control flow behavior of
imperative programs, their level of granularity (i.e., considering all function
bodies as a whole) is not appropriate for representing dependences in functional programming. For this reason, in this work we propose a new formalism
to represent both data and control flow dependences of first-order functional
programs denoted by term rewriting systems.

2

Preliminaries

For completeness, here we recall some basic notions of term rewriting. We
refer the reader to [1] for details.
A set of rewrite rules (or oriented equations) l → r such that l is a nonvariable term and r is a term whose variables appear in l is called a term
rewriting system (TRS for short); terms l and r are called the left-hand side
and the right-hand side of the rule, respectively. We assume in the following
that all rules are numbered uniquely. Given a TRS R over a signature F , the
defined symbols D are the root symbols of the left-hand sides of the rules and
the constructors are C = F \ D. We restrict ourselves to finite signatures and
TRSs. We denote the domain of terms and constructor terms by T (F , V) and
T (C, V), respectively, where V is a set of variables with F ∩ V = ∅.
A TRS R is constructor-based if the left-hand side of its rules have the
form f (s1 , . . . , sn ) where si are constructor terms, i.e., si ∈ T (C, V), for all
i = 1, . . . , n. The root symbol of a term t is denoted by root(t). A term t is
operation-rooted (resp. constructor-rooted ) if root(t) ∈ D (resp. root(t) ∈ C).
The set of variables appearing in a term t is denoted by Var(t). A term t is
linear if every variable of V occurs at most once in t. R is left-linear (resp.
right-linear) if l (resp. r) is linear for all rules l → r ∈ R. In this paper, we
restrict ourselves to left-linear constructor-based TRSs, which we often call
programs.
As it is common practice, a position p in a term t is represented by a
sequence of natural numbers, where  denotes the root position. Positions are
used to address the nodes of a term viewed as a tree: t|p denotes the subterm
of t at position p and t[s]p denotes the result of replacing the subterm t|p by
the term s. A term t is ground if Var(t) = ∅. A substitution σ is a mapping
from variables to terms such that its domain Dom(σ) = {x ∈ V | x 6= σ(x)}
is finite. The identity substitution is denoted by id. Term t0 is an instance of
term t if there is a substitution σ with t0 = σ(t). A unifier of two terms s and
t is a substitution σ with σ(s) = σ(t). In the following, we write on for the
sequence of objects o1 , . . . , on .
A rewrite step is an application of a rewrite rule to a term, i.e., t →p,R s
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if there exists a position p in t, a rewrite rule R = (l → r) and a substitution
σ with t|p = σ(l), s = t[σ(r)]p (p and R will often be omitted in the notation
of a reduction step). The instantiated left-hand side σ(l) is called a redex. A
term t is called irreducible or in normal form if there is no term s with t → s.
We denote by →+ the transitive closure of → and by →∗ its reflexive and
transitive closure. Given a TRS R and a term t, we say that t evaluates to s
iff t →∗ s and s is in normal form.

3

Dependence Relations

In this section, we introduce a notion of dependence in term rewriting. First,
we define the program position of a term, which uniquely determines its location in the program.
Definition 3.1 (position, program position)
Positions are represented by a sequence of natural numbers, where  denotes
the empty sequence (i.e., the root position). They are used to address subterms
of a term viewed as a tree:
t| = t for all term t

d(tn )|i.w = ti |w if i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, d ∈ F

A program position is a pair (n, w) that addresses the subterm r|w in the righthand side r of the n-th rule l → r of P. Given a program P, Pos(P) denotes
the set of all program positions of the terms in the right-hand sides of P.
Definition 3.2 (labeled term) Given a program P , a labeled term is a term
in which each (constructor or defined) function or variable symbol is labeled
with a set of program positions from Pos(P). The domain of labeled terms
can be inductively defined as follows:
•

aP is a labeled term, with a ∈ F ∪ V and P ⊆ Pos(P);

•

if d/n ∈ F, P ⊆ Pos(P) and t1, . . . , tn are labeled terms, then dP (t1, . . . , tn )
is also a labeled term.

The next example shows why we need to associate a set of program positions
to every term and not just a single position:
Example 3.3 Consider the following simple program: 3
(R1) main → g(f(Z))
(R2) g(x) → x
(R3) f(x) → x
together with the derivation: main → g(f(Z)) → f(Z) → Z.
Here, one may argue that the program position of Z in the final term of the
derivation is (R1, 1.1) (i.e., the only occurrence of Z in the right-hand side of
the first rule). However, for program slicing, it is also relevant to know that
3

In the examples, data constructor symbols start with uppercase letters while defined
functions and variables start with lowercase letters.
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Z has been propagated through the variable x that appears in the right-hand
sides of both the second and third rules. Therefore, we want Z to be labeled as
follows: Z{(R1,1.1),(R2,),(R3,)}.
In the remainder of this paper, we assume the following considerations:
•

the right-hand sides of program rules are labeled

•

labels do not interfere with the standard definitions of pattern matching,
instance, substitution, rewrite step, derivation, etc. (i.e., labels are ignored)

•

the application of a (labeled) substitution σ to a term t is redefined so that,
0
0
0
for each binding x 7→ dP (tP1 1 , . . . , tPn n ) of σ, if variable xP occurs in t, then
0
0
0
it is replaced by dP ∪P (tP1 ∪P 1 , . . . , tPn ∪P n ) in σ(t).

For instance, the labeled version of the derivation in Example 3.3 above is
main{} → g{(R1,)}(f{(R1,1)}(Z{(R1,1.1)}))
→ f{(R1,1),(R2,)}(Z{(R1,1.1),(R2,)})
→ Z{(R1,1.1),(R2,),(R3,)}
Observe that main is labeled with an empty set of program positions since it
does not appear in any right-hand side of the program.
Before introducing our notion of “dependence”, we need the following definition. 4 Here, • is a fresh symbol not occurring in F .
Definition 3.4 (subreduction) Let D : t0 →p1 ,R1 . . . →pn ,Rn tn be a derivation for t0 in a program P. We say that D0 : t00 →p01 ,R01 . . . →p0m ,R0m tm , n ≥ m,
is a subreduction of D if
(i) t00 = t0 [•]p for some position p and
(ii) all the elements in the sequence (p01 , R01), . . . , (p0m , R0m ) also appear in
(p1 , R1 ), . . . , (pn , Rn ) and in the same order.
Roughly speaking, we say that a derivation is a subreduction of another derivation if (i) the initial terms are equal except possibly for some missing subterm
and (ii) the same steps, and in the same order, are performed in both derivations except for some steps that cannot be performed because of the missing
subterm in the initial term (and its descendants).
Example 3.5 Consider the following simple program:
(R1) main → C(f(A),g(B))
(R2) f(A) → D
(R3) g(x) → x
together with the derivation
D : C(f(A), g(B)) →(1,R2) C(D, g(B)) →(2,R3) C(D, B)
4

A similar, though more general, notion of subreduction can be found in [3].
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Then, the following derivations
D10 : C(f(A), g(•)) →(1,R2) C(D, g(•)) →(2,R3) C(D, •)
D20 : C(f(A), •) →(1,R2) C(D, •)
D30 : C(f(•), g(B)) →(2,R3) C(f(•), B)
are all subreductions of D.
Now, we can already introduce our notion of dependence in term rewriting.
Definition 3.6 (dependence) Given a program P , a constructor term s2
depends on the term s1 w.r.t. function f of P , in symbols s1 f s2 iff there
exists a derivation of the form f (vn ) →∗ t →∗ v, where vn and v are constructor terms, t|p = s1 and v|q = s2 for some positions p and q, and there is a
subreduction t0 →∗ v 0 of t →∗ v with t0 = t[•]p such that v 0|q 6= v|q .
Informally speaking, given a function call f (vn ) that evaluates to a constructor
term v, we say that a subterm of v, say s2, depends on a term s1 (that appears
in the program) if there exists a derivation f (vn ) →∗ t →∗ v where s1 is a
subterm of t and such that, if s1 is replaced in t by the fresh symbol •, then
s2 is not computed anymore.
Example 3.7 Consider again the program of Example 3.5. Here, D
since we have a derivation

main

A

D

z
}|
{
main → C(f(A), g(B)) → C(D, g(B)) → C(D, B)
with C(D, B)|1 = D, C(f(A), g(B))|1.1 = A, and in the subreduction of D:
C(f(•), g(B)) → C(f(•), B)
we have C(f(•), B)|1 6= D.
Note that we are not fixing any particular strategy in the definition of dependence. Our aim is to produce static slices which are independent of any
evaluation strategy. Now, we introduce the basic concepts of our approach to
static slicing.
For the definition of slicing criterion, we recall the notion of slicing patterns:
Definition 3.8 (slicing pattern [6]) The domain Pat of slicing patterns is
defined as follows:
π ∈ Pat ::= ⊥ | > | c(πk )
where c/k ∈ C is a constructor symbol of arity k ≥ 0, ⊥ denotes a subexpression of the value whose computation is not relevant and > a subexpression
which is relevant.
Slicing patterns are similar to the liveness patterns used to perform dead code
elimination in [5]. Basically, they are used to denote the shape of a constructor
term by ignoring some concrete values. For instance, given the constructor
term C(A, B), we can use the following slicing patterns >, ⊥, C(>, >), C(>, ⊥),
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C(⊥, >), C(⊥, ⊥), C(A, >), C(A, ⊥), C(>, B), C(⊥, B), C(A, B), depending on the
available information and the relevant fragments of C(A, B).
Definition 3.9 (slicing criterion) Given a program P, a slicing criterion
for P is a pair (f, π) where f is a function symbol and π is a slicing pattern.
In the following, given a slicing pattern π, we let γ(π) denote the set of terms
that can be obtained from π by replacing all occurrences of > and ⊥ by any
constructor term. This usually leads to an infinite set, e.g., γ(C(A, >)) =
γ(C(A, ⊥)) = {C(A, A), C(A, B), C(A, D), C(A, C(A, A)), C(A, C(A, B)), . . .}.
Definition 3.10 (slice) Let P be a program and (f, π) a slicing criterion for
P. Let Pπ be the set of positions of π which do not address a symbol ⊥. Then,
the slice of P w.r.t. (f, π) is given by the following set of program positions
[
{P | v|q depends on tP with v ∈ γ(π) and q ∈ Pπ }
Observe that a slice is a subset of the program positions of the original program
that uniquely identifies the program (sub)terms that belong to the slice.
Example 3.11 Consider again the program of Example 3.5 and the slicing
pattern (main, C(>, ⊥)). Here, we have
γ(C(>, ⊥)) = { C(A, A), C(A, B), C(A, D), C(B, A), C(B, B), C(B, D),
C(D, A), C(D, B), C(D, D), C(A, C(A, A)), . . .}
and Pπ = {, 1}. Then, the slice of the program w.r.t. (main, C(>, ⊥)) returns
the following set of program positions {(R1, ), (R1, 1), (R1, 1.1), (R2, )}. This
set contains all those terms that were needed to compute C and D.
Clearly, the computation of all terms that depend on a given constructor term
is undecidable. In the next section, we present a decidable approximation
based on the construction of a graph that approximates the computations of
a program.

4

Term Dependence Graphs

In this section, we introduce a new method to approximate the dependences
of a program which is based on the construction of a data structure called
term dependence graph. We first introduce some auxiliary definitions.
Definition 4.1 (Tree term) We consider that terms are represented by trees
in the usual way. Formally, the tree term T of a term t is a tree with nodes
labeled with the symbols of t and directed edges from each symbol to the root
symbols of its arguments (if any).
For instance, the tree terms of the terms f(C(A, B)) and f(C(A, B), g(B, B)) are
depicted in Fig. 4.
We introduce two useful functions that manipulate tree terms. First, function Term from nodes to terms is used to extract the term associated to the
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f

f

C

A

A

B

C

g

B

B

B

Fig. 4. Tree terms of f(C(A, B)) and f(C(A, B), g(B, B))

subtree whose root is the given node of a tree term: 5

n
if n has no children in T
Term(T, n) =
 n(Term(T, n )) if n has k children in T
k
Now, function Term abs is analogous to function Term but replaces inner
operation-rooted subterms by fresh variables:

n
if n has no children in T
Term abs (T, n) =
 n(Term 0 (T, n )) if n has k children in T
k
abs

x
if n is a function symbol
0
Term abs (T, n) =
 Term (T, n)
otherwise
abs

Now, we can already introduce the main definition of this section.
Definition 4.2 (Term dependence graph) Let P be a program. A term
dependence graph for P is built as follows:
(i) the tree terms of all left- and right-hand sides of P belong to the term dependence graph, where edges in these trees are labeled with S (for Structural);
(ii) we add an edge, labeled with C (for Control), from the root symbol of
every left-hand side to the root symbol of the corresponding right-hand
side;
(iii) finally, we add an edge, labeled with C, from every node n of the tree term
Tr of the right-hand side of a rule to the node m of the tree term Tl of a
left-hand side of a rule whenever Term abs (Tr , n) and Term(Tl , m) unify.
Intuitively speaking, the term dependence graph stores a path for each possible
computation in the program.
Example 4.3 The term dependence graph of the program of Example 3.5 is
shown in Fig. 5 (for the time being the reader can ignore the distinction between normal, bold and double boxes). Here, we depict C arrows as solid
arrows and S arrows as dotted arrows.
5

For simplicity, we make no distinction between a node and the label of this node.
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Fig. 5. Term dependence graph of the program in Example 3.5

Clearly, the interest in term dependence graphs is that we can compute a complete program slice from the term dependence graph of the program. Usually,
the slice will not be correct since the graph is an approximation of the program computations and, thus, some paths are not possible in the associated
program.
Algorithm 1 Given a program P and a slicing criterion (f, π), a complete
slice for P w.r.t. (f, π) is computed as follows:
(i) First, the term dependence graph of P is computed according to Def. 4.2.
(ii) Then, we identify in the graph the nodes N that correspond to the program
positions Pπ of π which do not address the symbol ⊥; for this purpose,
we should follow the path from f to its possible outputs in the graph.
(iii) Finally, we collect the program positions of the nodes in every path—made
of both C and S arrows—from f to any of the nodes in N , as well as
their children following the S arrows, which correspond to terms in the
right-hand sides of the rules of P.
Trivially, this algorithm always terminates.
Example 4.4 Consider again the program of Example 3.5 and the slicing
criterion (main, C(>, ⊥)) of Example 3.11.
The nodes N that correspond to the program positions of C(>, ⊥) which
do not address the symbol ⊥ (step (ii) of Algorithm 1) are shown with a bold
box in Fig. 5. Then, according to the step (iii) of Algorithm 1, the slice will
contain the program positions of those nodes in the paths from main to any of
the nodes in N (and their children) that correspond to terms in the right-hand
side of the program rules. These nodes are shown with a double box in Fig. 5
(or with a bold box if they already belong to N ).
Observe that the program positions of the collected nodes are the same
as those computed in Example 3.11, which means that, in this example, the
computed slice is not only complete but also correct.

5

Related Work and Discussion

The first attempt to adapt PDGs to the functional paradigm has been recently
introduced by Rodrigues and Barbosa [7]. They have defined the functional
dependence graphs (FDG), which represent control relations in functional pro75
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grams. However, the original aim of FDGs was the component identification in
functional programs and thus they only consider high level functional program
entities (i.e., the lowest level of granularity they consider are functions).
In a FDG, a single node often represents a complex term (indeed a complete
function definition) and, hence, the information about control dependences of
its subterms is not stored in the graph. Our definition of TDG solves this problem by representing terms as trees and thus considering control dependences
between subterms.
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Abstract
Abstraction-Carrying Code (ACC) has recently been proposed as a framework
for mobile code safety in which the code supplier provides a program together with
an abstraction whose validity entails compliance with a predefined safety policy.
The abstraction plays thus the role of safety certificate and its generation is carried
out automatically by a fixed-point analyzer. The advantage of providing a (fixedpoint) abstraction to the code consumer is that its validity is checked in a single
pass of an abstract interpretation-based checker. A main challenge is to reduce
the size of certificates as much as possible while at the same time not increasing
checking time. In this paper, we first introduce the notion of reduced certificate
which characterizes the subset of the abstraction which a checker needs in order to
validate (and re-construct) the full certificate in a single pass. Based on this notion,
we then instrument a generic analysis algorithm with the necessary extensions in
order to identify the information relevant to the checker.

1

Introduction

Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) [12] is a general framework for mobile code safety
which proposes to associate safety information in the form of a certificate
to programs. The certificate (or proof) is created at compile time by the
certifier on the code supplier side, and it is packaged along with the code.
The consumer which receives or downloads the (untrusted) code+certificate
package can then run a checker which by an efficient inspection of the code
and the certificate can verify the validity of the certificate and thus compliance
with the safety policy. The key benefit of this approach is that the task of the
? An extended version of this paper will appear in [2].
This paper was generated using LATEX macros provided by
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consumer is reduced to checking, a procedure that should be much simpler,
efficient, and automatic than generating the original certificate. AbstractionCarrying Code (ACC) [3] has been recently proposed as an enabling technology
for PCC in which an abstraction (or abstract model of the program) plays the
role of certificate. An important feature of ACC is that not only the checking,
but also the generation of the abstraction is carried out automatically, by a
fixed-point analyzer. Both the analysis and checking algorithms are always
parametric on the abstract domain, with the resulting genericity. This allows
proving a wide variety of properties by using the large set of abstract domains
that are available, well understood, and with already developed proofs for
the correctness of the corresponding abstract operations. This is one of the
fundamental advantages of ACC.
In this paper, we consider analyzers which construct a program analysis
graph which is an abstraction of the (possibly infinite) set of states explored
by the concrete execution. To capture the different graph traversal strategies used in different fixed-point algorithms we use the generic description
of [8], which generalizes the algorithms used in state-of-the-art analysis engines. Essentially, the certification/analysis carried out by the supplier is an
iterative process which repeatedly traverses the analysis graph until a fixpoint
is reached. The analysis information inferred for each call is stored in the
answer table [8]. In the original ACC framework, the final full answer table
constitutes the certificate. Since this certificate contains the fixpoint, a single
pass over the analysis graph is sufficient to validate it on the consumer side.
One of the main challenges for the practical uptake of ACC (and related
methods) is to produce certificates which are reasonably small. This is important since the certificate is transmitted together with the untrusted code and,
hence, reducing its size will presumably contribute to a smaller transmission
time. Also, this reduces the storage cost for the certificate. Nevertheless, a
main concern when reducing the size of the certificate is that checking time
is not increased as a consequence. In principle, the consumer could use an
analyzer for the purpose of generating the whole fixpoint from scratch, which
is still feasible since analysis is automatic. However, this would defeat one of
the main purposes of ACC, which is to reduce checking time. The objective of
this paper is to characterize the subset of the abstraction which must be sent
within a certificate and which still guarantees a single pass checking process.
In the PCC scheme, the basic idea in order to reduce a certificate is to
store only the analysis information which the checker is not able to reproduce
by itself [9]. With this purpose, Necula and Lee [13] designed a variant of the
Edinburgh Logical Framework, called LFi , in which certificates discard all the
information that is redundant or that can be easily synthesized. Also, Oraclebased PCC [14] aims at minimizing the size of certificates by providing the
checker with the minimal information it requires to perform a proof. Tacticbased PCC [4] aims at minimizing the size of certificates by relying on large
reasoning steps, or tactics, that are understood by the checker. Finally, this
general idea has also been deployed in lightweight bytecode verification [16]
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where the certificate, rather than being the whole set of Frame Types (FT)
associated to each program point is reduced by omitting those (local) program
point FTs which correspond to instructions without branching and which are
lesser than the final FT (fixpoint). Our proposal for ACC is at the same time
more general (because of the parametricity of the ACC approach) and carries
the reduction further because it includes only in the certificate those calls in
the analysis graph (including both branching an non branching instructions)
required by the checker to re-generate the certificate in one pass.

2

Generation of Full Certificates in ACC

This section introduces the notion of full certificate in the context of (C)LP
[3]. We assume the reader is familiar with abstract interpretation (see [6])
and (Constraint) Logic Programming (C)LP (see, e.g., [11] and [10]). We
consider an abstract domain hDα , vi and its corresponding concrete domain
h2D , ⊆i, both with a complete lattice structure. Abstract values and sets of
concrete values are related by an abstraction function α : 2D → Dα , and a
concretization function γ : Dα → 2D . An abstract value y ∈ Dα is a safe
approximation of a concrete value x ∈ D iff x ∈ γ(y). The concrete and
abstract domains must be related in such a way that the following holds [6]
∀x ∈ 2D : γ(α(x)) ⊇ x and ∀y ∈ Dα : α(γ(y)) = y. In general v is
induced by ⊆ and α. Similarly, the operations of least upper bound (t) and
greatest lower bound (u) mimic those of 2D in a precise sense.
Algorithm 1 has been presented in [8] as a generic description of a fixedpoint algorithm which generalizes those used in state-of-the-art analysis engines, such as the one in CiaoPP [7]. In order to analyze a program, traditional
(goal dependent) abstract interpreters for (C)LP programs receive as input,
in addition to the program P and the abstract domain Dα , a set Sα ∈ AAtom
of Abstract Atoms (or call patterns). Such call patterns are pairs of the form
A : CP where A is a procedure descriptor and CP is an abstract substitution
(i.e., a condition of the run-time bindings) of A expressed as CP ∈ Dα . For
brevity, we sometimes omit the subscript α in the algorithms. The analyzer of
Algorithm 1 constructs an and–or graph [5] (or analysis graph) for Sα which
is an abstraction of the (possibly infinite) set of (possibly infinite) execution
paths (and-or trees) explored by the concrete execution of the initial calls described by Sα in P . The program analysis graph is implicitly represented in
the algorithm by means of two global data structures, the answer table and
the dependency arc table, both initially empty.
•

The answer table contains entries of the form A : CP 7→ AP where A
is always a base form 1 and AP an abstract substitution. Informally, its

1

Program rules are assumed to be normalized: only distinct variables are allowed to occur
as arguments to atoms. Furthermore, we require that each rule defining a predicate p has
identical sequence of variables xp1 , . . . xpn in the head atom, i.e., p(xp1 , . . . xpn ). We call
this the base form of p.
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Algorithm 1 Generic Analyzer for Abstraction-Carrying Code
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

•

function Analyze f(S, Ω)
for A : CP ∈ S do
add event(newcall(A : CP), Ω)
while E := next event(Ω) do
if E := newcall(A : CP) then new call pattern(A : CP, Ω)
else if E := updated(A : CP) then add dependent rules(A : CP, Ω)
else if E := arc(R) then process arc(R, Ω)
return answer table
procedure new call pattern(A : CP, Ω)
for all rule Ak : −Bk,1 , . . . , Bk,nk do
CP0 :=Aextend(CP, vars(. . . , Bk,i, . . .)); CP1 := Arestrict(CP0 , vars(Bk,1 ))
add event(arc(Ak : CP ⇒ [CP0] Bk,1 : CP1 ),Ω)
add A : CP 7→ ⊥ to answer table
procedure process arc(Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP1 ] Bk,i : CP2 ,Ω)
if Bk,i is not a constraint then
add Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP1 ] Bk,i : CP2 to dependency arc table
W := vars(Hk , Bk,1, . . ., Bk,nk ); CP3 := get answer(Bk,i : CP2 , CP1 , W, Ω)
if CP3 6= ⊥ and i 6= nk then
CP4 := Arestrict(CP3 , vars(Bk,i+1 ))
add event( arc(Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP3 ] Bk,i+1 : CP4 ),Ω)
else if CP3 6= ⊥ and i = nk then
AP1 := Arestrict(CP3 , vars(Hk )); insert answer info(H : CP0 7→ AP1, Ω)
function get answer(L : CP2, CP1 , W, Ω)
if L is a constraint then return Aadd(L, CP1 )
else AP0 := lookup answer(L : CP2 , Ω); AP1 := Aextend(AP0 , W )
return Aglb(CP1, AP1)
function lookup answer(A : CP, Ω)
if there exists a renaming σ s.t.σ(A : CP) 7→ AP in answer table then
return σ−1 (AP)
else add event(newcall(σ(A : CP)), Ω) where σ is renaming s.t. σ(A) in base form;
return ⊥
procedure insert answer info(H : CP 7→ AP, Ω)
AP0 := lookup answer(H : CP); AP1 := Alub(AP, AP0)
if AP0 6= AP1 then
add (H : CP 7→ AP1 ) to answer table
add event(updated(H : CP), Ω)
procedure add dependent rules(A : CP, Ω)
for all arc of the form Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP1 ] Bk,i : CP2 in graph where there exists
renaming σ s.t. A : CP = (Bk,i : CP2 )σ do
add event(arc(Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP1] Bk,i : CP2), Ω)

entries should be interpreted as “the answer pattern for calls to A satisfying
precondition (or call pattern) CP meets postcondition (or answer pattern),
AP.”
A dependency arc is of the form Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP1] Bk,i : CP2 . This is interpreted as follows: if the rule with Hk as head is called with description CP0
then this causes the i-th literal Bk,i to be called with description CP2 . The
remaining part CP1 is the program annotation just before Bk,i is reached
and contains information about all variables in rule k.

Intuitively, the analysis algorithm is a graph traversal algorithm which places
entries in the answer table and dependency arc table as new nodes and arcs in
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the program analysis graph are encountered. To capture the different graph
traversal strategies used in different fixed-point algorithms, a prioritized event
queue is used. We use Ω ∈ QHS to refer to a Queue Handling Strategy
which a particular instance of the generic algorithm may use. Different QHS
may traverse the analysis graph in a depth-first, breadth-first fashion or any
combination (see, e.g., [15] for different strategies). Events are of three forms:
•

newcall(A : CP ) which indicates that a new call pattern for literal A with
description CP has been encountered.

•

arc(Hk : ⇒ [ ] Bk,i : ) which indicates that the rule k with H as head
needs to be (re)computed from the position k, i.
updated(A : CP ) which indicates that the answer description to call pattern
A with description CP has been changed.

•

The functions add event and next event respectively push an event to the priority queue and pop the event of highest priority, according to Ω. The algorithm
is defined in terms of five abstract operations on the domain Dα :
Arestrict(CP, V) performs the abstract restriction of a description CP to the
set of variables in the set V , denoted vars(V );
Aextend(CP, V) extends the description CP to the variables in the set V ;
Aglb(CP1 , CP2) performs the abstract conjunction of two descriptions;
Aadd(C, CP) performs the abstract operation of conjoining (i.e., computing
the conjunction) the abstraction of the constraint C with the description CP;
Alub(CP1 , CP2 ) performs the abstract disjunction of two descriptions.
More details on the algorithm can be found in [8,15]. Let us briefly explain its
main procedures. The algorithm centers around the processing of events on
the priority queue, which repeatedly removes the highest priority event (Line
4) and calls the appropriate event-handling function (L5-7). The function
new call pattern initiates processing of all the rules for the definition of the
internal literal A, by adding arc events for each of the first literals of these
rules (L12). Initially, the answer for the call pattern is set to ⊥ (L13). The
procedure process arc performs the core of the analysis. It performs a single
step of the left-to-right traversal of a rule body. If the literal Bk,i is not a
constraint (L15), the arc is added to the dependency arc table (L16). Atoms
are processed by function get answer. Constraints are simply added to the
current description (L24). In the case of literals, the function lookup answer
first looks up an answer for the given call pattern in the answer table (L28)
and if it is not found, it places a newcall event (L30). When it finds one, then
this answer is extended to the variables in the rule the literal occurs in (L25)
and conjoined (i.e., the conjunction of both descriptions is computed) with
the current description (L26). The resulting answer (L17) is either used to
generate a new arc event to process the next literal in the rule, if Bk,i is not the
last one (L18); otherwise, the new answer is computed by insert answer info.
This is the part of the algorithm more relevant to the generation of reduced
certificates. The new answer for the rule is combined with the current answer
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in the table (L32). If the fixpoint for such call has not been reached, then
the answer table entry is updated with the combined answer (L34) and an
updated event is added to the queue (L35). The purpose of such an update is
that the function add dependent rules (re)processes those calls which depend
on the call pattern A : CP whose answer has been updated (L37). This effect is
achieved by adding the arc events for each of its dependencies (L38). Note that
dependency arcs are used for efficiency: they allow us to start the reprocessing
of a rule from the body atom which actually needs to be recomputed due to
an update rather than from the leftmost atom.
The following definition corresponds the certification process carried out
by the producer. It consists of two parts. First, the automatic generation
of an abstraction (written Certα) which safely approximates the behaviour
of the program by using a static analyzer. And, second, the generation of
the verification condition from this certificate which can be proved only if
the execution of the code does not violate the safety policy. In particular,
we use an abstract safety policy Iα ∈ AInt in order to specify precisely the
(abstract) conditions under which the execution of a program is considered
safe. Then, the certifier checks whether the abstraction entails the safety
policy, i.e., Certα v I α.
Definition 2.1 [full certificate] We define function Certifier f:P rog ×ADom
×AAtom × AInt × QHS 7→ ACert which takes a program P ∈ P rog, Dα ∈
ADom, Sα ∈ AAtom, Iα ∈ AInt , Ω ∈ QHS and returns as full certificate,
FCert ∈ ACert, the answer table computed by Analyze f(Sα , Ω) for P in Dα
if FCert v Iα.

3

Reduced Certificates

The key observation in order to reduce the size of certificates is that certain
entries in a certificate may be irrelevant, in the sense that the checker is
able to reproduce them by itself in a single pass. The notion of relevance is
directly related to the idea of recomputation in the program analysis graph.
Intuitively, given an entry in the answer table A : CP 7→ AP , its fixpoint may
have been computed in several iterations from ⊥, AP0, AP1 , . . . until AP . For
each change in the answer, an event updated(A : CP ) is generated during the
analysis. The above entry is relevant in a certificate (under some strategy)
when its updates force the recomputation of other arcs in the graph which
depend on A : CP (i.e., there is a dependency from it in the table). Thus,
unless A : CP 7→ AP is included in the (reduced) certificate, a single-pass
checker which uses the same strategy as the code producer will not be able to
validate the certificate.
3.1

The Notion of Reduced Certificate

According to the above intuition, we are interested in determining when an
entry in the answer table has been “updated” during the analysis and such
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changes affect other entries. However, there are two special types of updated
events which can be considered “irrelevant”. The first one is called a redundant update and corresponds to the kind of updates which force a redundant computation. We write DAT |A:CP to denote the set of arcs of the form
H : CP0 ⇒ [CP1 ]B : CP2 in the current dependency arc table such that they
depend on A : CP with A : CP = (B : CP2 )σ for some renaming σ.
Definition 3.1 [redundant update] Let P ∈ P rog, Sα ∈ AAtom and Ω ∈
QHS. We say that an event updated(A : CP ) which appears in the event
queue during the analysis of P for Sα is redundant w.r.t. Ω if, when it is
generated, DAT |A:CP = ∅.
The second type of updates which can be considered irrelevant are initial
updates which, under certain circumstances, are generated in the first pass
over an arc. In particular, we do not take into account updated events which
are generated when the answer table contains ⊥ for the updated entry. Note
that this case still corresponds to the first traversal of any arc and should not
be considered as a reprocessing.
Definition 3.2 [initial update] In the conditions of Def. 3.1, we say that an
event updated(A : CP ) which appears in the event queue during the analysis
of P for Sα is initial for Ω if, when it is generated, the answer table contains
A : CP 7→ ⊥.
Initial updates do not occur in certain very optimized algorithms, like the one
in [15]. However, they are necessary in order to model generic graph traversal
strategies. In particular, they are intended to resume arcs whose evaluation
has been suspended.
Definition 3.3 [relevant update] In the conditions of Def. 3.1, we say that
an event updated(A : CP ) is relevant iff it is not initial nor redundant.
The key idea is that those answer patterns whose computation has introduced
relevant updates should be available in the certificate.
Definition 3.4 [relevant entry] In the conditions of Def. 3.1 we say that the
entry A : CP 7→ AP in the answer table is relevant for Ω iff there has been
at least one relevant event updated(A : CP ) during the analysis of P for Sα .
Reduced certificates allow us to remove irrelevant entries from the answer table
and produce a smaller certificate which can still be validated in one pass.
Definition 3.5 [reduced certificate] In the conditions of Def. 3.1, let FCert=
Analyze f(Sα, Ω) for P and Sα . We define the reduced certificate, RCert, as
the set of relevant entries in FCert for Ω.
3.2

Generation of Certificates without Irrelevant Entries

In this section, we proceed to instrument the analyzer of Algorithm 1 with the
extensions necessary for producing reduced certificates, as defined in Def. 3.5.
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The resulting analyzer Analyze r is presented in Algorithm 2. It uses the same
procedures of Algorithm 1 except for the new definitions of add dependent rules
and insert answer info. The differences with respect to the original definition
are:
(i) We count the number of relevant updates for each call pattern. To do
this, we associate with each entry in the answer table a new field “u”
whose purpose is to identify relevant entries. Concretely, u indicates the
number of updated events processed for the entry. u is initialized when
the (unique and first) initial updated event occurs for a call pattern.
The initialization of u is different for redundant and initial updates as
explained in the next point. When the analysis finishes, if u > 1, we
know that at least one reprocessing has occurred and the entry is thus
relevant. The essential point to note is that u has to be increased when
the event is actually extracted from the queue (L2) and not when it is
introduced in it (L12). The reason for this is that when a non-redundant,
updated event is introduced, if the priority queue contains an identical
event, then the processing is performed only once. Therefore, our counter
must not be increased.
(ii) We do not generate redundant updates. Our algorithm does not introduce redundant updated events (L12). However, if they are initial (and
redundant) they have to be counted as if they had been introduced and
processed and, thus, the next update over them has to be considered always relevant. This effect is achieved by initializing the u-value with a
higher value (“1” in L10) than for initial updates (“0” in L9). Indeed,
the value “0” just indicates that the initial updated event has been introduced in the priority queue but not yet processed. It will be increased
to “1” once it is extracted from the queue. Therefore, in both cases the
next updated event over the call pattern will increase the counter to “2”
and will be relevant.
In Algorithm 2, a call (u, AP )=get from answer table(A : CP ) looks up in the
answer table the entry for A : CP and returns its u-value and its answer AP .
A call set in answer table(A(u) : CP 7→ AP ) replaces the entry for A : CP with
the new one A(u) : CP 7→ AP .Note that, except for the control of relevant
entries, Analyze f(Sα , Ω) and Analyze r(Sα , Ω) have the same behavior and
they compute the same answer table (see [1] for details). We use function
remove irrelevant answers which takes a set of answers of the form A(u) : CP 7→
AP ∈ FCert and returns the set of answers A : CP 7→ AP such that u > 1.
Definition 3.6 [certifier] We define the function Certifier r: P rog×ADom×
AAtom × AInt × QHS 7→ ACert, which takes P ∈ P rog, Dα ∈ ADom, Sα ∈
AAtom, Iα ∈ AInt , Ω ∈ QHS . It returns as certificate, RCert=remove irrelevant answers(FCert), where FCert=Analyze r(Sα, Ω), if FCert v Iα.
We have demonstrated in [1] that a checking algorithm which uses the same
QHS is able to reconstruct the full certificate from the reduced certificate in a
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Algorithm 2 Analyze r: Analyzer instrumented for Certificate Reduction
1: procedure add dependent rules(A : CP, Ω)
2:
(AP, u) =get from answer table(A : CP ) ; set in answer table(A(u+1) : CP 7→ AP )
3:
for all arc of the form Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP1 ] Bk,i : CP2 in graph where there exists
renaming σ s.t. A : CP = (Bk,i : CP2 )σ do
4:
add event(arc(Hk : CP0 ⇒ [CP1] Bk,i : CP2), Ω)
5: procedure insert answer info(H : CP 7→ AP, Ω)
6:
AP0 := lookup answer(H : CP, Ω) ; AP1 := Alub(AP, AP0)
7:
if AP0 6= AP1 then
% updated required
8:
if AP0 = ⊥ then
9:
if DAT |H :CP 6= ∅ then u = 0
% non redundant initial update
10:
else u = 1
% redundant initial update
11:
else (u, )=get from answer table(H : CP )
% not initial update
12:
if DAT |H :CP 6= ∅ then add event(updated(H : CP ))
13:
set in answer table(H(u) : CP 7→ AP1 )

single pass over the full abstraction. Our completeness results also ensure that
all reduced certificates validated by the checker are indeed valid, regardless of
the QHS upon which the checker is based.

4

Discussion

As we have pointed out throughout the paper, the gain of the reduction is
directly related to the number of updates (or iterations) performed during
analysis. Clearly, depending on the graph traversal strategy used, different
instances of the generic analyzer will generate reduced certificates of different
sizes. Significant and successful efforts have been made during recent years
towards improving the efficiency of analysis. The most optimized analyzers
actually aim at reducing the number of updates necessary to reach the final fixpoint [15]. Interestingly, our framework greatly benefits from all these
advances, since the more efficient analysis is, the smaller the corresponding
reduced certificates are. We have implemented a generator and a checker of reduced certificates in CiaoPP. Both the analysis and checker use the optimized
depth-first new-calling QHS of [15]. In our experimental evaluation (see [2]
for details) we have observed reductions in the size of certificates by a factor
of over 3 on average using our reduced certificates across a set of benchmarks,
with a very small variation in checking time (within 6% on average).
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Abstract
Context-sensitive rewriting (CSR) is a restriction of rewriting which forbids reductions on selected arguments of functions. Proving termination of CSR is an
interesting problem with several applications in the fields of term rewriting and
programming languages. Several methods have been developed for proving termination of CSR. The new version of MU-TERM which we present here implements
all currently known techniques. In this paper we describe the recently introduced
techniques and provide a first experimental evaluation of their performance.
Key words: Context-sensitive rewriting, term rewriting, program
analysis, termination.

1

Introduction

Restrictions of rewriting can eventually achieve termination of rewriting computations by pruning all infinite rewrite sequences issued from every term.
However, such kind of improvements can be difficult to prove. Contextsensitive rewriting (CSR [Luc98,Luc02]) is a restriction of rewriting which is
useful for describing semantic aspects of programming languages (e.g., Maude,
OBJ2, OBJ3, or CafeOBJ) and analyzing termination of the corresponding
programs (see [DLMMU04,DLMMU06,GM04,Luc02,Luc06a] for further motivation). In CSR, a replacement map µ discriminates, for each symbol of
the signature, the argument positions µ(f ) on which rewritings are allowed.
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In this way, for a given Term Rewriting System (TRS), we obtain a restriction of the rewrite relation which we call context-sensitive rewriting. A TRS
R together with a replacement map µ is often called a CS-TRS and written
(R, µ).
Proving termination of CSR is an interesting problem with several applications in the fields of term rewriting and programming languages (see [Luc06a]).
There are two main approaches to prove termination of a CS-TRS (R, µ):
•

•

direct proofs use adapted versions of term orderings such as RPOs and
polynomial orderings to compare the left- and right-hand sides of the rules
[BLR02,GL02b,Luc04b]; and
transformations which obtain a transformed TRS RµΘ (where Θ represents
the transformation). If we are able to prove termination of RµΘ (using
the standard methods), then termination of the CS-TRS is ensured (see
[GM04,Luc06a] for recent surveys).

MU-TERM was the first tool implementing techniques for proving termination
of CSR [Luc04a]. The tool is available here:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/~slucas/csr/termination/muterm
Nowadays, the tool AProVE [GTSF04] also accepts context-sensitive termination problems specified in the TPDB format 3 . However, AProVE’s proofs of
termination of CSR are based on using transformations (i.e., no direct proof
method is currently available). The new version of MU-TERM which we
present here implements all currently known techniques. The new contributions which we report in this paper are the following:
(i) We have implemented the context-sensitive recursive path ordering described in [BLR02].
(ii) We have implemented the context-sensitive dependency pairs approach
described in [AGL06].
(iii) On the basis of recent theoretical and experimental results (see [Luc06a]),
we have developed a termination expert for CSR which combines the
different existing techniques for proving termination of CSR without any
interaction with the user.
Finally, we want to mention that the Maude Termination Tool [DLMMU06]:
http://www.lcc.uma.es/~duran/MTT
which transforms proofs of termination of Maude programs into proofs of termination of CSR uses MU-TERM’s expert as an auxiliary tool.
We assume a basic knowledge about term rewriting, see [Ohl02] for missing definitions and more information. In Section 2 we briefly describe the
new features which have been added to MU-TERM. Section 3 discusses the
termination expert. Section 4 provides an experimental evaluation of the new
3

See http://www.lri.fr/~marche/tpdb/format.html
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of the main window of MU-TERM 4.3

version of MU-TERM. Section 5 concludes and discusses future work.

2

New features in MU-TERM

MU-TERM is written in Haskell 4 , and wxHaskell 5 has been used to develop
the graphical user interface. The system consists of more than 45 Haskell
modules containing more than 14000 lines of code. Compiled versions in
several platforms (Linux, Mac OSX, and Windows) and instructions for the
installation are available on the MU-TERM WWW site. A recent hybrid
(Haskell/C#) version of the tool is also available for the .NET platform [AL06].
MU-TERM has a graphical user interface (see Figure 1) whose details
(menu structure, supported formats, etc.) are given in [Luc04a]. Let us briefly
recall the main features of the tool.
•

Modularity: If the modular proofs are activated, then MU-TERM attempts
a safe decomposition of the TRS in such a way that the components satisfy
the modularity requirements described in [GL02a]. If it succeeds in performing a non-trivial decomposition (i.e., MU-TERM obtains more than one
component), then individual proofs of termination of CSR are attempted
for each component.

•

Direct methods:

4

See http://haskell.org/.
See http://wxhaskell.sourceforge.net.

5

MU-TERM implements the use of polynomial interpretations as described in [Luc04b,Luc05]. An interesting feature of MU-TERM
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is that it generates polynomial interpretations with rational coefficients.
•

Transformations: MU-TERM also implements a number of transformations
for proving termination of CSR (see [GM04,Luc06a] for recent surveys).

In the following, we briefly describe the new features implemented in the
current version of MU-TERM.
2.1

Context-Sensitive Recursive Path Ordering (CSRPO)

CSRPO extends the recursive path ordering (RPO [Der82]) to context-sensitive
terms [BLR02]. The first idea that comes in mind to extend RPO to CSR
(CSRPO) is marking the symbols which are in blocked positions and consider
them smaller than the active ones. Therefore terms in blocked positions become smaller. However, marking all symbols in non-replacing positions can
unnecessarily weaken the resulting ordering. Thus, in addition to the usual
precedence 6 F on the symbols of the signature F of the TRS, a marking
map, denoted by m, is also used. The marking map defines, for every symbol
and every blocked position, the set of symbols that should be marked. By
F we denote the set of marked symbols corresponding to F . Given a k-ary
symbol f in F ∪ F and i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, a marking map m provides the subset of symbols in F that should be marked, i.e. m(f, i) ⊆ F . Marking maps
are intended to mark only blocked arguments, i.e., m(f, i) = ∅ if i ∈ µ(f )
for all f ∈ F. In this way, we mark only the necessary symbols (in blocked
positions), see [BLR02] for a thorough discussion.
Example 2.1 Consider the following TRS R:
from(X) -> cons(X,from(s(X)))
sel(0,cons(X,Y)) -> X
sel(s(X),cons(Y,Z)) -> sel(X,Z)

together with µ(cons) = µ(s) = µ(from) = {1} and µ(sel) = {1, 2}. The
µ-termination of R can be proved by the CSRPO induced by the following
precedence and marking map (computed by MU-TERM, see Figure 2):
sel F from F cons F s
m(cons, 2) = m(cons, 2) = {from},

m(from, 1) = ∅

and lexicographic status for all function symbols.
Although the µ-termination of R in Example 2.1 can be proved by using
the following polynomial interpretation:
[from](X) = 3X + 2
[s](X) = 2X + 1
6

[cons](X, Y ) = X + 13 Y
[sel](X, Y ) = 2X 2 Y + X + Y + 1

By a precedence, we mean a reflexive and transitive relation.
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Fig. 2. Termination of CSR usingCSRPO

the proof using CSRPO is much faster.
2.2

Context-Sensitive Dependency Pairs (CSDPs)

Recently, the dependency pairs approach [AG00], one of the most powerful
techniques for proving termination of rewriting, has been generalized to be
used in proofs of termination of CSR [AGL06].
Roughly speaking, given a TRS R, the dependency pairs u → v associated to R conform a new TRS DP(R) which (together with R) determines
the so-called dependency chains whose finiteness or infiniteness characterize
termination of R. The dependency pairs can be presented as a dependency
graph, where the nodes of the graph are dependency pairs and the absence of
infinite chains can be analyzed by considering the cycles in the graph. Two
dependency pairs u → v and u0 → v 0 in the graph are connected by an arc if
there is a substitution σ which makes possible a (possibly empty) rewrite sequence (in R) from σ(v) to σ(u0). These ideas are generalized (with a number
of non-trivial changes) to CSR.
Example 2.2 Consider the following non-terminating TRS R borrowing the
well-known Toyama’s example [GM99, Example 1]:
c → a
c → b

f(a,b,X) → f(X,X,X)

together with µ(f) = {3}. The only dependency pair for this system is:
F(a,b,X) -> F(X,X,X)

where F is a ‘marked’ version (often called a tuple symbol) of f and we further
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Fig. 3. Termination of CSR using dependency pairs

assume that µ(F) = {3}. It is not difficult to see that there is no substitution σ
which is able to originate a (possibly empty) context-sensitive rewrite sequence
(with R !) from σ(F(X,X,X)) to σ(F(a,b,X)). The replacement restriction
µ(F) = {3} is essential for this. Furthermore, this fact can be easily checked
as explained in [AGL06] and so it is implemented in MU-TERM.
A proof of µ-termination of R in Example 2.2 is not possible by using either
CSRPO or polynomials (see [GL02b]). Also, as shown by Giesl and Middeldorp (see also [GM04]), among all the existing transformations for proving
termination of CSR, only the complete Giesl and Middeldorp’s transformation [GM04] (yielding a TRS RµC ) could be used in this case, but no concrete
proof of termination for RµC is known yet. Furthermore, RµC has 13 dependency pairs and the dependency graph contains many cycles. In contrast, the
CS-TRS has only one context-sensitive dependency pair and the corresponding dependency graph has no cycle! Thus, a direct and automatic proof of
µ-termination of R is easy now (see Figure 3).
Although the subterms in the right-hand sides of the rules which are
considered to build the context-sensitive dependency pairs are µ-replacing
terms, considering only non-variable subterms (as in Arts and Giesl’s approach
[AG00]) is not sufficient to obtain a correct approximation. As discussed in
[AGL06], in general we also need to consider dependency pairs with variables
in the right-hand sides.
Example 2.3 Consider the TRS R [Zan97, Example 5]:
if(true,X,Y) -> X
if(false,X,Y) -> Y

f(X) -> if(X,c,f(true))
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Fig. 4. Termination of CSR using dependency pairs and polynomials

with µ(if) = {1, 2}. There are two dependency pairs:
F(X) -> IF(X,c,f(true))
IF(false,X,Y) -> Y

with µ extended by µ(F) = {1} and µ(IF) = {1, 2}.
A direct and automatic proof of µ-termination of R is possible with CSDPs
by using an auxiliary polynomial ordering generated by a linear polynomial
interpretation (computed by MU-TERM, see Figure 4).
A proof of µ-termination of R in Example 2.3 is not possible by using
CSRPO. Furthermore, the µ-termination of R cannot be proved by using a
polynomial ordering based on a linear polynomial interpretation.

3

Automatically proving termination of CSR with MUTERM

On the basis of recent theoretical and experimental results, we have developed
a termination expert for CSR which combines the different existing techniques
in a sequence of proof attempts which do not require any user interaction. The
sequence of techniques which are tried by the expert is as follows:
(i) Context-sensitive dependency pairs with auxiliary polynomial orderings
based on polynomial interpretations using either:
(a) linear interpretations whose coefficients are taken from (1) {0, 1}, (2)
{0, 1, 2}, or (3) {0, 12 , 1, 2}, in this order; or
(b) simple-mixed interpretations linear whose coefficients are taken from
(1) {0, 1}, (2) {0, 1, 2}, or (3) {0, 12 , 1, 2}, again in this order.
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Fig. 5. Decision graph for proving termination of CSR by transformation

(ii) Context-sensitive recursive path ordering.
(iii) Polynomial orderings generated from either linear or simple-mixed polynomial interpretations whose coefficients are rational numbers of the form
p
where 0 ≤ p, q ≤ 5 and q > 0.
q
(iv) Transformations which obtain a TRS whose termination is proved by
using the standard dependency pairs approach [AG00]. The application
of transformations follow the ordering in Figure 5 (explained below).
In the following, we motivate some of the choices we made for obtaining
the concrete configuration of the previous sequence.
3.1

Use of polynomial interpretations

As shown in [Luc05,Luc06b], the use of rational (or real) coefficients in polynomial interpretations can be helpful to achieve proofs of termination of (contextsensitive) rewriting. In this setting, in order to obtain a proof of µ-termination
of a TRS R = (F , R), we use parametric polynomial interpretations for the
symbols f ∈ F, whose indeterminate coefficients are intended to be real (or
rational ) instead of natural or integer numbers. The termination problem is
rephrased as a set of polynomial constraints on the indeterminate coefficients.
This set of constraints is intended to be solved in the domain of the real
numbers. Although such polynomial constraints over the reals are decidable
[Tar51], the difficulty of the procedure depends on the degree and composition of the parametric polynomials that we use for this. As in [CMTU06],
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we consider classes of polynomials which are well-suited for automatization of
termination proofs: linear and simple-mixed polynomial interpretations.
The automatic generation of rational coefficients can be computationally
expensive. For instance, MU-TERM manages rational (nonnegative) coefficients c ∈ Q in polynomial interpretations as pairs numerator/denominator,
i.e., c = pq , where p, q ∈ N and q > 0. Thus, each rational coefficient c involves two integers. This leads to a huge search space in the corresponding
constraint solving process [CMTU06,Luc05]. For this reason, MU-TERM is
furnished with three main generation modes [Luc05]:
(i) No rationals: here, no rational coefficient is allowed.
(ii) Rationals and integers: here, since rational coefficients are intended to
introduce non-monotonicity, we only use them with arguments i 6∈ µ(f ).
(iii) All rationals: where all coefficients of polynomials are intended to be
rational numbers.
These generation modes are orderly used by the expert to try different polynomial interpretations.
Regarding the range of the coefficients, we follow the usual practice in
similar termination tools, where coefficients are bounded to take values 0,
1, or 2 (see [CMTU06,GTSF04,HM05,Zan06]). Note that (as in those related
tools) this choice is heuristic, usually based on the experience. We do not know
of any theoretical or empirical investigation which tries to guide the choice of
appropriate bounds for the coefficients depending on the concrete termination
problem. From our side, we just added the value 12 which enables a minimal
(but still fruitful) use of rational coefficients. Again, these generation modes
are orderly used by the expert to try different polynomial interpretations.
3.2

Use of transformations

In [Luc06a] we have investigated how to combine the different transformations
for proving termination of CSR. Figure 5 provides a concrete decision tree for
using the different transformations. Here, LL(R) meas that R is left-linear,
CMR is the set of replacement maps which are not more restrictive than the
canonical replacement map µcan
R of the TRS R. This replacement map has a
number of interesting properties (see [Luc98,Luc02]) and can be automatically
computed for each TRS (for instance, the tool MU-TERM can do that) thus
giving the user the possibility of using CSR without explicitly introducing
hand-crafted replacement restrictions. Finally, SN(R)? represeents a check of
termination of the TRS R. More details can be found in [Luc06a].

4

Experimental evaluation

As remarked in the introduction, besides MU-TERM, AProVE is currently
the only tool which is able to prove termination of CSR by using (non-trivial)
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transformations. AProVE is currently the most powerful tool for proving termination of TRSs and implements most existing results and techniques regarding
DPs and related techniques. AProVE implements a termination expert which
successively tries different transformations for proving termination of CSR
and uses a variety of different and complementary techniques for proving termination of rewriting, see [GTSF04,GTS04]. We have considered the (Linuxbased, completely automatic) WST’06-version of AProVE and the set of 90
termination problems for CSR which have been used in the 2006 termination
competition:
http://www.lri.fr/~marche/termination-competition/2006
A summary of the benchmarks can be found here:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/~rgutierrez/muterm/benchmarks.html
The benchmarks were executed on a PC equipped with an AMD Athlon XP
processor at 2.4 GHz and 512 MB of RAM, running Linux (kernel 2.6.12).
Both AProVE and MU-TERM succeeded (running in a completely automatic
way and with a timeout of 1 minute) on 56 examples; furthermore, the total
elapsed time was almost the same for both tools. The MU-TERM expert used
CSDPs in 45 of the 56 cases (80.4%); CSRPO in 7 cases (12.5%), and transformations in only 4 cases (7.1%, three of them using Zantema’s transformation
and one of them using Giesl and Middeldorp’s incomplete transformation).

5

Conclusions and Future work

We have presented MU-TERM, a tool for proving termination of CSR. The
tool has been improved with the implementation of new direct techniques for
proving termination of CSR (the context-sensitive dependency pairs and the
context-sensitive recursive path orderings) and an ‘expert’ for automatically
proving termination of CSR. The new features perform quite well and have
been shown useful in comparison with previously implemented techniques.
Future extensions of the tool will address the problem of efficiently using negative coefficients in polynomial interpretations (see [Luc05] for further
motivation). More research is also necessary to make the use of rational coefficients in proofs of termination much more efficient.
The current implementation of CSRPO is based on an ad-hoc incremental constraint solver which could be improved in many different directions.
We plan to explore the reduction of the problem to a SAT-solving format,
as described in [CLS06]. We also plan to develop algorithms to solve polynomial constraints over the reals yielding exact (but not necessarily rational)
solutions.
Finally, we want to improve the generation of reports and the inclusion of
new, richer formats for input systems (e.g., Conditional TRSs, Many sorted
TRSs, TRSs with AC symbols, etc.).
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Abstract
Programs in modern functional logic languages are rewrite systems following the
constructor discipline but where confluence and termination are not required, thus
defining possibly non strict and non-deterministic functions. While in practice and
in some theoretical papers rewrite rules can contain extra variables in right hand
sides, some other works and techniques do not consider such possibility. We address
in this paper the question of whether extra variables can be eliminated in such
kind of functional logic programs, proving the soundness and completeness of an
easy solution that takes advantage of the possibility of non-confluence. Although
the focus of the paper is mainly theoretical, we give some first steps towards the
practical usability of the technique.
Key words: Functional logic programs, extra variables, program
transformation
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Introduction

Declarative languages use rules of different kinds –clauses, equations, . . . – to
define their basic constructs –predicates, functions, . . . –. In some cases, righthand sides of rules are allowed to contain extra variables, i.e. variables not
appearing in left-hand sides.
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Logic programs are plenty of extra variables, in most of the cases to express
intermediate results, and occasionally to express incomplete information or
search. Typically, during computation such extra variables get bound via
unification. On the opposite side, functional programs are completely free 4
of extra variables, which make no sense in the paradigm. Intermediate results
are simply expressed by nesting of function application.
Functional logic languages (see [12,19] for surveys) aim to combine the best
of both paradigms: non-determinism and implicit search from logic programming, functional notation, lazy evaluation, higher order (HO) features and
types from functional programming. Functional application and nesting avoid
most of the uses of extra variables of logic programs, but there are nevertheless
nice specifications in functional logic programming where extra variables are
useful, as in the following definition of the property ’Ys is a sublist of Xs’:
sublist(Xs,Ys) → ifthen(eq(Us++Ys++Vs,Xs),true)

Here ++ is list concatenation, eq is the equality function and the function
ifthen is defined by the rule ifthen(true,Y) → Y. Notice that Us, Vs are
extra variables in the rule for sublist; notice also that, despite of the presence
of extra variables, the program is still confluent, since sublist(Xs,Ys) can only
return the value true.
Modern functional logic languages, like Curry [14] or Toy [6], use also
some kind of rewrite rules as programs, that can possibly be non-terminating
(nothing new with respect to lazy functional languages) and non-confluent,
thus defining possibly non-strict non-deterministic functions. The latter is a
distinctive feature of such a family of functional logic languages, in which we
focus on, and for which we use FLP as generic denomination.
Non-determinism may come from overlapping rules for a function, as happens with the following non-deterministic constant (0-ary function) coin:
coin → 0

coin → 1

This kind of non-deterministic functions will be extensively used in this paper.
Non-determinism may also come from the unrestricted use of extra variables in right-hand sides, like in the following variant of the sublist program,
where a non-deterministic function is defined, instead of a predicate:
aSublist(Xs) → ifthen(eq(Us++Ys++Vs,Xs),Ys),

Notice that now Ys,Us,Vs are extra variables, and that the program is not
confluent anymore.
Our interest in elimination of extra variables is twofold: first, we wanted to
clarify theoretically the intuitive fact that, with the aid of non-deterministic
functions, extra variables are in some sense unnecessary; second, many works
in the FLP field only consider programs without extra variables. This happens,
4

We do not consider local variables introduced by let declarations in functional programs
as truly extra variables in the same sense of logic programs or rewrite systems.
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just to mention a few, with relevant works about operational issues [4], about
techniques like partial evaluation [2], or about failure [16].
Elimination of extra variables has deserved some attention in the fields of
logic programming [18,3], or conditional term rewriting systems [13,17]. None
of these works cover our FLP programs (in particular, confluence is required in
all of them), and the involved techniques are more complex than the method
to be proposed here, while it is uncertain that they are indeed more effective
when applicable to the same situation. This can be seen as a nice example of
how widening the view (dropping confluence) sometimes easies the solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section we give
some introductory ideas and discussions; Sect. 3 is the core of the paper,
with the precise description of our method and the results of soundness and
completeness, using as formal setting CRWL [8,9], a well-known semantic
framework for FLP; Sect. 4 addresses more practical issues and gives some
experimental results; finally, Sect. 5 summarizes some conclusions, discusses
some limitations and points to possible future work. Omitted proofs and
additional details, in particular about practical issues, can be found in [7].

2

An introductory example

Consider the following FLP program P for detecting if a natural number (represented by the constructors z and s) is a perfect square, defining previously
some basic functions:
add(z,Y)

→ Y

times(z,Y)

→ z

add(s(X),Y)

→ s(add(X,Y))

times(s(X),Y)

→ add(Y,times(X,Y))

eq(z,z)

→ true

eq(z,s(Y))

→ false

eq(s(X),z)

→ false

eq(s(X),s(Y))

→ eq(X,Y)

% Similar rules for equality of boolean values
ifthen(true,Y) → Y
pfSquare(X) → ifthen(eq(times(Y,Y),X),true)

Notice that the rule for pfSquare contains an extra variable Y. Therefore P is
not a functional program, but fits into the field of functional logic programming. Disregarding concrete syntax 5 , P is executable in existing FLP systems
like Curry [14] or Toy [6].
To evaluate, for instance, the expression pfSquare(4) (we write 4 to abbreviate the term s(s(s(s(z))))) we can simply rewrite it producing the new
expression ifthen(eq(times(Y,Y),4),true). Now, rewriting is not enough be5

In particular, we use first order syntax throughout the paper, while Curry or Toy use HO
curried notation.
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cause of the occurrences of the variable Y; this is why FLP uses some kind of
narrowing (see [12]) instead rewriting as operational procedure. In the example, after some failed attempts, narrowing produces the binding Y/s(s(z))
and the value true for the expression.
Our purpose, concreted to this example, is to transform P into a new
program P 0 semantically equivalent to P –in a sense to be made precise in
the next section– but having no extra variables. To obtain such P 0 is quite
easy: we replace extra variables by a non-deterministic constant (i.e. 0-ary
function) genNat whose range of values is the set of all natural numbers. Thus
P 0 is obtained by adding the following definition of genNat to P :
genNat → z

genNat → s(genNat)

and replacing the rule defining pfSquare by
pfSquare(X) → pfAux(X,genNat)
pfAux(X,Y) → ifthen(eq(times(Y,Y),X),true)

It is remarkable the simplicity and locality of the transformation: only the
rules with extra variables must be transformed. The transformation becomes
even simpler if one uses local definitions, typical of functional programming
and also supported by Curry or Toy. 6 In this case the rule for pfSquare can
be:
pfSquare(X) → ifthen(eq(times(Y,Y),X),true) where Y = genNat

This contrasts with existing methods for eliminating extra variables in
logic programs or some kind of rewrite systems [18,3,13], which are much
more complex and do not respect locality by the addition of new arguments
to more functions or predicates than those having extra variables.
In our case, if things are so easy is because of the possibility of defining nondeterministic functions offered by FLP. Notice nevertheless that the behavior
of non-determinism can be rather subtle, specially when combined with the
non-strict semantics (lazy evaluation, in operational terms) considered in FLP.
Our transformation is a good example of such subtleties: it is correct under the
call-time choice regime [15,9] followed in Curry or Toy, but would be unsound
under run-time choice regime 7 . Figure 1 shows, for the program P 0 and the
expression pfSquare(s(s(s(z)))), a possible reduction sequence using runtime choice and returning the value true, which is wrong. We underline the
redex reduced at each step and write →∗ to indicate a sequence of reduction
steps.
Notice that with call-time choice all the occurrences of genNat should be
shared and therefore the previous reduction is not legal. Notice also that in the
6

But not present in the theoretical CRWL framework to be considered in the next section.
Using standard terminology of functional programming, call-time choice with non-strict
semantics can be operationally described as call by need with sharing, while run-time choice
proceeds without sharing, what is very different in absence of confluence.

7
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pfSquare(3) → pfAux(3,genNat) →
ifthen(eq(times(genNat,genNat),3),true) →
ifthen(eq(times(s(genNat),genNat),3),true) →
ifthen(eq(add(genNat,times(genNat,genNat)),3),true) →∗
ifthen(eq(add(3,times(genNat,genNat)),3),true) →∗
ifthen(eq(s(s(s(times(genNat,genNat)))),3),true) →∗
ifthen(eq(times(genNat,genNat),z),true) →
ifthen(eq(times(z,genNat),z),true) →
ifthen(eq(z,z),true) → ifthen(true,true) → true
Fig. 1. A wrong computation using run-time choice

original program P , call-time choice and run-time choice make no difference
from the point of view of results, since P is confluent: in both options the
reduction of pfSquare(3) fails.
For this kind of reasons we feel that, although the transformation is simple,
the underlying semantics is complex enough as to demand a formal proof of
its correctness, what is done in the next section.

3

Variable elimination: the method and the results

We give here precise definitions and proofs about the program transformation
for extra variable elimination. We must start from a formal setting for FLP
with a sound treatment of the combination of non-strict semantics and nondeterminism with call-time choice, since it is a key issue in our approach.
3.1

The formal setting: CRWL

Since we are interested in ensuring semantic equivalence of the transformed
program with respect to the original one, our choice has been the CRWL
framework [8,9]. An alternative could have been the approach of [1], but it is
two much operationally biased for our purposes.
The Constructor-based ReWriting Logic (CRWL) was introduced in [8,9]
as a foundation for functional logic programming with lazy non-deterministic
functions, covering declarative semantics –logical and model-theoretical– and
also operational semantics in the form of a lazy narrowing calculus. We mainly
use the logical face of CRWL.
As semantics for non-determinism, CRWL’s choice is angelic non-determinism with call-time choice for non-strict functions. Angelic non-determinism
means that the results of all the possible computations, due to the different
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non-determinist choices, are collected by the semantics 8 , even if the possibility of infinite computations is not excluded. Call-time choice means that given
a function call f (e1, . . . , en ), one chooses some fixed (possibly partial) value
for each of the actual parameters before applying the rewrite rule that defines
f . An alternative description, closer to implementations, is the following: call
by need is used to reduce f (e1, . . . , en ) but all the multiple occurrences of ei’s
that might be introduced in the reduction are shared.
CRWL is widely accepted as solid semantic foundation for FLP, and has
been successfully extended in several ways to cover different aspects of FLP
like HO, algebraic and polymorphic types or constraints (see [19] for a survey),
but we stick here to the original version, which is first order and untyped. In
the last section we discuss these limitations which, by the way, are common
in most papers about FLP.
We review now the essential notions about CRWL needed for this paper.
3.1.1 CRWL basic concepts
We assume two disjoint sets of constructor symbols c, d, . . . ∈ CS and function symbols f, g, . . . ∈ F S, each symbol having a fixed arity ≥ 0. Constructor
terms (c-terms for short) t, s, . . . ∈ CT ermΣ are defined as usual, using constructor symbols from CS and variables taken from a countable set V. The set
CT erm⊥ of partial c-terms is obtained by allowing also the use of ⊥ as constant (0-ary) constructor symbol. ⊥ represents the undefined value, needed
to express partial values in the semantics. Expressions e, l, r, . . . ∈ Expr are
made of variables, constructor symbols and function symbols. Partial expressions from Expr⊥ use also ⊥. C-terms and expressions are called ground if
they do not contain variables.
C-substitutions are mappings σ : V → CT erm which extend naturally
to σ : Expr⊥ → Expr⊥ . Analogously, we define partial C-substitutions as
σ : V → CT erm⊥. A substitution is grounding if Xσ is ground for all X ∈ V.
The approximation ordering between partial expressions e v e0 is the least
partial ordering verifying ⊥ v e for all e ∈ Expr⊥ , and such that constructor
and function symbols are monotonic.
A CRWL-program P is any set of left linear constructor based rewrite
rules, i.e. rules of the form f (t1 , . . . , tn ) → e, where f ∈ F S has arity n ≥ 0,
(t1 , . . . , tn ) is a linear tuple –i.e., no variable occurs twice in it– of c-terms, and
e is any expression. Notice that there is no restriction about different rules
for the same f , or about variables in e. The set of extra variables of a rule
l → e is EV ar(l → r) = var(r)\var(l).
The set of partial c-instances of the rules of P is defined as
[P ]⊥ = {(l → r)σ | (l → r) ∈ P, σ ∈ CSubst⊥}
8

But not by each individual computation, which is only responsible of producing a single value. Different values are usually obtained in different computations, by means of
backtracking.
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(BT)

(RR)

e ∈ Exp ⊥
e→⊥

(CS)

X∈V
X →X

e1 → t1 ... en → tn

c ∈ CS n , ti ∈ CT erm⊥, ei ∈ Exp ⊥

c(e1, ..., en) → c(t1, ..., tn)
(FR)

e1 → t1 ... en → tn

e→t
if f (t1 , ..., tn) → e ∈ [P ]⊥

f (e1 , ..., en) → t

Fig. 2. The CRWL proof calculus

It will play a role when expressing call-time choice below. Notice that if
l → r ∈ [P ]⊥, then also (l → r)σ ∈ [P ]⊥ , for any σ ∈ CSubst⊥.
Remark: the original CRWL as presented in [8,9] considered conditional rules
of the form f (t1 , . . . , tn ) → e ⇐ C1, . . . , Cm , where each Ci is a joinability condition e ./ e0, expressing that e and e0 can be reduced to unifiable c-terms.
Joinability conditions were introduced in [8,9] to improve the operational behavior of strict equality, a secondary subject for the aims of this paper. On
the other hand, it is an easy fact that conditions can be replaced by the use
of the function ifthen, as in the example of Sect. 2. For all these reasons we
consider only unconditional rules.
3.1.2 The CRWL proof calculus
CRWL determines the logical semantics of a program P by means of a proof
calculus able to derive reduction or approximation statements of the form
e → t (e ∈ Expr⊥ , t ∈ CT erm⊥), where ‘reduction’ includes the possibility of
applying rewriting rules from P respecting call-time choice, or replacing some
subexpression by ⊥. Figure 2 shows the rules for CRWL-derivability. BT
stands for Bottom, RR for Restricted Reflexivity, DC for Decomposition and
OR for Outer Reduction The rule BT, in combination with the use of partial
instances in OR expresses non-strict semantics. The use of C-instances instead
of general instances in OR reflects call-time choice.
As usual with such kind of logical calculi, a derivation for a statement
e → t can be represented by a proof tree with the conclusion written at the
bottom. We write P `CRW L ϕ to express that the statement ϕ has a CRWLderivation from P . We speak sometimes of P -derivations to make explicit
which program is used for the derivation. Notice that the CRWL-calculus is
not an operational procedure for executing programs, but a way of describing
the logic of programs.
The following lemmata, expressing that CRWL-derivability is closed under
C-substitutions and monotonic, are slight variations of known results about
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CRWL.
Lemma 3.1 Let P be a CRWL-program, e ∈ Expr⊥ and t ∈ CT erm⊥. If
P `CRW L e → t, then P `CRW L eσ → tσ, for any σ ∈ CSubst⊥. Furthermore,
both derivations can be made as to have the same number of (OR) steps.
Lemma 3.2 Let P be a CRWL-program, e, e0 ∈ Expr⊥ , and t ∈ CT erm⊥. If
P `CRW L e → t and e v e0, then P `CRW L e0 → t.
3.2

Non deterministic generators can replace extra variables

As illustrated in Sect. 2, extra variables are to be replaced by a non-deterministic
constant able to generate all ground c-terms. We start by defining the notion
of generator, which depends on the signature; we assume a fixed set CS of
constructor symbols.
Definition 3.3 (Grounding generator) A user defined constant (0-ary function) gen is called a grounding generator if Rgen `CRW L gen → t for any
ground t ∈ CT erm⊥, where Rgen is the set of rules defining gen (possibly plus
some auxiliary functions used in the definition of gen).
Notice that if a program P contains a grounding generator, then also
P `CRW L gen → t for any ground t ∈ CT erm⊥.
It is not difficult to construct grounding generators:
Lemma 3.4 The function gen defined by the rules:
gen → a

% for each constant constructor a

gen → c(gen, . . . , gen)
is a grounding generator.

% for each constructor c of arity n > 0

We now define the program transformation to eliminate extra variables,
which is parameterized by a given grounding generator.
Definition 3.5 (Transformed program) Let P be a CRWL-program, and gen
a grounding generator. The transformed program P 0 results of adding to P
the definition of gen and replacing in P every rule f (t1 , . . . , tn ) → r with extra
variables
V ar(r) − V ar(f (t1, . . . , tn )) = {X1 , . . . , Xm } =
6 ∅
by the two rules
f (t1 , . . . , tn ) → f 0 (t1, . . . , tn , gen, . . . , gen)
f 0 (t1 , . . . , tn , X1 , . . . , Xm ) → r
where f 0 is a new function symbol (one for each rule with extra variables).
It is clear that there is no extra variable in P 0 . The transformation could
be generalized, without affecting the validity of the results below, by allowing
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to use different generators for the different occurrences of gen in the new rule
for f .
The following theorem, which is the main result of the paper, establishes
to which extent the transformed P 0 and the original P are equivalent with
respect to declarative semantics, i.e. with respect to CRWL-derivability.
Theorem 3.6 Let P be a CRWL-program, P 0 its transformed program, e ∈
Expr⊥ an expression not using the auxiliary symbols of P 0 and t ∈ CT erm⊥
a ground c-term. Then P `CRW L e → t ⇔ P 0 `CRW L e → t.
The ⇐ part can be understood as correctness of the transformation (for
the class of considered reductions) and the ⇒ part as completeness. Notice
that we cannot expect to drop the groundness condition imposed over t. 9
The simplest example is given by a program P with only one rule f → X,
for which P 0 would be the definition of gen plus the rules f → f 0 (gen) and
f 0 (X) → X. It is clear that P `CRW L f → X but not P 0 `CRW L f → X;
what we have instead is P 0 `CRW L f → t for each ground instance of X.
To prove the theorem we need some auxiliary results about the use of
variables in CRWL-derivations. The first one establishes that for proving
ground statements e → t one can write CRWL-derivations without variables
at all, even if the program P has extra variables. This does not preclude the
existence of other CRWL-derivations with variables for the same statement.
Lemma 3.7 Let P be a CRWL-program, e ∈ Expr⊥ , and t ∈ CT erm⊥. If
P `CRW L e → t and V ar(e → t) = ∅, then e → t has a CRWL-derivation
without variables.
The following generalization of the previous lemma is not strictly necessary
in the rest of the paper, but has some interest in itself.
Lemma 3.8 Let P be a CRWL-program, e ∈ Expr⊥ , and t ∈ CT erm⊥. If
P `CRW L e → t, then there is a CRWL-derivation of e → t which only uses
variables from e → t.
In the following lemma, very close already to Theorem 3.6, we show that
the transformed program is semantically equivalent to the original one for
ground statements.
Lemma 3.9 Let P be a CRWL-program, P 0 its transformed program, e ∈
Expr⊥ an expression not using the auxiliary symbols of P 0, and t ∈ CT erm⊥.
If V ar(e → t) = ∅ then P `CRW L e → t ⇔ P 0 `CRW L e → t.
The previous lemma is already a quite strong equivalence result. It is
enough to guarantee, for instance, that in the example of Sect. 2, the transformed program gives pfSquare(4) -> true, if it is the case (as happens in9

More precisely, groundness is needed for completeness. It is not difficult to see that
correctness holds for all reductions e → t, as far as e does not use the auxiliary symbols
from P 0.
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deed) that the original program does. Theorem 3.6 improves slightly the result
by dropping the condition var(e) = ∅. Its proof is now easy:
Proof. (Theorem 3.6)
⇒) Assume P `CRW L e → t with t ground. Let V ar(e) = {X1 , . . . , Xn } and
consider the substitution σ = {X1 / ⊥, . . . , Xn / ⊥} ∈ CSubst⊥.
By Lemma 3.1, P `CRW L eσ → tσ, i.e., P `CRW L eσ → t, since t is
ground.
By Lemma 3.9, P 0 `CRW L eσ → t, since eσ → t is ground.
By Lemma 3.2, P 0 `CRW L e → t since eσ v e.
⇐) Similar.
2

4

Generators in practice

Although our aim in this paper is mainly theoretical, in this section we shortly
discuss some practical issues concerning the use of grounding generators and
give the results of a small set of experiments. We are not formal in this section;
instead we explain things through examples. We use Toy [6] as reference
language, but most if not all the comments are also valid for Curry [14].
As a first remark, since FLP languages are typed, one should program
one generator for each (data constructed) type. Apart from being much more
efficient than a ‘universal’ generator, this prevents ill-typedness. We make
some remarks about primitive types and polymorphism in the next section.
Second, not every grounding generator could be used in practice, at least
with the most common implementations of FLP languages which perform
depth first search of the computation space. Complete implementations like
[20] do not present that problem.
Example 4.1 Consider a data type definition data t = a | b | c(t,t). The
grounding generator given in Lemma 3 would be
gen -> a

gen -> b

gen -> c(gen,gen)

The evaluation of gen, under depth first search, produces by backtracking the
sequence of values a, b, c(a,a),c(a,b),c(a,c(a,a)),.... The value c(b,b),
among infinitely many others, would never appear, thus destroying the theoretical completeness of the use of generators. This situation is not really
new, since depth first search itself destroys the theoretical completeness of the
operational procedures of FLP systems. But at least with generators we can
do better with little effort.
4.1

Programming fair generators

To program generators that are complete even under depth first search, we
can proceed by iterative deepening, i.e., by levels of increasing complexity,
provided that each level is finite and that the union of all of them covers the
whole universe of data values of the given type.
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gen: generates values of type t
gen

->

gen1(z)

gen2(z)

->

a

gen1(N)

->

gen2(N)

gen2(z)

->

b

gen1(N)

->

gen1(s(N))

gen2(s(N))

->

c(gen2(N),gen3(N))

->

gen2(N)

gen2(s(N))

->

gen3(N)

c(gen4(N),gen2(N))

gen3(N)

->

gen4(N)

gen4(s(N))

->

gen3(N)

% using gen4 here avoids repetitions

Fig. 3. A fair generator for the datatype t

Perhaps the simplest choice is to collect at each level all the terms of a
given depth. Not only is simple: in our experiments we have found that this
choice behaves much better than other criteria for determining levels, like
the size of a term, either absolute (number of symbols) or with some kind of
weighting.
To program a generator for increasing depth is not difficult. Figure 3
contains a fair generator for the datatype t of the example above. We use
natural numbers as auxiliary data type; primitive integers could be used instead. A family of auxiliary functions is required to achieve fairness and avoid
repetitions.

4.2

Some results

Next, we show a comparison between original programs with extra variables
and the transformed programs after eliminating them. For the comparisons
we give runtimes and also the number of reductions to head normal form,
which is more independent of the actual implementation and computer. These
programs are developed in the system TOY [6] and their source code can be
found at http://gpd.sip.ucm.es/fraguas/prole06/examples.toy.
Table 4 corresponds to some functions over natural numbers: pfSquare (see
Sect. 2), even, which is similar but using addition instead of multiplication,
and divisible, which recognizes if a natural number is divisible, defined by the
rule divisible(X) -> ifthen(eq(times(s(s(Y)),s(s(Z))),X), which contains
two extra variables. In all cases we have tried with different natural numbers,
one of them producing a failed reduction, which requires to explore the whole
search space.
The columns marked with (∗) indicate that the reduction finitely fails. As
it is apparent, the performance of the transformed program does not differ too
much from the original.
Table 5 corresponds to some functions operating over lists of different
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Program

even

pfSq

div

N = 100

N = 997

ms

hnf

ms

hnf

Original Program

40

957

3366(∗)

Transformed Program

70

1008

Original Program

50

Transformed Program

N = 4900
ms

hnf

10974

40676

46557

6130(∗)

11972

80107

49008

1642

62080(∗)

972584

7290

275352

50

2073

83619(∗)

1455641

8263

394563

Original Program

110

1156

64926(∗)

1019129

2943

56356

Transformed Program

100

1205

87375(∗)

1508596

3083

58805

Fig. 4. Some results for natural numbers
Program

sublist

last

intersec

N = 10

N = 30

N = 50

ms

hnf

ms

hnf

ms

hnf

Original Program

10

461

141

2561

609

6261

Transformed Program

16

776

78

4696

187

11816

Original Program

10

558

31

3458

630

8758

Transformed Program

16

1129

78

8399

234

22469

Original Program

10

964

155

13554

547

53744

Transformed Program

30

1624

312

25004

1375

102064

Fig. 5. Some results for lists

datatypes. We have tried with different depths, where the depth of a list
depends on its length and also on the depth of its elements. The results
are still acceptable. A bit surprising fact, for which we do not have any
good explanation, is that for sublist the system reports greater number of
reductions to hnf but also better runtimes.
For this comparative we have run TOY v.2.2.3 (with Sicstus Prolog 3.11.1.)
in a Pentium 4 (3.4 Ghz) with 1Gb of RAM, under Windows XP.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a technique for eliminating extra variables in functional
logic programs, i.e. variables present in right-hand sides but not in left-hand
sides of rules for function definitions. Therefore, extra variables are not necessary, at least in a certain theoretical sense. Compared to the case of logic
programs or more restricted classes of rewrite systems, things are easier in
our setting due to the possibility of writing non-confluent programs offered by
FLP languages like Curry or Toy: occurrences of extra variables are replaced
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–in a convenient way as to respect call-time choice semantics adopted by such
languages– by invocations to a non-deterministic constant (0-ary function)
able to generate all ground constructor terms. Any generating function fulfilling such property can be used, which leaves room to experimentation. The
experiments we have made so far indicate that a simple but good option, at
least for systems like Toy or Curry using depth first search, is to operate by
iteratively increasing the depth of the generated term.
Since generating functions have an associated infinite search space, our
method determines in many cases an infinite search space, even if the original
definition did not. But due to laziness this is not always the case, as the
examples of Table 4 show. The precise relation of our method with respect to
finite failure is an interesting subject of future research.
We have proved the adequateness of our proposal in the formal setting of
the CRWL framework, which is commonly considered a solid semantic basis
for FLP. We have considered a first order, untyped version of CRWL, two
limitations that we briefly discuss now:
• Taking into account (constructor based) types involves several aspects: a
first one, easily addressable, is that a different generating function should
be defined for each type, as was mentioned in Sect. 4. Much more difficult
–and not solved in this paper– is the question of polymorphism: to eliminate
an extra variable with a polymorphic type, the type should be a parameter
of the generating function, to be instantiated during runtime. But runtime
managing of types is not available in current FLP languages, and is definitely
out of the scope of this paper. Primitive types like real numbers also cause
obvious difficulties, but the same stands for the mere use of extra variables
with these types, since typically narrowing cannot be used for them, because
basic operations (like could be +) are not governed by rewrite rules; these
situations rather fall into the field of constraint programming.
• Adding HO functions does not change things substantially, except when an
extra variable is HO. This is allowed, but certainly rather unfrequent in
practice, in the system Toy, based in HO extensions of CRWL [10]. According to the intensional view of functions in HO-CRWL, HO variables could be
in principle eliminated by a function generating HO-patterns. Apart from
known subtle problems with respect to types [11], new problems arise, since
such generators typically do not accept principal types, and therefore must
be implemented as builtins and left outside of the type discipline.
From the practical point of view, some improvement of our methods is
desirable, by providing a larger class of generators, identifying their appropriateness to certain classes of problems, or by combining the use of generators
with other techniques, for instance based on some kind of partial evaluation.
We have recently known of an independent and contemporaneous work [5]
where a program transformation similar to ours for the elimination of extra
variables in functional logic programs is proposed. There are nevertheless
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several differences to be pointed out. One is the lack in [5] of any indication
to practical results. But the main one is the formal framework considered
in each work: [5] proves the completeness of the transformation with respect
to ordinary rewriting, while soundness is proved for a variation of rewriting
considering explicit substitutions in order to reflect call-time choice, since
otherwise the transformation is unsound, as we pointed out in Sect. 2. We
find this change of formal setting a bit unsatisfactory, because completeness
is not really proved for call-time choice, which can obtain less results than
ordinary rewriting (run-time choice). Furthermore we think that the use of
CRWL allows a simpler proof.
We end with a final comment about an interesting potential side-product
of elimination of extra variables. We can distinguish two situations where the
need of narrowing as operational procedure for FLP appears: the first one
is when the initial expression to evaluate has variables, even if the program
does not use extra variables; the second one is when, as intermediate step,
a rule with extra variables is used, introducing expressions with variables,
even if the initial one had not. Although the first appears quite frequently
when illustrating narrowing in papers, the main source of expressions with
variables to be narrowed is the second one. With the elimination of extra
variables, these expressions will not occur, thus opening the door to more
efficient implementations of FLP replacing the burden of narrowing and search
(unification + rewriting + backtracking) by the simpler combination rewriting
+ backtracking.
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Abstract
The integration of declarative paradigms such as functional-logic and fuzzy-logic
programming seems to be an interesting challenge in the design of highly expressive
declarative languages where mathematical functions cohabit with fuzzy logic features. Starting with two representative languages from both settings, namely Curry
and Likelog, we have recently proposed an hybrid dialect where a set of (Curry)
rewrite rules together with a set of (Likelog) similarity equations can be safely executed by means of a fuzzy variant of needed narrowing. This paper is devoted to
show some important properties enjoyed by the new narrowing strategy. Firstly,
we prove the termination of the process which determines the set of tuples that
enable new narrowing steps for a given term. Termination in the fuzzy context is
not trivial since, apart that it is required to compute the transitive closure of the
initial set of similarity equations, it is also mandatory to ensure the finiteness of
the set of recursive calls performed by the narrowing strategy, as well as that each
call never falls into an infinite loop. From here, we prove two important (somehow
complementary) properties, that we call crispness and fuzziness, respectively. The
first one implies that the new strategy is (at least) conservative with respect to the
original one of needed narrowing, in the sense that each tuple obtained in the crisp
case, is also replicated (with the maximum truth degree) in the fuzzy case. On the
other hand, fuzziness means the maximality of the new strategy when exploiting
(as much as possible) the similarity relations collected in a given program.
Key words: Functional Logic Prog. Needed Narrowing, Similarity

1

Introduction

Fuzzy Logic Programming amalgamates fuzzy logic [8] and pure logic programming [6], in order to provide these pure logic languages with techniques or constructs to deal with uncertainty and approximated reasoning. Although there
1
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is no common method for introducing fuzzy concepts into logic programming,
in this paper we are specially interested in the promising approach presented
in [3,9], which basically consists in combining similarity relations with classical Horn clauses. Similarity relation is a mathematical notion strictly related
with equivalence relations and closure operators, that provides a way to manage alternative instances of an entity that can be considered ”equal” with a
given degree [10]. A very simple, but effective way to introduce similarity relations into pure logic programming, generating one of the most promising ways
for the integrated paradigm of fuzzy logic programming, consists in modeling
them by a set of the so-called similarity equations of the form eq(s1, s2) = α,
whith the intended meaning that s1 and s2 are predicate/function symbols
of the same arity with a similarity degree α. This approach is followed, for
instance, in the fuzzy logic language Likelog [3], where a set of usual Prolog
clauses are accompanied by a set of similarity equations which play an important role at (fuzzy) unification time. Of course, the set of similarity equations
is assumed to be safe in the sense that each equation connects two symbols of
the same arity and nature (both predicates or both functions) and the properties required for similarity relations are not violated, as occurs, for instance,
with the wrong set {eq(a, b) = 0.5, eq(b, a) = 0.9} which, apart for introducing risks of infinite loops when treated computationally, in particular,does
not verify the symmetric property. It is important to note, that since Likelog
is oriented to manipulate inductive databases, where no function symbols of
arity greater than 0 are allowed, then, similarity equations only consider similarities between two predicates or two constants of the same arity. In this
paper, we drop out this last limitation by also allowing similarity equations
between any pair of (both defined or both constructor) function symbols with
the same arity, which do not necessarily be constants. Moreover, we wish to
remark again that, similarly to Likelog, no similarity equations are allowed
between two symbols with different arity and/or nature (i.e, a constructor
with a defined function symbol and viceversa).
Let us recall that a T-norm ∧ in [0, 1] is a binary operation ∧ : [0, 1] ×
[0, 1] → [0, 1] associative, commutative, non-decreasing in both arguments,
and with the identity symbol 1. In order to simplify our developments, and
similarly to other approaches in fuzzy logic programming [9], in the sequel, we
assume that x ∧ y is equivalent to min(x, y), that is, the minimum between
two elements x, y ∈ [0, 1], whereas x ∨ y and max(x, y) refers to the maximun
operator. Both notations have a long presence in the specialized literature and
help us to clarify expressions in recursive calculations. A similarity relation <
on a domain U is a fuzzy subset < : U ×U → [0, 1] of U ×U such that, ∀x, y, z ∈
U , the following properties hold: reflexivity <(x, x) = 1, symmetry <(x, y) =
<(y, x) and transitivity <(x, z) ≥ <(x, y) ∧ <(y, z). In the following, we
assume that the intended similarity relation < associated to a given program
R, is induced from the (safe) set of similarity equations of R, verifying that
the similarity degree of two symbols s1 and s2 is 1 if s1 ≡ s2 or, otherwise,
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it is recursively
defined as the transitive closure of the equational set defined
S
t
as: Tr (R)f =1...∞ Rf where Rf +1 = Rf ◦t R, for a given T-norm t. Moreover,
it can be demonstrated that, if the domain is a finite set with n elements,
then only n-1 powers must be calculated [4]. Finally, by simply assuming that
the set of similarity equations in R is trivially extended by reflexivity, then
< = Tr (R) = R(n−1) [4]. For instance, in the following pair of matrix, we are
considering similarities between four arbitrary constant symbols. The second
matrix has been obtained from the first one after applying the algorithm
described in [4].




1 .7 .6 .4
1 .7 .7 .7








.7 1 .8 .9


.7
1
.8
.9
R

 −−−−−→ 


 Similarity 

.6 .8 1 .7
.7 .8 1 .8




.4 .9 .7 1
.7 .9 .8 1
In what follows, we propose the combined use of similarity equations together
with rewrite rules (instead of Horn clauses) typically used in languages (with a
functional taste) such as Haskell or Curry. In this sense, it is important to note
that, although there exists some precedents for introducing fuzzy logic into
logic programming, to the best of our knowledge, our approach represents
the first attempt for fuzzifying (integrated) functional-logic languages. We
consider a signature Σ partitioned into a set C of constructors and a set F of
defined functions (also called operations). The set of constructor terms (with
variables) is obtained by using symbols from C (and a set of variables X ).
The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted by Var(t). We write on
for the list of objects o1 , . . . , on . A pattern is a term of the form f (dn ) where
f/n ∈ F and d1 , . . . , dn are constructor terms (with variables). A term is
linear if it does not contain multiple occurrences of one variable. A position
p in a term t is represented by a sequence of natural numbers (Λ denotes the
empty sequence, i.e., the root position). The set of positions of a term t is
denoted by Pos(t). Positions are ordered by the prefix ordering: p ≤ q, if ∃w
such that p.w = q. t|p and t↑p denote the subterm of t at a given position p, and
the symbol rooting such subterm, respectively. t[s]p represents the result of
replacing the subterm t|p by the term s. We denote by {x1 7→ t1, . . . , xn 7→ tn }
the substitution σ whose application to a term t is denoted by σ(t). A set of
rewrite rules l → r such that l 6∈ X , and Var(r) ⊆ Var(l) is called a term
rewriting system (TRS). The terms l and r are called the left-hand side (lhs)
and the right-hand side (rhs) of the rule, respectively. A TRS R is left-linear
if l is linear for all l → r ∈ R. A TRS is constructor–based (CB) if each
left-hand side is a pattern. In the remainder of this paper, a functional logic
program is a left-linear CB-TRS without overlapping rules (i.e. the lhs’s of
two different program rules do not unify). A rewrite step is an application
of a rewrite rule to a term, i.e., t →p,R s if there exists a position p in t, a
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rewrite rule R = (l → r) and a substitution σ with t|p = σ(l) and s = t[σ(r)]p.
Narrowing is a combination of variable instantiation and reduction. Formally,
s is a narrowing step if p is a non-variable position in t and σ(t) →p,R s.
t ;p,R
σ

2

The Original Needed Narrowing Strategy

Functional logic programming languages combine the operational principles
of the most important declarative programming paradigms, namely functional
and logic programming. The operational semantics of such languages is usually
based on narrowing, where efficient demand-driven functional computations
are amalgamated with the flexible use of logical variables providing for function inversion and search for solutions. A challenge in the design of functional
logic languages is the definition of a “good” narrowing strategy, i.e., a restriction on the narrowing steps issuing from a term without losing completeness.
Needed narrowing [2] is currently one of the best known narrowing strategies due to its optimality properties w.r.t. the length of the derivations and
the number of computed solutions. It extends Huet and Lévy’s notion of a
needed reduction [5]. The definition of needed narrowing uses the notion of
a definitional tree [1], which refines the standard matching trees of functional
programming. However, differently from left-to-right matching trees used in
either Hope, Miranda, or Haskell, definitional trees deal with dependencies
between arguments of functional patterns.
Roughly speaking, a definitional tree for a function symbol f is a tree
whose leaves contain all (and only) the rules used to define f and whose inner
nodes contain information to guide the (optimal) pattern matching during the
evaluation of expressions. Each inner node contains a pattern and a variable
position in this pattern (the inductive position) which is further refined in the
patterns of its immediate children by using different constructor symbols. The
pattern of the root node is simply f (xn ), where xn are different variables.
Example 2.1 It is often convenient and simplifies the understanding to provide a graphic representation of definitional trees, where each node is marked
with a pattern, the inductive position in branches is surrounded by a box, and
the leaves contain the corresponding rules. For instance, given the following
program (right column) defining functions “f” and “g”, the definitional tree
for f is:
f( X , Y)
R1 : f(a, N) → a
Q

Q

Q
R2 : f(s(M), a) → b

Q

Q
R3 : f(s(M), s(N)) → f(M, N)
f(a, Y) ≡ [R ]
f(s(X0), Y )
1

Q

Q

Q

QQ


f(s(X0), a) ≡ [R2 ]

f(s(X0), s(Y0)) ≡ [R3 ]
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For the definition of needed narrowing, we assume that t ≡ f (sn ) is an
operation-rooted term and Pf is a definitional tree for f with root π such that
π ≤ t. Hence, when π is a leaf, i.e., Pf = {π}, we have that R : π → r is a variant of a rewrite rule. On the other hand, if π is a branch, we consider the inductive position o of π and we say that the pattern πi ≡ π[ci(xn )]o ∈ Pf , is a child
of π in Pf . Moreover, the definitional (sub-)tree of Pf rooted with πi , (i.e.,
where all patterns are instances of πi) is denoted by Pfπi = {π 0 ∈ Pf | πi ≤ π 0}.
We define now a function λcrisp from terms to sets of tuples (position, rule,
substitution) which uses an auxiliary function λc for explicitly referring to the
appropriate definitional tree in each case. Then, λcrisp (t) = λc (t, Pf ) returns
the least set satisfying:
LR (LEAF-RULE) CASE: λc (t, Pf ) = {(Λ, R, id)}
BV (BRANCH-VAR) CASE: If t|o = x ∈ X , then λc (t, Pf ) = {(p, R, σ ◦ τ ) |
πi ≡ π[ci(xn )]o ∈ Pf and τ = {x 7→ ci (xn )} and (p, R, σ) ∈ λc (τ (t), Pfπi )}
BC (BRANCH-CONS) CASE: If t|o = ci (tn ), where ci ∈ C, then λc (t, Pf ) =
{(p, R, σ ◦ id) | πi ≡ π[ci(xn )]o ∈ Pf and (p, R, σ) ∈ λc (t, Pfπi )}
BF (BRANCH-FUNC) CASE: If t|o = g(tn ), where g ∈ F, then λc (t, Pf ) =
{(o.p, R, σ ◦ id) | (p, R, σ) ∈ λc (t|o , Pg )}
When none of the previous cases is satisfied, we assume that function λc returns ∅. Informally speaking, needed narrowing directly applies a rule if the
term is an instance of some left-hand side (LR case), or checks the subterm
corresponding to the inductive position of the branch: if it is a variable (BV
case), it is instantiated to the constructor of each one of the children; if it
is already a constructor (BC case), we proceed with the corresponding child;
if it is a function (BF case), we evaluate it by recursively applying needed
narrowing. Thus, the strategy differs from lazy functional languages only in
the instantiation of free variables. In contrast to more traditional narrowing
strategies, needed narrowing does not compute most general unifiers. In each
recursive step during the computation of λc , we compose the current substitution with the local substitution of this step (which can be the identity id). As
in proof procedures for logic programming, we assume that definitional trees
always contain new variables if they are used in a narrowing step. Moreover,
as introduced in Section 1, it is important to remember that, if σ is a substitution appearing in a tuple (p, R, σ) ∈ λcrisp (t), then σ only contains bindings
for variables of t. So, the application of σ to t, enables the subsequent rewriting step at position p with rule R, that is, σ(t) →p,R s, which completes the
s is a needed narrowing
corresponding needed narrowing step. Then, t ;p,R
σ
step for all (p, R, σ) ∈ λcrisp (t).
Example 2.2 For instance, if we consider again the rules for f and g in
Example 2.1 then we have λcrisp (f(X, g(X, X))) = {(Λ, R1, {X 7→ a}), (2, R5 ,
{X 7→ s(X0)})} which enables the following pair of needed narrowing steps:
,R1
2,R5
0
0
0
f(X, g(X, X)) ;Λ
{X7→a} a, and f(X, g(X, X)) ;{X7→s(X0 )} f(s(X ), s(g(X , s(X )))).
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3

Needed Narrowing with Similarity Relations

This section recalls from [7] the basis of our attempt for fuzzifying the needed
narrowing strategy. For the definition of needed narrowing with similarity
relations, we extend the notion of computed answer for also reporting now
(apart for the classical components of substitution and value), a real number
in the interval [0, 1] indicating the similarity degree computed along the corresponding derivation. Hence, we define function λf uzzy from terms and definitional trees to sets of tuples (position, rule, substitution, similarity degree). If
t ≡ f (sn ) is the operation-rooted term we consider in the initial call to λf uzzy ,
we must guarantee that any term (including t itself), rooted with a symbol
similar to f be will be treated. So, λf uzzy (t){(p, R, σ, min(α, β)) | <(f, g) =
α and (p, R, σ, β) ∈ λf (g(sn ), Pg }, where function λf is defined as follows:
LR (LEAF-RULE) CASE: λf (t, Pf ) = {(Λ, π → r, id, 1)}
BV (BRANCH-VAR) CASE: if t|o = x ∈ X , then λf (t, Pf ) = {(p, R, σ ◦ τ, α) |
πi ≡ π[ci(xn )]o ∈ Pf and τ = {x 7→ ci (xn )} and (p, R, σ, α) ∈ λf (τ (t), Pfπi )}
BC (BRANCH-CONS) CASE: if t|o = d(tn ), where d ∈ C, then λf (t, Pf ) =
{(p, R, σ, min(α, β)) | <(d/n, ci /n) = α > 0 and πi ≡ π[ci(xn )]o ∈ Pf and
(p, R, σ, β) ∈ λf (t[ci(tn )]o , Pfπi )}
BF (BRANCH-FUNC) CASE: if t|o = g(tn ), where g ∈ F, then λ(t, Pf ) = {(o.p,
R, σ, min(α, β))| <(g/n, h/n) = α > 0 and (p, R, σ, β) ∈ λ(h(tn ), Ph)}
As we can see, LR and BV cases are very close to the corresponding ones analyzed in Section 2, but propagating now the corresponding similarity degrees.
Moreover, closely related to the initial call to λf uzzy seen before, the last case
(BF) performs recursive calls to λf for evaluating the operation–rooted subterm
at the considered inductive position, as well as each other (almost identical)
subterms rooted with defined function symbols similars to g. Something almost identical occurs with the BC case, but the intention now is to treat all
subterms with constructor symbols similars to d at the inductive position.
Example 3.1 Consider again the same program of Example 2.1 augmented
with the new rule R6 : h(r(X), Y) → r(Y) together with the similarity equations S1 : eq(g, h) = 0.7 and S2 : eq(s, r) = 0.5. Then, λf uzzy (f(X, g(X, X))) =
λf (f(X, g(X, X)), Pf) = {(Λ, R1, {X 7→ a}, 1), (2, R5 , {X 7→ s(X0)}, 1), (2, R6 ,
{X 7→ s(X0)}, min(0.7, 0.5))} = [see BV1] ∪ [see BV2].
BV1. The first alternative in this BV case, consists in generating the binding
f(a,Y)
) =
τ1 = {X 7→ a} and then computing λf (τ1 (f(X, g(X, X))), Pf
f(a,Y)
λf (f(a, g(a, a)), Pf
). Since this last call represents a LR case, it returns
{(Λ, R1, id, 1)}. Then, after applying the binding τ1 to the third element of
this last tuple, the returned set for this case is {(Λ, R1 , {X 7→ a}, 1)}.
BV2. After generating the second binding τ2 = {X 7→ s(X0)}, we must compute
f(s(X0),Y)
f(s(X0 ),Y)
) = λf (f(s(X0), g(s(X0), s(X0))), Pf
) =
λf (τ2 (f(X, g(X, X))), Pf
{(2, R5 , id, 1), (2, R6 , id, min(0.7, 0.5))}= [see BF1 below]. Now, we simply
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need to apply τ2 to the last component of the tuples obtained in BF1, hence
returning {(2, R5 , {X 7→ s(X0)}, 1), (2, R6 , {X 7→ s(X0)}, min(0.7, 0.5))}.
BF1. In this BF case, where the considered inductive position is 2, we perform
the following two recursive calls (observe that the second one exploits the
similarity equation S1 and it would not be performed in the crisp case):
λf (g(s(X0), s(X0)), Pg ) ∪ λf (h(s(X0), s(X0)), Ph) = [see BC1] ∪ [see BC2]
{(Λ, R5, id, 1), (Λ, R6 , id, 0.5)}. And then, since obviously position Λ.2 coincides directly with position 2, and the similarity between g and h is 0.7, the
set of tuples returned in this case is {(2, R5 , id, 1), (2, R6 , id, min(0.7, 0.5))}.
BC1.
This BC case, immediately evolves to the following LR case:
g(s(M),N)
λf (g(s(X0), s(X0)), Pg
) = {(Λ, R5, id, 1)}. Now, since <(s, s) = 1, and
min(1, 1) = 1, the returned tuple in this case is (Λ, R5 , id, 1) itself.
BC2. By exploiting the second similarity equation S2 : eq(s, r) = 0.5, this BC
h(r(X),Y)
case also computes the LR case λf (h(r(X0), s(X0)), Ph
) = {(Λ, R6, id, 1)}.
0
0
Now, since min(0.5, 1) = 0.5, then λf (h(s(X ), s(X )), Ph ) = {(Λ, R6 , id, 0.5)}.

Inspired by the schema used in [2], the following diagram reproduces the previous explanation in a concise, but precise
manner:

hΛ, R1, {X 7→ a}, min(1, 1)i


λfuzzy(f(X, g(X, X))) = · · ·
 h2, R5, {X 7→ s(X0)}, min(1, 1)i 
h2, R6 , {X 7→ s(X0)}, min(1, 0.5)i

[BV]

λf (f(X, g(X, X)), Pf) = · · ·

[LR]

λf (f(a, g(a, a)), Pf

hΛ, R1, {X 7→ a}, 1)i
h2, R5, {X 7→ s(X0)}, 1)i
h2, R6 , {X 7→ s(X0)}, 0.5)i

f(a,Y)

hΛ, R1 , id, 1i

)=

h2, R5, id, min(1, 1)i
h2, R6 , id, min(0.7, 0.5)i
0
0
hΛ, R5, id, min(1, 1)i
[BC]
λf (g(s(X ), s(X )), Pg) = · · ·
g(s(M),N)
0
0
[LR]
λf (g(s(X ), s(X )), Pg
)=
hΛ, R5 , id, 1i
[BC]
λf (h(s(X0), s(X0)), Ph) = · · ·
hΛ, R6 , id, min(0.5, 1i
h(r(X),Y)
[LR]
λf (h(r(X0), s(X0)), Ph
)=
hΛ, R6 , id, 1i
As our example reveals, there are three important properties enjoyed by our
extended definition of needed narrowing: 1) the set of recursive calls performed
during the computation of λf uzzy is finite and terminating, 2) λf uzzy is conservative w.r.t. λcrisp since, the first two tuples computed before are the same
to those ones obtained in the crisp case (see example 2.2), but accompanied
now with the maximum truth degree 1, and 3) similarity equations between
defined/constructor function symbols are exploited as much as possible (in the
initial call and BF/BC cases), which is the key point to obtain the third tuple
in our example. In the following, we formally prove all these properties.
[BF]

f(s(X0 ),Y)

λf (f(s(X0), g(s(X0), s(X0))), Pf
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4

Termination

We start this section by introducing some auxiliary concepts which will be
very helpful when formulating/proving our main results. Intuitively, we say
that two terms t and t0 which contain exactly the same set of positions, that is,
Pos(t) = Pos(t0), are similar if each pair of symbols rooting two (non-variable)
subterms at the same position in both terms are similars w.r.t. <. In symbols,
∀p ∈ Pos(t), <(t↑p , t0↑p ) > 0. An special case appears when comparing
two variable subterms, where we require that both subterms be exactly the
same variable. This implies the need for applying and appropriate variable
renaming on both terms before comparing them. For instance, terms f (X, X)
and g(D, D), after being renamed become f (A, A) and g(A, A), respectively,
and then they can be considered similar if <(f, g) > 0. On the other hand,
f (X, X) and f (Z, Y ), become after renaming f (A, A) and f (A, B), and they
can never be considered similar terms. Moreover, the similarity degree α of
two similar terms is defined as the minimum one among all the similarities
exploited in the calculus, that is α = minp∈Pos(t) <(t↑p , t0↑p ). We formalize
this notion by means of the following recursive definition:
Definition 4.1 [Similar Terms] Two terms t and t0 (whose variables have been
appropriately renamed) are similar with similar degree α if Sim(t, t0) = α > 0,
where function Sim is recursively defined as:



if t ≡ f (u1, .., un), t0 ≡ g(v1, .., vn),
min(β, Sim(u1, v1), ..,






f, g ∈ (C ∪ F ) and <(f, g) = β > 0
.., Sim(un, vn ))


0
Sim(t, t ) =


1
if t and t0 are the same variable








0
otherwise
The previous definition extends the similarity relation < between symbols,
to similarity between terms, and it represents a nice measure that can be
calculated at a purely syntactic level (before performing any kind of evaluation process based on rewriting/narrowing). Moreover, it enjoys the following
property.
Lemma 4.2 Function Sim represents a well defined similarity relation between terms, verifying the properties of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity.
Proof.
(i) Reflexivity: Sim(t, t) = 1. Obvious by Definition 4.1 of Sim.
(ii) Symmetry: Sim(t, s) = Sim(s, t). This result is again trivially derived
from the Symmetry of < and Definition 4.1.
(iii) min-Transitivity: Sim(t, s) ≥ (Sim(t, t0) ∧ Sim(t0, s)).
4.1 we have that:
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Sim(t, s) = mini (<(t↑i , s↑i )) = mini{Maxj [<(t↑i , t0↑j )∧<(t0↑j , s↑i )]} ≥
mini (<(t↑i , t0↑i ) ∧ <(t0 ↑i , s↑i )) = mini (<(t↑i , t0 ↑i )) ∧ mini (<(t0↑i , s↑i )) =
Sim(t, t0) ∧ Sim(t0, s).
2
The following definition will largely help us to prove by induction all the
properties of our fuzzified version of needed narrowing. Inspired by [2], we
extend their notion of Noetherian ordering ≺ between tuples of terms and
definitional (sub-)trees 3 by taken also into account the presence of similarities
among terms in the new fuzzy setting.
Definition 4.3 We define the Noetherian ordering ≺ over the cartesian product of T erms × (sub−)T rees as follows:


a) t has fewer occurrences of defined symbols than t’
0
0
(t, P) ≺ (t , P ) ⇔ b) There exists a (possibly empty) substitution σ, such


that Sim(t, σ(t0)) > 0 and P is a proper sub-tree of P 0
The first case of our definition corresponds exactly with the homologous one
presented in [2], and it is very useful in our proofs when dealing with BF.
Moreover, the second case generalizes the associated one in the same paper,
but taking now into account the specificities introduced in the new fuzzy
setting by similar terms. This last case will be applied when analyzing BV
and BC cases, as we are going to see in the following proof of our first theorem.
Theorem 4.4 (Termination) Given an operation-rooted term t, the evaluation of λf uzzy (t) terminates in a finite time.
Proof. As defined in Section 3, the initial call to λf uzzy (f (tn )) generates a
set of calls of the form λf (gi (tn ), Pgi ) where each gi is a symbol verifying
<(gi , f) > 0. This set of calls is finite due to the proper finiteness of <. So,
our goal simply consists in proving that each call to λf eventually terminates.
The proof is made by induction on the ordering introduced in Definition 4.3.
•

Base Case. This case, which corresponds to the so called LR case of the
definition of λf shown in Section 3, is trivial since no recursive calls are
performed.

Induction step. Now, we consider the three subcases of the definition of λf
for branch nodes:
BV case. In order to evaluate λf (t, P) in a BV case, a set of n calls of the
form λf (τ (t), P πi ) are performed, being n the number of children of the
root of P. Since condition b in Definition 4.3 implies that (τ (t), P πi ) ≺
(t, P), then the claim follows by the inductive hypothesis.

•

3

This ordering is very useful in induction-based proofs for λc (t, P) and λf (t, P), since both
strategies compute tuples throughout an interleaved descent down both t and P.
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BC case. This case is very close to the previous one, but now only a few (not
all) children of the root of P are exploited. More exactly, λf (t, P) performs
a finite set of calls of the form λf (ti , P πi ) such that t and ti are exactly
the same terms except for the constructor symbols rooting subterms at
the inductive position o in both terms. Moreover, <(t↑o , ti ↑o ) = α > 0,
and then Sim(t, ti) = α > 0. So, by the second condition in Definition
4.3 we have that (ti , P πi ) ≺ (t, P), which let us to confirm our claim by
the inductive hypothesis.
BF case. The evaluation of λf (t, P) in a BF case, generates a finite set of
recursive calls in a similar way to the initial call to λf uzzy , but the main
difference now is that each new call uses as first parameter a proper subterm of t. Since t is an operation rooted term, obviously t|o has less defined
operation symbols than t (at least the first occurrence of the operation
symbol rooting t has been removed in t|o). This satisfies the first condition
of the ≺ ordering, and concludes our proof by the inductive hypothesis.
2
To finish this section, it is important to remember the following remark we
introduced in the preliminaries section. In order to avoid the risk of infinite
loops associated to the intrinsic (reflexive, symmetric and transitive) properties of similarity relations, we avoid the direct use of similarity equations in
our definition of λf uzzy . Instead of this, we prefer to compute the transitive
closure of such set of similarity equations, thus obtaining the finite similarity relation < which can be safely accessed from λf uzzy without harming the
termination property we have just proved.

5

Crispness

This section is devoted to prove a kind of correctness result (both soundness
and completeness) enjoyed by λf uzzy when compared with λcrisp . The idea is to
show that our fuzzy strategy is conservative w.r.t. the crisp case. In this sense,
observe in Example 3.1 that tuples hΛ, R1 , {X 7→ a}i and h2, R5 , {X 7→ s(X0)}i,
obtained by λcrisp , are also replicated by λf uzzy with the maximum truth degree 1, which implies a sort of crisp-completeness. On the other hand, whereas
λf uzzy produces three tuples, only two of them (except h2, R6 , {X 7→ s(X0)}, 0.5i)
have the maximum truth degree 1, but these tuples are also generated in the
crisp case, which represents a kind of crisp-soundness related to tuples with
maximum truth degree. The following theorem formalizes this property.
Theorem 5.1 (Crispness) For any operation-rooted term t, we have that:
Crisp-Completeness. If hp, R, σi ∈ λcrisp (t) then hp, R, σ, 1i ∈ λf uzzy (t).
Crisp-Soundness. If hp, R, σ, 1i ∈ λf uzzy (t) and there is no similarity relations
with truth degree 1 apart from the reflexive one, then hp, R, σi ∈ λcrisp (t).
Proof. We consider each claim separately, assuming that t = f (tn ):
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• Crisp − Completeness . Our goal is to show how tuple hp, R, σi ∈ λcrisp (t)
can be also obtained in the fuzzy case by applying λf uzzy (t). We know that
by the definition of λcrisp shown in Section 2, λcrisp (t) = λc (t, Pf ) and also by
the definition of λf uzzy shown in Section 3, λf uzzy (t) makes at least the call
λf (t, Pf ) since <(f, f) = 1 (being f the defined function symbol rooting term
t). So, we must prove that if hp, R, σi ∈ λc (t, Pf ) then hp, R, σ, 1i ∈ λf (t, Pf ).
The proof is made by induction on the Noetherian ordering ≺ while considering
the different cases of the definition of λc .
•

Base Case. This case corresponds to the so called LR case of the definition
of λc shown in Section 2, where the associated definitional tree Pf = {π}
only contains a pattern (leaf-rule node) and no recursive calls are performed.
Then λc (t, Pf ) = {hp, R, σi} and by the definition of λf shown in Section 3,
we directly conclude with λf (t, Pf ) = {hp, R, σ, 1i}, as we wanted to prove.

Induction step. We consider now the three subcases of the definition of λc
shown in Section 2, for branch nodes:
BV case. Here t|o = x ∈ X , and there exists a pattern πi ≡ π[ci(xn )]o ∈ Pf
and a substitution τ = {x 7→ ci (xn )}, such that, after performing the
recursive call λc (τ (t), Pfπi ), we obtain (p, R, θ) and hence, λc (t, Pf ) returns
the intended tuple (p, R, σ) where σ = θ ◦ τ . By the inductive hypothesis
(condition b in Definition 4.3 is fulfilled since the recursive call is done with
an instance of t, and a proper sub-tree of Pf ) λf (τ (t), Pfπi ) also generates
tuple (p, R, θ, 1), and finally, by the definition of λf shown in Section 3,
λf (t, Pf ) returns the intended tuple (p, R, σ, 1), as we wanted to prove.
BC case. This case is very similar to the previous one. Now, we have that
t|o = ci (tn ), where ci ∈ C, and there exists a pattern πi ≡ π[ci(xn )]o ∈
Pf such that, after performing the recursive call λc (t, Pfπi ), we obtain
(p, R, σ) and hence, λc (t, Pf ) returns the intended tuple (p, R, σ) (since
σ = σ ◦ id). The inductive hypothesis is now applicable in the same way
than the previous case (observe that the recursive call is done with the
same term, which always can be considered an instance of itself, and an
smaller sub-tree) so λf (t, Pfπi ) also generates the tuple (p, R, σ, 1). This
implies that by the definition of λf shown in Section 3, λf (t, Pf ) returns
the tuple (p, R, σ, min(α, 1)), and since α = <(ci , ci) = 1, the resulting
tuple (p, R, σ, 1) belongs to λf (t, Pf ).
BF case. Now, t|o = g(sm ), where g ∈ F, and there exists a definitional tree
Pg for g such that, after performing the recursive call λc (t|o , Pg ), we obtain
(q, R, σ) and hence, λc (t, Pf ) returns the intended tuple (p, R, σ), where
p = o.q and σ = σ ◦ id. The inductive hypothesis is applicable here since
the recursive call is made with the proper subterm of t, t|o (which obviously
contains less defined functions symbols than t and hence satisfies condition
a of Definition 4.3). So, λf (t|o, Pg ) also generates the tuple (q, R, σ, 1). By
the definition of λf shown in Section 3, λf (t, Pf ) makes at least a recursive
call to λf (t|o , Pg ), due to the fact that <(g, g) = 1, and hence, it returns
the tuple (p, R, σ, min(1, 1)), which obviously is (p, R, σ, 1), as wanted.

•
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• Crisp − Soundness. This proof is very similar to the previous one, by simply
reverting the reasoning in each case and assuming that the unique similarity
relations exploited by λf uzzy are the reflexive ones, that is, those of the form
<(f, f) = 1, ∀f ∈ (C ∪ F ).
2
As a final remark, we illustrate by a simple example the need for requiring that
no similarity equations of the form eq(f, g) = 1 belongs to a given program,
if we really want to preserve the crisp-soundness of λf uzzy . Given a program
composed by the single rewrite rule R : f(a) → a and the single similarity equation E : eq(f, g) = 1, then λf uzzy (g(a)) = {hΛ, R1, id, 1i} whereas
λcrips (g(a)) = ∅. Fortunately, these cases are not usual in practice, and moreover, in the worst case, the original program often admits a transformation
process (we are nowadays working in its automation) that removes those risky
similarity equations and replaces them by a set of rewrite rules without altering the program meaning (for instance, in the previous case it suffices by
replacing equation E by rule R : g(a) → a to recover the crisp-soundness).

6

Fuzziness

In this section we prove our last property related to λf uzzy , which is conceived
as a complementary result of the previous property. In fact, the fuzzy strategy
not only is conservative w.r.t. the crisp one, but also it is able to exploit the
similarity relation < as much as possible when evaluating λf uzzy . In doing this,
we need the following instrumental result showing that, when we consider two
identical terms with the exception that they have two different, but similar,
symbols at a given position p, they produce the same set of tuples (except for
their truth degrees) when being evaluated with λf uzzy .
Lemma 6.1 (Similar Symbols Replacement) Let t and t0 be two operation rooted terms with Pos(t) = Pos(t0 ) such that, for a given position
p ∈ Pos(t), we have: t|p = s(o), t0|p = s0 (o), t0 = t[s0(o)]p, and <(s, s0 ) > 0.
Then, hp, R, σ, αi ∈ λf uzzy (t) if and only if hp, R, σ, α0 i ∈ λf uzzy (t0 ).
Proof. Due to the reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of the similarity
relation <, we have that, if <(s, s0) > 0, then for any other symbol s00 , it is
verified that <(s, s00) = β > 0 if and only if <(s0, s00 ) = β 0 > 0. In other
words, if we denote by S(s) the set of symbols {si ∈ (C ∪ F ) | <(s, si) > 0},
then S(s) = S(s0 ). On the other hand, if t and t0 are the same terms with
the exception that they have different, but similar symbols (say s and s0 ),
at a given position p, we have that the sets of tuples returned by λf uzzy (t)
and λf uzzy (t0 ) do coincide in the case that position p is never considered as an
inductive position in any recursive call to λf . Otherwise, we have the following
cases:
•

The intended position p is the top position Λ. Then, By the definition of
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λf uzzy shown in Section 3, λf uzzy (s(o)) performs exactly the same set of
calls to λf than λf uzzy (s0 (o)), say λf (si (o), Psi ), for all si ∈ S(s). Now,
if hq, R, σ, γi ∈ λf (si (o)), then hq, R, σ, min(<(s, si), γ)i ∈ λf uzzy (s(o)) and
hq, R, σ, min(<(s0, si ), γ)i ∈ λf uzzy (s0 (o)), which confirms our claim in this
case.
•

The intended position p is eventually considered as an inductive position in
a BC case. Then, by the definition of λf shown in Section 3, λf (t[s(o)]p , P)
performs exactly the same set of recursive calls than λf (t[s0(o)]p, P), by
using as first arguments terms of the form t[si(o)]p, for all si ∈ S(s).
So, similarly to the previous case, if hq, R, σ, γi ∈ λf (t[si(o)]p, P πi ), then
hq, R, σ, min(<(s, si), γ)i ∈ λf (t[s(o)]p, P) and hq, R, σ, min(<(s0, si ), γ)i ∈
λf (t[s0(o)]p , P) too, which confirms our claim once again.

•

The intended position p is eventually considered as an inductive position
in a BF case. Our last case has many similarities with the two previous
ones. Now, by the definition of λf shown in Section 3, λf (t[s(o)]p, Ps ) performs exactly the same set of recursive calls than λf (t[s0(o)]p , Ps0 ), that is
λf (si (o), Psi ), for all si ∈ S(s). So, if hq, R, σ, γi ∈ λf (si (o), Psi ), then
hp.q, R, σ, min(<(s, si), γ)i ∈ λf (t[s(o)]p, Ps ) and it is also verified that
hp.q, R, σ, min(<(s0, si ), γ)i ∈ λf (t[s0(o)]p , Ps0 ), which finishes our proof.
2

Next lemma extends the previous one by considering multiple similar symbols
replacements (instead of a single symbol) when comparing the evaluation of
λf uzzy with two similar terms.
Lemma 6.2 (Similar Subterms Replacement) Let t and t0 be two operation rooted terms with Pos(t) = Pos(t0) such that, for a given position
p ∈ Pos(t), we have: t|p = s, t0 |p = s0, t0 = t[s0]p , and Sim(s, s0) > 0. Then,
hp, R, σ, αi ∈ λf uzzy (t) if and only if hp, R, σ, α0 i ∈ λf uzzy (t0 ).
Proof. The result is easily obtained by repeatedly applying Lemma 6.1.

2

Finally, we are now ready to prove our main result in this section.
Theorem 6.3 (Fuzziness) Let t and t0 be two operation rooted terms, such
that Sim(t, t0) > 0. Then, hp, R, σ, αi ∈ λf uzzy (t) iff hp, R, σ, α0 i ∈ λf uzzy (t0).
Proof. This theorem directly follows from the previous result, by simply considering that the intended position p used in the formulation of Lemma 6.2,
2
is the top position Λ.
Example 6.4 Going back again to Example 3.1 and denoting now with αrs
and αh,g to <(r, s) and <(h, g), respectively, it is easy to see that any pair
of terms t and t0 chosen among g(s(X), X), g(r(X), X), h(r(x), x) and h(s(x), x)
verify Sim(t, t0) > 0. The following diagrams reproduce the evaluation of
λf uzzy for each one of the previous terms for illustrating our fuzziness result:
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h1, R5, id, 1i
h1, R6 , id, αhgi

λfuzzY(g(s(X), X)) = · · ·
[BC]
[LR]
[BC]
[LR]

g(s)

λf (g(s(X), X), Pg ) = · · ·
g(s(X0),Y)
)=
λf (g(s(X), X), Pg
λf (h(s(X), X), Ph) = · · ·
h(s(X0),Y)
)=
λf (h(s(X), X), Ph

λf (g(r(X), X), Pg) = · · ·
g(s(X0),Y)
)=
λf (g(s(X), X), Pg
λ(h(r(X), X), Ph)f = · · ·
0
λf (h(r(X), X), P h(r(X ),Y)) =

λf (h(r(X)), X), Ph) = · · ·
h(r(X0),Y)
)=
λf (h(r(X), X), Ph
λf (g(r(X)), X), Pg) =
g(s(X0),Y)
)=
λf (g(s(X), X), Pg

7

h1, R6, id, 1i
h1, R6 , id, 1i
h1, R5, id, αrsi
h1, R5 , id, !
1i

h1, R6 , id, αrsi
h1, R5, id, 1i

λfuzzY(h(s(X), X)) = · · ·
[BC]
[LR]
[BC]
[LR]

h1, R5, id, αrsi
h1, R5 , id, 1i
h1, R6, id, αhgi
h1, R6 , id, 1i
!

h1, R6, id, 1i
h1, R5, id, αhg ∧ αrsi

λfuzzY(h(r(X)), X)) = · · ·
[BC]
[LR]
[BC]
[LR]

h1, R5, id, 1i
h1, R5 , id, 1i
h1, R6, id, αhgi
h1, R6 , id, 1i!

h1, R5, id, αrsi
h1, R6, id, αhgi

λfuzzY(g(r(X), X)) = · · ·
[BC]
[LR]
[BC]
[LR]

!

λf (h(s(X), X), Phh) = · · ·
h(r(X0),Y)
)=
λf (h(r(X), X), Ph
g
λf (g(s(X), X), Pg ) = · · ·
0
λf (g(s(X), X), P g(s(X ),Y)) =

h1, R6, id, αrsi
h1, R6 , id, 1i
h1, R5, id, 1i
h1, R5 , id, 1i

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have been concerned with the first attempt for introducing
fuzziness into functional-logic programming that we proposed in [7], where
we provided (both the syntax and the operational semantics of) an hybrid
functional-fuzzy-logic language combining the functional-logic properties of
Curry with the fuzzy-logic features of Likelog. From here, we have reinforced
the original idea that a set of rewrite rules together with a set of similarity
equations can be successfully processed by using an extended version of needed
narrowing which has the extra ability of dealing with similarity relations.
Focusing on the new fuzzy narrowing strategy represented by function λf uzzy ,
we have demonstrated its capability not only for simulating the crisp version
described by λcrisp , but also for capturing the similarities collected in a given
program as much as possible without harming its termination properties. We
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think that the set of results we have just formalized and proved in this paper
are not only relevant by themselves, but also, and what is better, they seem
to be crucial for proving new soundness/completeness results of the fuzzified
version of needed narrowing with respect to a new declarative semantics in
which we are working nowadays. In this sense, it must be clear that the
denotation we are looking for, is not an application from (ground) expressions
to data terms. Rather than this, in the fuzzy setting, we think that it seems
more natural to associate fuzzy sets (modeled as pairs composed by a data
term together with its corresponding truth degree) to a given initial (ground)
term, which, among other things, implies a subsequent re-formulation of the
notion of confluence typically used in pure functional and functional-logic
programming.
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Abstract
This paper presents a proposal for the cooperation of solvers in constraint functional logic programming, a quite expressive programming paradigm which combines functional, logic and constraint programming using constraint lazy narrowing
as goal solving mechanism. Cooperation of solvers for different constraint domains
can improve the efficiency of implementations since solvers can take advantage of
other solvers’ deductions. We restrict our attention to the cooperation of three
solvers, dealing with syntactic equality and disequality constraints, real arithmetic
constraints, and finite domain (F D) constraints, respectively. As cooperation mechanism, we consider to propagate to the real solver the constraints which have been
submitted to the F D solver (and viceversa), imposing special communication constraints to ensure that both solvers will allow the same integer values for all the
variables involved in the cooperation.
Key words: Cooperating Solvers, Constraints, Functional Logic
Programming, Lazy Narrowing, Implementation.
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Introduction

Cooperation of different solvers for Constraint Programming (shortly CP ) has
been widely investigated during the last years [4], aiming at the solution of
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hybrid problems that cannot be handled by a single solver and also at improvements of efficiency, among other things. On the other hand, the Functional
and Logic Programming styles (F P and LP , resp.) support a clean declarative semantics as well as powerful program construction facilities. The CLP
scheme for Constraint Logic Programming, started by a seminal paper by Jaffar and Lassez, provides a combination of CP and LP which has proved very
practical for CP applications [7]. Adding a F P dimension to CLP has led
to various proposals of CF LP schemes for Constraint Functional Logic Programming, developed since 1991 and aiming at a very expressive combination
of CP , higher-order lazy F P and LP .
Both CLP and CF LP are schemes that can be instantiated by means
of different constraint domains and solvers. This paper presents a proposal
for solver cooperation in CF LP , more precisely in an instance of the CF LP
scheme as presented in [9,2,8] which is implemented in the T OY language and
system [1]. The solvers whose cooperation is supported are: a solver for the
Herbrand domain H supporting syntactic equality and disequality constraints;
a solver for the domain FD, which supports finite domain constraints over the
set of integer numbers Z; and a solver for the domain R, which supports arithmetic constraints over the set of real numbers R. This particular combination
has been chosen because of the usefulness of H constraints for dealing with
structured data and the important role of hybrid FD and R constraints in
many practical CP applications [4].
T OY has been implemented on top of SICStus Prolog [15], using the
F D and R solvers provided by SICStus along with Prolog code for the H
solver. CF LP goal solving takes care of evaluating calls to program defined
functions by means of lazy narrowing, and decomposing hybrid constraints
by introducing new local variables. Eventually, pure FD and R constraints
arise, which must be submitted to the respective solvers. Our proposal for
solver cooperation is based on the communication between the FD and R
solvers by means of special communication constraints called bridges. A bridge
u #== v constrains u::int and v::real to take the same integer value. Our
system keeps bridges in a special store and uses them for two purposes, namely
binding and propagation. Binding simply instantiates a variable occurring at
one end of a bridge whenever the other end of the bridge becomes a numeric
value. Propagation is a more complex operation which takes place whenever
a pure constraint is submitted to the FD or R solver. At that moment,
propagation rules relying on the available bridges are used for building a mate
constraint which is submitted to the mate solver (think of R as the mate
of FD and viceversa). Propagation enables each of the two solvers to take
advantage of the computations performed by the other. In order to maximize
the opportunities for propagation, the CF LP goal solving procedure has been
enhanced with operations to create bridges whenever possible, according to
certain rules. Obviously, independent computing of solvers remains possible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the essen132
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tials of CF LP programming and presents a CF LP program which solves a
generic problem illustrating H + FD + R cooperation. Section 3 presents a
formal description of cooperative goal solving by means of constraint lazy narrowing enhanced with rules for creation of bridges and propagation of mate
constraints. Section 4 presents some details of our current implementation of
cooperative goal solving in the T OY system, as well as performance results
based on the program from Section 2, showing that propagation of mate constraints via bridges leads to significant speedups of execution time. Section
5 includes a summary of conclusions, a brief discussion of related work and
some hints to planned future work.

2

CF LP Programming

In this section, we recall the essentials of the CF LP scheme [9,2,8] for lazy
Constraint Functional Logic Programming, which serves as a logical and semantic framework for our proposal of cooperation of solvers.
2.1

The Constraint Domains H, FD and R

S
We assume aSuniversal signature Σ = hDC, F Si, where DC = n∈N DC n
and F S = n∈N F S n are countably infinite and mutually disjoint sets of
constructor symbols and function symbols, indexed by arities. Functions are
further classified into domain dependent primitive functions P F n ⊆ F S n and
user defined functions DF n = F S n \ P F n for each n ∈ N. We consider a
special symbol ⊥, intended to denote an undefined value and we assume the
Boolean constants true, false ∈ DC 0 . We also consider a countably infinite
set V ar of variables and a set U of primitive elements (as e.g. the set Z of
integer numbers or the set R of real numbers).
An expression e ∈ Exp has the syntax e ::= u | X | h | (e e1 . . . em ), where
u ∈ U , X ∈ V ar and h ∈ DC ∪ F S, (em abbreviates e1 . . . em ). The following
classification of expressions is useful: (X em ), with X ∈ V ar and m ≥ 0, is
called a flexible expression, while u ∈ U and (h em ) with h ∈ DC ∪ F S are
called rigid expressions. Moreover, a rigid expression (h em ) is called active
iff h ∈ F S n and m ≥ n, and passive otherwise. Another important subclass
of expressions is the set of patterns t ∈ P at, whose syntax is defined as t ::=
u | X | (c tm ) | (f tm ), where u ∈ U , X ∈ V ar, c ∈ DC n with m ≤ n, and
f ∈ F S n with m < n. We also consider substitutions as mappings σ, θ from
variables to patterns, and by convention, we write e σ instead of σ(e) for any
e ∈ Exp, and σθ for the composition of σ and θ.
A constraint domain provides a set of specific primitive elements U , along
with certain primitive functions p ∈ P F n operating upon them. Atomic constraints over a given constraint domain D can have the form ♦ (denoting a
constraint trivially true),  (denoting a constraint trivially false) or p en →! t
with en ∈ Exp and t ∈ P at. Atomic primitive constraints have the form ♦, 
or p tn →! t with tn , t ∈ P at. This paper deals with three constraint domains:
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•

H, the so-called Herbrand domain, which supports syntactic equality and
disequality constraints over an empty set of primitive elements.

•

F D, which supports finite domain constraints over Z.

•

R, which supports arithmetic constraints over R.

D

Primitive Functions

Abbreviates

H

seq :: A → A → bool

e1 == e2 =def seq e1 e2 →! true
e1 / = e2 =def seq e1 e2 →! f alse

FD

iseq :: int → int → bool

e1 # = e2 =def iseq e1 e2 →! true
e1 #\ = e2 =def iseq e1 e2 →! f alse

ileq :: int → int → bool

e1 # < e2 =def e2 ileq e1 →! f alse
e1 # <= e2 =def e1 ileq e2 →! true
e1 # > e2 =def e1 ileq e2 →! f alse
e1 # >= e2 =def e2 ileq e1 →! true

#+, #−, #∗, #/
domain
belongs

::
::

::

int→int→int,

[int]→int→int→bool,
int

→

[int] →

bool,

labeling :: [labelT ype]→[int]→bool
R

rleq :: real → real → bool

e1 < e2 =def e2 rleq e1 →! f alse
e1 <= e2 =def e1 rleq e2 →! true
e1 > e2 =def e1 rleq e2 →! f alse
e1 >= e2 =def e2 rleq e1 →! true

+, −, ∗, / :: real → real → real
M

equiv :: int → real → bool

e1 # == e2 =def equiv e1 e2 →! true

Table 1
The Constraint Domains H, F D, R and M

Table 1 summarizes the primitive functions available for these domains,
and the way they are used for building atomic primitive constraints in practice.
We also assume constraint solvers SolverH , SolverFD and SolverR associated
to these domains. In addition to the constraints just described, we also use a
special kind of communication constraints built from a new primitive function
equiv :: int → real → bool such that (equiv n x) returns true if x has an
integer value equivalent to n, and false otherwise. Constraints of the form
equiv e1 e2 →! true will be called bridges and abbreviated as e1 # == e2 in
the sequel. We introduce a constraint domain M which operates with bridges.
The cooperation of a FD solver and a R solver via communication bridges
can lead to great reductions of the FD search space, manifesting as significant
speedups of the execution time, as we will see in Section 4.
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2.2

Structure of Program Rules

Programs are sets of constrained program rules of the form f tn = r ⇐ C,
where f ∈ DF n , tn is a linear sequence of patterns, r is an expression and C
is a finite conjunction δ1, . . . , δm of atomic constraints δi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
possibly including occurrences of defined function symbols. Predicates can
be modelled as defined functions returning Boolean values, and clauses p tn
: − C abbreviate rules p tn = true ⇐ C. In practice, T OY and similar
constraint functional logic languages requires program rules to be well-typed
in a polymorphic type system.
As a running example for the rest of the paper, we consider a generic program written in T OY which solves the problem of searching for a 2D point
lying in the intersection of a discrete grid and a continuous region. Both grids
and regions are represented as Boolean functions. They can be passed as
parameters because our programming framework supports higher-order programming features.
% Discrete versus continuous points:
type dPoint = (int, int)
type cPoint = (real, real)
% Sets and membership:
type setOf A = A -> bool
isIn :: setOf A -> A -> bool
isIn Set Element = Set Element
% Grids and regions as sets of points:
type grid = setOf dPoints
type region = setOf cPoints
% Predicate for computing intersections of regions and grids:
bothIn:: region -> grid -> dPoint -> bool
bothIn Region Grid (X, Y) :- X #== RX, Y #== RY,
isIn Region (RX, RY), isIn Grid (X,Y), labeling [ ] [X,Y]
We will try the bothIn predicate for various square grids and triangular
regions of parametrically given sizes, defined as follows:
r3

% Square grid:
square:: int -> grid
square N (X, Y) :- domain [X, Y] 0 N

r2
(RX0 , RY0 )

6
H

% Triangular region:
? r1
triangle :: cPoint -> real -> region
triangle (RX0, RY0) H (RX, RY) :RY >= RY0 - H, RY - RX <= RY0 - RX0, RY + RX <= RY0 + RX0
We build an isosceles triangles from a given upper vertex (RX0 , RY0 ) and
a given height H. The three vertices are (RX0 , RY0 ), (RX0 − H, RY0 − H),
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(RX0 + H, RY0 − H), and the region inside the triangle is enclosed by the
lines r1 : RY = RY0 − H, r2 : RY − RX = RY0 − RX0 and r3 : RY + RX =
RY0 +RX0 and characterized by the conjuntion of the three linear inequalities:
C1 : RY ≥ RY0 − H, C2 : RY − RX ≤ RY0 − RX0 and C3 : RY + RX ≤
RY0 + RX0 . This explains the real arithmetic constraints in the triangle
predicate.
As an example of goal solving for this program, we fix two integer values
d and n such that (d, d) is the middle point of the grid (square n), where
(n + 1)2 is the total number of discrete points within the square grid. For
instance, we could choose n = 4 and d = 2. We consider three goals computing
the intersection of this fixed square grid with three different triangular regions:
•

Goal 1: bothIn (triangle (d + 1/2, d+1) 1/2) (square n) (X,Y).
This goal fails.

•

Goal 2: bothIn (triangle (d, d+1/2) 1) (square n) (X,Y).
This goal computes one solution for (X,Y), corresponding to the point (d, d).

•

Goal 3: bothIn (triangle (d, d+1/2) 2) (square n) (X,Y).
This goal computes four solutions for (X,Y), corresponding to the points
(d, d), (d − 1, d − 1), (d, d − 1) and (d + 1, d − 1).
(0, n)

(n, n)

(0, n)

(0, n)

(n, n)

1/2
6
?

(n, n)

6

(d, d)

6

1

(d, d)

?

(d, d)

2

?
(n, 0)

(0, 0)

Goal 1

3

(0, 0)

(n, 0)

(0, 0)

Goal 2

(n, 0)

Goal 3

Cooperative Goal Solving

Extending the operational semantics given in [9,2] for lazy constraint functional logic programming, we design in this section a goal solving calculus
based on constraint lazy narrowing and solver cooperation mechanisms.
3.1

Structure of the Goals

We consider goals of the general form G ≡ ∃U . P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R
in order to represent a generic state of the computation with cooperation of
solvers over H, FD and R. The symbol 2 is interpreted as conjunction.
•

U is a finite set of local variables in the computation.

•

P is a conjunction of so-called productions of the form e1 → t1 , . . . , en →
tn , where ei ∈ Exp and ti ∈ P at for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The set of produced
variables of G is defined as the set pvar(P ) of variables occurring in t1 . . . tn .
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•

C is a finite conjunction of constraints to be solved possibly including occurrences of defined functions symbols.

•

M is the so-called communication store between FD and R, with primitive
bridge constraints involving only variables and integer or real values.

•

H is the so-called Herbrand store, with strict equality/disequality primitive
constraints and an answer substitution with variable bindings.

•

F is the so-called finite domain store, with finite domain primitive constraints and an answer substitution with integer variable bindings.

•

R is the so-called real arithmetic store, with primitive real arithmetic constraints and an answer substitution with real variable bindings.

We work with admissible goals G satisfying the goal invariants given in
[9] and such that no variable has more than one bridge in M. We also write
 to denote an inconsistent goal. Moreover, we say that a variable X is a
demanded variable in a goal G iff X occurs in any of the constraint stores
of G (i.e., M, H, F or R), and µ(X) 6= ⊥ holds for every solution µ of the
corresponding constraint store. For example, X is a demanded variable for the
finite domain constraint X#>=3 but not a demanded variable for the strict
disequality constraint s(X)/=0, where s and 0 are constructor symbols. In the
sequel, we use the following notations in order to indicate the transformation
of a goal by applying a substitution σ and also adding σ to the corresponding
store:
• (P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R) @H σ =def (P σ 2 Cσ 2 M σ 2 H  σ 2 F σ 2 Rσ)
• (P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R) @F σ =def (P σ 2 Cσ 2 M σ 2 Hσ 2 F  σ 2 Rσ)
• (P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R) @R σ =def (P σ 2 Cσ 2 M σ 2 Hσ 2 F σ 2 R  σ)

where (Π 2 θ)  σ =def Πσ 2 θσ and (Π 2 θ) stands for H, F or R.
3.2

Cooperative Goal Solving by means of Constrained Lazy Narrowing

The Constrained Lazy Narrowing Calculus CLN C(D) is presented in [9] as
a suitable computation mechanism for solving goals for CF LP (D) over a
single constraint domain D (e.g. H, FD or R) and a single constraint solver
over the domain D. Now, in order to provide a formal foundation to our
proposal for the cooperation of solvers over the constraint domains H, FD and
R, preserving the good properties obtained in the CF LP (D) framework, we
have to reformulate the goal transformation rules of the calculus CLN C(D)
to deal with the class of goals defined above. We have to distinguish two
kinds of rules: rules for constrained lazy narrowing with sharing by means of
productions (these rules are easily adapted from [9]; see Table 2), and new
rules for cooperative constraint solving over the constraint stores.
3.3

Rules for Cooperative Goal Solving

The following three rules describe the process of lazy flattening of non-primitive
arguments from constraints in C by means of new productions, the creation of
new bridge constraints stored in M with the aim of enabling propagations, and
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DC Decomposition
∃U. h em → h tm , P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``DC ∃U. em → tm , P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R
CF Conflict Failure

∃U. e → t, P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``CF 

if e is rigid and passive, t ∈
/ V ar, e and t have conflicting roots.
SP Simple Production
∃U. s → t, P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``SP ∃U 0 . (P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R)@H σ
if s ≡ X ∈ V ar, t ∈
/ V ar, σ = {X 7→ t} or s ∈ P at, t ≡ X ∈ V ar, σ = {X 7→ s}; U 0 ≡ U \ {X}.
IM Imitation
∃X, U. h em → X, P 2 C 2 M 2H2F 2R ``IM ∃Xm , U. (em → Xm , P 2 C 2 M 2H2F 2R)σ
/ P at is passive, X is a demanded variable and σ = {X 7→ h Xm }.
if h em ∈
EL Elimination ∃X, U. e → X, P 2 C 2 M 2H2F 2R ``EL ∃U. P 2 C 2 M 2H2F 2R
if X does not occur in the rest of the goal.
DF Defined Function
∃U. f en ak → t, P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``DF
∃X, Y , U . en → tn , r → X, X ak → t, P 2 C 0 , C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R
if f ∈ DF n (k > 0), t ∈
/ V ar or t is a demanded variable and R : f tn → r ⇐ C 0 is a fresh variant of a
rule in P, with Y = var(R) and X are new variables.
PC Place Constraint
∃U. p en → t, P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``PC ∃U. P 2 p en →! t, C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R
if p ∈ P F n (k > 0), t ∈
/ V ar or t is a demanded variable.

Table 2
Rules for Constrained Lazy Narrowing

the actual propagation of mate constraints (recall introduction) via bridges,
taking place simultaneously with the submission of primitive constraints to
the FD and R stores.
FC Flatten Constraint
∃U . P 2 p en →! t, C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``FC
∃Vm , U . am → Vm, P 2p tn →! t, C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R

If some ei ∈
/ P at, am are those ei which are not patterns, Vm are new variables,
p tn is obtained from p en by replacing each ei which is not a pattern by Vi .
SB Set Bridges
∃U . P 2 p tn →! t, C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``SB
∃V , U . P 2 p tn →! t, C 2 M 0 , M 2 H 2 F 2 R

If π = p tn →! t is a primitive constraint, and
(i) π is a FD constraint, and M 0 = bridgesFD→R (π, M) 6= ∅ or else
(ii) π is a R constraint, and M 0 = bridgesR→FD (π, M) 6= ∅.
In both cases, V =var(M 0)\var(M) are new variables occurring in the new
bridge constraints created by the bridges operations described in Tables 3, 4.
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SC Submit Constraints
∃U . P 2 p tn →! t, C 2M 2H2F 2R ``SC ∃U . P 2C2 M’ 2 H 0 2 F 0 2 R0

If SB cannot be used to set new bridges, and one of the following cases applies:
(i) If p tn →! t is a bridge u # == u0 then M 0 = (u # == u0, M), H 0 = H,
F 0 = F and R0 = R.
(ii) If p tn →! t is a primitive Herbrand constraint seq t1 t2 →! t then
M 0 = M, H 0 = (seq t1 t2 →! t, H), F 0 = F and R0 = R.
(iii) If p tn →! t is a primitive FD constraint π then M 0 = M, H 0 = H,
F 0 = (π, F ) and R0 = (R00, R), where R00 = propagationsFD→R (π, M).
(iv) If p tn →! t is a primitive R constraint π then M 0 = M, H 0 = H,
F 0 = (F 00, F ) and R0 = (π, R), where F 00 = propagationsR→FD (π, M).
where the propagations operations given in Tables 3 and 4 take care of the
construction of mate constraints via bridges in M for propagation between
the FD and R stores.
3.4 Rules for Constraint Solving
The last four rules describe the process of constraint solving by means of the
application of a constraint solver over the corresponding stores (M, H, F or
R). We note that, in order to respect the admissibility conditions of goals
and perform an adequate lazy evaluation, we must protect all the produced
variables χ = pvar(P ) occurring in the stores from eventual binding caused
by the solvers (see [9] for more details). We use the following notations:
•

H ``SolverH ,χ ∃Y .H 0 indicates one of the alternatives computed by the solver.

•

H ``SolverH ,χ  indicates failure of the solver (i.e., H is unsatisfiable).

Similar notations are used to indicate the behavior of the FD and R solvers.
The simple behavior of the M solver is shown explicitly.
MS M-Solver
•

∃U . P 2C2 X# == u0 , M 2H2F 2R ``MS1 ∃U 0 . (P 2C2M 2H2F 2R)@F σ
If X ∈
/ pvar(P ), u0 ∈ R, σ = {X 7→ u} with u ∈ Z such that equiv u u0, U 0 = U
if X ∈
/ U and U 0 = U \ {X} otherwise.

•

∃U . P 2C2 u# == RX, M 2H2F 2R ``MS2 ∃U 0 . (P 2C2M 2H2F 2R)@R σ
If RX ∈
/ pvar(P ), u ∈ Z, σ = {RX 7→ u0 } with u0 ∈ R such that equiv u u0,
0
U = U if RX ∈
/ U and U 0 = U \ {RX} otherwise.

•

∃U . P 2C2 u# == u0 , M 2H2F 2R ``MS3 ∃U . P 2C2M 2H2F 2R
If u ∈ Z, u0 ∈ R and equiv u u0 = true.

•

∃U . P 2C2 u# == u0 , M 2H2F 2R ``MS4 
If u ∈ Z, u0 ∈ R and equiv u u0 = f alse.

HS H-Solver
∃U . P 2C2M 2H2F 2R ``HS ∃Y , U . (P 2C2M 2H 0 2F 2R)σ 0
If χ = pvar(P ) ∩ var(H) and H ``SolverH , χ ∃Y . H 0 with H 0 = Π0 2 σ 0.
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FS F -Solver
∃U . P 2C2M 2H2F 2R ``FS ∃Y , U . (P 2C2M 2H2F 0 2R)σ 0
If χ = pvar(P ) ∩ var(F ) and F ``SolverF D , χ ∃Y . F 0 with F 0 = Π0 2 σ 0.

RS R-Solver
∃U . P 2C2M 2H2F 2R ``RS ∃Y , U . (P 2C2M 2H2F 2R0 )σ 0
If χ = pvar(P ) ∩ var(R) and R ``SolverR , χ ∃Y . R0 with R0 = Π0 2 σ 0.

SF Solving Failure
∃U . P 2 C 2 M 2 H 2 F 2 R ``SF 
If χ = pvar(P ) ∩ var(K) and K ``SolverD , χ , where D is the domain H, F D or
R and K is the corresponding constraint store (i.e., H, F or R).
bridgesFD→R (π, M )

π
domain [X1 , . . . , Xn ] a b

belongs X [a1 , . . . , an ]

t1 #<t2

(analogously

#<=,#>,#=>,#=)

propagationsFD→R (π, M )

{Xi #== RXi | 1≤i≤n, Xi has

{a

≤

RXi ,RXi

≤

b | 1≤i≤n

no bridge in M , RXi new}

(Xi #== RXi ) ∈ M }

{ X#== RX | X has no bridge

{min(a1 , ..an )≤RX,RX≤max(a1, ..an )|

in M , RX new}

1≤i≤n (X#== RX) ∈ M }

{Xi #== RXi | 1≤i≤2, ti is a

R
{tR
1 < t2 | For 1≤i≤2: either ti is an

variable Xi with no bridge in M ,

integer constant n and tR
i is n, or else

RXi new}

ti is a variable Xi , (Xi #== RXi ) ∈
M , and tR
i is RXi }

t1 #+t2 →!t3
gously #−, #∗)

(analo-

{Xi #== RXi |1≤i≤3, ti is a

R
R
R
{tR
1 + t2 →! t3 | For 1≤i≤3: ti is

variable Xi with no bridge in M ,

determined as in the previous case}

RXi new}

Table 3
Bridge Constraints and Propagations from F D to R

The following example illustrates the process of flattening and propagation,
starting with the real arithmetic constraint (RX + 2 ∗ RY ) ∗ RZ <= 3.5
and bridges for RX, RY and RZ. At each goal transformation step, we
underline the selected subgoal and the applied rule. We use Tables 3 and 4
in order to build new bridges and propagations in the transformation process.
In these tables, no bridges are created for #/, because integer division cannot
be propagated to real division. The notations dae (resp. bac), stand for the
least integer upper bound (resp. the greatest integer lower bound) of a ∈ R.
Constraints t1 > t2 resp. t1 >= t2 not occurring in Table 4 are treated as t2
< t1 resp. t2 <= t1.
2 (RX + 2 ∗ RY ) ∗ RZ <= 3.5 2 X# == RX, Y # == RY, Z# == RZ 2 2 2 ``FC
∃RA. (RX + 2 ∗ RY ) ∗ RZ → RA 2 RA <= 3.5 2 X# == RX, Y # == RY, Z# == RZ 2 2 2 ``PC
∃RA. 2 (RX + 2 ∗ RY ) ∗ RZ →! RA, RA <= 3.5 2 X# == RX, Y # == RY, Z# == RZ 2 2 2 ``FC
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bridgesR→F D (π, M )

π

propagationsR→F D (π, M )

RX<RY

∅ (no bridges are created)

{X#<Y |(X#==RX),(Y #==RY ) ∈ M }

RX<a

∅ (no bridges are created)

{X#<dae| a∈R,(X#== RX) ∈ M }

a<RY

∅ (no bridges are created)

{bac#< Y |a∈R,(Y #== RY ) ∈ M }

RX<= RY

∅ (no bridges are created)

{X#<=Y |(X#==RX),(Y #==RY )∈M }

RX<=a

∅ (no bridges are created)

{X#<=bac|a∈R, (X#==RX)∈M }

a <= RY

∅ (no bridges are created)

{dae#<=Y |a∈R,(Y #==RY )∈M }

{X# == RX | either t1 is an in-

D == tF D | For 1≤i≤2: either t is an
{tF
i
1
2

teger constant and t2 is a variable

integer constant n and tR
i is n, or else ti is

RX with no bridges in M (or vicev-

a variable RXi , (Xi # == RXi ) ∈ M , and

ersa) and X is new}

D is X }
tF
i
i

t1 +t2 →!t3 (analo-

{X#== RX | t3 is a variable RX

D # + tF D →! tF D | For 1≤i≤3: tF D
{tF
1
2
3
i

gously for −, ∗)

with no bridge in M , X new, for

is determined as in the previous case}

t1 == t2

1≤i≤2 ti is either an integer constant or a variable RXi with bridge
(Xi #== RXi ) ∈ M }
t1 / t2 →! t3

∅ (no bridges are created)

D # ∗ tF D
{tF
2
3

D | For 1≤i≤3 is
→! tF
1

determined as in the previous case}

Table 4
Bridge Constraints and Propagations from R to F D
∃RB,RA.RX + 2 ∗ RY → RB2RB ∗ RZ →!RA, RA<=3.52X#==RX, Y #==RY, Z#==RZ222 ``PC
∃RB, RA. 2 RX + 2 ∗ RY →! RB, RB ∗ RZ →! RA, RA <= 3.5 2 X# == RX, Y # == RY, Z# == RZ
2 2 2 ``FC
∃RC, RB, RA. 2 ∗ RY → RC 2 RX + RC →! RB, RB ∗ RZ →! RA, RA <= 3.5 2 X# == RX,
Y # == RY, Z# == RZ 2 2 2 ``PC
∃RC, RB, RA. 2 2 ∗ RY →! RC, RX + RC →! RB, RB ∗ RZ →! RA, RA <= 3.5 2 X# == RX,
Y # == RY, Z# == RZ 2 2 2 ``3SB
∃C, B, A, RC, RB, RA. 2 2 ∗ RY →! RC, RX + RC →! RB, RB ∗ RZ →! RA, RA <= 3.5 2 C # ==
RC, B# == RB, A# == RA, X# == RX, Y # == RY, Z# == RZ 2 2 2 ``4SC
∃C, B, A, RC, RB, RA. 2 2 C# == RC, B# == RB, A# == RA, X# == RX, Y # == RY, Z# == RZ
2 2 2 #∗ Y →! C, X #+ C →! B, B #∗ Z →! A, A # <= 3 2 2 ∗ RY →! RC, RX + RC →! RB, RB
∗ RZ →! RA, RA <= 3.5

4

Implementation and Performance Results

In this section, we present some hints about the implementation of the formal
setting presented above, and we test its performance showing the improvements caused by propagation w.r.t. a restricted use of bridges for binding
alone.
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4.1

Implementation

Our implementation has been developed by adding a store M for bridges, as
well as code for implementing bindings and propagations, on top of the existing
T OY system [1]. T OY has three solvers already for the constraint domains
H, FD and R, each of them with its corresponding stores. Each predefined
function is implemented as a SICStus Prolog predicate that has arguments
for: function arguments (as many as its arity), function result, and Herbrand
constraint store.
The next example is a simplified code excerpt that shows how the binding
mechanism for bridges is implemented. Actually, this is the only code needed
for obtaining the performance results shown in Subsection 4.2 for computations without propagation.
(1) #==(L, R, true, Cin, [’#==’(HL,HR)|Cout]) :(2)
hnf(L, HL, Cin, Cout1), hnf(R, HR, Cout1, Cout),
(3)
freeze(HL, HR is float(HL)), freeze(HR, HL is integer(HR)).

This predefined constraint demands its two arguments (L and R) to be in
head normal form (hnf). Therefore, the code line (2) implements the application of the rules FC and PC (with true as t and equiv as p). Next, line
(3) implements the application of the transformation rule MS. The predicate
freeze suspends the evaluation of its second argument until the first one becomes ground. What we need to reflect in this constraint is to equal two
arguments (variables or constants) of different type, i.e., real and integer, so
that type casting is needed (float and integer operations). Binding and
matching inherent in MS are accomplished by unification. Finally, the transformation rule SC (case i) is implemented by adding the flattened bridge to
the communication store. The last two arguments of predicate #== stand for
the input and output stores. For the sake of rapid prototyping, the current
implementation mixes Herbrand and communication constraints in one single
store, although they should be separated for better performance. In addition,
we always add constraints to the communication store (irrespective of groundness) and never drop them; again to be enhanced in a final release.
Implementing propagation requires a modification of existing code for predefined constraints. For example, the code excerpt below shows the implementation of the relational constraint #>.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

#>(L, R, Out, Cin, Cout) :hnf(L, HL, Cin, Cout1), hnf(R, HR, Cout1, Cout),
searchVarsR(HL,Cout2,Cout3,HLR), searchVarsR(HR,Cout3,Cout,HRR),
((Out=true, HL#>HR, {HLR>HRR});(Out=false, HL#<=HR, {HLR<=HRR})).

Here, line (2) implements the FC and PC goal transformation rules; line(3)
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implements the rule SB by adding new needed bridges to the mixed H + M
store; and line (4) implements propagation (case (iii) of rule SC), sending
both the FD constraint and its mate in R to the corresponding solvers. Note
that, because we allow reification in particular for relational constraints, the
complementary cases (true and false results) correspond to complementary
constraints.
4.2

Performance Results

Table 5 compares the timing results for executing the goals in Section 2 for
the running example (see Subsection 2.2). The first column indicates the goal,
the second and third ones indicate the parameters d and n determining the
middle point and the size of the square grid, respectively. The next columns
show running times (in milliseconds) in the form (tB /tBP ), where tB stands
for the system using bridges for binding alone and tBP for the system using
bridges also for propagation. Values ’0’ in these columns stand for very small
execution times that are displayed as ’0’ by the system, last columns are
headed with a number i which refers to the i-th solution found, and the last
column with numbers stands for the time needed to determine that there are
no more solutions. In this simple example we see that the finite domain search
space has been hugely cut by the propagations from R to FD. Finite domain
solvers are not powerful enough to cut the search space in such an efficient
way as simplex methods do for linear real constraints.
Goal

d

n

1

1

20000

40000

1828/0

-

-

-

-

2000000

4000000

179000/0

-

-

-

-

20000

40000

1125/0

2172/0

-

-

-

2000000

4000000

111201/0

215156/0

-

-

-

20000

40000

1125/0

1485/0

0/0

1500/0

2203/0

2000000

4000000

111329/0

147406/0

0/0

147453/0

216156/0

2

3

2

3

4

5

Table 5
Performance Results

5

Conclusions

We have presented a proposal for the cooperation of solvers for the three
domains H, FD and R in Constraint Functional Logic Programming, based
on the propagation of mate constraints between the FD and R solvers. Our
presentation includes both a formal description of cooperative goal solving
as an enrichment of existing goal solving calculi [9,2] and a discussion of an
effective implementation as an extension of an existing constraint functional
logic system, which was already shown to have a reasonable performance [3].
We have obtained encouraging performance results, shown by goal solving
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examples where the propagation of mate constraints dramatically cuts the
search space, thus leading to significant speedups in execution time. Besides
the benefits of improving efficiency in a sequential environment, cooperation of
solvers even opens the possibility of exploiting emerging technologies such as
parallel architectures and grid computing for the parallel execution of different
solvers on different processing elements (platforms, processors or cores).
As mentioned in the introduction, the cooperation of constraint solvers
has been extensively investigated during the last years [4]. Let us mention
at this point just a restricted selection of related work. In his PhD thesis
[12] Eric Monfroy proposed BALI (Binding Architecture for Solver integration, see also [13,14]), providing a number of cooperations primitives which
can be used to combine various solvers according to different strategies. Monfroy’s approach assumes that all the solvers work over a common store, while
our present proposal requires communication among different stores. Mircea
Marin [10] developed a CF LP scheme that combines Monfroy’s approach to
solver cooperation with a higher-order lazy narrowing calculus somewhat similar to [9] and the goal solving calculus we have presented in Section 3. In
contrast to our proposal, Marin’s approach allows for higher-order unification,
which leads both to greater expressivity and to less efficient implementations.
Moreover, the instance of CF LP implemented by Marin and others [11] is
quite different to our work, since it deals with the combination of four solvers
over a constraint domain for algebraic symbolic computation. More recently,
Petra Hofstedt [6,5] proposed a general approach for the combination of various constraint systems and declarative languages into an integrated system
of cooperating solvers. In Hofstedt’s proposal, the goal solving procedure of
a declarative language is viewed also as a solver, and cooperation of solvers
is achieved by two mechanisms: constraint propagation, that submits a constraint belonging to some domain D to D’s constraint store, say SD ; and
projection of constraint stores, that consults the contents of a given store
SD and deduces constraints for another domain. Propagation, as used in this
paper, is more akin to Hofstedt’s projection; while Hofstedt’s propagation corresponds to our goal solving rules for placing constraints in stores and invoking
constraint solvers. Hofstedt’s ideas have been implemented in a meta-solver
system called META-S, but we are not aware of any performance results.
These and other related works encourage us to continue our investigation,
aiming at finding and implementing more elaborated means of communication
among solvers, as well as trying their performance experimentally. Future
planned work also includes modelling the declarative semantics of cooperation. The implementation described in this paper will be soon available (see
http://toy.sourceforge.net).
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Abstract
In the same way that Datalog and Datalog with constraints arise when modelling
databases inspired on Prolog and CLP (Constraint Logic Programming), respectively, we introduce the constraint logic programming scheme HH(C) (Hereditary
Harrop formulas with Constraints) as the basis for a database language. We show
that HH(C) can fulfill all relational algebra operations but set difference, so that it
has to be extended with a limited form of negation. Since the underlying logic of
our system is an extension of Horn clauses, we will show that the resulting database
language is more powerful than both relational algebra and calculus. For instance,
it is possible to define recursive views. In addition, the use of constraints permits
of modelling infinite databases, as in Datalog with constraints. Moreover, our approach improves the expressivity of recursive Datalog with negation because, for
instance, hypothetical queries are allowed.
Key words: Constraint Databases, Deductive Databases,
Hereditary Harrop Formulas, Logic Programming

1

Introduction

The scheme HH(C) (Hereditary Harrop formulas with Constraints) [10,9,5]
extends HH by adding constraints, in a similar way to the extension of LP
(Logic Programming) with constraints gave rise to the CLP (Constraint Logic
Programming) scheme [6]. In both cases, a parametric domain of constraints
is assumed for which it is possible to consider different instances (such as
arithmetical constraints over real numbers or finite domain constraints). The
extension is completely integrated into the language: constraints are allowed
to appear in goals, bodies of clauses and answers.
As a programming language, HH(C) can still be viewed as an extension
to CLP in two main aspects. Firstly, the logic framework that supports HH
1
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allows to introduce new constructs in goals (and bodies of clauses), such as disjunction, implication and universal quantifiers. On the other hand, these logic
connectives are propagated to constraints enriching the constraint language
itself that will allow to express more complex conditions.
In this paper, we investigate the use of HH(C) not as a (general purpose)
programming language, but as the basis for database systems with constraints
[8]. The motivation is that in the same way that Datalog [13,14] and Datalog
with constraints [7] arise for modelling database systems inspired in Prolog and
CLP respectively, the language HH(C) can offer a suitable starting point for
the same purpose. We show by means of examples that the expressive power
of HH(C) can be translated into the database field improving the existing languages not only theoretically. In particular, implications can be used to write
hypothetical queries, and universal quantification allows the encapsulation of
information.
However, HH(C) lacks of negation which, as we will see, is needed for
our proposal to be complete with respect to relational algebra. As it is wellknown, the incorporation of negation into logic programming languages is a
difficult task (see [2] for a survey). Negation in the specific field of deductive
database systems has been also widely studied [1,3]. In our language, negation is even more complex due to the presence of implication and universal
quantification in goals. A proof-theoretic meaning of goals (queries) from programs (databases) is given, when a limited form of negation is used, in such a
way that the existence of constraints is exploited to represent answers and to
finitely model infinite databases. This is also the case of constraint databases,
but the syntax of our constraints is also more expressive than the used, for
instance, in Datalog with constraints.
We also study one of the principal problems that arise when dealing with
recursion and negation: termination. Following the ideas used in Datalog
to ensure termination [13], we adapt the notions of dependency graphs and
stratified negation to our context in order to establish syntactic conditions
that characterize the limited form of negation introduced.

2

Introducing HH(C) as a Query Language

This section is devoted to informally present HH(C) as a suitable language
for databases. Very close to a CLP program, a HH(C) program consists of
predicate definitions (clauses and facts) possibly including constraints. A goal
is a formula whose answer with respect to a program is a constraint.
2.1

Infinite Data as Finite Representations

One of the advantages of using constraints in the (general) context of LP is
that they provide a natural way for dealing with infinite data collections using
finite (intensional) representations. Constraint databases [8] have inherited
this feature. We illustrate this point with an example.
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Example 2.1 Assume the instance HH (R), i.e., the domain of arithmetic
constraints over real numbers. We are interested in describing regions in the
plane. A region is a set of points identified by its characteristic function
(a Boolean function that evaluates to true over the points of such a region
and to false over the rest of points of the plane). For example, a rectangle
can be determined by its left-bottom corner (X1 , Y1 ) and its right-top corner (X2 , Y2 ) and its characteristic function can be defined as the intensional
relation rectangle(X1,Y1,X2,Y2,X,Y) :- X≥X1, X≤X2, Y≥Y1, Y≤Y2.
Notice that a rectangle contains (in general) an infinite set of points and
they are finitely represented in an easy way by means of real constraints.
From a database perspective, this is a very interesting feature: databases were
conceived to work with finite pieces of information, but introducing constraints
makes possible to manage (potentially) infinite sets of data.
The goal rectangle(0,0,4,4,X,Y), rectangle(1,1,5,5,X,Y) computes
the intersection of two rectangles and an answer can be represented by the
constraint (X ≥ 1) ∧ (X ≤ 4) ∧ (Y ≥ 1) ∧ (Y ≤ 4).
Example 2.2 Using also HH (R), a circle can be defined by its center and
radius, now using non-linear constraints:
circle(XC,YC,R,X,Y) :- ((X-XC)**2 + (Y-YC)**2) ≤ R**2.
We can ask, for instance, whether any pair (X, Y ) such that X 2 + Y 2 = 1
(the circumference centered in the origin and radius 1) is inside the circle with
center (0, 0) and radius 2 by means of the goal:
∀ X ∀ Y ((X**2+Y**2 ≈ 1) ⇒ circle(0,0,2,X,Y))
which cannot be written in standard deductive database languages. However,
HH(C) is not expressive enough as we show next.
2.2

Incompleteness

What a database user might want is to have the basic relational operations
available in this language. There are five basic relational algebra operators
(projection, selection, Cartesian product, union, and set difference). They
can be expressed within HH(C), except set difference, that needs some kind of
negation. There are some other situations, besides relational database applications, in which negation is quite interesting to be included in the language.
Example 2.3 Returning to Example 2.1, we find the region defined by the
inner region of a large rectangle and the outer region of a small rectangle
with the goal rectangle(0,0,4,4,X,Y), ¬ rectangle(1,1,3,3,X,Y), and
an answer can be represented by the constraint:
((Y > 3) ∧ (Y ≤ 4) ∧ (X ≥ 0) ∧ (X ≤ 4)) ∨ ((Y ≥ 0) ∧ (Y < 1) ∧
(X ≥ 0) ∧ (X ≤ 4)) ∨ ((Y ≥ 0) ∧ (Y ≤ 4) ∧ (X > 3) ∧ (X ≤ 4)) ∨
((Y ≥ 0) ∧ (Y ≤ 4) ∧ (X ≥ 0) ∧ (X < 1))

In this last example, we assume that negation can be effectively handled
by the constraint solver, an issue addressed in next sections.
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3

Formalizing HH(C) with Negation

The original formalisms in which HH(C) is founded must be extended to introduce negation to obtain a formal Constraint Deductive Database (CDDB)
language. The syntax of this language as well as the meaning of programs and
goals will be introduced next.
3.1

Syntax

We will consider that there are two distinguished types of predicate symbols:
defined predicate symbols that represent the names of database relations, and
non-defined (built-in) predicate symbols, that depend on the particular constraint system including at least the equality predicate symbol ≈. We will
also assume a set of constant and operator symbols of the constraint system,
and a set of variables to build terms, denoted by t.
The Constraint System C
The constraints we will consider belong to a generic system with a binary
entailment relation `C , where Γ `C C denotes that the constraint C is inferred
in the constraint system C by the set of constraints Γ. C is required to satisfy
some minimal conditions:
•

Every first-order formula built up using > (true), ⊥ (false), built-in predicate symbols, the connectives ∧, ¬, the existential quantifier ∃, and possibly
other connectives or quantifiers (∨, ⇒, ∀) is in the constraint language LC .

•

All the inference rules related to ∃, ∧, ¬, ≈ and the considered additional
connectives, valid in intuitionistic logic with equality, are valid to infer entailments in the sense of `C .

•

Compactness: Γ `C C holds when Γ0 `C C for some finite Γ0 ⊆ Γ.

•

If Γ0 `C Γ and Γ `C C, then Γ0 `C C. By convention, the notation Γ `C Γ0
will mean that Γ `C C holds for all C ∈ Γ0 .

We say that Γ and Γ0 are C-equivalent if Γ `C Γ0 and Γ0 `C Γ.
Notice that C is required to deal with negation, because the incorporation
of ¬ to HH is propagated to the constraint system, which has the responsibility
of checking the satisfiability of answers in the constraint domain.
In previous examples, the considered system (R) is assumed to verify the
minimal conditions required to be a constraint system. Moreover, it also
includes the connective ∨, constants to represent numbers, arithmetical operators, and built-in predicates (≥, . . . ).
The Query Language
Now we make precise the syntax of the formulas of HH(C) extended with
negation, showing how the usual notions of programs and goals of Logic Programming can be translated into databases and queries, respectively.
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The evaluation of a query to a deductive database can be seen as the computation of a goal from a set of facts (ground atoms) defining the extensional
database, and a set of clauses, defining the intensional database. As it is common in deductive databases, the definition of a derived (intensional) predicate,
by means of clauses, in our language can be seen as the definition of a view in
relational databases.
Clauses D and goals G are recursively defined by the rules below.
D ::= A | G ⇒ A | D1 ∧ D2 | ∀xD
G ::= A |¬A | C | G1 ∧ G2 | G1 ∨ G2 | D ⇒ G | C ⇒ G| ∃xG | ∀xG
A represents an atom, i.e., a formula of the form p(t1, . . . , tn ), where p is
a defined predicate symbol of arity n. The incorporation of negated atoms in
goals is the surplus to HH(C).
Any program ∆ can always be given as an equivalent set, elab(∆), of
implicative clauses with atomic heads in the way we precise now:
S
The elaboration of a program ∆ is the set elab(∆) = D∈∆ elab(D), where
elab(D) is defined by:
elab(A) = {> ⇒ A}
elab(D1 ∧ D2 ) = elab(D1) ∪ elab(D2)
elab(G ⇒ A) = {G ⇒ A}
elab(∀xD) = {∀xD0 | D0 ∈ elab(D)}
We will assume that a view defining a predicate is a set of elaborated
clauses of the form ∀x1 . . . ∀xn (G ⇒ A) and, in the examples (as before), we
will use the common notation A :- G, assuming that capital letters represent
variables that are implicitly universally quantified, and incorporating the new
connectives in goals. Negation is not allowed in the head of a clause, but
inside its body. The condition of defining negation only over atoms is not a
limitation, because A :- ¬G can be defined by A0 :- G, A :- ¬A0.

3.2

Semantics

Several kinds of semantics have been defined for HH(C) without negation,
including proof-theoretic, operational (both introduced in [10]) and fixed-point
semantics [4]. The simplest way for explaining the meaning of programs and
goals in the present framework is by using a proof-theoretic semantics. Queries
formulated to a database are interpreted by means of the inference system that
governs the underlying logic. This proof system, called U C (Uniform sequent
calculus handling Constraints), combines traditional inference rules with the
entailment relation of the generic constraint system C. It provides only uniform
proofs in the sense defined by Miller et. al. [11], which means goal-oriented
proofs. The rules are applied backwards and, at any step, the applied rule is
that including on the right the connective of the goal to be proved.
Provability in U C is defined as follows. Sequents have sets of programs and
constraints on the left, and goals on the right (see Figure 1).
The motivation for the rule (∃R) appears in [10]. It includes the fact
that substitutions can be simulated by equality constraints, but it is more
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Γ `C C
(CR )
∆; Γ ` C

∆; Γ ` ∃x1 . . . ∃xn((A0 ≈ A) ∧ G)
(Clause) (∗), where
∆; Γ ` A
∀x1 . . . ∀xn(G ⇒ A0 ) is a variant of a formula of elab(∆)

∆; Γ ` Gi
(∨R ) (i = 1, 2)
∆; Γ ` G1 ∨ G2
∆, D; Γ ` G
(⇒R )
∆; Γ ` D ⇒ G

∆; Γ ` G1 ∆; Γ ` G2
(∧R )
∆; Γ ` G1 ∧ G2
∆; Γ, C ` G
(⇒ CR)
∆; Γ ` C ⇒ G

∆; Γ, C ` G[y/x] Γ `C ∃yC
(∃R )(∗)
∆; Γ ` ∃xG

∆; Γ ` G[y/x]
(∀R )(∗)
∆; Γ ` ∀xG

(*) x1 , . . ., xn, y do not occur free in the sequent of the conclusion

Fig. 1. Rules of the Sequent Calculus U C

powerful because the use of constraints makes possible to find a proof for an
existentially quantified formula, representing the witness of the existentially
quantified variable by√not necessarily a term, but with a constraint (e.g.,
(x ∗ x ≈ 2) represents 2, that cannot be written as a term).
The rule (Clause) represents backchaining. In order to obtain a proof
of an atomic goal, the body of a clause will be proved. However, it is not
required to unify the head of the clause with the atom to be proved, but to
solve an existential quantification that, as it was explained before, will search
for a constraint to be satisfied that makes equal the atom and the head of
the clause. The notation A0 ≈ A stands for t01 ≈ t1 ∧ . . . ∧ t0n ≈ tn , where
A ≡ p(t1 , . . . , tn ) and A0 ≡ p(t01 , . . . , t0n ).
The Meaning of Negated Atoms
Derivability in U C provides proof-theoretic semantics for HH(C). The incorporation of negation makes necessary to extend the notion of derivability,
because there is no rule for this connective in U C. An inference system that
extends U C with a new rule to incorporate derivability of negated atoms will
be considered. The idea of interpreting the query ¬A from a database ∆, by
means of an answer constraint C, is that whenever C 0 is a possible answer to
the query A from ∆, then C `C ¬C 0. This is formalized with the “metarule”:
Γ `C ¬Γ0 for any ∆; Γ0 ` A
(¬R )
∆; Γ ` ¬A
where Γ `C ¬Γ0 means Γ `C ¬C, for every C ∈ Γ0 . We say that (¬R ) is a
metarule since its premise considers any derivation ∆; Γ0 ` A of the atom A.
The inference system that combines the rules of U C with (¬R ) is called
¬
U C . The notation ∆; Γ `UC ¬ G means that the sequent ∆; Γ ` G has a
proof using the rules of U C and (¬R ).
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Definition 3.1 If ∆; C `UC ¬ G then C is called an answer constraint of G
from ∆. The meaning of a query G from a database ∆ can be defined as the
set of the answer constraints of G with respect to ∆ up to C-equivalence.
Due to the conditions imposed to a generic system C to produce a valid
instance of our scheme (for instance, it must be closed under ¬) and the definition of proof-theoretic semantics based on U C ¬ -derivations, we can say that
closed-form evaluation [12] is assured in HH(C), because output databases are
represented by answer constraints that belong to the same constraint system
used to define the input database.
Defining an operational semantics for HH(C) with negation can be tackled
by adapting the query solver procedure for HH(C) introduced in [10] (which
is complete w.r.t. U C) for computing goals including negated subgoals. In
particular, some finiteness conditions must be imposed to define the interpretation of negated atoms. Assuming that, for an atom A and a program ∆, only
a finite number of different non-C-equivalent answer constraints C1 , . . . , Cn are
obtained with such a mentioned procedure, the subgoal ¬A will success if the
current partially calculated answer C is such that C `C ¬C1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬Cn .
What remains to do is to imposse conditions that guarantee to have only
a finite number of non-equivalent computed answer constraints for any atom
that occurs negated in some goal. In this way, it is possible to impose the
following syntactic restrictions as a strong condition: negation is not allowed
over predicates that depend on others that include recursion (the notion of
dependency is formalized in Section 5).
Note that, even in the case of adopting this strong syntactic restriction,
completeness with respect to relational algebra remains, since relational algebra does not include recursion.
Theorem 3.2 (Completeness) HH(C) with negation is complete with respect to relational algebra.
Proof (Sketch) The proof is similar to the completeness of Datalog [13]. 2
Note also that our use of constraints and disjunction, in particular, provides
a richer expressivity than common database languages, as we show next.

4

Expressiveness of HH(C) with Negation

We introduce several examples showing the advantages of our proposal w.r.t.
other common database languages. In these examples, a travel database is
defined using a hybrid constraint system FR that combines constraints over
finite and real numbers domains, ensuring domain independence. Instantiating
the scheme with mixed constraint systems will be very useful in the context
of databases. In [4], a hybrid instance subsuming FR is presented.
Example 4.1 An important benefit of our approach is the ability to formulate hypothetical and universally quantified queries. Consider the database:
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flight(mad, par, 1.5).
flight(par, ny, 10).
flight(london, ny, 9).
travel(X,Y,T) :- flight(X,Y,D), T >= D.
travel(X,Y,T) :- flight(X,Z,T1), travel(Z,Y,T2), T >= T1+T2.

The predicate flight(O,D,T) represents an extensional database relation
among origin (O), destination (D) and duration (T). In turn, travel(X,Y,T)
represents an intensional database relation, expressing that a travel from X to
Y can be done in a time T, possibly concatenating some flights.
The next goal asks for the duration of a flight from Madrid to London in
order to be able to travel from Madrid to New York in 11 hours at most.
flight(mad, london, T) ⇒ travel(mad, ny, 11).

The answer constraint of this query will be 11 ≥ T + 9 that is FR-equivalent
to the final answer T ≤ 2.
Another hypothetical query to the previous database can be the question
that if it is possible to travel from Madrid to some place in any time greater
than 1.5. The goal formulation ∀ T (T > 1.5 ⇒ ∃ Y travel(mad,Y,T))
includes also universal quantification, and the corresponding answer is true.
Example 4.2 Assume now a more realistic situation in which flight delays
may happen, which is represented by the following definition.
deltravel(X,Y,T) :- flight(X,Y,T1), delay(X,Y,T2), T ≥ T1+T2.
deltravel(X,Y,T) :- flight(X,Z,T1), delay(X,Z,T2),
deltravel(Z,Y,T3), T ≥ T1+T2+T3.

Tuples of delay may be in the extensional database or may be assumed
when the query is formulated. For instance, the goal:
(∀ X delay(par,X,1),delay(mad,par,0.5)) ⇒ deltravel(mad,ny,T)

represents the query: What is the time needed to travel from Madrid to New
York assumed that every flight from Paris has a delay of one hour and the flight
from Madrid to Paris is half an hour delayed? According to its proof-theoretic
interpretation, the clauses delay(par,X,1) and delay(mad,par,0.5) will be
added locally to the database in order to solve the goal deltravel(mad,ny,T),
and they will not be considered any more once it is solved.
Since flights may or may not be delayed, a more general view can be defined
in order to know the expected time of a trip:
trip(X,Y,T) :- nondeltravel(X,Y,T) ; deltravel(X,Y,T).
nondeltravel(X,Y,T) :- ¬ delayed(X,Y), travel(X,Y,T).
delayed(X,Y) :- ∃T delay(X,Y,T).

5

Stratified Negation and Dependency Graphs

In order to obtain an operational semantics equivalent to the proof-theoretic
one, it is needed to guarantee that for any ¬A in a goal, A has a finite number
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of answer constraints. Even so, another well known problem arises in deductive
database languages when negation and recursive programs are considered.
This is the case of non-terminating proofs under the operational semantics. In
Datalog, this problem has been undertaken introducing the notions of stratified
negation, which is based on the definition of a dependency graph for a program
(see [14] for details). Here, we adapt these notions as an useful starting point
of an operational semantics for our language.
The construction of dependency graphs must consider the fact that implications may occur not only between the head and the body of a clause,
but also inside the goals, and therefore in any clause body. This feature
will be taken into account in the following way: an implication of the form
F ⇒ p(s1 , . . . , sm ) is interpreted as p depends on every defined predicate symbol inside the formula F . Quantifiers and constraints in goals must also be
treated. However, as constraints do not include defined predicate symbols,
they cannot produce dependencies, which means that they are not relevant
for determining the graph.
Given a set of clauses and goals Φ, the corresponding dependency graph
DGΦ =<N, E> is a directed graph whose nodes N are the defined predicate
symbols in Φ. The edges E of the graph are determined by the implication
symbols of the clauses.
The function dp defined in Figure 2 computes dependencies (in the previous
sense) of any formula of HH (C) with negation. It returns a pair <E, L>, where
E is a set of edges and L is a set of link-nodes. Edges in the graph can be of the
form p → q (which means that q has a dependency on p, or, alternatively, that
¬
q depends on p) and p → q (q has a negative dependency on p, or q negatively
depends on p). The set L of link-nodes is just an auxiliary structure used
to link subgraphs obtained by recursion to the total graph; it can contain
“negated” nodes of the form ¬p that will be transformed into a node p and
¬
negative labelled outcoming edges of the form →. Using this function, it is
straightforward to calculate the dependency graph of a set of clauses and goals
as the union of the edges obtained for each element in the set.
It is easy to check that our algorithm for calculating the dependency graph,
when applied to Datalog programs, produces the same dependency graph defined for that language.
Example 5.1 Consider a program ∆ consisting of the predicates defined in
the examples of Section 4. The dependency graph for ∆ is:
nondeltravel
trip
travel

deltravel

flight

delayed

delay
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•

dp(C) =<∅, ∅>

•

dp(A) =<∅, {pred(A)}>

•

dp(¬A) =<∅, {¬pred (A)}>

•

dp(Qx ϕ) = dp(ϕ), where Q ∈ {∀, ∃}

•

dp(ϕ∧ψ) =<Eϕ ∪Eψ , Nϕ∪Nψ>, if dp(ϕ) =<Eϕ, Nϕ> and dp(ψ) =<Eψ , Nψ>

•

dp(ϕ∨ψ) =<Eϕ ∪Eψ , Nϕ∪Nψ>, if dp(ϕ) =<Eϕ, Nϕ> and dp(ψ) =<Eψ , Nψ>
S
S
S
¬
dp(ϕ ⇒ ψ) =<Eϕ ∪ Eψ ∪ m∈Nψ ( n∈Nϕ {n → m} ∪ ¬n∈Nϕ {n → m}, Nψ>,
if dp(ϕ) =<Eϕ , Nϕ> and dp(ψ) =<Eψ , Nψ>

•

Notation:
pred (A): Predicate symbol of atom A; ϕ, ψ: Formulas of HH (C) with negation
Fig. 2. Dependency Graph for Clauses and Goals

The goal G ≡ ∃ T (deltravel(X,Y,T) ⇒ delayed(X,Y)) would introduce
the new edge deltravel → delayed into the previous graph. Another interesting example is G0 ≡ ∀ T ∃ T’ ((trip(mad,lon,T) ⇒ delay(mad,lon,T’))
⇒ (trip(mad,lon,T) ⇒ ¬delayed(mad,lon))). Both parts of the main implication are recursively evaluated according to the last case in Figure 2, ob¬
taining: <{trip → delay}, {delay}> and <{trip → delayed}, {¬delayed}>.
Finally, using the link-nodes the algorithm produces:
¬
¬
<{trip → delay, trip → delayed, delay → delayed}, {¬delayed}>
The dependency graph is used to define stratification in HH(C). Our concept of stratifiable program gives a syntactic condition ensuring finite computations for negated atoms.
Definition 5.2 Given a set of formulas Φ, its corresponding dependency
graph DGΦ , and two predicates p and q, we say:
•

q depends on p if there is a path from p to q in DGΦ .

•

q negatively depends on p if there is a path from p to q in DGΦ with at least
one negatively labelled edge.

•

q strongly negatively depends on p if q negatively depends on p and p belongs
to a cycle in DGΦ .

Definition 5.3 A set of formulas Φ is stratifiable if DGΦ does not contain
any predicate that strongly negativelly depends on any other.
It is easy to see that the program of Example 5.1 is stratifiable because its
dependency graph does not contain any strong negative dependency. Moreover, it is also stratifiable when adding the edges generated by the goals G
and G0 of such an example. But the goal:
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G00 ≡ deltravel(mad,lon,T) ⇒ delayed(mad,lon,T)
adds the dependency deltravel → delayed. Then, nondeltravel strongly
negativelly depends on deltravel.
Definition 5.4 Let Φ be a set of stratifiable formulas and P = {p1 , . . . , pn }
the set of defined predicate symbols of Φ. A stratification of Φ is any mapping
s : P → {1, . . . , n} such that s(p) ≤ s(q) if q depends on p, and s(p) < s(q) if
q negativelly depends on p.
A stratification for the program of Example 5.1 will collect all the predicates in the stratum 1 except nondeltravel, which will be in stratum 2.
Intuitively, this means that for evaluating nondeltravel, the rest of predicates should be evaluated before (in particular, delayed). If the previous goal
G00 is considered, the finiteness condition to evaluate ¬ delayed might not be
satisfied, because of the strong negative dependency it introduces.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a suitable constraint deductive database query language
based on HH(C) that, with such end, has been adequately extended to incorporate negation. We claim that the resulting extension subsumes known
database query languages as relational algebra and calculus, Datalog, and Datalog with constraints w.r.t. basic operations (for instance, we do not deal with
aggregates up to now). Our proposal includes constructs to define databases
and queries not found in such known languages. The expressivity of HH(C)
as a CDDB language has been shown by means of examples.
We have defined a proof-theoretic semantic framework such that the meaning of a database query is represented by the set of constraints that can be
derived.
Regarding operational semantics, it is well-known that stratified negation
is a good setting for deductive databases with recursion and negation. Following this approach, we have defined our particular concept of dependency
graph and stratified program.
As future work, we plan to devise a fixed-point semantics whose fix-point
operator is applied stratum by stratum over any stratified program. An implementation is expected to be developed in the near future including the
proposal presented here in connection with an adequate constraint solver.
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Abstract
XQuery is a typed functional language for Web Databases. It is a query language
against XML documents. In this paper we study how to translate XQuery programs into logic programming. With this aim, each XQuery functional expression
is translated into logic rules and goals. The answers for the goals correspond with
answers for the query against XML documents.
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1

Introduction

XQuery [12,5] is a typed functional language devoted to express queries against
of XML documents. It contains XPath 2.0 as a sub-language which supports
navigation, selection and extraction of fragments of XML documents. XQuery
also includes expressions to construct new XML values, and to integrate or
join values from multiple documents. In this framework many attempts for
implementing XQuery have been accomplished. For instance, XQuery language
has been implemented using a functional language as host language. This is
the case of XDuce [7] and CDuce [3], which use regular expression pattern
matching over XML trees and sub-typing as basic mechanism. Moreover, as
host language, both use OCAML. The language XGalax [8,5] is also a relevant
contribution to the implementation of XQuery in functional programming,
using also OCAML as host language. There are also several proposals for
introducing the definition and handling of XML documents rather than to
1
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implement XQuery. This is the case of the proposal around Haskell, such as
HaXML [11].
In addition, there are attempts to use logic programming for handling XML
documents. For instance, the Xcerpt project [10] proposes a pattern and rulebased query language for XML documents using the so-called query terms
including logic variables for the retrieval of XML elements. The same can
be said for XPathLog (LOPIX system) [9] which is a Datalog-style extension
of XPath with variable bindings. Let us also remark the case of XCentric [6],
which can represent XML documents into logic programming and handle XML
documents by considering terms with functions of flexible arity and regular
types. Finally, some Prolog implementations include libraries for loading and
querying XML documents, such as SWI-Prolog [13] and CIAO [4].
In this paper, we are interested in the use of logic programming for the
handling of XQuery queries:
(i) A XML document can be seen as a logic program, by considering facts
and rules for expressing both the XML schema and document. This was
already studied in our previous work [1].
(ii) A XQuery expression can be translated into logic programming by considering a set of rules and goals. Some of the rules specialize the schema
rules of each XML document involved in the XQuery expression and others are introduced in order to achieve the join operations between two or
more documents. In addition, for each XQuery expression, a specific goal
(or goals) is called, where appropriate arguments can be instantiated.
In our proposal XQuery is implemented into logic programming, by means
of a translation of XQuery expressions into logic rules. As far as we know this
is the first time that XQuery is implemented in logic programming. In this implementation, we use as basis the implementation of XPath studied in our previous works [1,2]. The advantages of such proposal is that XQuery is embedded
into logic programming, and therefore XQuery can be combined with logic programs. For instance, logic programming can be used as inference engine, one of
the requirements of the so-called Semantic Web (http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/).
It opens a promising line of research of our work.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 will show the needed
preliminaries for this paper; section 3 will study the translation of XML documents into Prolog; section 4 will discuss the translation of XQuery into logic
programming; and finally, section 5 will conclude and present future work.

2

Preliminaries

An XML document basically is a labelled tree with nodes representing composed or non-terminal items and leaves representing values or terminal items.
For instance, let us consider the following XML document:
<books>
<book year=”2003”>
<author>Abiteboul</author>
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<author>Buneman</author>
<author>Suciu</author>
<title>Data on the Web</title>
<review>A <em>fine</em> book.</review>
</book>
<book year=”2002”>
<author>Buneman</author>
<title>XML in Scotland</title>
<review><em>The <em>best</em> ever!</em></review>
</book>
</books>

representing a set of books, where each record stores the authors, titles and
reviews for each book; and each record has an attribute representing the
publishing year. Assuming that the previous document is stored in a file
called ”books.xml”, to list titles of all books published before 2003, you might
write: document("books.xml")/books/book[@year < 2003]/title. Here,
a XPath expression is used for describing the path in the XML tree to be
retrieved. In each tree node a boolean condition can be required. In the example, the attribute year should be smaller than 2003. In this case, the result
would be <title>XML in Scotland</title>.
In order to introduce XQuery, let us start with the main feature; that is the
for-let-where-return constructions (”FLoWeR” expressions). XQuery uses
these expressions in order to build more complex queries. As second feature,
we can remark the use of XPath as sub-language in XQuery in order to traverse
over the structure of a XML document. For instance, to list the year and title
of all books published before 2003, you might write in XQuery:
for $book in document("books.html")/books/book
where $book/@year<2003
return <mybook> {$book/@year, $book/title} </mybook>

Here, in a declarative way, for each book of the XML file published before
2003, a new record labelled with mybook will store the year and titles. In
addition, the local definition $book involved in the for expression is used for
traversing the sequence of books in the XML file; next, the condition included
in the where expression allows us to filter those books with publishing year
before than 2003, and finally, the return expression builds a new document
as a sequence of labelled elements in which each element contains the year
and title of the retrieved books enclosed in the label mybook. In this case
the result would be:
<mybook year=”2002”>
<title>XML in Scotland</title>
</mybook>

Moreover, let expressions can be used for declaring local variables as in functional languages. The difference between let and for expressions is that let
is used for local binding to one node of a XML document, whereas for allows us to local bind to each element of a sequence of nodes. Whenever the
sequence is unitary, let and for have the same semantics. For instance, in
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order to list all books that are more expensive at Amazon than at Barnes and
Noble, we might write in XQuery the following expression:
let $am:=document("http://www.amazon.com/books.xml")/books,
let $bn:=document("http://www.bn.com/books.xml")/books
for $a in $am/book
for $b in $bm/book
where $a/isbn= $b/isbn and $a/price > $b/price
return <book>{ $a/title, $a/price, $b/price}</book>

For-let-where-return expressions can be nested building complex queries
involving two or more XML documents.

3

Translating XML Documents into Logic Programming

In this section, we will show how to translate an XML document into a logic
program. We will use a set of rules for describing the XML schema and a
set of facts for storing the XML document. In general, an XML document includes: (a) tagged elements which have the form: < tag att1 = v1, . . . , attn =
vn > subelem1, . . . , sublemk < /tag > where att1, . . . , attn are the attributes
names, v1, . . . , vn are the attribute values supposed to be of a basic type
(string,integer,list of integers, etc), and subelem1, . . . , subelemk are subelements; in addition, it can include (b) untagged elements which are of a basic
type.
Terminal tagged elements are those ones whose subelements are of basic
types. Otherwise, they are called non-terminal tagged elements. Two tagged
elements are similar whether they have the same structure; that is, they have
the same tag and attributes names, and the subelements are similar. Untagged
elements are always similar. Two tagged elements are distinct if they do not
have the same tag and, finally, weakly distinct if they have the same tag but
are not similar.
3.1 Numbering XML documents
In order to define our translation we need to number the nodes of the XML
document. Therefore, given an XML document we can consider a new XML
document called node-numbered XML document as follows. Starting from the
root element numbered as 1, the node-numbered XML document is numbered
using an attribute called nodenumber 5 where each j-th child of a tagged
element is numbered with the sequence of natural numbers i1 . . . . .it.j whenever the ancestor is numbered as i1 . . . . .it: < tag att1 = v1 , . . . , attn = vn ,
nodenumber = i1 . . . . .it.j > elem1, . . . , elems < /tag >. This is the case
of tagged elements. If the j-th child is an string and the ancestor is a nonterminal tagged element then the element is labelled and numbered as follows:
< unlabeled nodenumber = i1 . . . . .it.j > elem < /unlabeled >; otherwise
5

It is supposed that ”nodenumber” is not already used as attribute in the tags of the
original XML document.
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the element is not numbered. It gives to us a left-to-right numbering of the
nodes of an XML document. An element in an XML document is leftmost
in the XML tree than other whether the node number is smaller w.r.t. the
lexicographic order of sequence of natural numbers.
In addition, we have to consider a new document called type and nodenumbered XML document numbered using an attribute called typenumber as
follows. Starting the numbering from 1 in the root of the node-numbered XML
document, each tagged element is numbered as: < tag att1 = v1, . . . , attn =
vn , nodenumber = i1 . . . . , it.j, typenumber = k > elem1, . . . , elems < /tag >
and < unlabeled nodenumber = i1. . . . .it.j, typenumber = k > elemj <
/unlabeled > for ”unlabelled” nodes. In both cases, the type number of the
tag is k = l + n + 1 whenever the type number of the ancestor is l, and n
is the number of tagged elements weakly distinct to the ancestor, occurring
in leftmost positions at the same level of the XML tree. Therefore, all the
children of a tag have the same type number. For instance, with respect to
the running example, next we show the type and node numbering of the XML
document.
Example of type and node numbered XML Document
<books nodenumber=1, typenumber=1>
<book year=”2003”, nodenumber=1.1, typenumber=2>
<author nodenumber=1.1.1 typenumber=3>Abiteboul</author>
<author nodenumber=1.1.2 typenumber=3>Buneman</author>
<author nodenumber=1.1.3 typenumber=3>Suciu</author>
<title nodenumber=1.1.4 typenumber=3>Data on the Web</title>
<review nodenumber=1.1.5 typenumber=3>
<unlabeled nodenumber=1.1.5.1 typenumber=4> A </unlabeled>
<em nodenumber=1.1.5.2 typenumber=4>fine</em>
<unlabeled nodenumber=1.1.5.3 typenumber=4> book. </unlabeled>
</review>
</book>
<book year=”2002” nodenumber=1.2, typenumber=2>
<author nodenumber=1.2.1 typenumber=3>Buneman</author>
<title nodenumber=1.2.2 typenumber=3>XML in Scotland</title>
<review nodenumber=1.2.3 typenumber=3>
<em nodenumber=1.2.3.1 typenumber=5>
<unlabeled nodenumber=1.2.3.1.1, typenumber=6> The </unlabeled>
<em nodenumber=1.2.3.1.2, typenumber=6>best</em>
<unlabeled nodenumber=1.2.3.1.3,typenumber=6> ever! </unlabeled>
</em></review></book></books>

Let us remark that in practice the type and node numbering of XML
documents can be simultaneously generated during the translation of the XML
document into a logic program. In fact, the type and node numbered version
of the original XML document is not generated as an XML file. Here, we have
shown the type and node numbered version of the XML document only to
define the translation into logic programming.
3.2 Translation of XML documents
Now, the translation of the XML document into a logic program is as follows.
For each non-terminal tagged element in the type and node numbered XML
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document:
< tag att1 = v1, . . . , attn = vn, nodenumber = i, typenumber = k >
elem1, . . . , elems < /tag >
we consider the following rule, called schema rule:
tag(tagtype(Xi1 , . . . , Xit , [A1 , . . . , An ]), L, k):tagi1 (Xi1 , [Bi1 |L], r),
. . .,
tagit (Xit , [Bit |L], r),
att1 (A1 , L, r),
. . .,
attn (An , L, r).

where tagtype is a new function symbol used for building a Prolog term containing the XML document; tagi1 , . . . , tagit , ij ∈ {1, . . . , s}, 1 ≤ j ≤ t, are
the set of tags of the tagged elements elem1, . . . , elems of the type and nodenumbered XML document (including unlabelled elements); Xi1 , . . . , Xit are
variables; att1, . . . , attn are the attribute names; A1, . . . , An are variables, one
for each attribute name; Bi1 , . . . , Bit are variables (used for representing the
node number of the children); L is a variable (used for representing the node
number of the tag). k is the type number of tag. r is the type number of
the tagged elements elem1, . . . , elems 6 . In addition, we consider facts of the
form: attj(vj, i, k) (1 ≤ j ≤ n). Finally, for each terminal tagged element
in the type and node numbered XML document: < tag nodenumber = i,
typenumber = k > value < /tag >, we consider the fact : tag(value, i, k).
For instance, the running example can be represented by means of a logic
program as follows:
Prolog program of an XML document
Rules (Schema):
---------------------------------------books(bookstype(A, []), L,1) :book(A, [B|L],2).
book(booktype(A, B, C, [D]), L ,2) :author(A, [E|L],3),
title(B, [F|L],3),
review(C, [G|L],3),
year(D, L,3).
review(reviewtype(A,B,[]),L,3):unlabeled(A,[J|L],4),
em(B,[K|L],4).
review(reviewtype(A,[]),L,3):em(A,[J|L],5).
em(emtype(A,B,[]),L,5) :unlabeled(A,[G|L],6),
em(B, [H|L],6).

Facts (Document):
-----------------------------------------year(’2003’, [1, 1], 3).
author(’Abiteboul’, [1, 1, 1], 3).
author(’Buneman’, [2,1, 1], 3).
author(’Suciu’, [3,1,1], 3).
title(’Data on the Web’, [4, 1, 1], 3).
unlabeled(’A’, [1, 5, 1, 1], 4).
em(’fine’, [2, 5, 1, 1], 4).
unlabeled(’book.’, [3, 5, 1, 1], 4).
year(’2002’, [2, 1], 3).
author(’Buneman’, [1, 2, 1], 3).
title(’XML in Scotland’, [2, 2, 1], 3).
unlabeled(’The’, [1, 1, 3, 2, 1], 6).
em(’best’, [2, 1, 3, 2, 1], 6).
unlabeled(’ever!’, [3, 1, 3, 2, 1], 6).

6

Let us remark that since tag is a tagged element, then elem1 , . . ., elems have been tagged
with ”unlabelled” labels in the type and node numbered XML document; thus they have a
type number.
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4

Translating XQuery into Logic Programming

In this section, we will present the technique for translating XQuery expressions against an XML document into a logic program. With this aim, we will
show the general criteria for the transformation technique.
(i) The handling of an XQuery query involves the specialization of the schema
rules of the XML documents involved in the XQuery expression, together
with the inclusion of new rules, and the generation of one or more goals.
(ii) Each XPath expression included in the XQuery expression is associated
to an XML document. Thus, the translation of each XPath expression
involves the specialization of the schema rules of the associated XML
document.
(iii) Each return expression included in the XQuery expression is translated
into a new schema rule, whose role is to describe the structure of the new
XML document build from the return expression.
(iv) The outermost return expression in the XQuery expression is translated
into one or more goals. The answers of such goals allow the reconstruction
of the XML document representing the answer of the XQuery expression.
(v) For each local definition of for and let expressions, a specialized rule is
introduced corresponding to the XPath expression involved in the local
definition.
(vi) Each where expression included in the XQuery expression specializes the
rules obtained from XPath and for, let and return expressions.
Now, we can consider the following examples:
• Let us suppose a query requesting the year and title of the books published
before 2003. For this query the translation is as follows:

for $book in document (books.xml)/books/book
let $year = $book/@year
where $year<2003
return <mybook>{$year, $book/title}</mybook>

mybook(mybooktype(A,[B]),[C],1):query(B,[C],1),
year2(B,[C],2),
title2(A,[[D|C]],2).
year2(A,[C],2):-year(A,C,3).
title2(B,[C],2):-title(B,C,3).
query(D, [E], 1) :book(booktype(A,B,C,[D]), E, 2).
book(booktype(A,B,C,[D]), E, 2) :year(D, E, 3),
le(D, 2003).

where mybook is a new schema rule introduced by the return expression. In
the return expression, a new XML document is defined containing records
labelled with mybook and including the year as attribute and title as value.
In order to distinguish them from the original year and title predicates,
they are numbered as year2 and title2. This kind of schema rules have a
little difference w.r.t. the schema rules representing the original document.
They have introduced a predicate called query whose role is to retrieve the
query w.r.t. the source document. In other words, the query predicate is
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used for computing:
for $book in document (books.xml)/books/book
let $year = $book/@year
where $year<2003

That is, it allows us to retrieve the books published before than 2003. Once
computed, the new schema rule defines the new structure, as follows:
mybook(mybooktype(A,[B]),[C],1):query(B,[C],1),
year2(B,[C],2),
title2(A,[[D|C]],2).

This rule is defined from the return expression: "return <mybook>{$year, $book/title}</mybook>". In this new structure, year and title are
taken from the original document. This fact is expressed by means of the
following rules:
year2(A,[C],2):-year(A,C,3).
title2(B,[C],2):-title(B,C,3).

Let us remark an important aspect in these rules. The use of node numbering in the variable C is the key for retrieving only those years before
than 2003 and, of course, the titles of the books for such years. C has been
previously instantiated by means of the rule query, retrieving those node
numbers which satisfy the proposed condition.
There is an additional difference of this kind of schema rules w.r.t. the
schema rules of the original document. The node numbering consists on
lists of sequences of natural numbers. This is due to XQuery expressions
can involve multiple XML documents. Therefore, the output document is
numbered in each node as seq1, . . . , seqn , whenever the XQuery expression
involves n documents wherein each document is numbered with sequences of
natural numbers seqi . In the previous example, we have only considered one
document as input and it is numbered with a unitary list (of sequences of
natural numbers). Finally, the type numbering is new and defined according
to the structure defined in the return expression. With respect to the query
predicate:
query(D, [E], 1) :- book(booktype(A,B,C,[D]), E, 2).
book(booktype(A,B,C,[D]), E, 2) :year(D, E, 3),
le(D, 2003).

remark that the rule head has a variable D taken from the book call in
the rule body. It represents the year of each book. The where expression forces to include year(D, E, 3), le(D, 2003) in the book body rule, which
requires that the year of the books is before than 2003. Such rule specializes the schema rule of the original document w.r.t. the XQuery expression. In this specialized version, author and title predicates have been
removed and le predicate (less than) has been added. Finally, the return
expression generates the goal :-mybook(A,B,1). The top-down evalua166
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tion of such query computes the answer: {A/mybooktype(’XML in Scotland’,[2002]),
B/[[2,1]]} which represents the following instance of the goal: mybook(mybooktype(’XML
in Scotland’, [2002]), [[2, 1]], 1), and represents, according to the new schema
rule, the following output document:
<mybook year="2002">
<title>XML in Scotland</title>
</mybook>

• Now, let us suppose the following XQuery expression, requesting the reviews
of books published before than 2003 occurring in two documents: the first
one is the running example, and the second one is as follows:
Second XML Document
<books>
<book year="2003">
<author>Abiteboul</author>
<author>Buneman</author>
<author>Suciu</author>
<title>Data on the Web</title>
<review>very good</review>
</book>
<book year="2002">
<author>Buneman</author>
<title>XML in Scotland</title>
<review>It is not bad</review>
</book> </books>

XQuery Expression
Let $store1 in document (books1.xml)/books,
$store2 in document(books2.xml)/books
for $book1 in $store1,
for $book2 in $store2
let $title= $book1/title
where $book1/@year<2003 and $title=$book2/title
return <mybook>{$title, $book1/review,
$book2/review}</mybook>

Here, we consider the following rules:
mybook(mybooktype(B,R,[]),[E,J],1):query(B,[E,J],1),
title3(B,[[G|E],[H|J]],2),
review3(R,[[I|E],[K|J]],2).
title3(B,[E,J],2):-title1(B,E,3).
review3(R,[E,J],2):-review1(R,E,3).
review3(R,[E,J],2):-review2(R,J,3).

query(B, [E,J], 1) :book1(book1type(A, B, C, [D]), E, 2),
book2(book2type(F, B, G, [I]), J, 2).
book1(book1type(A, B, C, [D]), E, 2) :year1(D, E, 3),
le(D, 2003),
title1(B, [F|E], 3).
book2(book2type(A, B, C, [D]), E, 2) :title2(B, [G|D], 3).

In this case, the return expression generates a new schema rule mybook in
which title is generated from the first document and review from both
documents. In addition, the query predicate computes the join of both
documents w.r.t. the title demanding those books with publishing year
previous than 2003. With this aim, the book1 rule –input schema rules are
numbered as 1 and 2 and output as 3– is specialized in order to retrieve
books previous than 2003 and titles. That is, in the original rule, author
and review predicates have been removed. In addition, the book2 rule
has been specialized in order to retrieve the book titles. The specialization
consists on the removing of author, review and year in the original rule.
Finally, the query predicate joins both documents by sharing the variable B
in the call of book1 and book2. In this case, the return expression generates
the goal: :-mybook(A, B, 1).
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5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have studied how to translate XQuery expressions into logic
programming. It allow us to evaluate XQuery expressions against XML documents using logic rules. Our work is still in development. We believe that the
core of the XQuery language can be expressed in logic programming using the
presented technique. As future work, firstly, we would like to formally define
our translation; and secondly, we would like to implement our technique.
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1

Introduction

Formal methods are increasingly being used in industry to establish the correctness of, and to find the flaws in, system models; for instance, descriptions
of hardware and protocols. In particular, model checking [6,11,19] does that
automatically for finite-state systems. However, model checking is limited in
scope due to the state explosion problem; since it works on the transition system defining the semantics of the distributed program. This transition system
has often infinitely many states, and always a large size compared to the size
of the program, which is always finite. Most practical system descriptions,
notably those of software, are therefore not directly amenable to finite-state
verification methods since they have very large or infinite state spaces. For
such systems, interactive theorem proving has so far been the only viable
alternative. However, its use requires manual effort and mathematical sophistication. New paradigms and methods that combine the ease of use of model
checking with the power and flexibility of theorem proving are needed. Such
hybrid techniques have started to emerge [16,21].
Imperative languages with explicit parallelism and synchronous communication statements provide an intuitive, explicit, and complete framework to
express system models and distributed programs with perspective and clarity.
This is important in verification. OCCAM [12,13,14], the simple programming
language SPL of Manna and Pnueli [17,18], PROMELA of the SPIN model
checker [11], and the shared-variable language++ , SVL++ , in [8] are representatives of these imperative notations.
The above considerations suggest that static verification approaches, avoiding the transition system, working directly on the imperative program would
have less computational complexity, in principle. Following this motivation,
some static analysis methods have been proposed for state reduction. For instance, as a prior step to model checking [7,15,23]. They reduce, indirectly, its
complexity. Formal sequentialization, or Distributed program sequentialization
(DPS), is a formal method which falls under this category since it attempts to
obtain a simplified program equivalent, in a sense to be clarified later, to the
original distributed program, inner communication-free, and with less variables. DPS is carried out within an interactive equivalence prover, and could
be combined with model checking or interactive verification of the simplified
program as a succeeding step, reducing overall proof complexity. In some
cases, only an equivalent purely sequential program would have to be verified. Notice that partial order reduction methods [1] work on the transition
system, whose complexity is exponential in the size of the program, whereas
DPS works on the program, whose complexity is linear only.
Internal communication elimination is an important step of DPS, since it
is a necessary prior task. It applies laws as reductions. A set of laws for
OCCAM was given in [20]. Communication closed layered systems were introduced in [9], and some laws for them are given in [8] in the framework of
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SVL++ . The aim there is formal design via sequential-parallelism, iteration
unfolding, and other transformations. Some laws for SPL are given in [17],
also covering an SPL semantics based on fair transition systems (FTS). Communication elimination laws where proposed in [4], showing the necessity of
avoiding strong fairness. An equivalence suitable for DPS was presented and
studied in [5]. The mathematical justification of the laws in this equivalence,
with their applicability conditions, and that of a first version of a communication elimination algorithm have been reported in [2]. A DPS equivalence
proof of a pipelined processor model was covered in [5] as well. The impressive
reduction of 2−607 in the upper bound on the size of the state vector of the
model obtained with this DPS proof was reported in [2]. Other DPS proofs
were given in [3,4].
These prior results applied neither when the synchronous communications
to be eliminated were under the scope of selection statements nor when the
communication statement pairs to be eliminated shared a communication
statement, thus not being disjoint. This communication introduces a new algorithm for automatic formal communication elimination which handles these
cases, together with the necessary laws, involving selections, which are applied
automatically by the algorithm. It is organized as follows. Two sections cover
background material and grounding results. The first one deals with notation,
associated notions, auxiliary laws, interface equivalence, and bounded communication statements (BCSs), the class of statements where DPS is analyzed
first. The second one reviews proper communication elimination laws and
comments on the algorithm for communication elimination of selection-free
BCSs. A section follows introducing formal sequentialization, or DPS proofs,
and its extension to a very typical non-BCS. An example of the degrees of
sequentialization compatible with internal communication elimination is also
included. Then, grounding results for a general communication elimination algorithm for BCSs with selections are given, together with the new algorithm
which follows from these results. After that, the extension to non-disjoint communication pairs is presented as another contribution of this communication.
A section on conclusions and further work closes the paper.

2

Notation and basic notions

2.1

Syntax and auxiliary laws

Programs are written in a reduced version of SPL, which is general enough
to express any practical program. The basic statements are skip, nil, stop,
the assignment u:= e, send α ⇐ e, and receive α ⇒ u. The work is limited
to synchronous channels α, which will be referred to as channels. In them
both the sender and the receiver wait for each other before exchanging a value
and continuing execution. Communication statements will be referred to more
simply as communications.
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The cooperation statement is n-ary: [S1 || · · · ||Sn ] . Its substatements Sj
are the top parallel statements of the cooperation statement, which is the least
common ancestor (LCA) of them. It will be assumed throughout that the Sj ’s
are disjoint, in the sense that they only share read variables, and that they
communicate values through synchronous channels only.
The concatenation statement is also n-ary: [S1; · · · ; Sn ]. The iterations are
[while c do S], where c is a boolean expression, and [loop forever do S],
which is defined as [while t rue do S]. The notion of LCA statement applies to concatenation composition as in the cooperation statement. Two
statements are ordered by the concatenation ordering if their LCA is a concatenation statement. This corresponds to the execution order.
The regular selection and the communication selection statements are nondeterministic and have, respectively, the forms [b1, S1 or · · · or bn , Sn ] and
[b1, c1 ; S1 or · · · or bn , cn ; Sn ] , where the bi ’s are boolean expressions referred
to as boolean guards, and the ci ’s are synchronous communication statements
referred to as communication guards.
Some intuitive auxiliary laws are proved sound in [4], where it is shown
that many of them do not hold when strong fairness is assumed. These are
needed to transform a statement to a form where a proper communication
elimination law can be applied. Some of them are the congruences nil; S ≈ S,
S|| nil ≈ S, S; skip ≈ S, S|| skip ≈ S. In addition, both sequential and
parallel composition are associative. The latter is also commutative.
2.2

Interface equivalence

The proper communication elimination laws do not hold for congruence. However, they hold as equivalences in a weaker equivalence which has been introduced in [5]. It is referred to here as interface equivalence. A summary is
given now.
We start with the semantics of Manna and Pnueli based on fair transition
systems (FTS) [17,18]. A statement S denotes a FTS with states and transitions. A computation is a sequence of states of the transition system denoted
by S, starting at an initial state with a transition of the FTS taking any
state to its successor. A computation has components, which are associated
to variables. A component is the list of values taken by its associated variable,
with independence of those of the others, within the computation. A reduced
behavior, with respect to a set of observed variables O is a computation whose
components of variables outside this set and whose stuttering steps have been
deleted.
This semantics has been extended in [5] by adding to the set O an auxiliary variable, channel variable, for each external channel, to record the history
of values traversing it. External channels are used in S, but they are not
in I, the set of internal channels. These are channels communicating parallel substatements within S, and considered to be hidden from the outside.
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The extended set O is referred to as interface set. When S is the body of
a procedure, the internal channels are not declared in its interface whereas
the external channels are. Internal communication and external communication will mean communication substatements of S over internal and external
channels, respectively.
An interface behavior is the extension of the notion of reduced behavior
corresponding to the extended set O. It records the history of values associated to both variables and channels of the interface. The order of value
changes of different variables and channels is preserved in interface behaviors.
However, the weaker equivalence which is needed can neglect this relative order and still preserve some input/output relation. Then, instead of comparing
whole behaviors, only components of behaviors are compared. The following
formalizes this.
Two interface behaviors are equivalent when they share the same interface
set, and for all its variables the two components of both behaviors are equal.
The relative order of value changes among different components is thus lost
in this equivalence.
Definition 2.1 (Interface equivalence) Two statements S1 and S2 are interface equivalent with respect to an interface set O, written S1 =O S2, when
any interface behavior of any of them is equivalent to an interface behavior of
the other. From now on in this work, this equivalence will be referred to more
simply as equivalence.
There are many other equivalences in the literature, within process algebras [22], in the polychrony framework [10], etc. It would be interesting to
study interface equivalence in their perspective. Nevertheless, interface equivalence was introduced since it was the minimal extension that we needed while
keeping our work within the Manna-Pnueli framework.

2.3

Bounded communication statements

A statement S is said to be of bounded communication if: (a) all its parallel substatements are disjoint, and (b) any internal communication is outside
iteration bodies.
The communication front of S, written ComFront(I,S), is the subset of
minimal elements of the set of communication statements in its concatenation ordering. Two internal communications of S are said to form a matching
communication pair if they are parallel, one is an output and the other an
input over the same channel. The set of competing pairs of S, written CompPairs(I,S) is, by definition, the set of matching pairs (l, m) which can be
formed with the communications in ComFront(I, S). Two matching pairs are
disjoint if they share no communication statement.
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3

Elimination from selection-free BCSs

A selection-free BCS is a BCS all of whose internal communications are outside
the scope of both selections and communication selections. For any competing
pair (l, m) of S, Gl and Gm are their corresponding embedding top statements
of their LCA parallelism. A standard form for the top statements is defined
x
x
x
; [Gxk−1 ||Pk−1
]; Tk−1
where Gx0
recursively, for k = 1, . . . as Gxk = Hk−1
is either one of the communications α ⇐ e and α ⇒ u , belonging to
the communication front of S. x denotes either l or m. Gl and Gm can be
put in standard form with the insertion of nil statements, via application of
auxiliary laws, for some integer k = nl or k = nl , respectively. The Tkx s, Pkx s,
and Hkx s are BCSs. The Hkx s have no internal communications. The simplest
case of elimination law corresponds to [ α ⇐ e || α ⇒ u ] ≈ [u := e] . It is
identified with [Gl0 ||Gr0 ] ≈ G0 , as the base case. For the more complex forms
the elimination law is defined for an arbitrary k ≥ 0 as


Hkl ;





Hkr ;



h
h
i 
i 




 Glk || Pkl ; ||  Grk || Pkr ; =O
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Gk || Pkl || Pkr ; 
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|| Tkr
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||
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When this equivalence is identified with [ Glk+1 || Grk+1 ] =O Gk+1 , a recursive
definition of Glk , Grk , and Gk is obtained. The law for k = k0 would be constructed recursively, applying the same equivalence to the inner Gk , which
stands for [Glk−1 ||Grk−1 ], for k = k0 , k0 − 1, · · · , 1. The last inner parallelism
[Gl0 ||Gr0 ] would be replaced by G0 , the right hand side of the basic congruence
given earlier. There is a law for each integer k = 0, 1, · · · which may be applied
as a reduction from left to right in order to eliminate a single communication
pair. The detailed justification and the applicability conditions for this law
are given in [2].
Remark 3.1 (Implicit parallelism reduction) Parallelism is also reduced
as a consequence of the application of the above law. Since the statement pairs
(Tkl , Pkr ), (Tkl , Grk ), and their symmetrical ones, are parallel in the left side but
concatenated in the right side.
Assuming disjointness of all possible pairs, a communication elimination
algorithm has been proposed and studied in [2]. It applies iteratively a procedure, PElim which carries out the elimination of a pair applying the above
recursive law. When applicability conditions do not hold a boolean result
is returned with a false value, and the algorithm terminates unsuccessfully.
When the loop of PElim invocations terminates without failure, and there is
still some communication left in ComFront, this means that the original program has deadlock possibility. A generalization of this algorithm is procedure
ComsElim given at the end of section 5.
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4

Distributed program sequentialization proofs

DPS is a proof with three types of step: (a) elimination of internal communication pairs, (b) parallelism to concatenation formal transformation, and (c)
redundant variable elimination.
Usually, the two latter steps are interlaced. The first step of DPS proofs
could be carried out by the communication elimination reduction algorithm,
presented in section 3. When the algorithm terminates successfully, the resulting equivalent form has parallelism between disjoint substatements but no
internal communication statements.
4.1

Parallelism to concatenation transformation

A DPS proof continues with a further step, parallelism to concatenation transformation. It is carried out applying permutation laws for transforming the
parallel compositions of disjoint processes to equivalent sequential forms. For
instance, since S1 and S2 are disjoint S1 ||S2 =O S1 ; S2 . Another class of these
laws was introduced for communication closed layer systems. These systems,
together with their laws, are treated in [8], with a semantics different to the
one used here. But the laws also hold in our semantics. The following is an
example.
Lemma 4.1 (Communication-closed-layers) Let the statement pairs
(A1, B2 ) and (A2, B1 ) be non-communicating, and [B1; A1] be disjoint with
[B2 ; A2]. Then [[B1; A1]||[B2; A2]] =O [[B1||B2]; [A1||A2]] , and either both
sides are deadlock-free or none of them is.
The justification of this lemma is given in [2]. The third and last step of
DPS proofs is redundant variable elimination. State-vector reduction comes
with this last step. Both, redundant variables and statements are eliminated.
The former usually come from communication buffers, of the original distributed system, which are no longer necessary after their inner communications have been eliminated. The next subsection provides some detail about
variable elimination.
4.2

Variable elimination and other sequential program laws

In the later stages of DPS proofs, the program has been already transformed
to sequential form, and any sequential program proof technique may be applied. However, in order to use the same style based on reductions, sequential
program transformation laws are applied. As, for instance, simple congruences
such as if true then S1 else S2 ≈ S1 The elimination of redundant variables
is done with the law of the following lemma, which can be generalized to
multiple variables.
Lemma 4.2 (Variable and assignment elimination) Let e be an expression having no reference to variable v, such that v ∈
/ O. Let S1 (v) have only
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read references to v, S2 have no read reference to v, and be either the last
statement within the scope of v or located just before a new assignment to v,
with respect to the concatenation order of the program. Then
[ v := e; S1 (v); S2 ] =O [ S1 (e); S2 ]
Justification The assignment of a new value to v in the left side has no
effect upon any reduced behavior since v is not in the observed set O, and,
due to the conditions imposed upon S2, no variable in the observed set can
2
change its value in any reduced behavior.
4.3

DPS for non-BC statements

There exist many types of non-BC statements, where communications appear
within indefinite loops. We will center only in the following very common
structure: S = [S1|| · · · ||Sm ] , where Sk = loop forever do Bk . The Bk ’s
are BC statements. Channel declarations have been omitted.
Assume that we unfold nk times the loop of each top substatement Sk of
nm
; Sm ] , where the
S, thus obtaining the statement Su = [B1n1 ; S1 || · · · ||Bm
nk
Bk ’s stand for the concatenation of nk copies of Bk : Bk ; · · · ; Bk .
We can apply DPS to Su partially, only considering its internal communications in the Bknk statements. Assume that we succeed and obtain B; E ,
where B has no internal communication but the ending statement E is nonBC, it may have both parallelism and inner communication. Assume also
that B; E is also reduced by DPS, partially as before, to B; B; E . Then,
as a consequence of finite induction, S =O [B n; E] for any finite integer
n, where B n is inner communication free. In the frequent case where the first
elimination yields B; S, i.e. E = S, then S =O loop forever do B and
the right hand side statement has no inner communication. In many practical
systems this occurs already for nk = 1 ; k = 1 · · m.
4.4

Degrees of sequentialization

In general, the elimination of the internal communication statements reduces
the parallelism among the external communication offerings. This follows from
remark 3.1 of section 3; but, in addition, from the parallelism to concatenation
reductions as well. This introduces the possibility of deadlock within the
embedding program environment. This will be illustrated with the following
three register queue.






loop
forever
do
loop
forever
do
loop
forever
do
#
# 
#
 "
"
"
R0:: p0 : c0 ⇒ m0;  || R1:: q0 : c1 ⇒ m1;  || R2:: r0 : cin ⇒ m2; 
p1 : cout ⇐ m0
q1 : c0 ⇐ m1
r1 : c1 ⇐ m2

Here, a maximum of three inputs via channel cin are allowed without the
occurrence of any output via channel cout. From this state, a maximum of
three cout outputs are allowed without the need of any further input. Other
degrees of external input/output interleavings are allowed.
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The maximum parallelism attainable with the sequentialization equivalence proof for this system corresponds to the following program


p0 : cin ⇒ m0;


loop forever do

i
i
 h h
q0 : cout ⇐ m0 || r0 : cin ⇒ m1 ; p1 : m0 := m1

This system is interface equivalent to the original queue. Clearly, now
only two consecutive inputs or two consecutive outputs are allowed, thus the
number of possible interleavings has been reduced. Finally, here is a possible
purely sequential form, withonly one order of input/output
events.

l0 : cin ⇒ m0;


loop forever do 

 


 l1 : cin ⇒ m1; 


 l2 : cout ⇐ m0;
l3 : m0 := m1

5

Extension to BCSs with selections

At this point some new notions are needed. A program context P [·] is a
program P one of whose statements corresponds to a hole to be filled-in with
an arbitrary statement. Similarly, a double program context P [·|·] means a
program two of whose statements correspond to holes to be filled-in with an
arbitrary statement each; neither of them being a substatement of the other.
Two statements S1 and S2 are congruent, written S1 ≈ S2 , if, for any
program context P [·], P [S1] and P [S2 ] have the same set of reduced behaviors.
There are three possible location cases for a communication c of a pair p in
CompPairs(I,S) within the scope of a selection construct: (a) as a guard, (b)
within an alternative A[c] of a normal selection, and (c) within an alternative
A[c] of a communications selection whose communication guard is an external
communication ext. Corresponding to these situations, the congruences of the
following lemma can be considered.
Lemma 5.1 (Single selection congruences) Let S[·] be a program context. Then
S[ b, c; A or R ] ≈ [ bp(b, H), S[c; A] ] or [ true, S[R] ]
S[ b, A[c] or R ] ≈ [ bp(b, H), S[A[c]] ] or [ true, S[R] ]
S[ b, ext; A[c] or R ] ≈ [ bp(b, H), S[ext; A[c]] ] or [ true, S[R] ]
where bp(b,H) denotes the backward propagation of boolean expression b within
S[·], H standing for all the sequential statements preceding b in S[·].
Justification It is easy to realize that any reduced behavior of the left side
is also a reduced behavior of the right side. Since strong fairness is avoided
throughout, this implies equality of reduced behavior sets for any embedding
program context; the justification would be involved and similar to the ones
in [4]. The first relation may seem not to be a congruence due to the fact
that the right side may deadlock on c whereas the left side does not, since the
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selection has other alternatives R. But this is never the case since c belongs
2
to a matching pair p.
Pair p is now within the first alternative of the selections at the right sides.
When its other communication is outside the scope of a selection, elimination
can be accomplished with the laws of section 3.
Definition 5.2 (Elimination under selection) Let Elim{p, A} be the statement obtained eliminating p from A, when applicability conditions hold. Then,
from lemma 5.1, intuitively
def

Elim{p, S[ b, c; A or R ]} = Elim{p, [ bp(b, H), S[c; A] ] or [true, S[R]]}
def

Elim{p, S[ b, A[c] or R ]} = Elim{p, [ bp(b, H), S[A[c]] ] or [true, S[R]]}
def

Elim{p, S[ b, ext, A[c] or R ]} = Elim{p, [bp(b, H), S[ext, A[c]]] or [true, S[R]]}
Lemma 5.3 (Elimination under selection) With the same Elim{p, A},
Elim{p, S[ b, c; A or R ]} ≈ [ bp(b, H), Elim{p, S[c; A]} ] or [true, S[R]]
Elim{p, S[ b, A[c] or R ]} ≈ [ bp(b, H), Elim{p, S[A[c]]} ] or [true, S[R]]
Elim{p, S[ b, ext, A[c] or R ]} ≈ [bp(b, H), Elim{p, S[ext, A[c]]}] or [true, S[R]]
Justification The congruences follow from lemma 5.1, definition 5.2, the
fact that elimination from a selection is the selection composition of the elim2
ination from each of its alternatives, and that p is not in S[R].
Let Ac be a variable taking values from the set {c; A|A[c]|ext; A[c]} ,
where the vertical bar | is used as a value separator. Then the three laws of
lemma 5.1, and the three laws of lemma 5.3, can be expressed, respectively,
with the two laws S[ b, Ac or R ] ≈ [ bp(b, H), S[Ac] ] or [ true, S[R] ] and
Elim{p, S[ b, Ac or R ]} ≈ [ bp(b, H), Elim{p, S[Ac]} ] or [true, S[R]].
When the other communication of p is also within the scope of another selection, the following law can be used.
Lemma 5.4 (Double selection congruences) Let S[·|·] be a double program context, then
S[ b1, Ac,1 or R1 | b2, Ac,2 or R2 ]
≈ [ bp(b1 , H1 ) ∧ bp(b2 , H2 ), S[Ac,1|Ac,2] ] or [ true, S[R1|R2 ] ]
Definition 5.5 (Elimination under double selection) From lemma 5.4,
the following is intuitive
Elim{p, S[ b1 , Ac,1 or R1 | b2, Ac,2 or R2 ]}
def

= Elim{p, [ bp(b1, H1 ) ∧ bp(b2, H2 ), S[Ac,1|Ac,2] ] or [ true, S[R1|R2 ] ]}

Lemma 5.6 (Elimination under double selection) Let S[·|·] be a double
program context, then
Elim{S[ b1 , Ac,1 or R1 | b2, Ac,2 or R2 ]}
≈ [ bp(b1 , H1 ) ∧ bp(b2 , H2 ), Elim{S[Ac,1|Ac,2]} ] or [ true, S[R1|R2] ]
The justification of the above two lemmas can be done as in lemmas 5.1
and 5.3. The above law and definition suggest the following algorithm for the
elimination of a single communication pair p : (c1, c2) ∈ CompP airs(I, S)
from a general BC statement S.
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(failure, Sr)::= GPElim(c1, c2, sel1, sel2, S) ::
begin
case
- ¬sel1.Scope ∧ ¬sel2.Scope :
do (failure,Sr):= PElim((c1, c2),S) od;
- sel1.Scope ∧ ¬sel2.Scope :
do (failure,St):= PElim((c1, c2),S[sel1.Ac]);
if ¬failure then Sr := [[bp(sel1.b, sel1.H), St] or S[sel1.R]] od;
- ¬sel1.Scope ∧ sel2.Scope :
do (failure,St):= PElim((c1, c2),S[sel2.Ac]);
if ¬failure then Sr := [[bp(sel2.b, sel2.H), St] or S[sel2.R]] od;
- sel1.Scope ∧ sel2.Scope :
do (failure,St):= PElim((c1, c2), S[sel1.Ac|sel2.Ac]);
if ¬failure then Sr := [[bp(sel1.b, sel1.H) ∧ bp(sel2.b, sel2.H), St]
or S[sel1.R|sel2.R]] od;
endcase
end
Variables sel1 and sel2 contain information about the specific selection embedding communication ci, for i = 1, 2. They are structure typed, with fields
Scope, Ac, b, H, and R. Scope is a boolean indicating whether or not the communication ci is under the scope of a selection. When these fields of the two
variables are true, it is implied that the two selections are distinct. Ac, b, H,
and R correspond to the Ac variables and to the b’s, H’s, and R’s introduced
in lemma 5.4 above.
Lemma 5.7 (General elimination of a communication pair) The pair
(c1, c2) of S has been eliminated in Sr resulting from GPElim when failure=
false, and Sr =O S.
Justification The first case has been proven in [2]. For the same reason
St =O S[seli.Ac] for i = 1, 2 and St =O S[sel1.Ac|sel2.Ac] for the remaining three cases, respectively. Hence, the result follows from these equivalences,
2
the congruences of lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 and definitions 5.2 and 5.5.
Remark 5.8 (Limitations of the algorithm) In general, the automatic
computation of bp is not possible, since it involves automatic invariant generation. In these situations the algorithm does not apply. Nevertheless, in many
scenarios the backward propagation can be computed. This is so in the simple
but frequent case where b = true.
In the following, GElim{p, S} denotes the statement Sr resulting from
procedure GPElim assuming that applicability conditions hold, and hence
failure = false; and that it has been possible to compute the bp(b, H)’s.
Lemma 5.9 (Elimination of a set of disjoint competing pairs) Let ncp
be the cardinality of CompPairs(I,S), all of whose pairs cpi , i = 1, · · · , ncp are
disjoint. Then, S =O GElim{cp1, GElim{cp2 , · · · , GElim{cpncp , S} · · ·}}
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=O GElim{cpp(1), GElim{cpp(2), · · · , GElim{cpp(ncp ) , S} · · ·}} , where
< p(1), · · · , p(ncp ) > is any permutation of < 1, · · · , ncp >.
This lemma was mathematically justified for the special case of selectionfree BCS’s in [2]. The proof here would be very similar. The lemma says
that the order of elimination of the pairs is unimportant. Based on it, and
assuming that all the pairs are mutually disjoint, the following communication
elimination algorithm is derived:
(failure,deadlock, Sr)::= ComsElim(I, S) ::
begin
failure:= false ; deadlock:= false ; Sr:= S ;
(existsPair,c1,c2,sel1,sel2) := ObtainCompPair(I, Sr) ;
while ¬failure ∧ existsPair
do (failure, Sr) := GPElim(c1,c2,sel1,sel2,Sr);
if ¬failure then
(existsPair,c1,c2,sel1,sel2) := ObtainCompPair(I, Sr) od;
if ¬failure then if ComFront(I, Sr)6= ∅ then deadlock := true ;
end
Procedure GPElim has been given above. ObtainCompPair obtains a communication pair (c1, c2) from the current communication front, as well as
information, within sel1 and sel2, on the selections embedding the two communications. The search for a pair within this procedure is done over a new
communication front in each invocation of ObtainCompPair, since the previous
pair has been eliminated in the loop, and this may uncover new communications. When no pair is found, existsPair is returned with the value false.
Theorem 5.10 (Correctness of ComsElim) The Sr resulting from ComsElim when failure=deadlock=false is such that Sr =O S, and Sr has no
inner communication statements. When deadlock=true, S has the possibility
of deadlock.
Justification Due to lemmas 5.10 and 5.9 the equivalence of the lemma
is true at the exit point of the while loop, at the last if statement, when
failure=false. Under this condition, existsPair has to take the value false
as well. Therefore, when the communication front at this point has some
communication, no pair could be formed with them. Hence, execution will
2
wait forever at these communications.

6

Elimination of non-disjoint communication pairs

Lemma 6.1 (Elimination of non-disjoint pairs) Let p̄ : {p1 , · · · , pn } be
the list of communication pairs, pi ∈ CompPairs(I,S), i = 1, · · · , n , sharing
the same inner communication statement c. Then
S =O [true, GP Elim{p1, S} or · · · or true, GP Elim{pn , S}]
All the pairs of S in p̄ have been eliminated at the statement to the right.
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Justification All the pairs in p̄ have communications in ComFront(I,S) and
share the same communication c. Therefore, the first inner communication
event corresponding to any pair in p̄ disables the other pairs in p̄. Hence, the
set of possible interface behaviors of S can be expressed as a partition whose
classes are the interface behaviors of GP Elim{pi , S} for i = 1, · · · , n. The or
2
statement of the lemma includes precisely all of them.
(failure, Sres)::= ElimNDPairs(I, S) ::
begin
failure:= false ; (existNDPairs, c, altCom, n) := ObtainNDPairs(I, S) ;
if existNDPairs then
do
i:=1; selJoint:= DetermineSelJoint(c, S) ;
while ¬failure ∧ i ≤ n
do
selAlt:= DetermineSelAlt(c, altCom(i), S) ;
(failure, St) := GPElim(c, altCom(i), selJoint, selAlt, S);
if ¬failure then
do (failure, Sr(i)):= ElimNDPairs(I, St); i:=i+1 od
od;
if ¬failure then Sres:= true, Sr(1) or · · · or true, Sr(n)
od
else Sres:= S
end
Lemma 6.1 suggests the above recursive elimination algorithm. n is the
number of pairs in S sharing c, as determined by ObtainNDPairs, which
also stores the other communication of the i-th pair in altCom(i). Variables
selJoint and selAlt correspond to sel1 and sel2 of GPElim. The former concerns the shared communication c, and is computed only once.
Theorem 6.2 (Correctness of ElimNDPairs) Statement Sres resulting
from ElimNDPairs when failure=false is such that Sres =O S, and, should it
have any communication pairs, they are disjoint.
Justification The recursive algorithm terminates since the number of pairs
is finite, the statement being BC. The result follows from lemma 6.1 and
2
structural induction.
The elimination of the remaining pairs of Sres can be attempted with
procedure ComsElim of section 5.

7

Conclusions and future work

Formal sequentialization, of distributed system models and programs, has
been introduced as an equivalence simplification proof, one of whose components is formal internal communication elimination. A new algorithm for
the automatic construction of these elimination proofs has been proposed and
mathematically justified. System models whose inner communications may be
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under the scope of selections and with possibly non-disjoint communication
pairs are handled by the proposed algorithm. The results apply to bounded
communication statements, and are built on top of prior work which has been
summarized: a suitable equivalence criterion for communication elimination
laws, justification of all the laws in the new equivalence criterion, a communication elimination algorithm for BC selection free statements. Extension to
a typical non-BC case has been covered as well.
The elimination algorithm has many output possibilities, and each one
of them affects the ordering of the external communication offerings of the
resulting system. At one extreme one has total sequentialization, and at the
other, one has a maximum parallelism of the offerings. This point has been
illustrated with a communication queue example. Further work on the control
of these possibilities, and on the automatic construction of other parts of
sequentialization proofs should be undertaken.
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1

Introduction

The NRL Protocol Analyzer (NPA) [10] is a tool for the formal specification
and analysis of cryptographic protocols that has been used with great effect
on a number of complex real-life protocols. One of the most interesting of its
features is that it can be used, not only to prove or disprove authentication and
secrecy properties using the standard Dolev-Yao model [5], but also to reason
about security in face of attempted attacks on low-level algebraic properties
of the functions used in a protocol. Indeed, it has been used successfully
to either reproduce or discover a number of such attacks, ranging from the
discovery of an authentication attack based on the cancellation properties
of encryption and decryption, to the reproduction of Bellovin’s attack on a
version of the Encapsulating Security Protocol that used cipher block chaining
to the discovery of a sophisticated type confusion attack that resulted in the
redesign of a draft for a protocol standard.
NPA’s ability to reason well about these low-level functionalities is its combination of symbolic reachability analysis using narrowing, together with its
grammar-based techniques for reducing the size of the search space. On one
hand, unification modulo algebraic properties (e.g., encryption and decryption, concatenation and deconcatenation) as narrowing using a finite convergent (i.e., confluent and terminating) set of rewrite rules where the right-hand
side of each rule is either a subterm of the left-hand side or a ground term
[4] allows the tool to represent behavior which is not captured by the usual
Dolev-Yao free algebra model. On the other hand, techniques for reducing the
size of the search space by using inductively defined co-invariants describing
states unreachable to an intruder allows us to start with an infinite search
space, and reduce it in many cases to a finite one, thus freeing us from the
requirement to put any a priori limits on the number of sessions.
Recently, we have given for the first time [6] a precise formal specification
of the main features of the NPA inference system: its backwards reachability
analysis method and its grammar-based techniques for co-invariant generation.
This formal specification is given within the well-known rewriting framework
so that the inference system is specified as a set of rewrite rules modulo an
equational theory describing the behavior of the cryptographic algorithms involved. The inference system has been implemented in Maude, which we
called the Maude-NRL Protocol Analyzer (Maude-NPA) tool. We have used
the rewriting framework to prove some important meta-logical properties, such
as the soundness and completeness of its search algorithm, i.e., the tool will
discover an attack of the type specified by the user if and only if such an attack
exists at the level of abstraction supported by the model, and the unreachability of the states characterized by grammars, i.e., the drastic state space
reductions afforded by such grammars do not compromise the completeness
of the search algorithm.
But [6] provides also a modular basis that can be viewed as a first step
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towards reaching a longer-term goal, i.e., extending the Maude-NPA’s inference system to support the analysis of cryptographic protocols under a wider
range of algebraic properties than it currently is capable of, with the ultimate
plan of building a next-generation rewriting-based analysis tool that takes into
account the algebraic properties of the underlying cryptographic functions. In
Section 3 we illustrate the ease with which new equational properties of the
cryptographic infrastructure can be modularly added to the Maude-NPA by
demonstrating how these techniques can be applied to the analysis of type
confusion attacks.
Type confusion attacks, first discussed in detail in [8], are attacks which exploit ambiguity in formatting to allow an attacker to convince a principal that
data of one type (e.g. a name) is data of another type (e.g. a nonce). Because
of the level of protocol model detailing that is required, realistic examples of
type confusion attacks in the literature of formal analysis of cryptographic
protocols are rare. Moreover, most existing protocol tools do not allow for
the possibility, for example, of concatenations of terms being confused with
a single term, or of pieces of terms with a whole term. However, in [11] the
authors describe an example of using the NRL Protocol Analyzer to find an
attack of this sort. The attack is on an early version of the Group Domain of
Interpretation Protocol [3], which has two parts, each of which makes use of
digitally signed messages in a different way. In the early version, the digitally
signed messages began and ended with nonces, which made it possible for an
attacker to pass off a string of data of different types as a nonce in a way that
such string of data can be interpreted later as another type of signed message.
However, the NRL Protocol Analyzer’s inability to model associativity of concatenation meant that it was only able to find one of the attacks; the other
had to be found by hand. In the following example, we consider a simpler
protocol which is subject to a similar type confusion, and show how it can be
handled by adding a limited version of associativity to Maude-NPA.
Example 1.1 This protocol uses digital signatures to achieve authentication
between two parties, Alice and Bob. The protocol involves an initiator Alice,
a responder Bob, and a server S providing nonces. We use the common
notation A ,→ B : M to stand for “A sends message M to B”. Encryption of
message M using the public key of principal X is denoted by {M}X , where
we assume that public keys are known by all the principals including the
intruder. Encryption using the private key is denoted by {M}X −1 , where we
assume that a private key is known only by its owner. Decryption is done by
combination of public and private keys, i.e., {M}X can be decrypted only by
principal X, who knows the private key X −1 , and {M}X −1 can be decrypted
by every principal. Nonces are represented by NX , denoting a nonce created
by principal X. The protocol description proceeds as follows.
(i) S ,→ A : NS
The server S sends a nonce to A.
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(ii) A ,→ B : {NS , S}A−1
A sends the nonce provided by the server and the server’s name to B,
signed with its private key.
(iii) A ,→ B : {B, NA , S}A−1
Then, A sends B name, a new nonce, and the server’s name to B, signed
again with its private key.
If we consider this protocol as it is defined and ask whether a principal acting
as Bob can get confused and understand the message {B, NA , S}A−1 as its first
expected message {NS , S}A−1 , then the answer is no, since we are implicitly
assuming some type checking over the messages. However, such type checking
might not be possible or available in a real low-level implementation of the
protocol; this happens with a nonce, which is commonly treated as a string
of bits. In a rule-based representation of this protocol, parts unknown for a
principal are represented by a variable of sort message, i.e., no type checking
is performed on such piece of information. That is, since nonces are known
only to the principal who generated it, we say that Alice receives message
X and generates messages {X, S}A−1 and {B, NA , S}A−1 , and Bob receives
messages {X 0 , S}A−1 and {B, X 00, S}A−1 . In this situation, when associativity
of the pairing (or concatenation) operator , is taken into account, there is
a possible confusion 4 between the generated message {B, NA , S}A−1 and the
expected message {X 0 , S}A−1 , i.e., message {B, NA , S}A−1 can be understood
as {B, (NA , S)}A−1 or {(B, NA ), S}A−1 depending on who receives it.
In this example, associativity is a cryptographic property of the protocol
that has to be considered in order to find the flaw in the protocol. Note that
this confusion appears only when two sessions of the protocol are executed
at the same time, i.e., the message {B, NA , S}A−1 is generated in one session,
and the message {X 0 , S}A−1 is expected in the other session. This is relevant
when compared to other approaches that impose several restrictions, as in the
case of a bounded number of sessions, or that perform approximations of the
protocol, as in the case of a finite number of messages or fresh nonces. In our
approach, we allow an unbounded number of sessions and we do not apply
any protocol approximation, unlike other approaches such as model checking
or theorem proving [1].

2

The Maude-NPA

The Maude-NPA’s search is based on two parameters: a protocol P represented by strands [7], and a grammar sequence G = hG1 , . . . , Gn i used to cut
down the search space.
4

This confusion is only possible under the assumption that the variable X 0 in the expected
message {X 0 , S}A−1 denotes a message instead of a nonce and such message can be of
variable length.
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The Maude-NPA tool proceeds as follows. The protocol to be analyzed is
provided to the tool as a signature Σ including symbols, sorts, and subsort
information, together with the set P of strands defining the protocol. Moreover, the tool expects some seed terms hsd1 , . . . , sdn i for the generation of the
grammars hG1 , . . . , Gn i. These seed terms represent knowledge that the user
believes is not known by the intruder and from which the tool generates formal languages representing several infinite sets of states unreachable for the
intruder. These grammars are very important in our framework, since they
represent negative information (co-invariants) that will be used to cut down
the search space. They can reduce the infinite search space to a finite one, in
the best case, or, at least, drastically reduce the search space. The tool also
expects the insecure goal state SSbad from which the backwards narrowingbased search is started. The tool then tries to deduce whether the protocol is
safe for SSbad or not. If the protocol is unsafe, Maude-NPA always terminates
with an intruder learning sequence and the exchange message sequence, provided enough time and memory resources. In this case, grammars can actually
improve the time and memory consumption by reducing the number of states
to analyze. If the protocol is safe, the algorithm can often prove it, provided
the search space is finite. In this case, grammars are the key and provide a
drastic reduction on the search space such that the infinite search space is
reduced to a finite one. If the protocol is safe but the search space is infinite,
Maude-NPA runs forever. This provides a semi-decision algorithm. See [6] for
further explanations.
In the specification of the protocol-specific signature Σ, there is a special
sort Msg for messages. The user will add extra symbols involving the sort
Msg. Special algebraic properties of a protocol may be specified with symbols
in Σ and a set of equations E such that the sort of the terms of the equations
must be Msg or smaller. In security analyses it is often necessary to use fresh
unguessable values, e.g., for nonces. The user can make use of a special sort
Fresh for representing them. The meaning of a variable of sort Fresh is that
it will never be instantiated by an E-unifier. This ensures that if nonces
are represented using variables of sort Fresh, they will never be merged and
no approximation for nonces is necessary. However, the framework is very
flexible and the user can specify some constant symbols of sort Fresh to play
with nonces that can indeed be merged, i.e., approximated.
Protocols are specified with a notation quite close to that of strand spaces
[7]. In a strand, a local execution of a protocol by a principal is indicated by
−
a sequence of messages [msg1− , msg2+ , msg3− , . . . , msgk−1
, msgk+ ] where nodes
representing input messages are assigned a negative sign, and nodes representing output messages are assigned a positive sign. Strands are used for
backwards reachability analysis by narrowing and thus we use the symbol | to
divide past and future in a strand, i.e.,
±
±
[msg1±, . . . , msgj−1
| msgj± , msgj+1
, . . . , msgk± ]
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±
±
where msg1± , . . . , msgj−1
are the past messages, and msgj± , msgj+1
, . . . , msgk±
±
are the future messages (msgj is the immediate future message). Since variables of sort Fresh are treated in a special way, we make them explicit in the
strand definition of the example by writing (r1 , . . . , rk : Fresh) [msg1± , . . . , msgn± ],
where r1, . . . , rk are all the variables of sort Fresh appearing in msg1± , . . . , msgn± .
Another important aspect of our framework is that everything the intruder
can learn must be learned through strands, i.e., the intruder knows nothing in
an initial state. However, this is not a limitation, since we can write strands
[ M + ] for any message M the intruder is able to know at an initial state.

3

Finding Attacks by Equational Reasoning

Continuing Example 1.1, we can denote nonce NX by n(X, r), where r is
a variable of sort Fresh. Concatenation of two messages is denoted by the
operator ; , e.g., n(A, r); n(B, r0). Encryption of a message M with the public key of principal A is denoted by pk(A, M ), e.g., {NS , S}A is denoted by
pk(A, n(S, r); S). Encryption of a message with a private key is denoted by
sk(A, M ), e.g., {NS , S}A−1 is denoted by sk(A, n(S, r); S). The names of all
the principals are fixed, since they are just roles, where the intruder is denoted by constant i. The only secret key operation the intruder can perform
is sk(i, m) for a known message m. The order-sorted signature Σ defining the
protocol is the following:
a : → Name

b : → Name

s : → Name

i : → Name

pk : Name × Msg → Enc sk : Name × Msg → Enc n : Name × Fresh → Nonce
; : Msg × Elem → Msg

; : Msg × Msg → Msg

together with the following subsort relations
Name Nonce Enc < Elem

Elem < Msg

The encryption/decryption cancellation properties are described using the following equations in E:
pk(K, sk(K, Z)) = Z
sk(K, pk(K, Z)) = Z
where K is a variable of sort Name and Z is a variable of sort Msg. We now
discuss the algebraic properties of the concatenation operator. The obvious
requirement is to make ; associative. However, it is well-known that general associative unification problems can yield an infinite number of unifiers
[2]. This could cause infinite branching in our narrowing algorithm and preclude termination of the Maude-NPA. Our approach is to provide a sound
approximation of associativity by a weaker subtheory of it having a finitary
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unification algorithm. We achieve this by exploiting the order-sorted structure of our specification and using well-known narrowing results. The weaker
instance of associativity that we add to E is the equation 5
X; (Y ; Z) = (X; Y ); Z
where the variables X, Y, Z are of sort Elem. Note that the rules obtained
by orienting this and the previous equations in E from left to right provide a
confluent, terminating, and sort-decreasing term rewriting system. It is then
well-known that basic narrowing provides a sound and complete E-unification
algorithm, which is finitary if the right-hand side of each equation in E is
either a constructor term 6 , a subterm of the left-hand side, or a ground term
[4]. Note that the encryption/decryption equations satisfy this requirement.
Our associativity equation also does, because when the variables X, Y, Z are of
sort Elem the term (X; Y ); Z is a constructor term, since the overloaded typing
; : Msg × Elem → Msg is a constructor operator in the sense explained in
Footnote 6. Therefore, narrowing provides a finitary E-unification algorithm
for our theory E.
Our associativity equation is of course a very restrictive subtheory of the
full theory of associativity, but it has the important advantage of yielding,
together with the encryption/decryption equations, a finitary E-unification
algorithm by basic narrowing. Using order-sorted techniques, we can similarly
define increasingly more expressive bounded associativity theories, having associativity laws for strings of up to n elements for any n ≥ 3. The advantage
of such theories is that, by arguments similar to the one given here for n = 3,
their unification algorithms by narrowing are all finitary.
In the following, variables M, M 0 , M1, and M2 are of sort Msg, variable
N is of sort Nonce, variables r, r0 are of sort Fresh, and variable A is of sort
Name. The strands P associated to the three protocol steps shown in Example
1.1 are:
(s1) (r : Fresh) [n(s, r)+ ]
(s2) (r0 : Fresh) [N − , sk(a, N; s)+ , sk(a, b; (n(a, r0); s))+ ]
(s3) [sk(a, M; c)−, sk(a, b; (M 0; s))− ]
5

Note that the reverse equation (X; Y ); Z = X; (Y ; Z) is not useful as a rule for this example, since it is the term sk(a, b; (n(a, r); s)) that has to be converted into sk(a, (b; n(a, r)); s).
6
A constructor term is a term built up with only constructor symbols and variables. Given
a set of rewrite rules l1 →r1, . . . , ln →rn over a many-sorted signature Σ, a function symbol
f : s1 × . . . × sn −→ s in Σ is called a constructor if it does not appear as the root symbol
of any left-hand side l1 , . . . , ln . In an order-sorted context this notion is somewhat more
subtle, since the symbol f can be overloaded and can be a constructor (in the sense that
no rules apply to it) for some typings and a defined symbol for other typings. That is, the
symbol f can indeed appear in a lefthand side li , but it should never be possible to type
that lefthand side, or any of its well-sorted substitution instances θ(li ), with any of the
constructor versions of f. We illustrate this subtle point with our associativity axiom.
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The following strands describe the intruder ability to concatenate, deconcatenate, encrypt and decrypt messages according 7 to the Dolev-Yao attacker’s
capabilities [5]:
(s4) [M1− , M2− , (M1 ; M2)+ ]
(s5) [(M1; M2 )− , M1+ , M2+ ]
(s6) [M − , pk(A, M )+ ]
(s7) [M − , sk(i, M)+ ]
For the grammar generation procedure, we refer the reader to [6]. Specifically, we can choose the following seed terms, which are understood as initial
grammars:
sd1 ≡ M2 ∈I
/ 7→ (M1 ; M2)∈L

sd2 ≡ M1 ∈I
/ 7→ (M1 ; M2 )∈L

/ 7→ pk(A, M )∈L
sd3 ≡ M ∈I

sd4 ≡ M ∈I
/ 7→ sk(A, M )∈L

where M ∈I
/ 7→ pk(A, M )∈L denotes a formal language including any message
pk(t1 , t2) such that subterm t1 is of sort Name and we positively know that the
intruder does not know message t2 at the current state of the protocol run.
Then, the tool generates the following grammars G!sd1 , G!sd2 , G!sd3 , and G!sd4 ,
respectively:
(g1.1) M ∈L 7→ pk(i, M )∈L

(g2.1) M ∈L 7→ pk(i, M )∈L

(g1.2) M ∈L 7→ sk(A, M )∈L

(g2.2) M ∈L 7→ sk(A, M )∈L

(g1.3) M2 ∈I,
/ M2 s, M2 (n(a, r); s) (g2.3) M1 ∈I,
/ M1 b, M1 (b; n(a, r)) 7→ M1 ; M2 ∈L
7→ M1; M2 ∈L
(g3.1) M ∈L 7→ pk(i, M )∈L

(g4.1) M ∈L 7→ pk(i, M )∈L

(g3.2) M ∈L 7→ sk(A, M )∈L

(g4.2) M ∈L 7→ sk(A, M )∈L

(g3.3) M ∈I
/ 7→ pk(A, M )∈L

(g4.3) M ∈I,
/ M (b; (n(a, r); c)), M ((b; n(a, r)); c)
7→ sk(A, M )∈L

For instance, grammar rule g2.3 = M1 ∈I,
/ M1 b, M1 (b; n(a, r)) 7→ M1 ; M2 ∈L
says that a message t1; t2 is in the language of the grammar G!sd2 , denoted by
M1 ; M2 ∈L, if the subterm t2 is not known by the intruder at the current state
of the protocol run, denoted by constraint M1 ∈I,
/ and is not of the form b
nor (b; n(a, r)), denoted by constraints M1b and M1 (b; n(a, r)) where r is
a variable of sort Fresh. And grammar rule g2.2 says that a message pk(t1 , t2)
is in the language of the grammar G!sd2 if subterm t1 is of sort Name and subterm t2 is also in the language of the grammar G!sd2 . Note that in this case
(and many others) the grammars reduce the infinite search space to a finite
one, capturing the infinite backwards narrowing sequences, e.g. the sequence
e.g. m ;R−1 ,EP M1 ; m ;R−1 ,EP M10 ; M1 ; m · · · , generated by the Dolev-Yao
P
P
strand for concatenation. The final attack state pattern to be given as input
7

Note that we have simplified the intruder rules w.r.t. [5]; see [6] for further details.
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to the system is:
[ sk(a, X; c)− , sk(a, b; (Y ; s))− | nil ] & { K }
where the strand is at its final position (i.e., every message is in the past), X
is a variable of sort Msg, Y is a variable of sort Nonce, and K is a variable
representing the intruder knowledge. Note that X being of sort Msg is the
key fact for the confusion attack, since in a normal protocol execution X is of
sort Nonce. The intruder knowledge is essential in the backwards reachability
process and thus variable K will be appropriately instantiated; see [6] for
details. Our tool is able to find the following initial state of the protocol:
[ nil | n(c, r)+ ] & [ nil | n(c, r0)+ ] &
[ nil | sk(a, (b; n(a, r00)); c)−, sk(a, b; (n(a, r000); c))− ] &
[ nil | n(c, r)−, sk(a, n(c, r); c)+ , sk(a, b; (n(a, r000); c))+ ] &
[ nil | n(c, r0)− , sk(a, n(c, r0); c)+ , sk(a, b; (n(a, r00); c))+ ] &
{ sk(a, b; (n(a, r00); c))∈I,
/ sk(a, b; (n(a, r000); c))∈I,
/ n(c, r)∈I,
/ n(c, r0)∈I
/ }

where all the strands are in their initial position (i.e., every message is in
the future) and the intruder does not know but it will learn four messages
exchanged in the protocol run. The concrete message exchange sequence is:
n(c, r0)+ . n(c, r)+ . n(c, r0)− . sk(a, n(c, r0); c)+ . sk(a, b; (n(a, r00); c))+ . n(c, r)− .
sk(a, n(c, r); c)+ . sk(a, b; (n(a, r000); c))+ . sk(a, (b; n(a, r00)); c)− . sk(a, b; (n(a, r000); c))−

4

Conclusions

We have presented a high-level overview of the rewriting-based formalization
of the NPA reachability analysis and language generation mechanisms that we
call the Maude-NPA. And we have illustrated its use, in contexts beyond the
Dolev-Yao perfect cryptography or bounded number of sessions assumptions,
by means of a protocol with an attack that can only be found by taking into
account equational properties of the underlying cryptographic infrastructure:
in our example the associativity of the message concatenation operator. The
Maude-NPA prototype has been used for this example, both to produce the
grammars and to find the attack.
As pointed out in the Introduction, this work is a first step within a longerterm research project to use NPA-like mechanisms in the analysis of protocols
in which attacks may make use of the algebraic properties of underlying cryptographic functions. For example, we are working on extending the Maude-NPA
with narrowing capabilities modulo equational theories for which finitary unification algorithms exist, such as, for example, associativity-commutativity,
the Boolean theory, and some forms of modular exponentiation [12,9].
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In this paper, we present a novel methodology for semi-automatically repairing
faulty Web sites. We formulate a stepwise transformation procedure that achieves
correctness and completeness of the Web site w.r.t. its formal specification while
respecting the structure of the document (e.g. the schema of an XML document).
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Introduction

The increasing complexity of Web sites has turned their design and construction into a challenging problem. Systematic, formal approaches can bring
many benefits to Web site construction, giving support for automated Web
site verification and repairing. In our previous work on GVerdi [2,1], we presented a rewriting-like approach to Web site specification and verification.
Our methodology allows us to specify the integrity conditions for the Web
sites and then diagnose errors by computing the requirements not fulfilled
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by a given Web site, that is, by finding out incorrect/forbidden patterns and
missing/incomplete Web pages.
In this paper, we aim to complement our methodology with a tool-independent technique for semi-automatically repairing the errors found during
that verification phase. First, we formalize the kinds of errors that can be
found in a Web site w.r.t. a Web Specification. Then, we classify the repair
actions that can be performed to repair each kind of error.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes some
preliminary definitions and notations about term rewriting systems. In Section
3, first we recall the Web verification framework of [2], which is based on tree
simulation, and we categorize the different kinds of errors that can be found
as an outcome of the verification technique. Section 4 describes our repairing
methodology for faulty Web sites, while Section 5 concludes and discusses
future work.

2

Preliminaries

We call a finite set of symbols alphabet. Given the alphabet A, A∗ denotes the
set of all finite sequences of elements over A. Syntactic equality between objects is represented by ≡. By V we denote a countably infinite set of variables
and Σ denotes a set of function symbols, or signature. We consider varyadic
signatures as in [6] (i.e., signatures in which symbols have an unbounded arity,
that is, they may be followed by an arbitrary number of arguments). τ (Σ, V)
and τ (Σ) denote the non-ground term algebra and the term algebra built on
Σ ∪ V and Σ. Terms are viewed as labelled trees in the usual way. Positions
are represented by sequences of natural numbers denoting an access path in
a term. By notation w1.w2 , we denote the concatenation of position w1 and
position w2 . Positions are ordered by the prefix ordering. Given S ⊆ Σ ∪ V,
OS (t) denotes the set of positions of a term t which are rooted by symbols in
S. A substitution σ ≡ {X1 /t1, X2 /t2, . . .} is a mapping from the set of variables V into the set of terms τ (Σ, V) satisfying the following conditions: (i)
Xi 6= Xj , whenever i 6= j, (ii) Xi σ = ti , i = 1, ..n, and (iii) Xσ = X, for any
X ∈ V \ {X1 , . . . , Xn }. By Var (s) we denote the set of variables occurring in
the syntactic object s. Term rewriting systems provide an adequate computational model for functional languages. In the sequel, we follow the standard
framework of term rewriting (see [4,8]). A term rewriting system (TRS for
short) is a pair (Σ, R), where Σ is a signature and R is a finite set of reduction
(or rewrite) rules

3

Rewriting-based Web Verification

In this section, we briefly recall the formal verification methodology proposed
in [2], which is able to detect forbidden/erroneous as well as missing information in a Web site. By executing a Web specification on a given Web site, we
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{(1) members(member(name(mario),surname(rossi),status(professor)),
member(name(ugo),surname(blu),status(professor))),
(2) hpage(fullname(mariorossi),phone(3333),status(professor),
hobbies(hobby(reading),hobby(gardening))),
(3) pubs(pub(name(ugo),surname(blu),title(blah1),blink(year(2003))),
pub(name(mario),surname(rossi),title(blah2),year(2002))),
(4) projects(project(pname(A1),grant1(1000),grant2(200),
total(1100),coordinator(fullname(mariorossi))) }

Fig. 1. An example of a Web site for a research group

are able to recognize and exactly locate the source of a possible discrepancy
between the Web site and the properties stated in the Web specification.
3.1

Denotation of Web sites

In our framework, a Web page is either an XML [11] or an XHTML [12] document, which we assume to be well-formed, since there are plenty of programs
and online services which are able to validate XHTML/XML syntax and perform link checking (e.g. [10], [7]). XHTML/XML documents can be encoded
as Herbrand terms.. Web pages are provided with a tree-like structure, they
can be straightforwardly translated into ordinary terms of a given term algebra τ (Text ∪Tag). A Web site is a finite collection of ground terms {p1 . . . pn }.
In Figure 1, we present a Web site W of a research group.
3.2

Web specification language

A Web specification is a triple (IN , IM , R), where IN and IM are finite sets of
correctness and completeness rules, and the set R contains the rules for the
definition of some auxiliary functions.
The set IN describes constraints for detecting erroneous Web pages. A
correctness rule has the following form: l * error | C, with V ar(C) ⊆ V ar(l),
where l is a term, error is a reserved constant, and C is a (possibly empty)
finite sequence containing membership tests (e.g. X ∈ rexp) w.r.t. a given
regular language 4 , and/or equations over terms.
The set of rules IM specifies some properties for detecting incomplete/missing Web pages. A completeness rule is defined as l * r hqi, where l and r
are terms and q ∈ {E, A}. Completeness rules of a Web specification formalize
the requirement that some information must be included in all or some pages
of the Web site. We use attributes hAi and hEi to distinguish “universal”
from “existential” rules. Right-hand sides of completeness rules can contain
functions, which are defined in R. Intuitively, the interpretation of a universal
rule l * r hAi (respectively, an existential rule l * r hEi) w.r.t. a Web site
W is as follows: if (an instance of) l is recognized in W, also (an instance of)
4

Regular languages are represented by means of the usual Unix-like regular expressions
syntax.
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the irreducible form of r must be recognized in all (respectively, some) of the
Web pages which embed (an instance of) r.
Example 3.1 Consider the Web specification which consists of the following
completeness and correctness rules along with a term rewriting system defining
the string concatenation function ++, the arithmetic operators + and ∗ on
natural numbers and the relational operator ≤.
member(name(X),surname(Y)) *]hpage(fullname(X ++Y), status) hEi
pubs(pub(name(X), surname(Y))) * ]members(member(name(X), surname(Y))) hEi
blink(X) * error
project(grant1(X), grant2(Y),total(Z)) * error | X + Y 6= Z
This Web specification models some required properties for the Web site of Figure
1. First rule formalizes the following property: if there is a Web page containing a
member list, then for each member, a home page should exist which contains (at
least) the full name and the status of this member. The marking information establishes that the property must be checked only on home pages. Second rule specifies
that, whenever there exists a Web page containing information about scientific publications, each author of a publication should be a member of the research group.
Third rule states that blinking text is forbidden in the whole Web site. The last
rule state that, for each research project with two grants, the total project budget
must be equal to the sum of the grants.

3.3

Simulation and partial rewriting

Partial rewriting extracts “some pieces of information” from a page, pieces
them together, and then rewrites the glued term. The assembling is done by
means of tree simulation,which recognizes the structure and the labeling of a
given term inside a particular page of the Web site. Our notion of simulation, E, is an adaptation of Kruskal’s embedding (or “syntactically simpler”)
relation [5] where we ignore the usual diving rule 5 [9].
Definition 3.2 The simulation relation E ⊆ τ (Text ∪ Tag) × τ (Text ∪ Tag)
on Web pages is the least relation satisfying the rule:
f(t1, . . . , tm) E g(s1, . . . , sn) iff f ≡ g and ti E sπ(i), for i = 1, . . ., m, m ≥ n
and some injective function π : {1, . . . , m} → {1, . . . , n}.

Given two Web pages s1 and s2 , if s1 E s2 we say that s1 simulates (or is
embedded or recognized into) s2 . We also say that s2 embeds s1. Note that,
for the case when m is 0 we have c E c for each constant symbol c.
Now we are ready to introduce the partial rewrite relation between Web
page templates. Roughly speaking, given a Web specification rule l * r,
partial rewriting allows us to extract from, a given Web page s, a subpart of
s which is simulated by a ground instance of l, and to replace s by a ground,
5

The diving rule allows one to “strike out” a part of the term at the right-hand side of the
relation E. Formally, s E f(t1 , . . . tn), if s E ti , for some i.
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irreducible form of an instance of r w.r.t. R, which is computed by standard
rewriting.
3.4

Error diagnoses

We classify the kind of errors which can be found in a Web site in terms of
the different outputs delivered by our verification technique when is fed with
a Web site specification.
Definition 3.3 [correctness error] Let W be a Web site and (IM , IN , R) be
a Web specification. Then, the quadruple (p, w, l, σ) is a correctness error
evidence iff p ∈ W, w ∈ OTag (p), and lσ is an instance of the left-hand side l
of a correctness rule belonging to IN such that lσ E p|w .
Therefore, by analyzing such an evidence, we exactly know where the faulty
information is located inside the Web page. We denote the set of all correctness
error evidences of a Web site W w.r.t. a set of correctness rules IN by EN (W).
When no confusion can arise, we just write EN .
As for completeness errors, we can distinguish three classes of errors. Given
a Web site W, we have: Missing Web pages, the Web site W lacks one or
more Web pages, Universal completeness error, the Web site W fails to
fulfil the requirement that a piece of information must occur in all the Web
pages of a given subset of W, and Existential completeness error, the Web
site W fails to fulfil the requirement that a piece of information must occur in
some Web page of W.
The verification methodology of [2] generates the sets of correctness and
completeness error evidences EN and EM mentioned above for a given Web site
w.r.t. the input Web specification. Starting from these sets, in the following
section we formulate a method for fixing the errors and delivering a Web site
which is correct and complete w.r.t. the intended Web specification.

4

Repairing a faulty Web site

Given a faulty Web site W and the sets of errors EN and EM , our goal is to
modify the given Web site by adding, changing, and removing information in
order to produce a Web site that is correct and complete w.r.t. the considered
Web specification. For this purpose, in correspondence with the error categories distinguished in the previous section, we introduce a catalogue of repair
actions which can be applied to the faulty Web site. The primitive repair
actions we consider are the following: change(p, w, t) replaces the subterm
p|w in p with the term t and returns the modified Web page. insert(p, w, t)
modifies the term p by adding the term t into p|w and returns the modified
Web page, add(p, W) adds the Web page p to the Web site W and returns the
Web page p, delete(p, t) deletes all the occurrences of the term t in the Web
page p and returns the modified Web page.
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We have to ensure that the data considered for insertion are safe w.r.t. the
Web specification, i.e. they cannot fire any correctness rule. For this purpose,
we introduce the following definition.
Definition 4.1 Let (IM , IN , R) be a Web specification and p ∈ τ (Text ∪ Tag)
be a Web page. Then, p is safe w.r.t. IN , iff for each w ∈ OTag (p) and
(l * r | C) ∈ IN , either (i) there is no σ s.t. lσ E p|w ; or (ii) lσ E p|w , but
Cσ does not hold.
4.1

Fixing correctness errors

Throughout this section, we will consider a given Web site W, a Web specification (IM , IN , R) and the set EN 6= ∅ of the correctness error evidences
w.r.t. IN for W. Our goal is to modify W in order to generate a new Web site
which is correct w.r.t. (IM , IN , R). We proceed as follows: whenever a correctness error is found, we choose a possible repair action (among the different
actions described below) and we execute it in order to remove the erroneous
information, provided that it does not introduce any new bug.
Given e = (p, w, l, σ) ∈ EN , e can be repaired in two distinct ways: we
can decide either 1) to remove the wrong content lσ from the Web page p
(specifically, from p|w ), or 2) to change lσ into a piece of correct information.
Hence, it is possible to choose between the following repair strategies.
4.1.1 “Correctness through Deletion” strategy
In this case, we simply remove all the occurrences of the subterm p|w of the
Web page p containing the wrong information lσ by applying the repair action
delete(p, p|w ) 6 .
4.1.2 “Correctness through Change” strategy.
Given a correctness error e = (p, w, lσ) ∈ EN , we replace the subterm p|w of
the Web page p with a new term t introduced by the user. The new term t
must ensure that t does not embed subterms which might fire some correctness
rule (local correctness property). Next, we have to guarantee that t, within
the context surrounding it, will not cause any new correctness error (global
correctness property).
Local correctness property. This property guarantees that a change action is “locally safe”. For it we handle conditional and unconditional correctness rules separately. For conditional rules, we must look for solutions
to the following problem. Let us consider the correctness error evidence
e = (p, w, l, σ) ∈ EN and the associated repair action change(p, w, t). We
build the set of conditions
CSe ≡ {¬C | ∃ (l * r | C) ∈ IN , a position w0 , a substitution σ s.t. lσ E p|w.w0 }
6

Note that, instead of removing the whole subterm p|w , it would be also possible to provide
a more precise though also time-expensive implementation of the delete action which only
gets rid of the part lσ of p|w which is responsible for the correctness error.
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We call CSe the constraint satisfaction problem associated with e. Such
collection of constraints, that can be solved manually or automatically by
means of an appropriate constraint solver [3], can be used to provide suitable
values for the term t to be inserted. We say that CSe is satisfiable iff there
exists at least one assignment of values for the variables occurring in CSe
that satisfies all the constraints. We denote by Sol(CSe ) the set of all the
assignments that verify the constraints in CSe . The restriction of Sol(CSe ) to
the variables occurring in σ is denoted by Sol(CSe )|σ .
Let us now consider unconditional rules. Sometimes we may need to change
not only the values of the variables but also the structure of the term containing the erroneous data. In this case, it might happen that we introduce a
“forbidden” structure. Therefore, in order to ensure correctness, the following
structural correctness check on the structure of term t must be performed only
for unconditional rules.
(1)

∀ l * r ∈ IN , w ∈ OTag (t), substitution σ, lσ 6E t|w .

Roughly speaking, the structural correctness property (1) defined above ensures that no unconditional correctness rule can be triggered on t. This is
achieved by checking that no left-hand side of an unconditional correctness
rule is embedded into t.
Definition 4.2 Given e = (p, w, l, σ) ∈ EN and a repair action change(p, w, t),
we say that change(p, w, t) obeys the local correctness property iff
•

for each conditional rule (l * r | C) ∈ IN , C 6= ∅, substitution σ 0 and
position w0 , if lσ 0 E t|w0 then (i) σ 0 ∈ Sol(CSe )|σ0 , when ¬C ∈ CSe ; (ii) Cσ 0
does not hold, when ¬C 6∈ CSe .

•

for unconditional rules, the structural correctness property (1) holds.

Global correctness property. Whenever we fix some wrong data by executing a repair action change(p, w, t), we also need to consider t within the
context that surrounds it in p. If we don’t pay attention to such a global
condition, some subtle correctness errors might arise. The definition of the
Global correctness property is to consider the Local correctness property at
level of the page on which the error becoming. The execution of a change
action which obeys the global as well as the local correctness property, decreases the number of correctness errors of the original Web site as stated by
the following proposition.
4.2

Fixing completeness errors

In this section, we address the problem of repairing an incomplete Web site
W. Without loss of generality, we assume that W is an incomplete but correct
Web site w.r.t. a given Web specification (IM , IN , R). Such an assumption
will allow us to design a repair methodology which “completes” the Web site
and does not introduce any incorrect information.
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Let EM (W) be the set of completeness error evidences risen by IM for the
Web site W. Any completeness error evidence belonging to EM (W) can be
repaired following distinct strategies and thus by applying distinct repair actions. On the one hand, we can think of adding the needed data, whenever a
Web page or a piece of information in a Web page is missing. We must ensure
that the execution of the chosen repair action does not introduce any new correctness/completeness error to guarantee the termination and the soundness
of our methodology.
4.2.1 “Completeness through Insertion” strategy.
According to the kind of completeness error that we have to fix, we consider
two distinct kinds of repair actions, namely add(p,W) and insert(p, w, t). The
former action adds a new Web page p to a Web site W and thus will be employed whenever the system has to fix a given missing Web page error. The
latter allows us to add a new piece of information t to (a subterm of) an incomplete Web page p, and therefore is suitable to repair universal as well as
existential completeness errors. The insertion repair strategy works as follows.
Missing Web page errors. Given a missing Web page error evidence (r,W),
we fix the bug by adding a Web page p, which embeds the missing expression
r, to the Web site W. W = W∪{add(p, W)}, where r E p|w for some w ∈ OTag (p).
Existential
completeness
errors.
Given an existential
completeness error evidence (r,{p1, p2, . . . , pn },E), we fix the bug by inserting a term t, that embeds the missing expression r, into an arbitrary page pi ,
i = 1, . . . , n. The position of the new piece of information t in pi is typically
provided by the user, who must supply a position in pi where t must be attached. The insert action will transform the Web site W in the following way:
W = W \ {pi } ∪ {insert(pi , w, t)}, where r E pi|w for some w ∈ OTag (p).
Universal completeness errors. Given a universal completeness error evidence (r,{p1, p2, . . . , pn },A), we fix the bug by inserting a term ti , that embeds
the missing expression r, into every Web page pi , i = 1, . . . , n not embedding r. The position of the new piece of information ti in each pi is typically
provided by the user, who must supply a postition wi in pi where ti must be
attached. In this case, we will execute a sequence of insert actions, exactly
one for each incomplete Web page pi . Therefore, the Web site W will be transformed in the following way. For each pi ∈ {p1, p2, . . . , pn } such that r 6E pi|wj
for each wj ∈ OTag (pi ). W = W \ {pi } ∪ {insert(pi , wi , ti)}, where r E p|wi for
some wi ∈ OTag (pi ).
Definition 4.3 Let (IM , IN , R) be a Web specification and W be a Web site
w.r.t. (IM , IN , R). Let EM (W) be the set of completeness error evidences of W
w.r.t. IM .
•

the repair action p1 ≡ insert(p, w, t) is acceptable w.r.t. (IM , IN , R) and
W iff (i) p1 is safe w.r.t. (IM , IN , R); (ii) r E t|w , w ∈ OTag (t), for some
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e(r) ∈ EM (W); (iii) if W0 ≡ W \ {p} ∪ {p1}, then EM (W0) ⊂ EM (W).
•

the repair action p2 ≡ add(p2, W) is acceptable w.r.t. (IM , IN , R) and W
iff (i) p2 is safe w.r.t. (IM , IN , R); (ii) r E p2|w , w ∈ OTag (p2), for some
e(r) ∈ EM (W); (iii) if W0 ≡ W ∪ {p2}, then EM (W0 ) ⊂ EM (W).

Definition 4.3 guarantees that the information which is added by insert
and add actions is correct and does not yield any new completeness error.
More precisely, the number of completeness errors decreases by effect of the
execution of such repair actions.
4.2.2 “Completeness through Deletion” strategy.
The main idea of the deletion strategy is to remove all the information in the
Web site that caused a given completeness error. The strategy is independent
of the kind of completeness error we are handling. More formally, given a
Web specification (IM , IN , R), a Web site W and a completeness error evidence
e(r),the Web site W will change in the following way. For each t1 * t2 *
. . . * r, where t1 E p|w , w ∈ OTag (p), p ∈ W
W ≡ {p ∈ W | ti 6E p|w , ∀ w ∈ OTag (p), i = 1, . . . , n} ∪
{delete(p, ti) | p ∈ W, ti E p|w , w ∈ OTag (p), i = 1, . . . , n}
As in the case of the insertion strategy, we have to take care about the effects
of the execution of the repair actions. More precisely, we do not want the
execution of any delete action to introduce new completeness errors. For this
purpose, we consider the following notion of acceptable delete action.
Definition 4.4 Let (IM , IN , R) be a Web specification and W be a Web site
w.r.t. (IM , IN , R). Let EM (W) be the set of completeness error evidences
of W w.r.t. IM (W). The repair action p1 ≡ delete(p, t) is acceptable w.r.t.
(IM , IN , R) and W iff if W0 ≡ W \ {p} ∪ {p1}, then EM (W0) ⊂ EM (W).

5

Conclusions

Maintaining contents of Web sites is an open and urgent problem since outdated, incorrect and incomplete information is becoming very frequent in the
World Wide Web. In this paper, we presented a semi–automatic methodology
for repairing Web sites which has a number of advantages over other potential approaches (and hence can be used as a useful complement to them): 1)
in contrast to the active database Web management techniques, we are able
to predict whether a repair action can cause new errors to appear and assist
the user in reformulating the action; 2) by solving the constraint satisfaction problem associated to the conditions of the Web specification rules, we
are also able to aid users to fix erroneous information by suggesting ranges
of correct values; 3) our methodology smoothly integrates on top of existing
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rewriting-based web verification frameworks such as [2,1], which offer the expressiveness and computational power of functions and allow one to avoid the
encumbrances of DTDs and XML rule languages. The basic methodology has
been partially implemented in the preliminary prototype GVerdi-R (Graphical Verification and Rewriting for Debugger Internet sites), publicly available
together with a set of examples at http://www.dsic.upv.es/users/elp/GVerdi
and which is written in Haskell (GHC v6.2.2).
Let us conclude by discussing further works. For the benefit of the user who
prefers not to express himself in a formal language, we are currently working
on a graphical notation for rules and for the repair actions, which will be
automatically translated into our formalism. Moreover, to increase the level
of automation of our repair method, we are working on possible correction
strategies which minimize both the amount of information to be changed and
the number of repair actions to be executed.
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Abstract
NiMo es un lenguaje totalmente gráfico ejecutable para la programación en redes de procesos, del cual existe un prototipo completo desarrollado en el sistema
de transformación de grafos AGG. NiMoAGG es muy limitado en los aspectos de
visualización e interfaz con el usuario, fundamentales para ser una herramienta realmente útil. La construcción de un entorno integrado de desarrollo que mantenga la
funcionalidad del prototipo y corrija esas deficiencias es una tarea compleja. En este
trabajo se discuten las caracterı́sticas que deberı́a tener este IDE y los componentes
necesarios para lograrlas. Se delinean los criterios seguidos en el diseño de NiMoToons, el núcleo del IDE actualmente en construcción, y también algunos aspectos
de su implementación. Existe ya una primera versión de la interfase de usuario
para la construcción de redes y facilidades de visualización. Por otro lado, se han
desarrollado también herramientas de conversión entre programas en NiMoToons y
NiMoAGG, y de traducción de ambos a Haskell y viceversa
Key words: IDE, Lenguaje de Programación, Gráfico, Funcional,
DataFlow

1

Introducción

NiMo (Nets in Motion) [3,4] es un lenguaje totalmente gráfico inspirado en
las representaciones en redes de procesos de programas funcionales perezosos,
donde las funciones son vistas como procesos conectados por canales (listas
usualmente infinitas), implementando la metáfora Data-flow de proveedorconsumidor. El objetivo primario de NiMo es facilitar la comprensión de los
1
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programas y servir como banco de prueba y experimentación. El usuario visualiza todas las transformaciones sufridas por la red en ejecución y tiene pleno
control sobre cada una de sus componentes, pudiendo interrumpir la ejecución,
retroceder pasos, y modificar la red o incluso alterar el orden predeterminado
de ejecución, y retomarla desde ese punto.
El actual prototipo, NiMoAGG, implementado mediante gramáticas de
grafos tiene la funcionalidad completa del lenguaje pero es muy pobre en
cuanto a la visualización y la interfaz con el usuario. En este trabajo se
presenta el estado alcanzado en la construcción de un entorno integrado de
desarrollo que incluya la funcionalidad del prototipo actual, permita dibujar
los grafos según las convenciones NiMo de ubicación y disposición relativa de
nodos y arcos, y conserve lo mejor posible la estructura de la red que va siendo
transformada. Además de las facilidades de visualización de ventanas, imprescindibles para tratar con gráficos que crecen mucho, el entorno debe incluir
opciones de visualización compactada de la red. El entorno debe también
facilitar el manejo de librerı́as y proyectos, y permitir la traducción a Haskell.
En la sección siguiente se resumen las caracterı́sticas principales del lenguaje
y su modelo de ejecución, a continuación se describe el prototipo existente y
sus limitaciones. En la sección 4 se delinean los objetivos a cumplir por un
IDE capaz de salvar estas limitaciones. La sección 5 presenta el diseño del
núcleo principal del IDE, llamado NiMoToons, y la siguiente las herramientas de conversión entre éste y NiMoAGG, y las de traducción entre NiMo y
Haskell. Finalmente se describen los resultados alcanzados hasta el momento
y la continuación prevista.

2

Caracterı́sticas del lenguaje NiMo

Los programas NiMo son grafos orientados donde los arcos son canales de capacidad no acotada, por donde viajan en forma FIFO los datos (que pueden ser
valores simples, estructurados, o funcionales). Los únicos identificadores son
los de los procesos, éstos pueden tener más de una salida y estar parametrizados por valores que no son canales, e incluso por otros procesos. El lenguaje
dispone de un conjunto de procesos básicos inspirados en los transformadores
de listas de lenguajes como Haskell [9] y especialmente adaptados al procesamiento Data-flow.
El repertorio de sı́mbolos gráficos es muy reducido como puede verse en la
figura 1. Los arcos horizontales se utilizan para canales de datos, y los arcos
verticales entrando a un proceso para parámetros que no son canales en el
sentido Data-flow. El flujo de datos tiene orientación de derecha a izquierda,
y por lo tanto las salidas finales de la red son los arcos de más a la izquierda.
NiMo sigue un modelo de ejecución Data-flow-perezoso. La activación de
un proceso se produce por la demanda de algún otro del cual es proveedor, o del
exterior si el proceso produce una salida de la red. Si el activado es un proceso
básico y ya dispone de los parámetros necesarios producirá la transformación
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Fig. 1. Sintaxis gráfica

correspondiente, de lo contrario propagará la demanda sólo a los proveedores
de estos parámetros. Si el proceso activado no es básico se expandirá, siendo
reemplazado en el grafo por el subgrafo de la red que lo implementa.
La activación de procesos se visualiza en la red mediante diamantes coloreados que marcan los caminos donde se espera flujo de respuesta. Todos
los procesos en condiciones de actuar se pueden ejecutar en paralelo por lo
que no es necesario poner anotaciones para indicar ejecución paralela, o sincronización, ni establecer un orden de ejecución externo a la red. El control
de ejecución viene dado por la polı́tica dirigida por demanda y regulado por
la disponibilidad de datos. Sin embargo el usuario puede establecer una activación inicial de procesos que no obedezca a la demanda por propagación, e
incluso cambiar el estado de activación de cualquier proceso deteniendo para
ello la ejecución.
La ejecución muestra paso a paso todas las transformaciones de la red inicial. El ambiente de desarrollo permite interrumpir la ejecución, retroceder
pasos, e incluso interactuar cambiando partes o completando redes incompletas y retomar la ejecución directamente. Esta es una de las caracterı́sticas más
peculiares de NiMo, posible gracias a que desde el punto de vista del usuario
el código es a la vez el código y el estado de la computación.

3

El prototipo NiMoAGG

El punto de partida para el diseño del IDE es el prototipo desarrollado en
AGG[1]. AGG es un sistema de transformación de grafos que dada una
gramática de grafos permite visualizar paso a paso la secuencia de transformaciones de un grafo inicial dado. La gramática desarrollada tiene dos
componentes: la gramática de construcción, que es un editor dirigido por
sintaxis-semántica de tipos, y la gramática de ejecución que actúa como un
intérprete. Dado que un programa NiMo puede ejecutarse antes de ser com207
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pletado, ambas componentes se utilizan en la transformación del grafo.
El sistema desarrollado incluye tratamiento de orden superior completo,
aplicación parcial, inferencia de tipos con polimorfismo, y evaluación perezosa,
lo que implicó modelar en términos de grafos los elementos y la operatoria de
un lenguaje funcional perezoso. El prototipo demostró la factibilidad del enfoque y su potencialidad como banco de transformación y prueba de programas. Asimismo, dio como subproducto una especificación (como gramática
de grafos) del lenguaje en su totalidad, es decir una semántica operacional
completa, ejecutable en el sistema de transformación de grafos.
Sin embargo, la visualización de la secuencia de ejecución que produce
NiMoAGG es muy deficiente pues la transformación no respeta el diseño
gráfico inicial de la red. Esto se debe a que no se pueden establecer restricciones sobre la ubicación relativa de los nodos ni la disposición de los arcos.
Incluso en la ejecución paso a paso las facilidades para reordenarlo son muy
elementales, lo que lo hace poco útil como herramienta de experimentación.
Una opción habrı́a sido mejorar en la medida de lo posible algunos aspectos de visualización interviniendo la interfase gráfica de AGG. Y en cuanto
a la eficiencia, modificar el algoritmo de morfismo de correspondencia para
explotar las propiedades de localidad de las transformaciones que tiene la
gramática de ejecución. Sin embargo el resultado habrı́a seguido siendo insatisfactorio como producto final. Los sistemas de transformación de grafos no
están pensados para programar sistemas muy complejos y con una dinámica
de transformación tan alta, se emplean sobre todo para modelización.
La otra opción es desarrollar el sistema completo en otro marco, ya sin el
soporte del entorno y el motor de transformación de grafos, y centrando el
foco del diseño en la visualización e interfase con el usuario.

4

El IDE requerido

El entorno integrado de desarrollo ha de mantener la funcionalidad completa
de NiMoAGG, es decir: proveer un editor de grafos con comprobación e inferencia de tipos, un intérprete al estilo de los lenguajes funcionales perezosos
pero gráfico, que produzca una visualización paso a paso de cada transformación, y un entorno en que se puedan alternar la edición y ejecución sin
perder el estado. Pero además debe conservar lo mejor posible la estructura
del grafo que va siendo transformado en ejecución.
El grafo del programa NiMo debe ser dibujado en un espacio plano, manteniendo cerca las entidades que tienen mayor relación y evitando los cruces
complejos de arcos. Este es un problema bien conocido en el mundo de los
grafos que no tiene fácil solución, al que se añade que los arcos NiMo representan parámetros de diferente ı́ndole, y por lo tanto tienen un orden y
convenciones de horizontalidad o verticalidad y ortogonalidad en los quiebres.
El editor ha de asistir en la construcción de grafos con esas restricciones
sin que deban acomodarse a mano nodos y arcos como en NiMoAGG, pero
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admitiendo que se haga. Debe facilitar el acceso a procesos básicos y redes
predefinidas, evitar conexiones incorrectas, e inferir incrementalmente el tipo
sin que el usuario deba declararlo, pero comprobándolo en caso de que lo haga.
En ejecución hay que conseguir que las sucesivas transformaciones deformen lo menos posible la disposición inicial de la red. En el caso de redes
estáticas, como la de Fibonacci, no es demasiado complicado lograrlo, pero en
las dinámicas con una expansión fuerte de procesos el crecimiento del grafo es
muy rápido. Para poder manejarlo, además de las facilidades de visualización
de ventanas (scaling, zooming, scrolling, múltiples vistas) imprescindibles para
tratar con gráficos que crecen mucho [2], se deben proporcionar otras herramientas de control sobre la visualización de la red, como subredes que puedan
compactarse o no expandirse en ejecución, ocultamiento opcional de nodos de
tipo, plegado de parámetros, o visores de canal.
Por otro lado, en la puesta a punto es fundamental poder deshacer los
pasos de ejecución para corregir la red y retomar la ejecución directamente.
En AGG la operación de deshacer transiciones sólo permite volver al inicio o
al paso anterior.
La funcionalidad de banco de prueba deberı́a cerrarse también con la traducción automática a un lenguaje textual, Haskell en particular. Y el traductor inverso permitirı́a usar a NiMo como trazador en lı́nea y depurador de
programas Haskell. Además, un programa NiMo en desarrollo podrı́a importar
procesos ya programados en Haskell evitando su reedición gráfica, y también la
de funciones sobre tipos escalares, cuya visualización expandida como subred
no tiene ningún interés y serı́a más cómodo definirlas textualmente.
Por otra parte, con mecanismos de conversión entre ambas versiones NiMo
se podrı́an usar los programas ya escritos para NiMoAGG, y contrastar estados
intermedios de las transformaciones en la nueva versión con los que producirı́a
NiMoAGG. La conversión entre ambas implementaciones no supone sortear
una distancia excesiva, en cambio la conversión entre redes NiMo y programas
Haskell sı́ plantea una problemática de traducción importante, al tratarse de
un lenguaje textual funcional puro y otro gráfico funcional-dataflow como se
discute en la sección 6.
Finalmente, para la escalabilidad de las aplicaciones el entorno debe proveer
facilidades para la organización de librerı́as y proyectos.
La complejidad del sistema a desarrollar requiere una construcción incremental. El diseño del núcleo debe contemplar las extensiones futuras necesarias para lograr la calidad de producto final. NiMoToons es el núcleo del
IDE cuyo diseño se presenta a continuación.

5

Diseño de NiMoToons

El diseño de NiMoToons [10] se centra en los aspectos de interfaz con el usuario
y visualización, los que en NiMoAGG ya venı́an totalmente determinados por
el entorno AGG. El paradigma más usado para implementar entornos visuales
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Fig. 2. Diagrama de clases de NiMoToons y NiMoWorkspace

es indudablemente el de OO. Existen entornos de desarrollo muy extendidos
como Eclipse o Visual Studio que proveen una gran variedad de herramientas.
Por otro lado resulta interesante contrastar el modelado gráfico de los
componentes y la operatoria de un lenguaje funcional-dataflow en paradigmas tan diferentes como lo son el de OO y el de la programación basada en
reglas. En NiMoAGG todo se modeló con grafos, incluso su propio código es
un conjunto de reglas que son pares de grafos. El modelo de referencia en
NiMoToons es la visión de un programa en construcción o en ejecución, no
como un grafo que se transforma, sino como un conjunto de objetos gráficos
que interactúan.
NiMoToons sigue un diseño OO basado en el uso de patrones de diseño [6]
y especialmente en el de composición (Composite), que permite naturalmente
la construcción incremental de redes. Los elementos constitutivos de las redes
son unidades con puertos de conexión tipados. El modelo de ejecución basado
en la capacidad de actuar de cada unidad, y el modelado de cada acción dentro
del sistema como un objeto permite deshacer cualquier operación, tanto de
edición como de ejecución.
La funcionalidad de NiMoToons debe cubrir cuatro aspectos. Describimos
a continuación los elementos del diseño más directamente involucrados en cada
uno de ellos.
Interfaz con el usuario: La visión más externa del sistema se refleja en el
diagrama de clases de la figura 2. La barra de menú permite habilitar distintos
espacios de trabajo (workspace), importar redes, almacenarlas, acceder a la
ayuda y salir del sistema. El toolbox se usa para editar redes importando a un
espacio de trabajo procesos predefinidos, o templates para construir valores,
elementos de canal, duplicadores, o procesos nuevos. En el diseño del toolbox
se utilzó el patrón Prototype.
Los workspaces siguen un patrón MVC (Model-view-controler). Cada uno
de ellos está asociado a una red (componente de primer nivel), y a una cantidad variable de netviewports para visualizarla en una o más ventanas. Los
restantes visualizadores exhiben propiedades o información relativa a la componente. El usuario interactúa con la red en algún netviewport. Si la acción
afecta a la red (y no sólo a su visualización local en el netviewport como por
ejemplo un zooming), se refleja en todos los visualizadores de ese espacio de
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Fig. 3. Pantalla de NiMoToons en su primera versión

Fig. 4. Diagrama simplificado de NiMoUnits

trabajo. La figura 3 muestra una pantalla con dos workspaces (Component1
y Component2), el primero visualizable en dos netviewports (Component1-1
y Component1-2).
Construcción y modificación de redes: Una red NiMo se modela con
las clases unit y edge, que representan respectivamente unidades con puertos
de conexión tipados y conexiones con estado entre unidades. Las subclases
de unit implementan entidades que son partes indivisibles de una red NiMo
tales como interfases de procesos, valores, elementos de canal, etc. component
es también una subclase de unit que corresponde a los procesos que no son
básicos, es decir una red NiMo encapsulada que se usa como una unidad.
Existe una correspondencia entre las entradas-salidas de la red y las de la
interfase que la representa.
La red que construye o ejecuta el usuario en su espacio de trabajo es a su
vez una componente. Dado que las componentes son y contienen unidades se
ha usado el patrón Composite. Una versión simplificada del correspondiente
diagrama de clases se muestra en la figura 4.
Para construir una red se importan las unidades del toolbox al espacio de
trabajo, y se las conecta mediante clics de ratón en los puertos de conexión
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de ambos nodos. Si la conexión es válida según el tipo se genera el arco con
el diamante de estado que corresponda. Para implementar la comprobación e
inferencia de tipos se modela la estructura de tipos basándose también en el
patrón de composición (un tipo puede contener tipos).
Visualización: Para organizar la disposición espacial de la red se usa la
noción de boundingBox (BB), que representa el espacio rectangular que ocupa
un elemento o conjunto de elementos. Cada unidad, componente y arco tiene
un BB. La disposición en la red debe evitar que los BB se intersequen, a excepción de los arcos que sı́ podrı́an cruzarse, por lo que en el momento de
expandir un proceso-red el BB de la componente determina los desplazamientos necesarios para evitar intersecciones de la nueva subred con los elementos
vecinos. Inversamente el BB de la interfase del proceso red puede utilizarse
para la visualización compactada de subredes. El algoritmo de reubicación
gráfica aun está en consideración. El diseño contempla su encapsulado en una
clase propia con el objetivo de poder seleccionarlo en tiempo de ejecución.
Ejecución y puesta a punto: Las unidades son entidades independientes
capaces de actuar cuando sea posible. La ejecución “simultánea” del conjunto
de acciones que puedan realizar todos los procesos en condiciones de actuar
dará como resultado un paso de ejecución.
En NiMo la construcción y ejecución es un continuo ya que la intervención
del usuario permite cambiar de uno a otro modo sin perder el estado. Los
modos de ejecución se establecen a través del menú del workspace de la componente (iconos de: paso a paso, detener, lanzar, deshacer). Cada transformación que sufre la red se puede deshacer. Desde crear una unidad, borrarla,
moverla hasta cambiar algún color en edición, o ejecutar todos los procesos
que pueden actuar en un paso. El sistema apilará objetos que representan
las acciones realizadas. La operación de deshacer un paso de ejecución o
una operación de edición cancelará estas acciones, representadas con objetos
Command que guardan el estado de los objetos afectados usando el patrón
Memento.

6

Conversión entre NiMoToons y NiMoAGG y traducción a Haskell

En la implementación de los conversores y traductores [7] se ha utilizado una
representación intermedia (RI) como elemento central. Ésta es una representación de grafos que sirve como origen o destino intermedio de todas las
traducciones realizadas, y simplificarı́a el añadido de futuras traducciones (versiones sucesivas de NiMoToons y traducciones a otros lenguajes).
AGG exporta sus grafos en GXL, que es un formato de intercambio de
grafos basado en XML. Dado que XML es un estándar para el que existen
muchas herramientas se lo utilizó también como formato de importación/exportación entre la RI y sus restantes orı́genes/destinos.
Conversión entre versiones NiMo: el paso de una a otra versión re212
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quiere algunas transformaciones de sub grafos en nodos o en arcos con estado
y viceversa ya que algunas unidades NiMoToons son subgrafos en NiMoAGG.
Al pasar de NiMoAGG a RI se utiliza SAX [11] para generar una primera
traducción a partir del fichero GXL. Ésta es luego transformada a la RI,
haciendo básicamente una compresión de ternas arco-diamante-arco en arcos
con estado. La conversión de RI a AGG se genera de forma casi automática,
utilizando DOM [5] para la traducción a GXL, previa conversión inversa de
los arcos con estado.
La conversión de RI a NiMoToons es casi directa también, sólo supone
alguna transformación de subgrafos en nodos (interfase de procesos) al realizar
el vuelco de RI a XML. Este grafo descrito en XML deberá ser importado por
NiMoToons. La operación inversa es similar, pero desagregando subgrafos.
Traducción entre redes NiMo y programas Haskell: Aquı́ las diferencias entre lenguajes son mucho más significativas. En NiMo no se requieren
identificadores para los arcos. Para traducir a Haskell se deben generar identificadores para los parámetros de procesos y definiciones locales para los arcos
duplicados. Por otro lado, NiMo tiene procesos básicos con múltiples salidas,
la traducción deberá usar tuplas o definiciones auxiliares de tantas funciones
como salidas. Por ejemplo el proceso que separa un canal en dos subcanales
de acuerdo a una condición, se traducirá usando dos funciones filter.
En cuanto al camino inverso, por el momento se han fijado algunas restricciones sobre los programas Haskell, limitándose a los que no requieren una
transformación previa (por ejemplo no pueden traducirse directamente los que
emplean tipos definidos por el usuario o patrones sobre naturales).
Para la traducción de Haskell a RI se utilizó el código abierto de GHC [8].
A partir del árbol sintáctico abstracto (AST) generado por el parser se intervino la función de pretty-printing para producir ficheros XML. El resultado es
una primera aproximación a la traducción. Con el uso de DOM se producen
las transformaciones necesarias para llevarla a la RI.
Para traducir de RI a Haskell, como una red NiMo es un conjunto de
árboles con back edges, su traducción al AST es relativamente directa. El
etiquetado de los arcos del grafo en RI permite la generación de los identificadores de variables necesarios para el código Haskell. La aplicación está
programada en Java.

7

Estado actual

En la actualidad se dispone de una primera versión (implementada usando
tecnologı́a .NET) para la parte de construcción de redes de NiMoToons con
la estructura descrita en la figura 2. El usuario puede construir varios programas NiMo usando espacios de trabajo diferentes en la misma pantalla, tener
visiones diferentes desde los distintos netwiewports y deshacer las operaciones
correspondientes al workingspace. Están implementadas las operaciones que
permiten traer unidades desde el toolbar, conectarlas con una primera compro213
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bación de tipos y reordenar manualmente la red. Cuando un nodo se desplaza
los arcos respectivos mantienen su disposición si ello es posible, o se producen
los quiebres ortogonales mı́nimos para mantener las convenciones de horizontalidad y verticalidad, evitando intersecciones con los nodos. Las traducciones
entre ambas versiones NiMo y de éstas a Haskell están acabadas, y también
la inversa con las limitaciones mencionadas.
Actualmente se está trabajando en la incorporación a NiMoToons de los
mecanismos de traducción desarrollados, en la experimentación de la ergonomı́a del editor de redes, y en los algoritmos de visualización para reordenar automáticamente la red en edición y durante las transformaciones de ejecución.
Simultáneamente se están desarrollando las operaciones de ejecución de redes y su inclusión entre las acciones que pueden deshacerse. El otro aspecto
actualmente en desarrollo es la deducción completa de tipos.
El trabajo futuro estará enfocado a consolidar el IDE en lo que respecta
a la escalabilidad implementando las opciones de visualización compactada, a
desarrollar librerı́as de redes útiles, ampliar el conjunto de programas Haskell
traducibles y, en general, conseguir que el IDE alcance el estado de producto
final.
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Abstract
Algorithmic debugging is a debugging technique that has been extended to practically all programming paradigms. It is based on the answers of the programmer to a
series of questions generated automatically by the algorithmic debugger. Therefore,
the performance of the technique is strongly dependent on the number and the complexity of these questions. In this work we overview and compare current strategies
for algorithmic debugging and we introduce some new strategies and discuss their
advantages over previous approaches.
Key words: Debugging, Algorithmic Debugging, Strategies.

1

Introduction

Algorithmic debugging [11] is a debugging technique which relies on the programmer having an intended interpretation of the program. That is, some
computations of the program are correct and others are wrong with respect
to the programmer’s intended semantics.
Essentially, algorithmic debugging is a two-phase process: An execution
tree (see, e.g., [7]), ET for short, is built during the first phase. Each node
in this ET corresponds to an equation which consists of a function call with
completely evaluated arguments and results 3 . In summary, the ET is constructed as follows: The root node is the main function of the program; for
each node n with associated function f , and for each function call in the right
hand side definition of f , a new node is recursively added to the ET as the
child of n. In the second phase, the debugger traverses the ET asking an oracle
1
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(typically the programmer) whether each equation is correct or wrong. After
every question, some nodes of the ET leave the suspicious area which contains
those nodes that can be buggy (a buggy node is associated to a buggy rule of
the program). When all the children of a wrong equation (if any) are correct,
the node becomes buggy and the debugger locates the bug in the function
definition of this node [9]. If a bug symptom is detected (we assume here that
the root of the tree contains a wrong equation) then algorithmic debugging is
complete [11]. It is important to say that, once the execution tree is built, the
problem of traversing it and selecting a node is independent of the language
used; thus, usually, the strategies can work for any language. Let us illustrate
the process with an example.
Example 1.1 Consider the buggy program in Figure 1 (a) adapted to Haskell
from [3]. This program sums a list of integers ([1,2]) and computes the square
of the result with three different methods. If the three methods compute the
same result the program returns T rue, if not, it returns F alse. Here, one
of the three methods—the one adding the partial sums of its input number—
contains a bug. From this program, an algorithmic debugger can automatically
generate the ET of Figure 1 (c) (for the time being, the reader can ignore the
distinction between different shapes and white and dark nodes) which, in turn,
can be used to produce a debugging session as depicted in Figure 1 (b). During
the debugging session, the system asks the oracle about the correctness of some
ET nodes w.r.t. the intended semantics. At the end of the debugging session,
the algorithmic debugger determines that the bug of the program was located
in function “sum2” (node 26). The definition of function “sum2” should be:
“sum2 x = div (x*(decr x)) 2”.
Unfortunately, in practice—for real programs—algorithmic debugging can
produce long series of questions which are semantically unconnected (i.e. consecutive questions refer to different and independent parts of the computation)
making the process very complicated indeed for the programmers of the program being debugged.
In addition, questions can also be very complex. For instance, during a
debugging session looking for a bug in a compiler, the algorithmic debugger
of the Mercury language [6] asked a question of more than 1400 lines.
Hence new techniques and strategies to reduce the number of questions, to
simplify them and to improve the order in which they are asked are a necessity
to make algorithmic debuggers usable in practice. In this paper we propose
three new strategies that can further reduce the number of questions.

2

Algorithmic Debugging Strategies

Algorithmic Debugging strategies are based on the fact that the ET can be
pruned using the information provided by the oracle. Given a question associated to a node n of the ET, a NO answer prunes all the nodes of the ET
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main = sqrtest [1,2]
sqrtest x = test (computs (arrsum x))
test (x,y,z) = (x==y) && (y==z)
arrsum [] = 0
arrsum (x:xs) = x + (arrsum xs)
computs x = ((comput1 x),(comput2 x),(comput3 x))
comput1 x = square x
Starting Debugging Session...
square x = x*x

sum1 x = div (x * (incr x)) 2
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(7)
(19)
(20)
(23)
(24)
(26)
(27)

incr x = x + 1
decr x = x - 1

Bug found in rule:
sum2 x = div (x + (decr x)) 2

comput2 x = arrsum (list x x)
list x y | y==0
= []
| otherwise = x:list x (y-1)
comput3 x = arrsum (partialsums x)
partialsums x = [(sum1 x),(sum2 x)]

(a) Example program

main = False? NO
sqrtest [1,2] = False? NO
test [9,9,8] = False? YES
computs 3 = [9,9,8]? NO
comput1 3 = 9? YES
comput2 3 = 9? YES
comput3 3 = 8? NO
arrsum [6,2] = 8? YES
partialsums 3 = [6,2]? NO
sum1 3 = 6? YES
sum2 3 = 2? NO
decr 3 = 2? YES

(c) Debugging session for program (a)

(1)m ain -> False

(2)sqrtest[1,2]-> False

(3)test(9,9,8)-> False

(5)com put1 3 -> 9

(6)square 3 -> 9

(9)arrsum [3,3]-> 6

(10)arrsum [3]-> 3

(11)arrsum []-> 0

(8)arrsum [3,3,3]-> 9

(13)otherwise -> True

(15)otherwise -> True

(4)com puts 3 -> (9,9,8)

(7)com put2 3 -> 9

(19)com put3 3 -> 8

(12)list3 3 -> [3,3,3]

(20)arrsum [6,2]-> 8

(28)arrsum [1,2]-> 3

(29)arrsum [2]-> 2

(23)partialsum s 3 -> [6,2]

(30)arrsum []-> 0

(14)list3 2 -> [3,3]

(21)arrsum [2]-> 2

(24)sum 1 3 -> 6

(26)sum 2 3 -> 2

(16)list3 1 -> [3]

(22)arrsum []-> 0

(25)incr3 -> 4

(27)decr3 -> 2

(17)otherwise -> True

(18)list3 0 -> []

(b) Execution tree of program (a)
Fig. 1. Example program (a) with its associated ET (b) and debugging session (c)
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except the subtree rooted at n; and a Y ES answer prunes the subtree rooted
at n. Each strategy takes advantage of this property in a different manner.
2.1

Single Stepping

The first algorithmic debugging strategy to be proposed was Single Stepping
[11]. In essence, this strategy performs a bottom-up search because it proceeds
by doing a post-order traversal of the ET. It asks first about all the children
of a given node, and then (if they are correct) about the node itself. If the
equation of this node is wrong then this is the buggy node; if it is correct,
then the post-order traversal continues. In this strategy, all the nodes without
children (the leafs) are asked first, then the nodes without grandchildren, and
so on. In consequence, the first node answered NO is identified as buggy
(because all its children have already been answered Y ES).
For instance, the sequence of 22 questions asked for the ET in Figure 1
would be: 3-YES, 6-YES, 5-YES, 11-YES, 10-YES, 9-YES, 8-YES, 13-YES, 15YES, 17-YES, 18-YES, 16-YES, 14-YES, 12-YES, 7-YES, 22-YES, 21-YES, 20-YES,
25-YES, 24-YES, 27-YES, 26-NO.

Note that in this strategy questions are semantically unconnected (i.e.
consecutive questions refer to independent parts of the computation).
2.2

Top-Down Search

Due to the fact that questions are asked in a logical order, Top-Down Search
[5] has been widely used not only for debugging but also for reasoning about
algorithmic debugging itself (see, e.g., [2,1]). It basically consists in a topdown, left-to-right traversal of the ET thus the node asked is always a child
(if the answer is NO) or a sibling (if the answer is Y ES) of the previous
question node.
For instance, the sequence of 12 questions asked for the ET in Figure 1
(b) is shown in Figure 1 (c). For simplicity, we include here all the questions;
however, question 1 is usually skipped since it is known wrong.
This strategy significantly improves Single Stepping because it cuts a
branch of the ET every time it gets a Y ES answer. However, it is still very
naive, since it does not take into account the structure of the tree (i.e. how
balanced is it).
2.3

Heaviest First

Selecting always the leftmost child does not take into account the size of the
subtrees that can be explored. Blinks proposed in [1] a variant of the TopDown Search in order to consider this information when selecting a child. This
variant is called Heaviest First because it always selects the child with a bigger
subtree. The objective is to avoid selecting small subtrees which have a lower
probability to contain the bug.
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For instance, the sequence of 9 questions asked for the ET in Figure 1
would be: 1-NO, 2-NO, 4-NO, 7-YES, 19-NO, 23-NO, 24-YES, 26-NO, 27-YES.
2.4

More Rules First

In this work, we introduce a new variant of Top-Down Search which further
improves Heaviest First. It is based on the fact that every equation in the ET
is associated with a rule of the source code (i.e. the rule that the debugger
identifies as buggy when it finds a buggy node in the ET). Taking into account
that the final objective of the process is to find the program’s rule which
contains the bug—rather than a node in the ET—and considering that there
is not a relation one-to-one between nodes and rules because several nodes can
refer to the same rule, it is more efficient (on average) to explore first those
subtrees with a higher number of associated rules (instead of exploring those
subtrees with a higher number of nodes).
Example 2.1 Consider the next ET:
1

3

2

5

4

5

5

6

where each node is labeled with its associated rule and where the oracle answered NO to the question in the root of the tree. While Heaviest First would
select the right child because this subtree has four nodes instead of three, More
Rules First would select the left child because this subtree contains three different rules instead of two.
This strategy relays on the idea that all the rules have the same probability
to contain the bug (rather than all the nodes). Another possibility could be to
associate a different probability to contain the bug to each rule (e.g. depending
on its structure: Is it recursive? Does it contain higher order calls? etc.).
Independently of the strategy used, considering the rule associated to each
node can help to avoid many unnecessary questions. Consider the following
example:
Example 2.2 The tree associated to the ‘append’ function definition:
(1)
(2)

append [] y = y
append (x:xs) y = x:append xs y

for the call “append [1,2,3,4] [5,6]” is the following:
2

2

2

2

1

where each node is labeled with its associated rule. Here, the bug can be found
with only one question to the node labeled “1”. If the answer is NO the bug is
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in rule (1), if the answer is Y ES then we can stop the search because the rest of
the nodes has the same associated rule (2) and, thus, the bug must necessarily
be in (2). Note that using this information can significantly improve the search:
with a list of n numbers as the first argument, other strategies could need n + 1
questions to reach the bug.
With this strategy, the sequence of 8 questions asked for the ET in Figure
1 would be: 1-NO, 2-NO, 4-NO, 19-NO, 23-NO, 24-YES, 26-NO, 27-YES.

2.5

Divide & Query

In 1983, together with Single Stepping, Shapiro proposed another strategy:
the so-called Divide & Query [11]. The idea of Divide & Query is to ask in
every step a question which divides the remaining nodes in the ET by two, or,
if it is not possible, it divides the tree into two parts with a weight as similar
as possible. In particular, the original algorithm by Shapiro always chooses
the heaviest node whose weight is less than or equal to w/2 being w the weight
of the suspicious area in the computation tree. This strategy has a worst case
query complexity of order b log2 n being b the average branching factor of the
tree and n the number of nodes.
This strategy works well with a large search space—this is normally the
case of realistic programs— because its query complexity is proportional to
the logarithm of the number of nodes in the tree. If we only take into account
the number of questions, this strategy is clearly better than Top-Down Search
[2]; however, the main inconvenience of this strategy is that the sequence of
questions are totally unconnected from a semantic point of view, requiring the
oracle—if it is human—more time for answering the questions.
For instance, the sequence of 6 questions asked for the ET in Figure 1
would be: 7-YES, 19-NO, 20-NO, 24-YES, 27-NO, 26-YES.

2.6

Hirunkitti’s Divide & Query

In [4], Hirunkitti and Hogger noted that Shapiro’s algorithm does not always
choose the node closest to the halfway point in the tree and addressed this
problem slightly modifying the original Divide & Query algorithm. Their
version of Divide & Query is exactly the same than the one of Shapiro except
that their version always chooses a node whose weight is the least of the
differences between:
•

w/2 and the heaviest node whose weight is less than or equal to w/2

•

w/2 and the lightest node whose weight is greater than or equal to w/2

where w is the weight of the suspicious area in the computation tree.
For instance, the sequence of 6 questions asked for the ET in Figure 1
would be: 7-YES, 19-NO, 23-NO, 24-YES, 27-NO, 26-YES.
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2.7

Divide by Rules & Query

The same idea discussed in Section 2.4 can be applied in order to improve
D&Q. Instead of dividing the ET into two subtrees with similar number of
nodes, we can divide it into two subtrees with similar number of rules. The
objective is to eliminate from the suspicious area as much rules as possible
with every question.
While D&Q has a worst case query complexity of order b log2 n being b
the average branching factor of the tree and n its number of nodes, Divide by
Rules & Query has a worst case query complexity of order b log2 r being r
the number of rules of the program. Since r ≤ n, then b log2 r ≤ b log2 n.
This is an important result because D&Q has been thought to be optimal in
the worst case since more than twenty years ago [11,5,2].
With this strategy, the sequence of 5 questions asked for the ET in Figure
1 would be: 19-NO, 23-NO, 24-YES, 26-NO, 27-YES.
2.8

Subterm Dependency Tracking

In 1986, Pereira [10] noted that the answers Y ES, NO and I don0 t know were
insufficient; and he pointed out another possible answer of the programmer:
Inadmissible (see also [8]). An equation, or, more concretely, some of its
arguments, are inadmissible if they violate the preconditions of its function
definition. For instance, consider the equation insert ‘b’ "cc" = "bcc",
where function insert inserts the first argument in a list of mutually different
characters (the second argument). This equation is not wrong but inadmissible, since the argument "cc" has repeated characters. Hence, inadmissibility
allows to identify errors in left hand sides of equations.
However, with only these four possible answers the system fails to get fundamental information from the programmer about why the equation is wrong
or inadmissible. In particular, the programmer could specify which exact
(sub)term in the result or the arguments is wrong or inadmissible respectively.
This provides specific information about why an equation is wrong (i.e. which
part of the result is incorrect? is one particular argument inadmissible?).
Consider for instance the equation from the previous example insert ‘b’
"cc" = "bcc". Here, the programmer could detect that the second argument
should not have been computed; and they could mark the second argument
("cc") as inadmissible. This information is essential because it allows the
debugger to avoid questions related to the correct parts of the equation and
concentrate on the wrong parts.
Based on this idea, MacLarty et al. [6] proposed a new strategy called
Subterm Dependency Tracking. Essentially, once the programmer selected a
particular wrong subterm, this strategy searches backwards in the computation for the node that introduced the wrong subterm. All the nodes traversed
during the search define a dependency chain of nodes between the node that
produced the wrong subterm and the node where the programmer identified
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it. The sequence of questions defined in this strategy follows the dependency
chain from the origin of the wrong subterm.
For instance, if the programmer is asked question 3 from the ET in Figure
1 (b), his answer would be Y ES but he could also mark subexpression “8”
as inadmissible. Then, the system would compute the chain of nodes which
passed this subexpression from the node which computed it until question 3.
This chain is formed by nodes 4, 19 and 20. The system would ask first 20,
then 19, and finally 4 following the computed chain.
In our example, the sequence of 8 questions asked for the ET in Figure 1
(b), combining this strategy with Top-Down Search, would be: 1-NO, 2-NO, 3YES (the programmer marks “8”), 20-YES, 19-NO, 23-NO (the programmer marks
“2”), 26-NO, 27-YES.

2.9

Dynamic Weighting Search

Subterm Dependency Tracking relays on the idea that if a subterm is marked,
then the error will probably be in the sequence of functions that produced and
passed the incorrect subterm until the function where the programmer found
it. But the error could be in any other equation previous to the origin of the
dependency chain.
Here, we propose a new strategy which is a generalization of Subterm
Dependency Tracking and which takes advantage of the knowledge acquired
from previous answers in order to formulate the next question. The main
idea is that every node in the ET has a weight associated (representing the
probability to be buggy). After every answer, the debugger gets information
that changes the weights and the debugger asks for the node with a higher
weight. When the associated weight of a node is 0, then this node leaves the
suspicious area of the ET. Weights are modified based on the assumption that
those nodes of the tree which produced or manipulated a wrong (sub)term are
more likely to be wrong than those that did not.
2.9.1 Computing weights from subterms:
Firstly, we allow the oracle to mark a subterm from an equation as wrong
(instead of the whole node). This provides information about why an equation
is wrong (i.e. is the result incorrect? is one argument inadmissible?). Let us
assume that the oracle marks a subterm “s” of a node “A” as wrong. Then,
the suspicious area is automatically divided in four sets: The first set contains
the node, say “B”, that introduced “s” into the computation and all the nodes
needed to evaluate the expression in node “B”. The second set contains the
nodes that, during the computation, passed the wrong subterm from equation
to equation until node “A”. The third set contains all the nodes which could
have influenced the expression “s” in node “B” from the beginning of the
computation. Finally, the rest of the nodes form the fourth set. Each subset
has a different probability to contain the bug.
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Example 2.3 Consider the ET in Figure 1 (b), where the oracle was asked
about the correctness of equation 3 and he pointed out the computed subterm
“8” as inadmissible. Then, the four sets are denoted in the figure by using
different shapes and colors: (1) Those nodes which evaluated the equation 20
to produce the wrong subterm are denoted by an inverted trapezium. (2) Those
nodes that passed the wrong subterm until the oracle detected it in the equation
3 are denoted by an ellipse. (3) Those nodes needed to produce the equation
20 which computed the wrong subterm are denoted by a trapezium. (4) The
rest of nodes are denoted by a grey rectangle.
The source of the wrong subterm is the equation which computed it. From
our experience, all the nodes involved in the evaluation of this equation are
more likely to contain the bug. However, it is also possible that the functions
that passed this wrong term during the computation should have modify it and
they didn’t. In consequence, they could also contain the bug. Finally, it is also
possible (but indeed less probable) that the equation that computed the wrong
subterm had a wrong argument and it was the reason why it produced a wrong
subterm. In this case, this inadmissible argument should be further inspected.
In the example, the wrong term “8” was computed because equation 20 had a
wrong argument “[6,2]” which should be “[6,3]”; the nodes which computed
this wrong argument have a trapezium shape.
Consequently, in the previous example, after the oracle marked “8” as
wrong in equation 3, we could increase the weight of the nodes in subset (1)
with 3, the nodes in in subset (2) with 2, and the nodes in subset (3) with
1. The nodes in subset (4) can be extracted from the suspicious area because
they couldn’t influence the value of the wrong subterm, and, consequently,
their probability to contain the bug is zero (a proof can be found in [12]).
These subsets of the ET are in fact slices of different parts of the computation.
We have defined an algorithm to automatically compute these slices [12] in
functional programming languages.

3

Conclusions

This article introduces three new strategies and some optimizations for Algorithmic Debugging. More Rules First generates a more efficient semantically
related sequence of questions than Heaviest First. Divide by Rules & Query
improves D&Q indeed in the worst case (which, until now, was thought optimal). Finally, Dynamic Weighting Search allows the user to specify the exact
part of an equation which is wrong. This extra information can produce a
much more accurate debugging session. In order to empirically compare the
performance of these strategies we are currently implementing these strategies
for the algorithmic debugger DDT [2].
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Abstract
The timed concurrent constraint programming language (tccp in short), was introduced for modeling reactive systems. This language allows one to model in a very
intuitive way typical ingredients of these systems such as timeouts, preemptions,
etc. However, there is no natural way for modeling other desirable features such as
functional computations, for example for calculating arithmetic results. In fact, although it is certainly possible to implement such kind of operations, each single step
takes time in tccp, and avoiding interferences with the intended overall behavior of
the system is quite involved.
In this paper, we propose an extension of tccp for modeling instantaneous computations which improves the expressiveness of the language, in the sense that
operations that are cumbersome to implement in pure tccp, are executed by calling
an efficient, external functional engine, while the tccp programmer can focus in the
pure, and usually more complex, reactive part of the system. We also describe a
case study which motivates the work, and discuss how the new capability presented
here can also be used as a new tool for developers from the verification point of
view.
Key words: Timed Concurrent Constraint language, Functional
features, Case study
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1

Introduction

The programming language Timed Concurrent Constraint Programming (tccp
in short) was introduced by F. de Boer et al. in [2] for modeling reactive
systems, i.e., concurrent systems which continuously interact with the user
(and generally do not terminate). tccp was defined as an extension of the ccp
model introduced by Saraswat in [11], which was ideally thought of as a simple
but powerful model for concurrency. The tccp language introduced two main
modifications to the original ccp model. On the one hand, an implicit notion
of (discrete) time was included in the semantics of tccp. On the other hand, a
new agent was introduced, which is able to handle negative information and
can be used to model timeouts and preemptions.
In this paper, we propose an extension of tccp for modeling instantaneous
functions which allows us to simplify and speed up arithmetic calculations. Although it is possible to implement arithmetic functions in tccp, the resulting
implementation of such functions is quite far from being intuitive. Moreover,
these computations consume unspecified time, thus making the synchronization of processes more difficult. For example, a given process might need
a data that another process is committed to compute, and this computation
might take some time depending on the data size. Thus, the calculation might
slow down and eventually disorder the overall execution of the system.
The new capability presented here can be used as a new tool for developers
from the verification point of view. It is well-known that verifying concurrent
systems is highly complex. In the context of tccp, where the synchronization among processes is manually programmed, badly implemented calculations might cause synchronization errors and even mask other communication
anomalies which then become more elusive to capture. In such cases, the possibility to perform independent verification for the reactive and the functional
components of the system can be a very helpful facility. External functions
written in a functional language can be seen as a specification of tccp function
implementations and the programmer can check the implementation of the
whole tccp system by using the version with the external functions. He can
also introduce in the tccp program assertions which use the external functions
and are automatically verified during the program execution.
In Section 2 we first introduce the tccp language, then in Section 3 we
motivate the proposed extension of the language by means of an example. We
also provide the semantics for the new construct. In Section 4 we illustrate
the proposed extensions by means of a representative example (the model of
a coffee machine). Finally, we discuss some lines of further work in Section 5.

2

The tccp language

The concurrent constraint programming framework was defined as a simple
but powerful model for concurrent systems. Along the last decades, the model
has been extended in different ways, tccp being one of these extensions. tccp
is a concurrent constraint language with a notion of time and a mechanism to
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capture negative information. Similarly to other languages of the ccp family,
tccp is parametric w.r.t. an underlying constraint system. This implies that,
at each time instant, there exists a global store which contains the information
accumulated upto that specific time instant.
The underlying constraint system determines the atomic propositions and
constraints of the language. In the following we recall the essential aspects of
tccp. A tccp program P ::= D.A consists of a set of declarations D and an
agent A. A declaration D is defined as a set of declarations D.D or a clause
of the form D ::= p(x) :−A where x is a (possibly empty) list of variables.
Finally, agents are defined as:
X
A ::= tell(c) |
ask(ci ) → Ai | now c then A else A | A||A | ∃x A | p(x)
0<i<j

The tell agent tell(c) adds the (atomic) constraint c to the global store. c
must be a constraint from the underlying constraint system. The semantics of
the agent establishes that the constraint c is only available in the following time
instant. In other words,Pthe execution of the tell agent takes one instant of
time. The choice agent 0<i<j ask(ci ) → Ai corresponds to non-deterministic
choice. It executes one of the branches Ai among thoses whose guard ci is
satisfied by the store at that time. When a branch is taken, the execution of
the corresponding Ai agent starts in the following time instant. This means
that also the execution of the choice agent takes one instant of time. If no
guard is entailed by the store, then the choice agent suspends. In such cases,
it is executed again in the following time instant.
Both the tell and the choice agents exist in the ccp paradigm (i.e., the
model without any notion of time). The only difference here is that execution
consumes one time instant in tccp. The conditional agent now c then A1 else A2
is new in tccp. This agent introduces the capability to capture negative information and, thus, to model features such as timeouts or preemptions. The
conditional agent checks if the constraint c is satisfied by the store. In that
case, the agent A1 , corresponding to the then branch, is executed. Otherwise,
the agent corresponding to the else branch (A2) is run. It is important to remark that, in contrast to the choice agent, the execution of the corresponding
agent (A1 or A2) starts at the same time instant as the conditional agent, i.e.,
at the same time instant as the guard is checked. Note that another difference
to the choice agent is the fact that this agent never suspends: The execution
always continues either with the then branch, or with the else one.
The ||-agent is the parallel agent, which is also defined in the ccp model.
The semantics of the parallel agent in ccp follows the interleaving approach
whereas, in the tccp language, parallelism is maximal parallelism. This means
that each time we have two or more parallel agents which can be executed,
all of them are executed concurrently, i.e., their execution starts at the same
time instant. The semantics for the hiding agent ∃x A coincides with the ccp
version. This agent can be seen as an existential quantification of variable x
in agent A. In that way, we make variable x local to agent A. Finally, p(v) is
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the procedure call agent. If there exists a clause of the form p(x) : −A in the
set of declarations, then the body A is executed in the following time instant.
Similar to the choice and tell agents, also the procedure call consumes time.
As said before, tccp is parametric w.r.t. a cylindric constraint system. Let
us briefly introduce the constraint system underlying the language. Intuitively,
a simple constraint system is a set of atomic constraints and an entailment
relation ` which satisfies some specific properties. Formally:
Definition 2.1 (Simple Constraint System [11]) A simple constraint system is a structure hC, `i where C is the set of atomic constraints and relation
`⊆ ℘(C) × C satisfies:
C1 u ` C for all C ∈ u
C2 u ` C if u ` C 0, ∀C 0 ∈ v, and v ` C
The entailment relation can be extended to ℘(C) × ℘(C) in the normal
way. We can obtain a cylindric constraint system, by adding an existential
quantification operator to a simple constraint system. Formally:
Definition 2.2 (Cylindric Constraint System [11]) A tuple hC, `, Var , ∃i
is a cylindric constraint system iff hC `i is a simple constraint system, Var is
a denumerable set of variables and, for each x ∈ Var, there exists a function
∃x : ℘(C) → ℘(C) such that, for each u, v ∈ ℘(C):
3. ∃x (u ∪ ∃xv) = ∃x u ∪ ∃x v,
1. u ` ∃x u,
4. ∃x (∃y u) = ∃y (∃xu).
2. u ` v then ∃xu ` ∃x v,

3

Instantaneous functions in tccp

Let us motivate our proposal by means of a simple example: A tccp program
which defines a deterministic arithmetic function. tccp was not specifically
defined for specifying this kind of programs but rather reactive systems, and
for this reason the code appears quite unnatural and clumsy.
We assume that the underlying constraint system supports Presburger
Arithmetic (that is, the first-order theory of the natural numbers with addition). Assume also that no mechanism to ensure that a variable is non-free
is provided in the constraint system. Also remind that in tccp there is no
sequential composition agent.
In the following program, the clause mult(N,M,Z,S) returns in Z the product N*M. We manually synchronize the procedure calls by using an auxiliary
variable S which ensures that the arithmetic calculations (in the last line) are
not attempted before the recursive call has been successfully executed.
mult(N,M,Z,S) :- now (M=1) then (tell(Z=N) || tell(S=1))
else ∃M’,Z’,S’( tell(M’ is M - 1) || mult(N,M’,Z’,S’) ||
ask(S’=1) → (tell(Z is N+Z’) || tell(S=1)).

For example, the execution of the agent (goal) mult(3,3,Result,Sync)
instantiates, after a certain amount of time, variable Result to 9, and Sync
to 1, which signals the termination of the process. This particular execution
takes 8 instants of time, and what is more important, the time needed to finish
a computation directly depends on the input values of the call.
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This is a very simple example, and we could have used an underlying constraint system where the product operator was defined, but it is not realistic
to assume that we have a constraint system able to compute any function. In
[13], the relation between constraint systems and first-order logic is stablished.
In that context, a constraint system is defined as a pair (Σ, ∆), where Σ is
a signature specifying constants, functions and predicate symbols, and ∆ is
a consistent first-order theory over Σ. The authors then define that c ` d
iff the formula c:d is true in all models of ∆ and, for operational reasons,
they require ` to be decidable. This restriction also indicates which kind of
constraint systems underlying tccp we can reasonably assume and use.
Many complex arithmetical functions such as the factorial, square roots,
etc. impose strong dependencies among the data that can be achieved in tccp
only by contrived sequentialization of processes as shown in the example above.
In the following, we present a declarative mechanism for supporting numerical calculations in tccp (i.e., function calls have no side effects: Identical
calls at different points of time yield identical results). We propose a simple
though practical classical approach where the logic language is interfaced to
an external functional language. This has the advantage that the semantics
of tccp can be easily adapted. More sophisticated languages integrating functions and constraint exist which do not extend the ask-tell paradigm with time
such as Mercury [12], Oz [14], Ciao [7], Curry [6], Toy [10], Gödel [9], Slam-sl [8].
3.1 The function call agent
Let us add a new function call agent in the syntax of the language. We write
Y ← e to denote a call e to an external function. External functions are not
defined by explicit tccp rules, but their semantics is determined by an external implementation which simply requires e to be sufficiently instantiated.
The interface to the external functional engine consists of a binary predicate
eval(e,V). The second argument must be a free variable which is instantiated
to the result v of the function call e after successful execution. In that case,
eval(e,V) becomes true. Then, in the following time instant, the constraint
Y = V is added to the store. We assume that this process takes a constant
amount of time: One time instant.
Below we provide the operational semantics for the function call agent 5 :
hY ← e, sti −→ hstop, st t {Y = V}i

if ∃ V.eval(e, V)

Note that the computed value v is only available in the store in the following
time instant. This is similar to what happens with the tell agent, that is, the
execution of this agent takes exactly one time unit.
We have reimplemented in Curry ([6]) our previous tccp interpreter which
we had written in Prolog. The new prototype includes the above construct
for function calls. We use Curry itself as the functional engine, external to
the tccp interpreter. This allows us to program functions in a natural way
5

See [2] to recall the original semantics of tccp.
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while enjoying advanced features such as type inference, higher-order features,
partial application, equational constraint solving, etc. However, we do not
exploit the power of logical variables in function calls which are available
in Curry because we are only interested in deterministic computations. We
circumscribe all non-determinism within tccp. This is compatible with the
basic ask-tell principle and very similar to the classical connection of external
functions to logic programs [4].

4

A Case Study

In this section we present a case study where the use of instantaneous functions
arises very naturally. The program models a coffee machine with the following
facilities:
•
•

•

•

•

•

coins of 2d, 1d, 0.5d, 0.2d, 0.1d, 0.05d, 0.02d and 0.01d are accepted;
the user can have some coffee (coffee), some milk coffee (mcoffee), only
milk (milk), some tea (tea), only a cup (cup) and he can also choose to
cancel the process (cancel);
if the user makes a choice, but has not previously introduced enough money,
the machine requests more money; moreover, no drink is produced;
if the user introduces more money than necessary, the machine returns the
change to the user;
if the machine has not enough coins for returning the extra money to the
user (the difference between the price of the product and the total amount
introduced), then it does not supply the product, but it returns the whole
amount of money introduced by the user;
the machine has different boxes for each kind of coin, thus it is able to
concurrently return a coin of each kind.

Next we explain the most important points in the specification of the coffee
machine. First of all, let us recall that streams are used in tccp to record the
change of state. Each single variable is associated to a stream (implemented
as a logical list); that is, each element of the list represents the value of the
variable at a given time instant. This allows us to handle imperative variables
in the same way as logical lists are used in concurrent logic languages. We
write X = [Y |Z] for denoting a stream X recording the current value Y of the
considered variable and the stream Z of future values of the same variable.
Streams are also used in tccp as explicit communication channels between tccp
agents as illustrated in this section.
Now, we are ready to explain the clause which models the user behavior.
In the figure we only show a fragment and we write [...] to indicate that
some code has been ommitted:
user(Free,Free’,Order,Cash,Cash’) :∃Free’’,Order’,Cash’’(
(ask(Free=[idle|Free’]) → ∃C (tell(Cash = [C|Cash’]) ||
insertCoin1(C,Cash’)) +
[...]
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ask(Free=[idle|Free’]) → tell(Order=[coffee|Order’]) +
ask(Free=[idle|Free’]) → tell(Order=[mcoffee|Order’]) +
[...]
ask(Free=[idle|Free’]) → tell(Order=[cancel|Order’]) +
ask(Free=[idle|Free’]) → tell(true)) ||
user(Free’,Free’’,Order’,Cash’,Cash’’)).

The user clause has five parameters:
•

Free is a stream whose values can be either idle (when the machine is idle)
or busy (when the machine is processing an order).

•

Free’ is an output stream parameter and corresponds to the tail of Free.

•

Order is an output stream, whose head contains the selected order.

•

Cash is a stream containing tuples with the money introduced by the user,
classified by kinds of coins.

•

Cash’ is the tail of Cash and corresponds to the updated money after the
user has introduced some more money.

The body of this clause is simply a non-deterministic choice between the
different actions that the user can perform, including the choice do nothing
(the last one). In case the user had introduced some money, the corresponding
branch (depending on the kind of coin) calls a devoted procedure insertCoin
which records this amount.
insertCoin1(C,Cash) :- ∃ X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8 (
tell(C=c(X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8))|| ask(true)→ ∃X’(tell(X’ is X1+1) ||
tell(Cash=[c(X’,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8)| ])))

In the insertCoin1 clause, the first tell agent stores in each Xi the number
of coins of each kind introduced up to that time instant. After that, first the
variable corresponding to the kind of coin introduced is updated, and then
the tuple storing the total number of coins is modified. In order to ensure
that variable Xi is instantiated before the update is done, a delay is forced by
calling agent ask(true).
The coffeeMachine procedure models the behavior of the coffee machine.
The Case argument is similar to the Cash one discussed above, and stores the
total number of coins in the machine case, that can be returned to the user.
The following program excerpt corresponds to the actions that the coffee
machine performs when the user presses the coffee button:
coffeeMachine(Free,Free’,Order,Order’,Cash,Case,Case’,Output, Change) :∃C(tell(Case=[C|Case’])||tell(Order=[ |Order’])|| tell(Cash=[Input| ])||
ask(Order=[coffee| ]) → ∃ N(N ← paid(Input) ||
ask(true) → now N≥0.3 then
∃Chng (Chng ← change(0.3,C,Input) ||
tell(Free=[working| ]) || tell(Output=[coffee| ]) ||
tell(Change’=[Chng| ]) || giveChange(Order’,Chng,Case,Case’))
else tell(Output=[moreMoney| ])) +
[...]
ask(Order=[cancel| ]) → giveChange(Order’,Free,C,Case,Case’)) ||
coffeeMachine(Free’,Free’’,Order’,Order’’,Cash’,Case’,Case’’,Change’,Output’)
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The structure of the declaration is as follows: Depending on the product
chosen by the user (which is recorded in the Order stream), the machine checks
stream Cash to determine if enough money has been introduced. Here we use
a function paid to calculate the total amount of money introduced. This
function is externally implemented (in Curry) by simply adding the values of
the different kinds of coins recorded in stream Cash.
data Case = C Int Int Int Int Int Int Int Int
paid :: Case -> Int
paid C x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 =
x1*2 + x2*1 + x3*0.5 + x4*0.2 + x5*0.1 + x6*0.05 + x7*0.02 + x8*0.01

Whenever the total amount is greater than the price of the product, we
start the process of supplying the product and (if necessary) returning the
change, which depends on the number of coins of each kind the machine has.
Note that change is again an external function, which represents the number
of coins that the machine must return to the user. .
Procedure giveChange returns the coins to the user and also updates the
machine case. The coins are eventually returned in parallel whenever possible.
giveChange(Order,Change,Case,Case’) :∃D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8,X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8 (
tell(Change = c(D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6,D7,D8)) ||
tell(Case=[c(X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8)|Case’]) ||
ask(true) → (tell(C1 is X1-D1) || tell(C2 is X2-D2) ||
[...]
tell(C8 is X8-D8) ||
tell(Order=[no| ]) || tell(Free=[idle| ]))).

Finally, the system procedure synchronizes the machine and the user declarations. Initially, the coffee machine has two coins of each class.
system(Case,Output) :- ∃ Free,Order,Cash,Cash’,Case’ (
tell(Case) || tell(Free=[idle| ]) || tell(Order = [no| ]) ||
tell(Cash = [c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0)|Cash’]) ||
user(Free,Order,Cash,Cash’) || Case = [c(2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2)|Case’]) ||
coffeeMachine(Free,Order,Cash,Case,Case’,Output)).

5

Analysis and Verification

In this section we illustrate how instantaneous functions can be used in tccp
to verify some (static as well as dynamic) properties of the system.
Let us enumerate some properties that the user could be interested to
check in the model of the coffee machine:
(i) If an order is initiated and sufficient money has been introduced, then
eventually the order is correctly completed (i.e., the product is supplied,
the change is correctly returned, the Case is consistently updated and the
status of the machine is reset); otherwise the machine returns the money.
(ii) If the user does not introduce enough money for the selected product,
then no action is performed unless the cancel button is pressed. In that
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case, inserted coins are returned to the user.
Let us (partially) specify the former property above. Namely, that the
Case is correctly updated after the completion of an order. We have to check
that the new value of the machine case coincides with the amount Case +
Cash - Change. In order to verify this property, we introduce a new external
function check that performs the required computation.
check :: Coins -> Coins -> Coins -> Coins -> Bool
check (C x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8) (C y1 y2 y3 y4 y5 y6 y7 y8)
(C z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8) (C w1 w2 w3 w4 w5 w6 w7 w8) =
y1+w1-x1 == z1 && y2+w2-x2 == z2 && y3+w3-x3 == z3 &&
y4+w4-x4 == z4 && y5+w5-x5 == z5 && y6+w6-x6 == z6 &&
y7+w7-x7 == z7 && y8+w8-x8 == z8

Assume that the definition of the function call check(Change, C, C’,Cash)
is written in Curry and that the calls to that function are correctly sequentialized and synchronized with the rest of the tccp code:
[...]
ask(Order=[cancel| ]) → giveChange(Order’Input,Case,Case’)) ||
check2(Change’,Case’,Case’’,Cash’) ||
coffeeMachine(Free’,Free’’,Order’,Order’’,Cash’,Case’,
Case’’,Change’, Output’))
[...]
check2(Change,Case,Case’,Cash) :- ∃B(B ← check(Change,Case,Case’,Cash) ||
ask(true) → now (B=0) then stop else skip.

These function calls in the program can be seen as a means to introduce
invariants or assertions along the code. Such invariants are checked during
system execution, and the execution is interrupted in case one of the assertions
is not satisfied. Obviously, the invariants should not corrupt the behavior
of the original system, and is the programmer who must take care of the
synchronization.
It is also possible to program such checks at the program goal level, by using
shared variables to synchronize the main process with a dedicated monitor.
coffeeMachine(Free,Free’,Order,Order’,Cash,Case,Case’,Change,Output) ||
check2(Change,Case,Case’,Cash)

Regarding the dynamic properties, we can combine our methodology with
the constraint temporal logic defined in [3,1]. In the following we illustrate
how a dynamic property can be formalized in the tccp logic.
For instance, the property that checks that, whenever the coffee order is
given to the machine, it eventually produces either the coffee output or the
moreMoney output, can be written as follows.
2(Order = coffee → 3(Output = coffee ∨ Output = moreMoney))

We are currently improving the implementation by interfacing it with more
powerful external constraint solvers in Curry. As to further work, we also
plan to develop a methodology to verify tccp code with external functions by
adapting the model checkers developed in [5].
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Abstract
We introduce some experience of using the concurrent functional language Erlang
to implement a distributed video-on-demand server. For performance reasons, the
server is deployed in a cluster made from off-the-shelf components. The demanding
system requirements, in addition to the complex and ever-changing domain, suggested a highly flexible and scalable architecture as well as a quite sophisticated
control software. Functional programming played a key role in the development,
allowing us to identify functional abstractions throughout the system. The server
is currently being used to provide services for real-world users in several locations.
Despite our initial concerns, efficiency has not been a major issue.
Key words: Functional programming, distributed computing,
concurrent programming, design patterns, streaming, real-world
applications

1

Introduction

Clusters of computers are no longer very specific, very restricted access systems with completely unique requirements. However, the programming of such
systems is still a difficult task. The use of imperative languages combined with
message-passing libraries such as PVM or MPI originates distributed applications which are both difficult to understand and to reason about. This problem
can be somehow alleviated using design patterns and distributed functional
1
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programming. In [2], we present a large paper describing the experience gathered while developing a large successful distributed system: VoDKA (Videoon-Demand Kernel Architecture, http://www.madsgroup.org/vodka), an extremely scalable clustered video-on-demand server providing cost-efficient storage, location and transport of media objects. In this paper, we summarize this
work, discussing the experience in designing and implementing such a system.
The main novelty of VoDKA is that it has been developed almost entirely
using a declarative language, the concurrent functional language Erlang [1].
The demanding system requirements, in addition to the complex and everchanging domain, suggested a highly flexible and scalable architecture: a
distributed control software based on components and deployed in a cheap
cluster made from off-the-shelf elements. Functional programming played a
key role in the development, allowing us to identify recurrent functional abstractions or patterns in the distributed system. After defining these building
blocks, large configurations can be conceived using both functional and concurrent composition, thus reducing the effort spent on adapting the system
to the frequent changes of requirements, hardware details, network topology,
streaming protocols, scheduling algorithms, etc. Moreover, despite our initial concerns, the resulting system is efficient enough to successfully address
real-world requirements.

2

The VoDKA Project

In 2000, a project partially supported by the cable operator R Cable y Comunicaciones de Galicia S.A. was started to provide video-on-demand services to
its clients, mainly broadband-quality contents. The main goal of the project
was to build an extremely scalable, fault tolerant, multiprotocol, adaptable
(both to the network topology and to end-user protocols) streaming server:
The VoDKA server. The success of the early prototype motivated the creation
of a spin-off company (LambdaStream, http://www.lambdastream.com) and
VoDKA deployments are currently in use in several locations such as cable
operators, railroad stations, bank offices, and so on.
A Video-on-Demand server is a system that provides video services to
several clients simultaneously. A user can request a particular video at any
time, with no pre-established temporal constraints. It must satisfy some critical requirements, including large storage capacity, thousands of concurrent
users, high agreggated bandwidth, high reliability with large service times,
scalability, nice adaptability, and reasonable cost.
2.1

The Design of VoDKA

Clusters built from cheap off-the-shelf components represent an affordable
solution for a large variety of applications that demand huge amounts of resources. As a first approach, cluster resources are organized as a hierarchical
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Fig. 1. Sample deployment of a VoDKA configuration

storage system: a repository level, to store all the available media using different devices, a cache level, to store videos read from the repository, providing
large aggregate throughput, and a streaming level, in charge of protocol adaptation and media streaming. For practical reasons, this approach is replaced
by a more general architecture composed of traders, software processes (Erlang
servers) responsible of creating a path from one of the video sources to the
client. Traders cooperate using a communication chain that connects them,
defining a particular configuration and they can (potentially) be deployed in
different physical nodes. The Figure 1 shows an example interaction:
(i) Request is received by a frontend trader that interacts with the client
using a particular streaming protocol (i.e., RTSP), and requests the media
to the next trader in the chain.
(ii) Request is received by a bandwidth constraint trader to model the network
limitation (a resource constraint, in general) of 10Mbps with clients.
(iii) Request is received by a distributed cache controller, that submits it to
all the available cache chains in parallel.
(a) A disk constraint trader models the specific disk behaviour for the
node, relaying the request if there is enough disk bandwidth.
(b) A local cache controller handles a local disk cache.
(iv) A connection constraint trader limits the number of streaming sessions.
(v) A storage composite propagates the request through different chains with
a given policy (all in parallel, sequentially, etc.)
(vi) A storage controller (tape, in this case) provides the stored media.

3

The Development Platform: Erlang/OTP

After choosing commodity hardware clusters for the underlying hardware architecture, concurrent functional programming was selected for implementing
the design presented in Section 2. The identification of patterns that appear
recurrently seemed to be a key factor in developing distributed applications
and, not surprisingly, the concurrent functional paradigm offers a good framework to abstract these building blocks out.
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Fig. 2. Configuration of the server on a complex network topology

3.1

Why Erlang?

We chose Erlang [1], a distributed and concurrent functional programming
language developed by Ericsson AB for telecommunication applications. Erlang is a notable successful exception of a functional language applied to realworld problems. There were many reasons that supported this decision: (a)
Nature, the application domain is inherently concurrent and Erlang has been
designed with concurrency in mind, (b) Experience, successful examples of
large and critical distributed Erlang applications, (c) Libraries, with a powerful collection of libraries, the Open Telecom Platform (OTP), that eases the
development of distributed applications, (d) Interface, clean interface with
low-level languages for dealing with devices or for performance critical modules, (e) Efficiency, in particular when handling a large number of concurrent
processes and (f) Soft realtime behaviour, to maintain low response time and
meet timing requirements of streaming, even when the workload is high.
There were, however, three major inconveniences with Erlang that became
more obvious during the project: (a) No static type checker, type errors are
not immediately caught at compile time. This is a problem when changing a
type definition or when using higher-order communications (sending/receiving
functional values), (b) lack of a modern module system, and (c) Coverage, as
with most of functional languages, we need more books and training material,
more patterns, more experience...
3.2

Erlang as a Sequential Functional Language

Erlang has no construct inducing side-effects with the exception of communications among processes. It evaluates expressions eagerly as other strict
functional languages such as ML. Values in Erlang (i.e., non-reducible expressions) range from numbers and atoms (symbolic constants, lower-case in
Erlang syntax) to complex data structures (lists, tuples) and functional val238
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ues, which are treated as first-class citizens. A function is defined by a set of
equations, each stating a different set of constraints based primarily on the
structure of the arguments (pattern-matching). Identifiers bound during pattern matching, variables, are upper-case in Erlang syntax. Iterative control
flow is carried out by using function recursion. Lists are written [a,b,c] with
[] being the empty list, and a list whose first element is X and rest Xs is
denoted [X|Xs]. Thus, a test for membership in a list is defined as:
member(X,[])
-> false;
member(X,[X|Xs]) -> true;
member(X,[Y|Ys]) -> member(X,Ys).

Functions are grouped into modules, and a subset of those functions can be
exported, declaring both function name and arity, to be used in other modules.
-module(example).
-export([member/2]).

Hence, example:member(3, [1,2,3]) evaluates to the atom true, while
the expression example:member(5, [1,2,3]) reduces to false. The language lacks a static type system present in other modern functional languages;
lists can contain values with different types such as [a, [], 1]. Besides lists,
Erlang programmers also can use tuples which are constructed in arbitrary
but finite length by writing {A,B,...,C}. Lists and tuples can hold any valid
Erlang value, from numbers and atoms to lists, tuples and even functional values. Records are also provided as useful syntactic sugar for accessing tuples
by name instead of by position. For instance, P#point.x denotes the field x
of value P, according to a previously declared record template point.
Erlang also offers a sequential operator: E1,E2 which evaluates E1 (perhaps performing communications or binding variables using pattern matching), discards the computed value and then it computes E2 with the variables
bound in E1. Thus, X=E1 ,E2 is similar to ML’s let x=E1 in E2 .
As in other languages, many additional features are available such as
higher-order functions, list comprehensions ([f (S) || S <- Gen, p(S)]),
anonymous function definitions (fun (P at) -> Expr end), etc.
3.3

Support for Concurrency and Distribution

What makes Erlang different from other functional languages is its support
for concurrency and distribution. The absence of side-effects, limited to explicit inter-process communications, makes concurrent programming far simpler than in an imperative language.
A new process is created by using the built-in primitive spawn. The expression spawn(M,F ,[A1,A2,. . .,AN ]) starts a new computation thread to
evaluate M : F (A1, A2, . . . , An ), and it returns the process identifier (Pid) of
the newly spawned process. The final result of a process computation is just
discarded. Hence, communication is necessary to define coordination among
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processes. Two asynchronous message passing primitives are available:
•

Asynchronous send:
Pid ! Msg
Msg is sent to process Pid without blocking the sending process. If Pid
exists, Msg is stored in Pid’s mailbox. Any value can be sent to other process,
including data structures containing lists, functions, process identifiers, etc.

•

Mailbox pattern matching:
receive
P at1 -> Expr1 ;
...
P atM -> ExprM
end
The process mailbox is sequentially searched for a message that matches
one of the patterns P at1, . . . , P atM . If no such message is found, the process
blocks until received. If a message matches P ati , the evaluation of the whole
receive expression is the evaluation of Expri with the bindings in P ati.

An Erlang virtual machine or node hosts several Erlang processes running
concurrently. Usually, a node is mapped to an operating system process; an
Erlang process is, in fact, a lightweight user-level thread with very little creation and context-switching overheads. A distributed application consists of
processes running in several nodes, possibly at different computers. Communication among remote processes is semantically equivalent in a distributed
framework. spawn(Node, M, F, Args) can be used to create a process on a
remote node Node, while spawn/3 just creates a process in the current node.

4

The Role of Functional Programming in VoDKA

The use of a functional language, in particular the identification of functional
patterns, has been a key factor to simplify the development. Like classical
abstractions such as map or foldr, the identified patterns use higher-order
functions to abstract particularities as functional parameters. We now present
two simple but useful patterns; in [2], several additional patterns can be found
such as resource scheduler, process composition, etc.
4.1

The Basic Server Pattern

A server is an abstraction found in every concurrent application. A server
behaves iteratively as follows: (a) it receives a request from a client; (b) a
response is computed based on the request information and the internal state
of the server; (c) the response is sent back to the client; and (d) server state
is updated for next iterations. A model of this behaviour is a tail-recursive
definition that supplies explicitly the server state as a parameter. For instance,
the following code defines the behaviour of a memory allocator server.
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-module(allocator).
-export([loop/1]).
loop(HeapPointer) ->
receive
{req, From, {alloc, N}} ->
From ! {reply, HeapPointer},
loop(HeapPointer+N)
end.

Here, a request is represented as a 3-tuple {req, F rom, {alloc, N }},
where req is the atom that identifies a client request, F rom is the identity of
the client process that should receive the response back, and {alloc, N } is
the actual request. The expression spawn(allocator, loop, [16]) creates
a server with state {HeapPointer=16}. The client API is defined as follow,
where Server is the identity of the server process, and self/0 is a built-in
primitive that returns the current process Pid.
call(Server, Request) -> Server ! {req, self(), Request},
receive {reply, Reply} -> Reply end.

Higher-order functions can be used to generalize the basic server pattern. Figure 3 shows how the side-effect-free function Behaviour : Request ×
State → Response×State can used to model the computation of the response
and also the state for the next iteration from the request and the current state.

from client

request

Behaviour
Function

response

to client

state i+1

state i

state
higher−order loop process

Fig. 3. Server behaviour
-module(server).
-export([start/2, loop/2]).
start(Behaviour, State) ->
spawn(server, loop, [Behaviour, State]).
loop(Behaviour, State) ->
receive
{request, From, Request} ->
{Response, NewState} = Behaviour(Request, State),
From ! {reply, Response},
loop(Behaviour, NewState)
end.
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Guarded Suspension Pattern

Sometimes, the simple approach of the basic server pattern is not enough for
modeling more complex situations. Consider the implementation of a global
queue which can be the glue in a producer-consumer interaction. In VoDKA,
for example, this is used for gathering packets coming from a cache node. The
queue is modeled using a server process with two services: push and pull.
Using the server pattern the queue implementation looks like:
-module(queue).
-export([new/0, push/2, pull/1, queue/2]).
new() -> server:start(fun queue/2, {[],[]}).
push(Queue, X) -> server:call(Queue, {push, X}).
pull(Queue)
-> server:call(Queue, pull).
queue(pull, {[H | Hs], Tail}) ->
queue(pull, {[], Tail})
->
queue({push, X}, {Head, Tail}) ->

{H, {Hs, Tail}};
queue(pull, {reverse(Tail), []});
{ok, {Head, [X | Tail]}}.

The serialization of both services (push and pull), inherent to the generic
server definition, guarantees correct concurrent access to the queue. However,
there is a possible deadlock situation when a client demands a pull service
with an empty queue. As a solution, the server pattern is extended to support
guarded suspensions. Now, a request can be temporarily suspended until a
precondition holds. Figure 4 shows a producer-consumer scenario showing the
desired behaviour.
p:Producer

:Queue
{request, p, {push, X}}

c:Consumer
[]

{reply, ok}
[X]
{request, c, pull}
{reply, X}

[]

{request, c, pull}

[]
Suspended = [{c,pull}]
{request, p, {push, Y}}

GUARDED SUSPENSION

{reply, ok}

[Y]
RESUMING SUSPENDED REQUEST

[]

{reply, Y}

Fig. 4. A producer-consumer scenario using a global queue

This pattern applies when (a) the services of a server must synchronize
to access a critical section, and (b) the actual state of the server makes it
impossible for one of its services to execute to completion. An extension of the
basic server pattern defines as state all the suspended requests (Suspended)
and, in addition to the Behaviour function, it includes two extra parameters:
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•

Guard : State × Req → Boolean, that checks whether a server state is valid
for attending to the request, and

•

Resume : State × [{Cli, Req}] → none | {ok, {Cli, Req}, [{Cli, Req}]},
which checks whether one of the suspended request can be resumed.
-module(guardeds).
-export([start/4, loop/5]).
start(Behaviour, Guard, Resume, State0) ->
spawn(guardeds, loop, [Behaviour, Guard, Resume, State0, []]).
loop(Behaviour, Guard, Resume, St, Suspended) ->
receive {request, Cli, Req} ->
{NewState, NewSuspended} =
dispatch(Behaviour, Guard, Resume, St, Suspended, Cli, Req),
loop(Behaviour, Guard, Resume, NewState, NewSuspended)
end.
dispatch(Behaviour, Guard, Resume, St, Suspended, Cli, Req) ->
case Guard(St, Req) of
true ->
{Reply, NewSt} = Behaviour(Req, St),
Cli ! {reply, Reply},
case Resume(NewSt, Suspended) of
none -> {NewSt, Suspended};
{ok, {AnotherCli, AnotherReq}, NewSusp} ->
dispatch(Behaviour, Guard, Resume,
NewSt, NewSusp, AnotherCli, AnotherReq)
end;
false -> {St, [{Cli, Req} | Suspended]}
end.

Now, a queue with guarded suspension is implemented as:
-module(queue).
-export([new/0, push/2, pull/1, queue/2]).
new() -> guardeds:start(fun queue/2, fun pull_on_non_empty/2,
fun resume/2, {[],[]}).
%% GUARD is true when pulling from a non empty Queue
pull_on_non_empty(pull, {[],[]}) -> false;
pull_on_non_empty(_,_)
-> true.
resume({_, []}, _)
-> none;
resume(_, [ {Client, Request} | MoreSuspended]) ->
{ok, {Client, Request}, MoreSuspended}.
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Performance Considerations

At the beginning of the project, we decided that the control system would be
developed in Erlang, but time-sensitive I/O operations should be carried out
by low-level C modules for performance reasons. To speed up development,
some Erlang modules carrying out the basic operations were implemented. A
quick and correct implementation, short development time, ease of adaptation
to changing requirements and all the advantages of the Erlang/OTP platform
soon offset the preconceived reasons to reimplement these modules in C.
Much to our surprise, we found that, while we were not achieving the maximum possible throughput for our hardware, performance for these modules
was more than adequate for production use. In fact, we only need to deploy
a very small number of native modules for extremely timing-sensitive operations. The coarse nature of parallelism in our service — multiple streaming requests can always be mapped to different streaming servers — makes meeting
performance goals easier than in other domains. Although I/O performance
has proven to be more than adequate, we anticipated some alternative design
for low-level I/O, extending the Erlang/OTP run-time to interface with OS
kernel. Deeper performance analysis and measurements can be found in [2].

6

Conclusions

Some experience of using the concurrent functional language Erlang to implement a distributed video-on-demand server has been presented. VoDKA
server is a real-world application that is currently in use at different locations. The nature of the video-on-demand service fits extraordinarily well
with cluster computing because of the independence between requests and
the inherent geographic distribution of clients. We consider that using a functional language has been a key success factor. The use of abstractions and
compositionality help reducing the programming effort to adapt the system
to the ever-changing domain. Regarding efficiency, our initial concerns were
clearly unjustified. Even though we are aware that we are not achieving the
maximum possible throughput for our hardware, Erlang is efficient enough for
prototyping the entire system and, in some cases, even for production use.
Though, we pointed out the lack of a static type checker and a better module system as a problem, the advantages of Erlang overcome those problems.
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Abstract
Reductants are a useful theoretical tool introduced for proving correctness properties in the context of generalized annotated logic programming. This concept was
adapted to the more recent and flexible framework of multi-adjoint logic programming for solving a problem of incompleteness that arises when working with some
lattices. In order to be complete, multi-adjoint logic programs must be extended
with their set of reductants. In general, the notion of reductant may introduce
an important efficiency drawback. In this work we provide a more refined version
of this concept that we call PE-reductant, by using (threshold) partial evaluation
techniques. Our proposal is intended to be semantically equivalent to the classical
notion of reductant, and improves previous approaches at least in the following two
efficiency criteria. Firstly, using the new definition of reductant, we can obtain
computed answers for a given goal with a lesser computational effort than by using
its precedent ones. Secondly, the proper construction of a reductant by means of
partial evaluation methods, is drastically improved after introducing thresholding
techniques which dynamically reduce the size of the underlying unfolding trees.
Key words: Fuzzy Logic Prog., Partial Evaluation, Reductants.

1

Introduction

Multi-adjoint logic programming [11,12,13] is an extremely flexible framework
combining fuzzy logic and logic programming. Informally speaking, a multiadjoint logic program can be seen as a set of rules each of which is annotated
by a truth degree (a value of a complete lattice, for instance the real interval
[0, 1]) and a query to the system, that is, a goal plus a substitution (initially
the identity substitution, denoted by id). Given a multi-adjoint logic program, goals are evaluated in two separate computational phases. During the
1
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operational phase, admissible steps (a generalization of the classical modus
ponens inference rule) are systematically applied by a backward reasoning
procedure in a similar way to classical resolution steps in pure logic programming. More precisely, in an admissible step, for a selected atom A in a goal
and a rule hH←B; vi of the program, if there is a most general unifier θ of
A and H, the atom A is substituted by the expression (v&B)θ, where “&”
is an adjoint conjunction evaluating modus ponens. Finally, the operational
phase returns a computed substitution together with an expression where all
atoms have been exploited. This last expression is then interpreted under a
given lattice during what we call the interpretive phase [6], hence returning a
pair htruth degree; substitutioni which is the fuzzy counterpart of the classical
notion of computed answer traditionally used in pure logic programming.
Reductancts were introduced in the context of multi-adjoint logic programming to cope with a problem of incompleteness that arises for some lattices.
It might be impossible to compute the greatest correct answer, if a lattice
(L, ) is partially ordered [13]. For instance, let a, b be two non comparable
elements in L; assume that for a (ground) goal A there are only two (fact)
rules (hA←; ai and hA←; bi) whose heads directly match with it; the first rule
contributes with truth degree a, and derives the fuzzy computed answer a
(with empty substitution); similarly, the second one contributes with b, and
derives the fuzzy computed answer b; therefore, by the soundness theorem of
multi-adjoint logic programming [13], both a and b are correct answers and
hence, by definition of correct answer [13], the supremum (or lub, least upper
bound) sup{a, b}, is also a correct answer; however, neither sup{a, b} nor a
more general version of sup{a, b} are computed answers and, therefore, completeness is lost. The above problem can be solved by extending the original
program with a special rule hA←sup{a, b}; >i, the so called reductant, which
allows us to obtain the supremum of all the contributions to the goal A.
The above discussion shows that a multi-adjoint logic program, interpreted
inside a partially ordered lattice, needs to contain all its reductants in order to
guarantee the completeness property. This obviously increases both the size
and execution time of the final “completed” program. However, this negative
effects can be highly diminished if the proposed reductants have been partially
evaluated before being introduced in the target program: the computational
effort done (once) at generation time is avoided (many times) at execution
time. Moreover, and what is best, if the proper partial evaluation process is
combined with thresholding techniques, we also achieve three extra benefits:
• The proper construction of the underlying unfolding tree consumes less
computational resources (both memory and CPU) by efficiently pruning some
unnecessary branches of the tree and hence, drastically reducing its size.
• As a direct consequence of the previous fact, the shape of the resulting
reductant is largely simplified.
• Finally, those derivation sequences performed at execution time, needs less
computation steps when using this refined notion of PE-reductant.
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Partial evaluation (PE) [4] is an automatic program transformation technique aiming at the optimization of a program with respect to parts of its
input: hence, it is also known as program specialization. It is expected that
the specialized program (also called residual program or partially evaluated
program) could be executed more efficiently than the original program. This
is because the residual program is able to save some computations, at execution time, that were done only once at PE time. To fulfill this goal, PE
uses symbolic computation as well as some techniques provided by the field
of program transformation [1], specially the so called unfolding transformation. Unfolding is essentially the replacement of a call by its definition, with
appropriate substitutions.
As we want to support the computation of reductants by means of PE
techniques, in [7] we have introduced a preliminary definition of the concept
of PE for multi-adjoint logic programs and goals. The idea is to adapt, for this
new framework, the techniques arisen around the field of partial deduction of
pure logic programs [3,8,10]. Following this path, we try to unfold admissible
goals, as much as possible, using the notion of unfolding rule developed in [5,6]
for multi-adjoint logic programs, in order to obtain an optimized (specialized)
version of the original program.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give some preliminary notions used along the whole work: subsections 2.1 and 2.2 summarize
the main features of multi-adjoint logic programming, both language syntax
and procedural semantics, whereas subsection 2.3 introduces some basic concepts that extend, for the multi-adjoint logic programming framework, the
notion of partial evaluation of an atom in a program. Section 3 presents a
formal definition of PE-reductant and relates it with the classical concept of
reductant and also with the notion of partial evaluation. Inspired by our experience in the development of partial evaluation techniques, we give a more
refined version of the concept of reductant considered in [13], which we call
PE-reductant. In Section 4, we provide a concrete algorithm for the construction of PE-reductants which is based on unfolding with a set of dynamic
thresholds: subsection 4.1 firstly introduces some preparatory results in order
to formally proceed in subsection 4.2 with the improved algorithm, whereas
in subsection 4.3 we discuss the benefits of the resulting technique by means
of some comparative examples. Finally, in Section 5 we give our conclusions
and some lines of future work.

2

Preliminaries

This section gives a short summary of the main features of Multi-adjoint
logic programming (we refer the interested reader to [11,12,13] for a complete
formulation) and formalizes the basic notions involved in the partial evaluation
of multi-adjoint logic programs as introduced in [7].
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2.1

The multi-adjoint language

We work with a first order language, L, containing variables, function symbols, predicate symbols, constants, quantifiers, ∀ and ∃, and several (arbitrary) connectives to increase language expressiveness. In our fuzzy setting,
we use implication connectives (←1, ←2 , . . . , ←m ) and also other connectives
which are grouped under the name of “aggregators” or “aggregation operators”. They are used to combine/propagate truth values through the rules.
The general definition of aggregation operators subsumes conjunctive operators (denoted by &1 , &2, . . . , &k ), disjunctive operators (∨1 , ∨2, . . . , ∨l ), and
average and hybrid operators (usually denoted by @1 , @2 , . . . , @n ). Although
the connectives &i , ∨i and @i are binary operators, we usually generalize them
as functions with an arbitrary number of arguments. In the following, we often
write @(x1, . . . , xn ) instead of @(x1, @(x2 , . . . , @(xn−1 , xn ) . . .)). Aggregation
operators are useful to describe/specify user preferences. An aggregation operator, when interpreted as a truth function, may be an arithmetic mean, a
weighted sum or in general any monotone application whose arguments are
values of a complete bounded lattice L. For example, if an aggregator @ is
˙
interpreted as @(x,
y, z) = (3x+2y +z)/6, we are giving the highest preference
to the first argument, then to the second, being the third argument the least
significant. By definition, the truth function for an n-ary aggregation opera˙ : Ln → L is required to be monotonous and fulfills @(>,
˙
tor @
. . . , >) = >,
˙
@(⊥, . . . , ⊥) = ⊥.
Additionally, our language L contains the values of a multi-adjoint lattice, hL, , ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n i, equipped with a collection of adjoint pairs
h←i , &ii, where each &i is a conjunctor 7 intended to the evaluation of modus
ponens. In general, the set of truth values L may be the carrier of any complete bounded lattice but, for readability reasons, in the examples we shall
select L as the set of real numbers in the interval [0, 1] (which is a totally
ordered lattice or chain).
A rule is a formula H ←i B, where H is an atomic formula (usually called
the head) and B (which is called the body) is a formula built from atomic
formulas B1 , . . . , Bn — n ≥ 0 —, truth values of L, conjunctions, disjunctions
and aggregations. Rules whose body is > are called facts (usually, we will
represent a fact as a rule with an empty body). A goal is a body submitted
as a query to the system. Variables in a rule are assumed to be universally
quantified. Roughly speaking, a multi-adjoint logic program is a set of pairs
hR; αi, where R is a rule and α is a truth degree (a value of L) expressing the
confidence that the user of the system has in the truth of the rule R. Observe
that, truth degrees are axiomatically assigned (for instance) by an expert. By
abuse of language, we sometimes refer a tuple hR; αi as a “rule”.
7

For a formal definition of a multi-adjoint lattice and the semantic properties of the connectives in L, see [13]. It is noteworthy that a symbol &j of L does not always need to be
part of an adjoint pair.
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2.2

Procedural Semantics

The procedural semantics of the multi-adjoint logic language L can be thought
of as an operational phase followed by an interpretive one. Similarly to [6], in
this section we establish a clear separation between both phases.
The operational mechanism uses a generalization of modus ponens that,
given an atomic goal A and a program rule hH←i B; vi, if there is a substitution
θ = mgu({A = H}) 1 , we substitute the atom A by the expression (v&iB)θ.
In the following, we write C[A] to denote a formula where A is a sub-expression
(usually an atom) which arbitrarily occur in the —possibly empty— context
C[]. Moreover, expression C[A/H] means the replacement of A by H in context
C[]. Also we use Var(s) for referring to the set of variables occurring in the
syntactic object s, whereas θ[Var(s)] denotes the substitution obtained from
θ by restricting its domain, Dom(θ), to Var(s).
Definition 2.1 (Admissible Steps) Let Q be a goal and let σ be a substitution. The pair hQ; σi is an state and we denote by E the set of states. Given
a program P, an admissible computation is formalized as a state transition
system, whose transition relation →AS ⊆ (E × E) is the smallest relation satisfying the following admissible rules 2 (where we always consider that A is the
selected atom in Q):
1) hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/v&iB])θ; σθi if θ = mgu({H = A}), hH←i B; vi in P.
2) hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/⊥]); σi if there is no rule in P whose head unifies A.
Formulas involved in admissible computation steps are renamed apart before
being used. Note also that second rule is introduced to cope with (possible)
unsuccessful admissible derivations. When needed, we shall use the symbols
→AS1 and →AS2 to distinguish between specific admissible steps. Also, when
required, the exact program rule used in the corresponding step will be anno∗
tated as a super–index of the →AS symbol. Also the symbols →+
AS and →AS
denote, respectively, the transitive closure and the reflexive, transitive closure
of →AS .
Definition 2.2 Let P be a program and let Q be a goal. An admissible derivation is a sequence hQ; idi →∗AS hQ0; θi. When Q0 is a formula not containing
atoms, the pair hQ0 ; σi, where σ = θ[Var(Q)], is called an admissible computed answer (a.c.a.) for that derivation.
If we exploit all atoms of a goal, by applying admissible steps as much
as needed during the operational phase, then it becomes a formula with no
atoms which can be then directly interpreted in the multi-adjoint lattice L.
1

Let mgu(E) denote the most general unifier of an equation set E (see [9] for a formal
definition of this concept).
2
Note that case one subsumes the second case in the original definition presented in [13],
since a fact H ← is really the rule H ← >. However, from a practical point of view,
when an admissible step is performed with a fact, we abbreviate the step “hQ[A]; σi→AS
˙ i (v, >) = v.
h(Q[A/v&i >])θ; σθi” by “hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/v])θ; σθi”, since &
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Definition 2.3 (Interpretive Step) Let P be a program, Q a goal and σ a
substitution. We formalize the notion of interpretive computation as a state
transition system, whose transition relation →IS ⊆ (E × E) is defined as the
˙ 1 ,r2)];σi, where @
˙
smallest one satisfying: hQ[@(r1, r2 )]; σi→IS hQ[@(r1,r2 )/@(r
is the truth function of connective @ in the lattice hL, i associated to P.
∗
We denote by →+
IS and →IS the transitive closure and the reflexive, transitive
closure of →IS , respectively.

Definition 2.4 Let P be a program and hQ; σi an a.c.a., that is, Q is a goal
not containing atoms. An interpretive derivation is a sequence hQ; σi →∗IS
hQ0 ; σi. When Q0 = r ∈ L, being hL, i the lattice associated to P, the state
hr; σi is called a fuzzy computed answer (f.c.a.) for that derivation.
Usually, we refer to a complete derivation as the sequence of admissible/ interpretive steps of the form hQ; idi →∗AS hQ0 ; σi →∗IS hr; σi (sometimes we
denote it by hQ; idi →∗AS/IS hr; σi) where hQ0 ; σ[Var(Q)]i and hr; σ[Var(Q)]i
are, respectively, the a.c.a. and the f.c.a. for the derivation.
2.3

Partial Evaluation of Multi-Adjoint Logic Programs

In [7] we formalize the basic notions involved in the partial evaluation of
multi-adjoint logic programs. Observe that, in contrast with the operational
semantics defined in Section 2.2, the admissible and interpretive steps can be
interleaved in any order. In practice we will give preference to the interpretive
steps over the admissible steps during the PE process. This method resembles
the normalization technique 3 introduced in the context of functional logic
programming to reduce the nondeterminism of a computation [2]. In the sequel
we call normalization the sequence of interpretive steps performed before an
operational unfolding step.
The partial evaluation of an atomic goal is defined by constructing incomplete search trees for the goal and extracting the specialized definition
—usually called resultants, as defined in [7]— from the root-to-leaf branches.
Hence, before defining this concept, we precise the notion of unfolding tree.
Definition 2.5 (Unfolding tree) Let P be a program and let Q be a goal.
An unfolding tree τϕ for P and Q (using the computation rule ϕ) is a set of
hgoal; substitutioni pair nodes satisfying the following conditions:
(i) The root node of τϕ is hQ ; idi, where id is the identity substitution.
(ii) If Ni ≡ hQ[A]; σi is a node of τϕ and assuming ϕ(Q) = A is the selected
atom, then for each rule Rj ≡ hH ← B; vi in P, with θ = mgu({H =
A}), Nij ≡ h(Q[A/v&B])θ; σθi is a node of τϕ .
˙ r0)]);
(iii) If Ni ≡ hQ[@(r, r0)]; σi is a node of τϕ then, Nij ≡ hQ[@(r, r0)/@(r,
σi is a node of τϕ .
3

In a normalizing narrowing strategy a term is rewritten to its normal form before a
narrowing step is applied.
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As defined in [5,6], the second and third cases respectively relate to the application of an operational unfolding step and an interpretive unfolding step.
An incomplete unfolding tree is an unfolding tree which, in addition to
completely evaluated leaves, may also contain leaves where no atom (or interpretable expression) has been selected for a further unfolding step. That is,
we are allowed to terminate a derivation at any adequate point.
Definition 2.6 (Partial evaluation of an atom) Let P be a program, A
be an atomic goal, and τ be a finite (possibly incomplete) unfolding tree for P
and A, containing at least one non-root node. Let {Qi | i = 1, . . . , k} be the
leaves of the branches of τ , and P 0 = {hAσi ← Qi ; >i | i = 1, . . . , k} the set
of rules (the so called resultants) associated with the derivations {hA ; idi →+
hQi ; σii | i = 1, . . . , k}. Then, the set P 0 is called a partial evaluation of A
in P (using τ ).

3

Reductants versus PE-Reductants

In this section we define a new concept of reductant based on techniques
coming from the field of partial evaluation. The starting point is the original
definition presented in [13], where the classical notion of reductant was initially
adapted to the multi-adjoint logic programming framework in the following
terms:
Definition 3.1 (Reductant [13]) Let P be a program, A a ground atom,
and hCi ←i Bi; vi i be the (non empty) set of rules in P whose head matches
with A (there are θi such that A = Ci θi ). A reductant for A in P is a rule
hA← @(B1, . . . , Bn )θ; >i where θ = θ1 . . . θn , ← is any implication with an
adjoint conjunctor, and the truth function for the intended aggregator @ is
˙ 1b1 , . . . , vn &
˙ n bn }.
˙ 1, . . . , bn ) = sup{v1 &
defined as @(b
Now we are going to show how Definition 3.1 can be improved, leading to a
more flexible approximation of this concept, by using proper notions of partial
evaluation. So, using an arbitrary unfolding tree, τ , for a program P and a
ground atom A, it is possible to construct a more refined version of the notion
of a reductanct which we call PE-reductant for A in P. The main novelty of
the following definition (which generalizes a very close, precedent notion of
PE-reductant, that we firstly introduced in [7]), is the fact that it is directly
based on the set of leaves of a given unfolding tree. Similarly to the previous
definition, in the sequel we assume that ← is the implication of any adjoint
pair h←, &i.
Definition 3.2 (PE-Reductant) Let P be a program, A a ground atom,
and τ an unfolding tree for A in P . A PE-reductant for A in P with respect
to τ , is a rule hA← @sup (D1 , . . . , Dn ); >i, where the truth function for the
˙ sup (d1 , . . . , dn ) = sup{d1 , . . . , dn }, and
intended aggregator @sup is defined as @
D1 , . . . , Dn are, respectively, the leaves of τ .
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Observe that, in the particular case that the tree used in Definition 3.2 is
unfolded only one step (assuming that {hCi ←i Bi ; vi i ∈ P | there is a θi , A =
Ci θi } is the –non empty– set of rules in P whose heads match with A) then, the
resulting PE-reductant is the rule hA←sup{(v1&1 B1)θ1 , . . . , (vn &n Bn )θn }; >i,
which is very similar to the Definition 3.1. It is easy to prove that this particular case of PE-reductant which uses a one-step unfolding tree, conforms
with the original definition of reductant appeared in [13].
Example 3.3 Given the lattice ([0, 1], ), where “” is the usual order on
real numbers, let P be the following multi-adjoint logic program:
R1 : hp(a)←L q(X, a);

0.7i

R5 : hq(b, a)← ;

R2 : hp(a)←G s(Y );

0.5i

R6 : hs(a)←G t(a); 0.5i

R3 : hp(Y )← ;

0.6i

R7 : hs(b)← ;

R4 : hp(Y )←G q(b, Y )&L t(Y ); 0.8i

0.9i

0.8i

R8 : ht(a)←L p(X); 0.9i

The one-step unfolding tree for program P and atom p(a) is:
hp(a); idi
R1

R2

R3

R4

h0.7&Lq(X1, a); idi h0.5&Gs(Y2 ); idi h0.6; {Y3/a}i h0.8&G(q(b, a)&Lt(a)); {Y4/a}i

from which we obtain the PE-reductant:
hp(a) ← @sup {0.7&L q(X1, a), 0.5&G s(Y2 ), 0.6, 0.8&G(q(b, a)&Lt(a))}; 1i
On the other hand, Definition 3.1 builds the reductant:
˙ 1, b2, b3 , b4) =
hp(a) ← @(q(X1 , a), s(Y2 ), 0.6, q(b, a)&Lt(a)); 1i where @(b
˙ L b1 , 0.5&
˙ G b2, b3, 0.8&
˙ G b4 }.
sup{0.7&
It is noteworthy that a PE-reductant can be constructed by using the
notion of unfolding tree in the following way.
Definition 3.4 (Construction of PE-reductants) Given a program P
and a ground atomic goal A. We can enumerate the following steps in the
construction of a PE-reductant of A in P:
(i) Construct an unfolding tree, τ , for P and A, that is, the tree obtained by
unfolding the atom A in the program.
(ii) Collect the set of leaves S = {D1 , . . . , Dn } in τ .
(iii) Construct the rule hA ← @sup {D1 , . . . , Dn }; >i, which is the PE-reductant of A in P with regard to τ .
The following example presents a PE-reductant obtained from an unfolding
tree of depth 3 (all its branches have been unfolded no more than 3 steps).
Example 3.5 Let P be the program of Example 3.3 and consider atom p(a).
In the next figure, nodes where normalization steps have been applied, producing additional nodes, are remarked by boxes.
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hp(a); idi
R1

R2

h0.7&L q(X1 , a); idi

R3

h0.5&G s(Y2 ); idih0.6; {Y3 /a}i h0.8&G (q(b, a)&L t(a)); {Y4 /a}i

R5

R6

h0.7&L 0.9; {X1 /b}i

R4

h0.5&G (0.5&G t(a)); {Y2 /a}i

h0.6; {X1 /b}i

R7

R5

h0.5&G 0.8; {Y2 /b}i

h0.8&G (0.9&L t(a)); {Y4 /a}i

h0.5; {Y2 /a}i
R8

R8

h0.5&G (0.5&G (0.9&L p(X5 ))); {Y2 /a}i

h0.8&G (0.9&L (0.9&L p(X6 ))); {Y4 /a}i

After collecting the leaves of this unfolding tree, we obtain the following PEreductant: hp(a) ← @sup{0.6, 0.5&G (0.5&G (0.9&L p(X5 ))), 0.5, 0.6, 0.8&G (0.9&L
(0.9&L p(X6 )))}; 1i.
Because this formulation is based on partial evaluation techniques, it can
be seen as a method that produces a specialization of a program with respect
to an atomic goal, which is able to compute the greatest correct answer for
that goal. Moreover, although for the same program P and ground atom A,
it is possible to derive distinct reductants, depending on the precision of the
underlying unfolding tree, we claim that all of them are able to compute the
same greatest correct answer for the goal A.

4

Threshold Construction of PE-Reductants

In this section we provide an efficient algorithm for the construction of a PEreductant based on unfolding with a set of dynamic thresholds.
4.1

Upper bound of a computation and thresholds

In the context of a fuzzy computation it makes sense to disregard a derivation
if the truth degree of a (partial) fuzzy computer answer falls down below of a
certain threshold value V. In our framework, this situation could be detected
in “advance”, that is, before the fuzzy computation has been completed. The
next result provides the theoretical basis which allows us to support this “lookahead”.
Proposition 4.1 Let hL, , ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n i be a multi-adjoint lattice.
Then, for any x, y ∈ L, 1) x&i y  x and 2) x&i y  y.
Proof. Item (1) is an easy consequence of the definition of multi-adjoint lattice [13]. Firstly, x&i y  x&i > because the adjoint operator &i is, by definition, increasing in both arguments –that is, if x1, x2 , x3 ∈ L and x1  x2
then x1 &i x3  x2&i x3 and x3&i x1  x3 &i x2– and L has a top element (>)
–that is, y  > for all y ∈ L–. Secondly, the adjoint operator &i also fulfill,
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by definition of multi-adjoint lattice, that x&i > = x for all x ∈ L, which
concludes the proof. The proof of item (2) is completely analogous.
2
The following result is a corolary of Proposition 4.1 showing that inf {x, y}
is an upper bound of x&y.
Proposition 4.2 Let hL, , ←1 , &1 , . . . , ←n , &n i be a multi-adjoint lattice.
Then, for any x, y ∈ L and adjoint conjunction &i : x&i y  inf {x, y}, where
inf is the lowest of x and y.
As a consequence of Proposition 4.1, it is noteworthy that, in an admissible step hQ[A]; σi→AS h(Q[A/v&iB])θ; σθi, the component v&iB, introduced
by the rule, is lesser than v. This is independent of the truth degree eventually
computed for the subgoal B. Therefore, if the goal Q is compounded by conjunctors fulfilling the conditions of Proposition 4.1 (note that this restriction
is vacuously true for an atomic goal), v is an upper bound of the truth degree
computable for Q.
The above discussion leads, in a natural way, to the notion of threshold
unfolding, where only unfolding steps leading to nodes with a foreseeable truth
degree value greater than a threshold value V are allowed. In other words,
when the upper bound truth degree of a node falls down the threshold value
V, the unfolding of the node is stopped. Next section precises this concept.
4.2

A concrete algorithm

In this section we assume that Proposition 4.1 holds for all connectives and
aggregators. This does not imply a serious loss of generality in practice.
During the construction of a PE-reductant many unfolding steps are useless, since they generate leaf nodes that cannot lead to the final computation
of the supremum. For instance, in Example 3.5, node h0.5; {Y2 /a}i does not
contribute, since 0.5  0.6 —the truth degree of a completely evaluated leaf
node— nor the node h0.5&G (0.5&G (0.9&L p(X5 ))); {Y2 /a}i, since, by Proposition 4.1, even when the subsequent complete evaluation of the subgoal p(X5 )
would reach the top value, we have 0.5&G (0.5&G (0.9&L >))  0.5  0.6. So, the
PE-reductant for p(a) in the program of Example 3.5 can be written in a more
accurate/simplifiedform as: hp(a) ← @sup {0.6, 0.8&G (0.9&L (0.9&L p(X6 )))}; 1i.
We can optimize the construction of PE-reductants if we use an adaptation of the notion of unfolding tree (Definition 2.5) where: i) nodes contain
information about an upper bound of the truth degree associated to the goal
component; and ii) a set of threshold values is set dynamically to limit the
generation of useless nodes. This last feature provides great opportunities to
reduce the unfolding tree shape, by stopping unfolding of those nodes whose
truth degree upper bound component falls down a threshold value V.
We propose a construction procedure in two phases. In the first phase
we build (traverse) an incomplete threshold unfolding tree, for a program P
and a goal A, trying to limit the generation of useless nodes. During the
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construction of the tree we store the leaf nodes in a list. In the second phase,
in order to construct the PE-reductant, we traverse the former list and remove
the leaf nodes that cannot contribute to the computation of the supremum.
As for a classical proof procedure, three points are important: the computation rule (that is, the selection function used to decide which atom must
be exploited in the next computation step 4 ); the order rule (i.e., the order
in which the rules of the program are tried for unfolding) and the search
strategy (either a breadth-first or a depth-first). The algorithm we present is
parametric with regard all these points, as well as a stop criterion to ensure
termination ofunfolding 5 .
Algorithm 1 (Unfolding with a set of dynamic thresholds)
>>>>>>>> [INPUT]: A program P and a ground atom A.
(i) Set LEAV ES = [] (the empty list), and T HRESHOLDS = [⊥];
(ii) Build the root node hA; id; >i and set OP EN = [hA; id; >i];
(iii) While OP EN 6= [] do:
(a) Take a node, say Ni, of the list OP EN (following the search
strategy);
(b) If Ni holds the stop criterion then add the node Ni to the list
LEAV ES;
(c) Else, assume that Ni ≡ hQ[E]; σ; ui, where E is the selected atom
in Q (following the computation rule);
For each rule Rj ≡ hH ← B; vi ∈ P (following the order rule),
with θ = mgu({E = H}) and THERE IS NOT any V ∈ T HRESHOLDS
such that v < V do:
• Generate the child node Nij ≡ h(Q[E/v&B])θ; σθ; inf{u, v}i;
• Normalize the first component of the new node Nij . That
is, apply a (maximal) sequence of interpretive steps:
h((Q[E/v&B])θ; σθi→IS ∗ h(Q0 ; σθi. Thus, we obtain a new node
Nij0 ≡ hQ0 ; σθ; inf{u, v}i.
• If Q0 = r ∈ L, then
· If THERE IS NOT any V ∈ T HRESHOLDS s.t. r < V:
Let W ⊆ T HRESHOLDS be the (possibly empty) greatest
subset of values comparable with r such that r > V for each
V ∈ W;
Replace the set W by {r} in T HRESHOLDS.
• Else (Q0 6= r ∈ L; i.e., the node is not completely evaluated),
add the node Nij0 to the list OP EN;
(iv) Remove nodes h@(r1 , . . ., rn, B1 , . . ., Bm ); φ; wi in LEAV ES verifying
that, there exists V
∈
T HRESHOLDS, such that w
< V or
˙ 1, . . . , rn, >, . . ., >) < V.
@(r
>>>>>>>> [OUTPUT]: Lists T HRESHOLDS and LEAV ES.

As we have seen, the algorithm works with four lists:
4

We have recently proved in [5] an independence result for this choice, as it is also usual in
other non-fuzzy logic paradigms. Similarly to PROLOG, in our examples we always exploit
the left-most atom of a given goal.
5
The local termination problem can be solved in an albeit ad hoc way, by imposing an
arbitrary depth bound for the unfolding, or using more refined approaches like methods
based on well-founded orders or well-quasi orders.
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•

OP EN , which contains the nodes to be unfolded;

•

LEAV ES, which contains the nodes which hold some termination criterion;

•

T HRESHOLDS , which stores a set of nodes completely evaluated (not
comparable among them) which are used as thresholds.

Roughly speaking, we only permit to unfold a node (by means of an admissible
step) using rules with a truth degree v, such that, v is comparable with none
V ∈ T HRESHOLDS , or v > V for some V ∈ T HRESHOLDS . Otherwise,
because a direct consequence of Proposition 4.1, we would reach a node (goal)
whose later evaluation never would produce a truth degree greater or equal to
V. The inclusion of a normalization step (that is, a sequence of interpretive unfolding steps) after each operational unfolding step increases the possibility of
obtaining completely evaluated nodes and therefore the possibility of refining
the set of threshold values. Thus, more useless nodes can be disregarded.
Observe that the list LEAVES can be accessed either as a LIFO (stack) or
a FIFO (queue) structure, which respectively corresponds with a depth-first
or breadth-first generation/ traversal of the underlying tree. The experience
shows us that there are not advantages (with regard the elimination of useless
nodes) when choosing either a breadth-first or a depth first strategy. We
have examples where the breadth-first strategy has a better performance in
comparison with the depth first strategy and vice-versa. Also there is not any
evidence indicating if a concrete computation rule can improve the elimination
of useless nodes. However, the order rule has a mayor impact in the removal
of useless nodes. We saw that an order rule which reorders rules on the basis
of the number of atoms in their bodies, giving preference to the facts over the
other rules, has (possibly) the best behavior.
Finally, if T HRESHOLDS = {r1, . . . , rm } and LEAV ES = {hQ1 ; φ1; w1 i
, . . . , hQn ; φn ; wn i} are the lists of thresholds and leaves returned by Algorithm 1, the PE-reductant of A in P is: hA←@sup {r1 , . . . , rm , Q1, . . . , Qn }; >i.
Example 4.3 Let P be the program and the goal p(a) of Example 3.3. Assume
an order rule such that rules in P are tried in the following order for unfolding:
R1 : hp(Y )← ;

0.6i

R5 : hp(a)←G s(Y );

0.5i

R2 : hq(b, a)← ;

0.9i

R6 : ht(a)←L p(X);

0.9i

R3 : hs(b)← ;

0.8i

R7 : hs(a)←G t(a);

0.5i

R4 : hp(a)←L q(X, a); 0.7i

R8 : hp(Y )←G q(b, Y )&L t(Y ); 0.8i

and a stop criterion that only permits depth-3 unfolding. After we set V = 0
and construct the root node hp(a); 1i, applying the sequence of steps in Algorithm 1, we obtain the following depth-3 threshold unfolding tree 3 for the
program P and the ground atom p(a) (which, for this example, is independent
of the search strategy used in its construction):
3

For the sake of simplicity, we omit the substitution component of the nodes in the representation of the threshold unfolding tree.
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hp(a); 1i
R1
h0.6; 0.6i

R4

R8

h0.7&Lq(X2, a); 0.7i

h0.8&G(q(b, a)&Lt(a)); 0.8i

R2

R2

h0.7&L0.9; 0.7i

h0.8&G(0.9&Lt(a)); 0.8i

h0.6; 0.7i
R6
h0.8&G(0.9&L(0.9&Lp(X3))); 0.8i

Observe that, at the very beginning, the unfolding step performed with rule R1
leads to the complete evaluated leaf node h0.6; 0.6i. Therefore the threshold
V is set to 0.6 and the unfolding step with the rule R5 is avoided. At level
2, the normalized leaf node h0.6; 0.6i does not alter the threshold V and since
the computed truth degree 0.6 is not greater than V, this node is not added
to LEAV ES. Hence, we obtain an unfolding tree smaller than the one obtained in Example 3.5. Finally, the Algorithm 1 returns the set of LEAV ES
{h0.6; 0.6i, h0.8&G (0.9&L (0.9&L p(X3 ))); 0.8i}, which allows us to generate a
simpler PE-reductant: hp(a) ← @sup {0.6, 0.8&G (0.9&L (0.9&L p(X3 )))}; 1i.

4.3

A comparative example

Our last example illustrates the benefits achieved by our threshold-based technique for computing PE-reductants when it is compared with Definitions 3.1
and 3.2. Firstly, we are interested in evidencing that the original program is
not able to compute a concrete correct answer. Secondly, we focus our attention in the comparison of the computational effort needed to compute and
execute different forms of PE-reductants, as well as their own shapes, which
highlights the main advantages of our algorithm.
Let P be the following program, where connective & used in all rules has
˙
a truth function defined by &(x,
y) = inf {x, y}, and the underlying lattice
(L, ) is represented by the corresponding diagram.
>
R1 : hp(a)← q(X, a);

αi

R4 : hq(b, a)← ; δi

R2 : hp(Y )← q(X; Y )&s(X)&t(Y ); αi

R5 : hs(b)← ;

βi

R3 : hp(a)← s(b)& t(a);

R6 : ht(a)← ;

γi

>i

δ

γ

α

β
⊥

An unfolding tree of depth 3 for the program P and the ground atom p(a) is:
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hp(a); 1i
R1
hα&q(X1, a); idi
R4
hα&δ; {X1/b}i

R2
hα&(q(X2, a)&s(X2)&t(a)); {Y2/a}i
R4

R3
h>&(s(b)&t(a)); idi
R5

hα&(δ&s(b)&t(a)); {Y2/a, X2/b}i

h>&(β&t(a)); idi

hα; {X1/b}i
R5
hα&(δ&β&t(a)); {Y2/a, X2/b}i

R6
h>&(β&γ); idi
hβ; idi

From this figure we can construct the following PE-reductants exploiting different unfolding trees of depth-1, depth-3, or depth-3 with thresholding (which
avoids the generation of the central branch shown in the figure), respectively:
R : hp(a)← @sup (α&(q(X1 , a), α&q(X2, a)&s(X2)&t(a)), >&(s(b)&t(a))); >i
R0 : hp(a)← @sup (α, α&(δ&(β&t(a))), β); >i
R00 : hp(a)← @sup (α, β); >i
Then, for the considered goal p(a), the following facts hold:
(i) We know that, by the soundness property of multi-adjoint logic programs,
since both hα; idi and hβ; idi are fuzzy computed answers for P and p(a),
they are correct answers too. Moreover, hsup{α, β}; idi = h>; idi is also
a correct answer. However, h>; idi can not be computed in P.
(ii) Fortunately, the PE-reductant R allows us to obtain the f.c.a. h>; idi after applying 10 computation steps as follows: hp(a); idi →R
AS
∗(9)
h@sup (α&q(X1 , a), α&(q(X2, a)&s(X2 )&t(a)),>&(s(b)&t(a))); idi →AS/IS
h>; idi. On the other hand, almost half the computational effort is needed
when using the simpler PE-reductant R0 .
(iii) However, not only R00 has the best shape, but also it proceeds with the
best computational behaviour, by simply requiring the following pair of
00
computation steps: hp(a); idi →R
AS h@sup (α, β); idi →IS h>; idi.

5

Conclusions and Further Research

Reductants are crucial to cope with completeness in multi-adjoint logic programming. In this paper we have defined a method for computing the so called
PE-reductants by using partial evaluation techniques based on unfolding with
a set of dynamic thresholds. Moreover, we have discussed the benefits of our
technique by means of several comparative examples, referring to the gains in
efficiency achieved not only when constructing the proper PE-reductant, but
also when using it at execution time. Nowadays we are working in the formulation of the set of properties fulfilled by our improved definition of reductant.
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Abstract
We introduce a new partial inversion technique for first-order functional programs.
In contrast to other, related techniques, our method is simple and (when it succeeds)
returns a program that belongs to the same class of the original one, namely the class
of inductively sequential programs—an essential property for having a practically
applicable transformation.
Key words: Functional programming, term rewriting, inversion.

1

Motivation

Program inversion is a fundamental transformation within the functional programming paradigm. There are many functions that can be seen as the inverse
of other, sometimes easier, functions (e.g., product and division, encoding and
decoding, compression and uncompression, etc).
In contrast to most of the work on program inversion, we consider the
computation of partial inverses. For instance, given the usual definition of the
addition on natural numbers (built from zero and succ):
add(zero, y)

→ y

add(succ(x), y) → succ(add(x, y))
1
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there exist two possible partial inverses. On the one hand, we have the partial
inverse of add w.r.t. the first argument, which is given by the specification
d 1 (w, y) = x
add

⇔

add(x, y) = w

d 1. On
Note that the first argument and the result of add are switched in add
the other hand, the partial inverse of add w.r.t. the second argument is given
by the following specification:
d 2 (x, w) = y
add

⇔

add(x, y) = w

Observe that the arity of a function does not change when computing a partial
inverse because only the result is switched with some of the input parameters.
For the partial inversion of add w.r.t. the second argument, our method
would return the following (efficient) definition:
d 2 (zero, y)
add

→ y

d 2 (succ(x), succ(w)) → add
d 2(x, w)
add
d 2 implements the subtraction on natural numbers (though its
Obviously, add
arguments appear in a counterintuitive order).
d 2 , are inducBoth the original function, add, and its partial inverse, add
tively sequential functions [1]. Inductively sequential TRSs [1] are a subclass of
left-linear constructor-based TRSs. Essentially, a TRS is inductively sequential when all its operations are defined by rewrite rules that, recursively, make
on their arguments a case distinction analogous to a data type (or structural)
induction.
Example 1.1 Consider the following definition of the less-or-equal relation:
zero 6 y

→ true

succ(x) 6 zero

→ false

succ(x) 6 succ(y) → x 6 y
This function is inductively sequential since its left-hand sides can be hierarchically organized as follows:



zero 6 m
(first rule)



 succ(x) 6 zero
n 6 m =⇒
(second rule)

m
=⇒
succ(x)
6



 succ(x) 6 succ(y)
(third rule)
where arguments in a box denote a case distinction (this is similar to the
notion of definitional tree in [1]).
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Inductive sequentiality is not a limiting condition for programming. In fact,
the first-order components of many functional and functional logic programs
written in, e.g., Haskell, ML or Curry, are inductively sequential. Preserving
the inductive sequentiality of the original program is an essential property for
having a practically applicable transformation.
The main features of our partial inversion method can be summarized as
follows:
•

Our method proceeds in three basic stages: normalization (introduction of
let expressions), partial inversion, and removal of let expressions.

•

An advantage of considering partial inverses is that we do not need to require
the original function to be injective (as it generally happens in total inversion
methods, e.g., [4]).

•

The method is purely static, i.e., no (partial) computations are performed.

•

We use definitional trees [1] to check a priori when the partial inversion of
a function will return an inductively sequential definition.

•

Finally, our method always terminates, either returning an inductively sequential program—defining the partial inversion of a function—or a failure.

2

Preliminaries

We follow the standard framework of term rewriting [2] for developing our
results since it suffices to model the first-order component of many functional
(and functional logic) programming languages.
In this setting, a set of rewrite rules (or oriented equations) l → r such
that l is a nonvariable term and r is a term is called a term rewriting system
(TRS for short); terms l and r are called the left-hand side and the right-hand
side of the rule, respectively. If there are variables in the right-hand side of a
rule that do not appear in the corresponding left-hand side, we say that the
TRS contains extra variables. Given a TRS R over a signature F , the defined
symbols D are the root symbols of the left-hand sides of the rules and the
constructors are C = F \ D. We denote the domain of terms and constructor
terms by T (F , V) and T (C, V), respectively, where V is a set of variables with
F ∩ V = ∅.
A TRS R is constructor-based if the left-hand sides of its rules have the
form f (s1 , . . . , sn ) where si are constructor terms, i.e., si ∈ T (C, V), for all
i = 1, . . . , n. The set of variables appearing in a term t is denoted by Var(t).
A term t is linear if every variable of V occurs at most once in t. R is leftlinear if l is linear for all rule l → r ∈ R. A function f ∈ D is left-linear if the
rules in its definition are left-linear.
The root symbol of a term t is denoted by root(t). A term t is operationrooted (resp. constructor-rooted ) if root(t) ∈ D (resp. root(t) ∈ C). A term
t is ground if Var(t) = ∅. A substitution σ is a mapping from variables to
terms such that its domain Dom(σ) = {x ∈ V | x 6= σ(x)} is finite. The
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identity substitution is denoted by id. We write on for the sequence of objects
o1 , . . . , on .
The evaluation of terms w.r.t. a TRS is formalized with the notion of
rewriting. A rewrite step is an application of a rewrite rule to a term, i.e.,
t →p,R s if there exists a position p in t, a rewrite rule R = (l → r) and a
substitution σ with t|p = σ(l) and s = t[σ(r)]p (p and R will often be omitted
in the notation of a reduction step). The instantiated left-hand side σ(l) is
called a redex. A term t is called irreducible or in normal form if there is no
term s with t → s. We denote by →+ the transitive closure of → and by →∗
its reflexive and transitive closure. Given a TRS R and a term t, we say that
t evaluates to s iff t →∗ s and s is in normal form.

3

A Method for Partial Inversion

In this section we present our stepwise method for the partial inversion of
inductively sequential TRSs.
3.1

Normalization

Normalization greatly simplifies the definition of the inversion algorithm in
Sect. 3.2. In the following, we consider that TRSs are augmented with let
expressions.
Definition 3.1 A TRS is normalized if it only contains rules of the form
l → p0

or

l → let p1 = e1 , . . . , pn = en in p0

where p0 , p1 , . . . , pn are constructor terms and e1, . . . , en are operation-rooted
terms with constructor terms as arguments. Each equality, pi = ei , is called a
pattern definition. We further require that the free variables of ei (i.e., those
variables of ei that do not appear in any pj , j ∈ {1, . . . , n}) also appear in l. 4
In the following, we denote by C[e1, . . . , en ] a term with a constructor context
C and maximal operation-rooted subterms e1 , . . . , en . For instance, the term
c(f (a), s(g(b))), with f, g ∈ D defined functions and a, b, c ∈ C constructor
symbols, can be represented by C[f (a), g(b)], where the context C denotes
the constructor term c(•, s(•)) with two “holes”. A constructor term (or a
variable) can thus be denoted by C[], i.e., a term with no maximal operationrooted subterm.
Definition 3.2 (normalization) Given a TRS R without extra variables,
the normalized TRS N (R) is obtained by replacing every rewrite rule l → r ∈
R by l → r0 in N (R), where r0 is obtained from r by applying the following
4

This means that pattern definitions do not add new extra variables.
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transformations:
C[ek ]

=⇒ let x1 = e1 , . . . , xk = ek in C[xk ]

f (ek )

=⇒ let x = f (ek ) in x

=⇒ let p1 = e1 ,
let p1 = e1 ,
...,
...,
pi = f (. . . , C[ejmj ], . . .)
pi = f (. . . , C[xjmj ], . . .),
...,
...,
pk = ek in p
pk = ek , xjmj = ejmj in p
where x, x1, . . . , xk , xj1, . . . , xjmj are fresh variables. The process stops when
no rule is applicable—clearly a terminating process.
Roughly speaking, normalization proceeds as follows: if the right-hand side is
a constructor term then it is already normalized; otherwise,
•

if it is an operation-rooted term, then it is completely replaced by a fresh
variable and a new pattern definition in a let expression is returned;

•

if it is a constructor-rooted term that contains some maximal operationrooted subterms, normalization replaces those operation-rooted subterms
by fresh variables and adds new pattern definitions by means of a let declaration.

Once the right-hand side is transformed into a let expression, we continue by
flattening the arguments of operation-rooted terms in the right-hand sides of
pattern definitions so that all function arguments become constructor terms.
Example 3.3 Consider the following (inductively sequential) TRS that defines the function incL for incrementing all the elements of a list by a given
value:
incL([ ], i)

→ []

add(zero, y)

incL(x : xs, i) → add (i, x) : incL(xs, i)

→y

add(succ(x), y) → succ(add(x, y))

where lists are built from [] and “:”. The normalization of this program returns
incL([ ], i)

→ []

add(zero, y)

incL(x : xs, i) → let w1 = add(i, x),
w2 = incL(xs, i)
in w1 : w2
3.2

→y

add(succ(x), y) → let w = add(x, y)
in succ(w)

Partial inversion algorithm

Our stepwise method to compute a partial inversion of a function is defined
as follows:
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Algorithm 1
Input: a normalized TRS R, a function f of arity n, and an integer i with
1 6 i 6 n;
Output: a normalized TRS R0 that includes the definition of the partial inversion of f w.r.t. the i-th parameter;
Initialization: R0 := { }, Inv := { }, Pend := {(f, i)};
Repeat
1. select a pair (f, i) ∈ Pend
2. update Inv := Inv ∪ {(f, i)} and Pend := Pend \ {(f, i)}
3. if iseq(R, f, i) then proceed with step 4 else stop with failure
4. let Rif = pinv (R, f, i)
5. if Rif = { } then stop with failure else R0 := R0 ∪ Rif
6. Pend := Pend ∪ (pcalls(Rif ) \ Inv )
Until Pend = { }
Return R0
Roughly speaking, function iseq (R, f, i) tries to construct a definitional tree
(see Sect. 2) for function f using the rules of R and considering as parameters
(1) all parameters of f but the i-th parameter and (2) the constructor term
in the right-hand side or in the result of the let expression, and returns true
if it succeeds and failure otherwise. Furthermore, it also checks the linearity
of the new left-hand side. On the other hand, function pcalls simply traverses
an expression and returns a set of function symbols of the form (g, j) for each
function call b
gj found.
The following definition formalizes the main component of our partial inversion algorithm, function pinv :
Definition 3.4 (partial inversion, pinv ) Given a normalized TRS R, a function f of arity n, and an integer i with 1 6 i 6 n, the partial inversion of f
w.r.t. the i-th argument, in symbols pinv (R, f, i), is obtained as the set

{ [[l → r]]i | l → r belongs to the definition of f in R }

if no element in the set contains occurrences of [[ ]] nor (( )), and { } otherwise.
The auxiliary functions [[ ]] and (( )) are defined inductively as follows:

[[f (. . . , pi , . . .) → C[]]]i

= fbi (. . . , C[], . . .) → pi

if V ar(pi ) ⊆ V ar(fbi (. . . , C[], . . .))

[[f (. . . , pi , . . .) → let qk = ek in C[]]]i = fbi (. . . , C[], . . .) → ((let qk = ek in pi ))V
where V = Var(fbi(. . . , C[], . . .))
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((let p1 = e1 ,
...,
pj = g(qm )
...,
pk = ek in p))V

= ((let p1 = e1,
...,
ql = b
gl (q1, . . . , ql−1 , pj , ql+1 , . . . , qm )
...,
pk = ek in p))V ∪Var(ql)
if Var(q1, . . . , ql−1 , pj , ql+1 , . . . , qm ) ⊆ V
and ∃x ∈ Var(ql )such that x 6∈ V

((let . . . , pj = ej , . . . in p))V = ((let . . . , pj = ej , . . . in p))V ∪Var(pj)
if Var(ej ) ⊆ V
((let pk = ek in p))V

= let pk = ek in p
if Var(e1, . . . , ek , p) ⊆ V

Observe that this definition is non-deterministic since there might exist more
than one pattern definition that fulfills the condition in the first rule for (( ))
above.
Example 3.5 Consider the normalized TRS of Example 3.3. The stepwise
computation of pinv (R, incL, 1) proceeds as follows:
[[incL([ ], i) → [ ]]]1

d 1 (i, [ ]) → [ ]
= incL

[[incL(x : xs, i)

→ let w1 = add(i, x), w2 = incL(xs, i) in w1 : w2]]1

d 1(i, w1 : w2) → ((let w1 = add(i, x), w2 = incL(xs, i) in x : xs))
= incL
{i,w1 ,w2 }

d 2 (i, w1), w2 = incL(xs, i) in x : xs))
d 1(i, w1 : w2) → ((let x = add
= incL
{i,w1 ,w2 ,x}

d 2 (i, w1), xs = incL
d 1(i, w1 : w2) → ((let x = add
d 1(i, w2) in x : xs))
= incL
{i,w1 ,w2 ,x,xs}
d 2 (i, w1), xs = incL
d 1 (i, w2) in x : xs
d 1(i, w1 : w2) → let x = add
= incL

Here, function pcalls returns the set {(add, 2)} and, thus, the computation
of pinv (R, add , 2) is started so that the partial inversion shown in Sect. 1 is
obtained. The transformed program is then as follows:
d 1 (i, [ ])
incL
d 1 (i, w1 : w2 )
incL

→ []
d 1(i, w2) in x : xs
d 2 (i, w1), xs = incL
→ let x = add

d 2(zero, y)
add
→y
d
d 2 (x, w) in y
add 2(succ(x), succ(w)) → let y = add
d 1 that decrements all the elements of the
which implements a function incL
d 2 ).
input list by a given value (using auxiliary function add
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3.3

Removal of let declarations

Let expressions in transformed programs can easily be removed by applying a
simplified version of lambda lifting [6]. In particular, we follow the transformation presented in [3, Appendix D]. Nevertheless, we allow the application
of (the simpler transformation of) inlining when the pattern definition has
the form x = e; in this case, the pattern definition is deleted and the binding
{x 7→ e} is applied to the right-hand side of the rule.
Example 3.6 Consider the partially inverted TRS of Example 3.5. Here,
inlining suffices to remove let expressions, so that the following standard TRS
is obtained:
d 1(i, [ ])
incL
d 1(i, w1 : w2)
incL

→ []
d 2 (i, w1) : incL
d 1 (i, w2)
→ add

d 2 (zero, y)
→y
add
d
d 2 (x, w)
add 2 (succ(x), succ(w)) → add

3.4

Correctness

The correctness of our partial inversion method is stated as follows
Theorem 3.7 Let R be an inductively sequential TRS without extra variables,
f be a function of arity k, and i be a number with 1 6 i 6 k. Let Rn = N (R)
be the normalized version of R, Ri be the partial inversion of f w.r.t. the i-th
parameter (according to Algorithm 1), and R0 be the TRS resulting from Ri
after eliminating let declarations. Then,
•

R0 is inductively sequential and

•

for each pj , j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and v, f (p1 , . . . , pi−1 , pi , pi+1 , . . . , pk ) evaluates
to v in R if and only if fbi (p1 , . . . , pi−1 , v, pi+1 , . . . , pk ) evaluates to pi in R0 .

Trivially, if the partial inversion algorithm succeeds, the returned TRS is a
(normalized) inductively sequential TRS. Furthermore, after the removal of
let declarations (if any), the resulting program contains no extra variables.
Roughly speaking, the proof of the above theorem proceeds as follows: a)
The correctness of the first and third stages, normalization and removal of
let declarations (a simplified version of lambda lifting), are immediate from
existing results in the literature; b) Regarding the second stage, the partial
inversion of functions, its correctness is based on the following scheme: i) We
consider reductions by narrowing [9]. In this setting, every single transformation step preserves the semantics; ii) Since the final program is inductively
sequential and does not contain extra variables, reductions can be performed
by rewriting (a particular case of narrowing).
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4

Related Work

Among the closest approaches, we have the work by Glück and Kawabe [4]
(further improved in [5]), where an automatic program inversion algorithm
for first-order functional programs is presented. In contrast to ours, a total
inversion algorithm is considered—a more difficult problem—and, thus, only
injective functions are allowed.
Another close approach is that of Nishida et al. [8], where the authors
present a very general inversion algorithm for term rewriting systems which is
able to perform both partial and total inversions. Their algorithm can always
be applied but the transformed program could be non-terminating and/or nondeterministic. In contrast, our method can be applied in fewer cases but, when
it succeeds, the resulting program is inductively sequential and has no extra
variables, which is essential for allowing computations by standard reduction.
Basically, our method can be seen as an efficient instance of the method by
Nishida et al. [8].
Finally, Mogensen [7] has recently introduced a method for computing the
semi-inversion of a functional program with guarded equations. Basically,
semi-inversion means taking a program and producing a new program that as
input takes part of the input and part of the output of the original program and
as output produces the rest of the input and output of the original program.
This work tackles a more general objective than ours, but the underlying
techniques are also similar to both ours and that of [8].

5

Discussion

We have presented a novel method for the partial inversion of inductively
sequential rewrite systems. When the method succeeds, it returns an inductively sequential system without extra variables, which is essential to have a
practically applicable method.
Let us note that there are several cases in which our method does not
succeed. For instance, given the first rule of multiplication mult (zero, y) →
[ 2 (zero, zero) →
zero, its partial inversion w.r.t. the second argument is mult
y. This partial inversion is not allowed in our method because of the extra
variable, which would mean that the partially inverted function would be
non-deterministic.
Also, there are cases where the partial inversion of a function requires
the total inversion of another function. For instance, given the second rule
of multiplication: mult (succ(x), y) → add(y, mult (x, y)), its partial inversion
w.r.t. the second argument produces the following intermediate rule
[ 2 (succ(x), w1) → let w1 = add(y, w2), w2 = mult (x, y) in w1
mult
Here, we can only proceed by computing a total inversion for add, i.e., by
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d 12(w1 ).
transforming the pattern definition w1 = add(y, w2) into (y, w2) = add
In this work, we have presented the first step towards the development
of a powerful method for the automatic partial inversion of functional programs. We consider the improvement of our method for the above situations
an interesting topic for further research.
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Abstract
Recently, an offline approach to narrowing-driven partial evaluation—a partial evaluation scheme for first-order functional and functional logic programs—has been introduced. In this approach, program annotations (i.e., the expressions that should
be generalized at partial evaluation time to ensure termination) are based on a simple syntactic characterization of quasi-terminating programs. This work extends the
previous offline scheme by introducing a new annotation strategy which is based on
a combination of size-change graphs and binding-time analysis. Preliminary experiments point out that the number of program annotations is drastically reduced
compared to the previous approach.
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1

Introduction

Narrowing [11] extends the reduction principle of functional languages by
replacing matching with unification (as in logic programming). Narrowingdriven partial evaluation (NPE) [1] is a powerful specialization technique for
the first-order component of many functional and functional logic languages
like Haskell or Curry. In NPE, some refinement of narrowing [11] is used to
perform symbolic computations. Currently, needed narrowing [3], a narrowing
strategy which only selects a function call if its reduction is necessary to compute a value, is the strategy that presents better properties. In general, the
narrowing space (i.e., the counterpart of the SLD search space in logic programming) of a term may be infinite. However, even in this case, NPE may still
1
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terminate when the original program is quasi-terminating w.r.t. the considered narrowing strategy, i.e., when only finitely many different terms—modulo
variable renaming—are computed. The reason is that the (partial) evaluation
of multiple occurrences of the same term (modulo variable renaming) in a computation can be avoided by inserting a call to some previously encountered
variant (a technique known as specialization-point insertion in the partial evaluation literature).
Recently, [10] identified a class of quasi-terminating rewrite systems (w.r.t.
needed narrowing) that are called non-increasing. This characterization is
purely syntactic and very easy to check, though too restrictive to be useful in
practice. Therefore, [10] introduces an offline scheme for NPE by
•

annotating the program expressions that violate the non-increasingness property and

•

considering a slight extension of needed narrowing to perform partial computations so that annotated subterms are generalized at specialization time
(which ensures the termination of the process).

In this work, however, we improve on the simpler characterization of nonincreasing rewrite systems by the use of size-change graphs [9], which approximate the changes in parameter sizes from one function call to another.
In particular, we use the information in the size-change graphs to identify
a particular form of quasi-termination, i.e., that only finitely many different
function calls (modulo variable renaming) can be produced in a computation.
For this purpose, the output of a standard binding-time analysis is also used
in order to have information on which function arguments are static (and thus
ground) or dynamic. When the information gathered from the combined use
of size-change graphs and binding-time analysis does not allow us to infer that
the rewrite system quasi-terminates, we proceed as in [10] and annotate the
problematic subterms to be generalized at partial evaluation time. Finally
we present some benchmarks on the implementation of the new analysis and
conclude.

Related Work
Our work shares many similarities with [7], where a quasi-termination analysis
based on size-change graphs is used to ensure the termination of an offline
partial evaluator for first-order functional programs.
However, transferring Glenstrup and Jones’ scheme to functional logic programs and NPE is not easy. For instance, NPE propagates bindings forward in
the partial computations and, thus, some additional requirements (compared
to [7]) are necessary to still ensure quasi-termination.
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2

Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some basic notions of term rewriting (further
details in [4]). A term rewriting system (TRS for short) is a set of rewrite
rules l → r such that l is a nonvariable term and r is a term whose variables
appear in l; terms l and r are called the left-hand side and the right-hand
side of the rule, respectively. Given a TRS R over a signature F , the defined
symbols D are the root symbols of the left-hand sides of the rules and the
constructors are C = F \ D. We restrict ourselves to finite signatures and
TRSs. We denote the domain of terms and constructor terms by T (F , V) and
T (C, V), respectively, where V is a set of variables with F ∩ V = ∅.
A TRS R is constructor-based if the left-hand sides of its rules have the
form f (s1 , . . . , sn ) where si are constructor terms, i.e., si ∈ T (C, V), for all
i = 1, . . . , n. In the following, we write on for the sequence of objects o1 , . . . , on .
The set of variables appearing in a term t is denoted by Var (t). A term t is
linear if every variable of V occurs at most once in t. R is left-linear (resp.
right-linear) if l (resp. r) is linear for all rules l → r ∈ R. The definition of
f in R is the set of rules in R whose root symbol in the left-hand side is f .
A function f ∈ D is left-linear (resp. right-linear) if the rules in its definition
are left-linear (resp. right-linear).
The root symbol of a term t is denoted by root(t). A term t is operationrooted (resp. constructor-rooted ) if root(t) ∈ D (resp. root(t) ∈ C). A term
t is ground if Var (t) = ∅. A term t is a variant of term t0 if they are equal
modulo variable renaming. Inductively sequential TRSs [2] are a subclass of
left-linear constructor-based TRSs with no overlapping rules. Essentially, a
TRS is inductively sequential when all its operations are defined by rewrite
rules that, recursively, make on their arguments a case distinction analogous
to a data type (or structural) induction.

3

A Simple Offline NPE Scheme

In this section, we briefly present the offline approach to NPE from [10]. Given
an inductively sequential TRS R, the first stage of the process consists in computing the annotated TRS. In [10], annotations were added to those subterms
that violate the non-increasingness condition, a simple syntactic characterization of programs that guarantees the quasi-termination of computations.
Nevertheless, annotations can be based on other, more refined analysis—the
goal of this paper—as long as the annotated program still ensures the termination of the specialization process.
For the annotation stage, the signature F of a program is extended with
a fresh symbol: “•”. A term t is then annotated by replacing t by •(t).
Then, the second stage, i.e., the proper partial evaluation, proceeds as
follows:
•

it takes the annotated TRS, together with an initial term t,
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•

and constructs its associated (finite) generalizing needed narrowing tree (see
below) where, additionally, a test is included to check whether a variant of
the current term has already been computed and, if so, stop the derivation.

Finally, a residual—partially evaluated—program is extracted from the generalizing needed narrowing tree. Essentially, a generalizing needed narrowing
derivation s ∗σ t is composed of
a) proper needed narrowing steps, for operation-rooted terms with no annotations,
b) generalizations, for annotated terms, e.g., f (•(g(y)), x) is reduced to both
f (w, x) and g(y), where w is a fresh variable, and
c) constructor decompositions, for constructor-rooted terms with no annotations, e.g., c(f (x), g(y)) is reduced to f (x) and g(y) when c ∈ C and
f, g ∈ D,
The substitution in s ∗σ t is the composition of the substitutions labeling the
proper needed narrowing steps of s ∗σ t. Consider, for instance, the following
definitions of the addition and product on natural numbers built from zero
and succ:
add (zero, y)

→y

prod(zero, y)

→ zero

add (succ(x), y) → succ(add(x, y)) prod(succ(x), y) → add(prod(x, y), y)
According to [10], this program is not non-increasing because of the nested
functions in the right-hand side of the second rule of function prod. Therefore,
it is annotated as follows:
add (zero, y)

→y

prod(zero, y)

→ zero

add (succ(x), y) → succ(add(x, y)) prod(succ(x), y) → add(•(prod(x, y)), y)
E.g., the following needed narrowing computation is not quasi-terminating
w.r.t. the original program (the selected function call is underlined):
prod(x, y) ;{x7→succ(x0 )} add(prod(x0 , y), y)
;{x07→succ(x00 )} add(add(prod(x00, y), y), y) ; . . .
In contrast, the corresponding computation by generalizing needed narrowing
is quasi-terminating (generalization steps are denoted by “;•”):

prod(x, y) ;{x7→succ(x0 )} add(•(prod(x0 , y)), y)

add(w, y) ; . . .

u5 • 5u 5
u5 u5 5u
)i )i )i
)i •)i
)

prod(x0, y) ; . . .
Our generalization step is somehow equivalent to the splitting operation of
conjunctive partial deduction (CPD) of logic programs [6]. While CPD considers conjunctions of atoms, we deal with terms possibly containing nested
function symbols. Therefore, flattening a nested function call is basically
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equivalent to splitting a conjunction (in both cases some information is lost).
We skip the details of the extraction of residual programs from generalizing
needed narrowing trees since it is orthogonal to the topic of this paper (a more
detailed description can be found in [10]).

4

Ensuring Quasi-Termination with Size-Change Graphs

In this section, we first recall some basic notions on size-change graphs from
[12], where the original scheme of [9] is adapted to term rewriting, and, then,
we introduce our new approach for ensuring quasi-termination.
A transitive and antisymmetric binary relation  is an order and a transitive and reflexive binary relation % is a quasi-order. A binary relation  is
well founded iff there exist no infinite decreasing sequence t0  t1  t2  . . ..
In the following, we say that a given order “” is closed under substitutions
(or stable) if s  t implies σ(s)  σ(t) for all s, t ∈ T (F , V) and substitution
σ.
Definition 4.1 (reduction pair) We say that (%, ) is a reduction pair if
% is a quasi-order and  is a well-founded order on terms where both % and 
are closed under substitutions and compatible (i.e., % ◦  ⊆  or  ◦ % ⊆ 
but % ⊆  is not necessary).
Definition 4.2 (size-change graph) Let (%, ) be a reduction pair. For
every rule f (sn ) → r of a TRS R and every subterm g(tm ) of r where g ∈ D,
we define a size-change graph as follows.
•

The graph has n output nodes marked with {1f , . . . , nf } and m input nodes
marked with {1g , . . . , mg }.

•

If si  tj , then there is a directed edge marked with  from if to jg . Otherwise, if si % tj , then there is an edge marked with % from if to jg .

A size-change graph is thus a bipartite graph G = (V, W, E) where V =
{1f , . . . , nf } and W = {1g , . . . , mg } are the labels of the output and input
nodes, respectively, and we have edges E ⊆ V × W × {%, }.
In order to focus on program loops, the following definition introduces the
notion of maximal multigraphs:
Definition 4.3 (concatenation, maximal multigraph) Every size-change
graph of R is a multigraph of R and if G = ({1f , . . . , nf }, {1g , . . . , mg }, E1)
and H = ({1g , . . . , mg }, {1h , . . . , ph }, E2) are multigraphs of R w.r.t. the same
reduction pair (%, ), then the concatenation G·H = ({1f , . . . , nf }, {1h , . . . , ph },
E) is also a multigraph of R. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ k ≤ p, E contains an
edge from if to kh iff E1 contains an edge from if to some jg and E2 contains
an edge from jg to kh . If there is such a jg where the edge of E1 or E2 is
labeled with “”, then the edge in E is labeled with “” as well. Otherwise,
it is labeled with “%”.
A multigraph G of R is called a maximal multigraph of R if its input
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and output nodes are both labeled with {1f , . . . , nf } for some f and if it is
idempotent, i.e., G = G · G.
Roughly speaking, given the set of size-change graphs of a program, we first
compute its transitive closure under the concatenation operator, thus producing a finite set of multigraphs. Then, we only need to focus on the maximal
multigraphs of this set because they represent the program loops.
Example 4.4 Consider the following example which computes the reverse of
a given list:
rev ([ ])

→ []

app([ ], y)

rev (x : xs) → app(rev (xs), x : [ ])

→y

app(x : xs, y) → x : app(xs, y)

where “[ ]” and “:” are the list constructors. In this example, we consider a
particular reduction pair (%, ) defined as follows:
•

s % t iff Var(t) ⊆ Var(s) and for all x ∈ Var(t), dv (t, x) 6 dv(s, x);

•

s  t iff Var(t) ⊆ Var(s) and for all x ∈ Var(t), dv (t, x) < dv (s, x).

where the depth of a variable x in a constructor term t [5], dv (t, x), is defined
as follows:
dv (c(tn ), x)
dv (c(tn ), x)
dv(y, x)
dv(y, x)
dv(t, x)

= 1 + max (dv(tn , x))
= −1
= 0
= −1
= −1

if
if
if
if
if

x ∈ Var(c(tn))
x 6∈ Var(c(tn))
x=y
x 6= y
t is not a constructor term

with c ∈ C a constructor symbol of arity n > 0. Now, the corresponding
size-change graphs for this program are the following:
G1 : 1rev



/ 1rev

G2 : 1rev NN % 1app
NNN
N&
2app

G3 : 1app



/ 1app

2app

%

/ 2app

where G1 and G3 are also the maximal multigraphs of the program.
Definition 4.5 (PE-termination, PE-terminating TRS) A needed narrowing computation is PE-terminating if only a finite number of different
function calls (i.e., redexes) have been unfolded up to variable renaming. A
TRS is PE-terminating if every possible needed narrowing computation is PEterminating.
Observe that a PE-terminating TRS does not ensure the quasi-termination of
its computations. For instance, given the TRS of Example 4.4 and the initial
call rev(xs), we have the following needed narrowing derivation:
rev(xs) ;{xs7→y:ys} app(rev(ys), y : [ ])
;{ys7→z:zs} app(app(rev(zs), z : [ ]), y : [ ]) ;{zs7→w:ws} . . .
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Although this derivation contains an infinite number of different terms, there
is only a finite number of different function calls modulo variable renaming.
Fortunately, this is sufficient to ensure the termination in many partial evaluation schemes.
For instance, one can consider a simple partial evaluation procedure as
follows:
•

local control: a generalizing needed narrowing derivation stops when the
selected function call is a variant of a previously reduced function call in
the same derivation;

•

global control : the non-constructor terms in the leaves of the generalizing
needed narrowing tree are fully flattened before adding them to the set of
(to be) partially evaluated calls. For instance, given the term f (g(x), h(y)),
the function calls f (w1 , w2 ), g(x) and h(y) are added to the current set of
(to be) partially evaluated calls, where w1, w2 are fresh variables.

In the following, we consider that the output of a simple (monovariant) bindingtime analysis (BTA) is available. Informally speaking, given a TRS and the information on which parameters of the initial function call are static and which
are dynamic, a BTA maps each program function to a list of static/dynamic
values. Here, we consider that a static parameter is definitely known at specialization time (hence it is ground), while a dynamic parameter is possibly
unknown at specialization time. The output of the BTA must be congruent
[8]: the value of every static parameter is determined by the values of other
static parameters (and thus ultimately by the available input).
In the following, we will require the component % of a reduction pair
(%, ) to be bounded, i.e., the set {s | t % s} must contain a finite number of
nonvariant terms for any term t.
The following theorem states sufficient conditions to ensure PE-termination:
Theorem 4.6 Let R be a TRS and (%, ) a reduction pair. R is PEterminating if every maximal multigraph associated to a function f/n contains
either


(i) at least one edge if −→ if for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that if is static,
or
R

(ii) an edge if −→ if , R ∈ {%, }, for all i = 1, . . . , n, such that % is
bounded.
Also, we require R to be right-linear w.r.t. the dynamic variables, i.e., no
repeated occurrence of the same dynamic variable may occur in a right-hand
side.
The last condition on right-linearity is required in order to avoid situations
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like the following one: given the TRS
double(x) → add (x, x)

add(zero, y)

→y

add(succ(x), y) → succ(add(x, y))
although double and add seem clearly terminating (and thus quasi-terminating),
the following infinite computation is possible:
double(x) ; add (x, x) ;{x7→succ(x0 )}

succ(add(x0 , succ(x0)))

;{x07→succ(x00 )} succ(succ(add(x00, succ(succ(x00)))))
;{x00 7→succ(x000 )} . . .
which is not quasi-terminating nor PE-terminating.
Rather than requiring source programs to fulfill the conditions of the theorem above, we use this result in order to define a new program annotation
for offline NPE which ensures PE-termination.
Basically, it takes every function symbol f/n such that f has a maximal
multigraph, and performs one of the following actions:
(i) if the conditions of Theorem 4.6 hold, no annotation is added;
(ii) otherwise, then the j-th argument of every function call to f in the program is annotated, where j ranges over the parameters of f that do not
R
have an edge jf −→ jf , with R ∈ {%, };
(iii) finally, if there is more than one occurrence of the same dynamic variable
(not yet annotated) in the right-hand side of a program rule, then all
occurrences but one (e.g., the leftmost one) are annotated.
Example 4.7 Consider a function front that completes a byte by adding a
given number of zero bits. The original program and its maximal multigraph
are as follows:
front(zero, x) → x
front(succ(y), x) → front(y, (zero : x))

G1 : 1front
2front



/ 1front

2front

The corresponding annotated program—considering that all parameters are
dynamic—is the following:
front(zero, x) → x
front(succ(y), x) → front(y, •(zero : x))

5

Discussion

The closest approach to ours has been presented by Glenstrup and Jones [7],
who introduce the notion of bounded anchoring for ensuring the termination
of partial evaluation of functional programs by means of size-change graphs.
This principle is useful for detecting parameters that can act as an anchor for
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other parameters during specialization. Then, if the anchors are decreasing
and static, then the full termination of partial evaluation is ensured.
In particular, our main result (Theorem 4.6) can be seen as an extension
of a similar result in [7]; basically, the first claim of Theorem 4.6 identifies
an anchor in the sense of [7]. The second claim of Theorem 4.6 is necessary
for partially evaluating a program with no static data, a common situation
in NPE. Also, right-linearity is required in our context because of the use of
narrowing for performing partial computations, while this is not needed in [7].
We have undertaken a prototype implementation of the improved offline
NPE scheme, which is publicly available at:
http://www.dsic.upv.es/~jsilva/peval
In order to further improve the precision of the partial evaluator, we are currently implementing a polyvariant version of the program annotation stage. In
this case, every function call is treated separately according to the information
gathered from the associated maximal multigraph. The resulting algorithm
would be more expensive but also more precise.
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